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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Sahrawi communities in the Western Saharan region of Northwest Africa have 
experienced a series of radical shifts over the past century from decentralized nomadic 
tribal organization to colonial rule under the Spanish Sahara (1884-1975) and annexation 
by Morocco and Mauritania in 1975.  The international dispute over the future of the 
Western Sahara remains unresolved between the Moroccan government that administers 
the territory and the Sahrawi opposition that seeks self-determination under the 
leadership of the Polisario Front.  In this context, this dissertation explores the lived 
experience and social memory of Sahrawis affected by conflict, diaspora, and 
urbanization over the past thirty-five years by examining multivocal expressions of ethnic 
and gender identity, nationalism, and citizenship in personal narratives and oral poetry in 
Hassaniyya Arabic.  Through modes of everyday speech and verbal performances, 
Sahrawis living in the undisputed region of Morocco and the disputed Western Sahara 
exhibit varying political allegiances linked to tribal and national affiliations and political 
economic factors.  Pro-independence activists negotiate public and clandestine 
aspirations for an independent state with the realities of living under Moroccan 
administration while refugees in Algeria employ performance genres to appeal for 
political and humanitarian support in the international community and maintain 
communication in the Sahrawi diaspora.  Intergenerational perspectives between 
Sahrawis born before and after the 1975 cleavage reveal key divergences between the 
older generation that retains an active memory of nomadic livelihoods and pre-national 
tribal organization, the middle generation affected by a massive shift to urban residence 
and compulsory postcolonial nationalism, and the younger generation raised primarily in 
urban environments and refugee camps.  Across generations, Sahrawi women have 
retained a prominent role in maintaining tribal and family ties and serving as leaders in 
nationalist and social movements.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
 ‘Salam aleikum,’1 I uttered while crouching to enter the enormous tent.  A large 

group of blue-robed Sahrawi2 men watched me curiously while murmuring greetings to 

one another and passing around small glasses of tea.  My guide Mustafa, the president of 

a local association that hosted my first visit to southern Morocco, motioned me toward a 

place on the carpeted ground and a cushion to lean on.  He presented me to members of 

his extended family hosting a wedding in the badiyya,3 the desert far from the nearest 

town we had left that morning.  The hosts seemed surprised yet pleased to have a foreign 

guest, as if my unexpected presence bestowed an additional honor to the ceremony.   

Before I could finish sipping my tea, a corpulent middle-aged woman entered the 

space, grasped my hand and whisked me away into the women’s tent nearby.  After a 

round of greetings, a giddy, commanding group of young Sahrawi women quickly 

surrounded me and took great pleasure wrapping my body and head in a dark green 

                                                
1 A traditional Arabic and Islamic greeting, ‘Peace be upon you.’ All italicized words in the text 
from Arabic and Hassaniyya are defined in the glossary in Appendix A. 
2 The term Sahrawi (also spelled Saharawi in some English sources, Sahraoui in French, and 
Sahraui in Spanish) is used to refer to Hassaniyya-speaking Arabs from the Saharan region of 
southern Morocco, Western Sahara, and southwestern Algeria and people originating from those 
areas who currently live in refugee or diaspora communities.  As elaborated in chapter two, 
colonial rule in the Spanish Sahara and the subsequent decolonization dispute over Western 
Sahara gave rise to the term ‘Sahrawi’ as a distinct ethnic subdivision during the 1970s (cf. 
Mundy 2007; Zunes and Mundy Forthcoming 2010). 
3 The badiyya refers to the desert and other rural areas where Sahrawi nomads graze herds and set 
up camps. 
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cotton melhafa4 cloth, lining my eyes with black kohl and drenching me in strong 

perfumes.  Satisfied with their work, they thrust a pink plastic mirror in my hand and 

announced that I was now dressed suitably, beautiful enough to attract a husband of my 

own, and ready to celebrate a Sahrawi marriage with them. 

 For the rest of the long day and night, I sat captivated by the intricate wedding 

ceremony that unfolded in the remote hammada5 desert.  A space that seemed desolate 

and virtually empty when I arrived became animated with people pitching tents, 

preparing the slaughtered camel, serving wooden bowls of fresh camel milk, brewing 

endless rounds of tea, feasting, singing, and dancing until dawn.  The festivities started in 

the late afternoon when the bridal party processed in song from the desert into a spacious, 

patchwork tent where they received the bride’s wedding trousseau gifts delivered by the 

groomsmen in a well-worn, white Land Rover.  A pair of older women eagerly opened 

the trunks, inspected, and counted aloud the equal number of twenty melhafa cloths, pairs 

of shoes, bottles of perfume and lotion, bars of soap and accessories offered to adorn the 

new bride as they displayed each one for the crowd’s inspection.   

Later in the night, after the guests had sufficiently gorged on salted hunks of 

stewed camel, the timid bride emerged from her nuptial tent.  With a stony expression, 

she entered the reception tent alongside her new husband and a retinue of ululating 

female attendants.  A headpiece of braided black cords and interwoven beads was just 
                                                
4 The melhafa is the traditional dress worn by Sahrawi women and consists of a long piece of 
cotton fabric that is tied at the shoulders and wrapped over the woman’s head and body. 
5 The hammada is the flat, rocky landscape in portions of the desert near the Anti-Atlas 
Mountains. 
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visible under the transparent black veil covering her face.  On her head she wore the 

white sheet from her wedding bed with traces of the blood proving her virginity.6  For the 

rest of the night the solemn bride sat quietly next to her husband with her face obscured 

as the crowd chanted popular poems and songs in Hassaniyya to changing drum rhythms 

and hand clapping.  A kneeling woman broke into the circle of shouting men and 

performed the rhythmic guedra7 dance on her knees with her dark melhafa wrapped 

around her face to disguise her identity in front of the men in the room.   

The festivities continued long into the night after the bride and groom made their 

exit from the tent.  Throughout the experience, a bright and affectionate nine year-old girl 

named Salka befriended me.  She stayed by my side patiently explaining the events of the 

wedding to me until she fell asleep in my lap and I accompanied her to bed in her 

family’s tent.  Just as dawn broke, Mustafa crept in to wake me so we could catch the 

early bus back to town.  I left Salka and the rest of the tent sleeping in this nomadic scene 

and marveled at the chance I had been offered to briefly enter it. 

 Real moments of wonder are often a potent source of inspiration.  This wedding 

took place during a break from a summer Arabic course in Tangier in the summer of 

2004 when I visited southwestern Morocco in search of a future field site.  At the time, I 

was interested in studying the impacts of the new family law reform in Morocco on rural 

women.  My brief encounter with the Sahrawi community in southern Morocco shifted 
                                                
6 The custom of displaying the wedding bed sheet is still practiced in some rural areas of the 
Sahara but has become infrequent in cities. 
7 The guedra is a traditional dance performed by Sahrawi tribes from the Wad Nun area, such as 
the Ait Oussa, and closely associated with tribal identity of that specific region.  
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my interest more specifically toward this ethnic minority group of nomadic origin in 

which women were reputed to enjoy higher social status than other Moroccan women, 

greater ease in divorce and remarriage, and low rates of domestic abuse.  I was drawn to 

the Sahrawi community in large part due to the unforgettable hospitality I encountered on 

my first short visit.  I was also attracted by a desire to understand more deeply the 

ambiguous status of this ethnic group that has faced extraordinary, ongoing historical and 

political struggles, due to the divisions imposed first by French and Spanish colonialism 

and later by the war between Morocco and the resistance led by the Polisario Front.8  The 

conflict has resulted in the separation of families in the region for over three decades, 

spurring widespread urbanization and supplanting the pastoral livelihoods practiced by 

Saharan tribes in the region for the past nine centuries.  

 As I considered ways to approach a long-term project with Sahrawi communities, 

a new research interest emerged.  My conversations with the families I first visited in 

southern Morocco had revealed a distinctive and intriguing aspect of Sahrawi expressive 

culture: the composition and performance of oral poetry in the Hassaniyya dialect of 

Arabic.  For Hassaniyya speakers, the poetic genre has a prominent social role in the 

community.  It is a medium invoked in everyday communication, commemoration of past 

events and negotiation of social conflicts and discrepancies.  I became intrigued by this 

poetry and its social meanings in contemporary Sahrawi communities.  As an Arabic 

                                                
8 The Polisario Front is recognized as the official party to the conflict by the U.N.  In the 
dissertation it is also referred to as Polisario or the front. 
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student, I was also eager to work with an infrequently studied dialect of Arabic.  In 

addition, community leaders were concerned about the preservation of verbal arts due to 

the loss of oral poets who had never recorded their repertoires and the waning interest of 

youth in mastering the complex genre.  

With an interest in conserving this artistic heritage and understanding how the 

poetic genre relates to Sahrawi social life, I embarked on an ethnographic project to 

record the work of oral poets in several of the dispersed, transnational communities 

where Sahrawis currently reside in northwest Africa.9  Field research for this study 

spanned Hassaniyya-speaking areas of southern Morocco, Moroccan-administered 

Western Sahara,10 northern Mauritania, and Sahrawi refugee settlements near Tindouf, 

Algeria over a period of 18 months (January 2006 – June 2007).11  During this time, I 

                                                
9 The current Sahrawi population outside of Morocco, Western Sahara, and refugee camps in 
Algeria includes an estimated 20,000-30,000 in Mauritania, 12,000 to 15,000 in Spain (especially 
the Canary Islands, Basque region and Seville), and roughly 3,500 in Cuba (International Crisis 
Group 2007:5). A large Sahrawi population also lives and works in northern Algeria and Syria, 
especially in the capital of Damascus. 
10The Western Sahara region extends from Tah to the Mauritanian border at Lagouira (see map in 
Appendix F).  It has been under dispute between Morocco and the Polisario Front since Spain 
terminated its colonial rule of the former Spanish Sahara in 1975.  The Kingdom of Morocco has 
governed the territory since 1975 and refers to it as the southern provinces of Morocco or the 
Moroccan Sahara.  It comprises three of the country’s 16 administrative regions: 1. Oued Ed-
Dahab-Lagouira (Aousserd and Oued Dahad provinces), 2. El-Ayoun-Boujdour-Saqiya al-Hamra 
(Boujdour province), and 3. Guelmim-Smara (Assa-Zag, Smara, Guelmim, Tantan and Tata 
provinces) (Park and Boum 2006).  However, since 1964, Western Sahara has been classified as a 
non-self-governing territory by the United Nations (Shelley 2004).  In congruence with current 
UN usage, the term Western Sahara is used in this text.  The historical and political context of the 
region is discussed further in chapter two. 
11 Maps of these areas are provided in Appendix F.  Research funding for the fieldwork and write-
up period was provided by fellowships from the Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Abroad 
program, the American Institute for Maghrib Studies, the Philanthropic Educational Organization 
and the American Council of Learned Societies / Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 
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collected a wide variety of poetry, oral literature, and life history narratives.  I lived with 

numerous Sahrawi and Maure12 families throughout the region who introduced me to 

their traditions, helped me learn Hassaniyya, and graciously welcomed me into their 

everyday lives not only as a researcher or guest but most often as a daughter or sister.  

The political context of a region embroiled in an unresolved conflict over land 

rights and self-determination was a crucial factor in the analysis of the role of poetry and 

language performance in shaping the politics of cultural identity.  In studies of the 

Western Sahara since 1975, underlying political bias or overt propaganda for both sides 

of the conflict have compromised scholarship.  There is a marked absence of 

sociocultural analyses that privilege local, non-elite perspectives from Sahrawi 

populations.  My objective is to fairly represent the multiple, conflicting perspectives in 

the diverse communities in which I have worked and to elucidate salient issues that 

complicate the question of modern Sahrawi identity.  

The central question explored in the dissertation is how a range of contemporary, 

transnational Sahrawi communities employ speech and performance genres, especially 

                                                
12 In this text, the term Maure (spelled elsewhere as Moor) refers to Hassaniyya-speaking people 
from the Islamic Republic of Mauritania south of Western Sahara.  It originated from Roman 
conquerors in Northwest Africa who first used the term ‘Maurus’ from the Greek mauros for 
black (Mundy 2007).  Another indigenous term commonly used to denote the ethnicity is Bidan, 
which is a high-status category that denotes ‘white’ Arabs who trace their lineage to the Arabian 
Peninsula.  The division between white Arabs/Berbers (Bidan) and black Africans (Sudan) has 
been traced to early Islamic geographers and conquerors (Lydon 2005).  In certain cases, the label 
Bidan is also applied to ‘black’ Haratine Maures of sub-Saharan African descent, especially those 
who have mastered the arts of Hassani oral poetry and music. The more general descriptor 
‘Hassani’ is used in this text to refer to greater Hassaniyya-speaking populations that include 
Sahrawis in Morocco, Western Sahara, and Algeria, Maures in Mauritania, and Arabs in Niger 
and Mali. 
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oral poetry, to construct ethnic and national identities in the broader context of rapid 

socioeconomic change and persistent political ambiguity.  A secondary consideration is 

how popular manifestations of collective and individual memory, as embodied in poetic 

performances, challenge official versions of Sahrawi history, particularly discourses of 

territoriality represented by French and Spanish colonial regimes and the postcolonial 

Moroccan state and the counter-discourse espoused by the Polisario Front.  

Verbal arts have long been objects of study by anthropologists, literary scholars, 

ethnomusicologists, and folklorists, and this dissertation builds on previous studies that 

view expressive genres in the context of broader sociopolitical realities as discursive, 

performative strategies of identity formation.  Following the work of anthropologists 

interested in the social and political significance of verbal performance and the uses of 

language in constructing identity, I approach the poetic works that figure in this analysis 

as commentaries that can inform our perspective on local Sahrawi understandings of 

social transformation, political ambiguities, and the continued relevance of tribal, ethnic, 

cultural, and national categories.  In addition, the evolving role of poets in Sahrawi and 

Moroccan communities is closely examined as an index of larger processes of social 

change and adaptation to an increasingly globalized, urban environment and the 

particular social relations and forms of subjectivity that accompany it. 

This analysis of Hassani poetry and its versatile social uses demonstrates its 

cultural salience as an evocative discourse that reflects and shapes ethnic and national 

identity and ideologies of citizenship and nationalism.  The content of poetic discourse in 
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Hassaniyya reveals differing conceptions of local and national history and state 

membership in undisputed versus disputed areas of Morocco and Western Sahara and 

refugee camps in Algeria.  Sahrawis in the undisputed southwest region tend to exhibit 

stronger allegiances to the Moroccan nation-state that are closely linked to tribal and 

national affiliations and political economic factors.  Those in the contested territory 

reveal more ambiguous, conflicted views of citizenship in Morocco, and pro-

independence activists in these areas negotiate public and clandestine aspirations for an 

independent state with the realities of living under Moroccan administration.  Refugees in 

the camps use poetry as part of a wide array of state-building strategies and continue to 

advocate their right to establish an independent state and return from exile.  They employ 

performance genres to appeal for political and humanitarian support, facilitate 

communication in the Sahrawi diaspora, and disseminate information to the broader 

international community.   

In addition to national and tribal affiliation, a second key axis of identity 

formation in Sahrawi communities falls along generational lines.  Intergenerational 

differences between Sahrawis born before and after the 1975 cleavage reveals a widening 

gap in forms of identity between the older generation that retains an active memory of 

nomadic livelihoods and pre-national tribal organization, the middle generation affected 

by a massive shift to urban residence and compulsory postcolonial nationalism since 

1956, and the younger generation raised primarily in urban centers and refugee camps in 
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which the protracted conflict and its repercussions continue to shape current political 

economic struggles and future aspirations of Sahrawi youth.  

Thirdly, this study considers gender as a salient category of analysis in Sahrawi 

communities.  Interviews with male and female informants reveal that the division of 

gender roles in the household and community and expectations to follow gendered norms 

of social behavior are closely linked to the particular forms of speech and performance 

used by men and women.  While focusing on performances by male poets with well-

established public personae, this study also incorporates discussions of women’s poetic 

genres, such as tabr’a verse, (chapter three) and highlights perceptions of Sahrawi 

women students living in Moroccan cities (chapter four) and the experiences of Sahrawi 

refugee women in nation-building processes and the administration of the Saharan Arab 

Democratic Republic13 and everyday life in refugee camps (chapter five).  In addition, 

discussions surrounding Sahrawi women’s status vis-à-vis non-Sahrawi Moroccan 

women are viewed as part of broader discourses of ethnic difference advanced by 

Sahrawis within and outside of Morocco. 

Ethnographic Perspective and Field Sites 

The research that I completed for this project was due in large part to the 

transnational network I developed among Sahrawi families and friends throughout the 

                                                
13 The Saharan Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) is not recognized as an official state by the 
UN. A list of nations that currently recognize the state-in-exile is provided in Appendix E.  The 
process through which the state has built legitimacy and support among Sahrawi refugees and 
international supporters is discussed in chapter five. 
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region and their exceptional hospitality in hosting me during my stay in the field. 

Through the assistance of a colleague who had conducted prior field research in southern 

Moroccan oasis communities, I made my initial contact with a local development 

association in the municipality of Akka in July 2004 and began research there in January 

2006.  In collaboration with two of the association’s leaders who are Sahrawis from the 

Ait Oussa tribe, we identified Sahrawi poets in the towns of Akka, Guelmim, Tantan and 

Assa in southern Morocco to participate in my study.  I spent an initial period of five 

months in southern Morocco getting acquainted with the Sahrawi communities in these 

four towns, learning Hassaniyya, conducting interviews, and collecting poetry.  An 

extended stay of six weeks with the family of a well-known male Ait Oussi poet in 

Guelmim in February and March allowed me to gain a solid overview of the topic and 

study the dialect intensively with a tutor.   

In the fall of 2006, I extended my field research to the city of El-Ayoun, the 

capital and largest city in the disputed territory of Western Sahara, where I conducted 

interviews with several poets and non-governmental associations.  With a population of 

approximately 194,800 (roughly 50 percent Western Sahara’s population of 382,617),14 

the greater El-Ayoun region is home to a variety of Saharan tribes,15 including Reguibat, 

                                                
14 "Country Profile: Western Sahara." World News Digest. Facts On File News Services, 
(http://www.2facts.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/article/c00201, Accessed September 18, 
2009). 
15 A list of the major Sahrawi tribes, fractions, and sub-fractions in the area is provided in 
Appendix D. 
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Awlad Tidrarine, al-‘Arusiyyin, Awlad S’bâ, Awlad Delim, and Izargiyyin and a growing 

number of non-Sahrawi Moroccans of Berber and Arab descent.  

From January-March 2007, I conducted two months of comparative research in 

northern Mauritania in the cities of Nouakchott, Atar, Chinguetti and Zouerate.16  In 

Nouakchott, I consulted the national library and special collections of the French Cultural 

Center to gather colonial and postcolonial era materials on Hassaniyya language and 

literary production and French ethnographic literature on Hassaniyya-speaking groups in 

the Sahara.  In Atar and Chinguetti, I met with Maure poets and visited some of the 

region’s ancient manuscript collections housed in private Mauritanian family libraries.17  

I also traveled to Zouerate to interview a well-known poet from the Awlad Ghailan tribe 

and several Sahrawi families who had recently migrated into the area from the refugee 

camps in Algeria.  Over the past decade, Zouerate has become a major center of Sahrawi 

refugee resettlement and Polisario has established a diplomatic presence there. 

Through diplomatic channels in Nouakchott, I obtained permission from the 

SADR Ministry for Foreign Affairs to visit Sahrawi refugee camps in Algeria and spent 

three weeks visiting the region near Tindouf in southwestern Algeria where 

approximately 125,000 refugees currently reside.18  My visit coincided with the national 

                                                
16 Fieldwork in Mauritania was funded by a long-term research grant awarded in 2006 by the 
American Institute for Maghrib Studies. 
17 These collections comprise rare manuscripts and printed texts in Classical Arabic that cover 
topics such as Islamic studies, history, poetry, geography, sciences, and philosophy dating back to 
the medieval period. 
18 Human Rights Watch 2008. “Human Rights in Western Sahara and in the Tindouf Refugee 
Camps.” New York. 
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anniversary of the founding of the republic on February 27, 1976.  I was invited to attend 

the festivities held in Tifariti, which is part of the small zone that is fully controlled by 

the Polisario Front (see map in Appendix F).  Following this intensive period of 

ethnographic research, I conducted data translation and analysis in the spring of 2007 in 

Agadir, Morocco with the assistance of a Sahrawi student from Ibn Zohr University and 

later returned to Morocco in the summer of 2009 to conduct follow-up interviews and 

complete data translation.19  

 Due to the multi-sited, transnational nature of the research, I did not follow the 

traditional anthropological fieldwork model of moving into one community and staying 

there for the duration of the research period.  Instead I moved among various Sahrawi 

communities living under the multiple state structures of Morocco, Mauritania, and 

Algeria, and the state-in-exile of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in the refugee 

camps.  The amount of traveling, usually in poor and unpredictable conditions, was at 

times exhausting and did not allow me to fully settle in one particular community for a 

long period.  Nevertheless, the flexibility I had to move from place to place and meet 

Sahrawis living under very different social and political circumstances provided great 

insight into the complex nature of contemporary Sahrawi society, which is highly 

transitory and transnational.  For centuries, nomadic tribal groups roamed throughout 

                                                
19 The table in Appendix C provides a summary of the field sites and period of time in each site. 
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these same territories with their animal herds, primarily oriented by the availability of 

pasture and water and the constraints imposed by tribal organization.20 

While the majority of Sahrawis in Morocco, Western Sahara, and Algeria no 

longer practice nomadic lifestyles in the twenty-first century, they continue to traverse 

borders and territories to stay in contact with dispersed family members separated by war 

and conflict, engage in transnational commerce, and seek access to employment 

opportunities outside the region.21  As a quasi-‘nomadic’ researcher, I had the opportunity 

to become familiar with a wide range of settings in which Sahrawis currently reside and 

to gain a deeper understanding of the interrelationships between groups in different areas 

and the factors that have influenced their particular identities and poetic productions.  

With the global increase of urbanization, migration and diaspora among populations 

throughout the world in the twenty-first century, this emphasis on multi-sited research is 

a growing trend among anthropologists that responds to the current reality of a variety of 

populations (Marcus 1995; Marcus 1998). 

Methodology 
 
 The qualitative methods utilized during fieldwork included in-depth participant 

observation, informal conversations, semi-structured interviews, collection of written 

texts and bibliographic secondary sources from libraries, universities, and media sources.  

                                                
20 Hassani tribes referred to themselves as the ‘sons of clouds’ in reference to their propensity to 
follow weather patterns in their movements in the Sahara (Caratini 1993). 
21 Immigration to the Canary Islands and mainland Spain is especially common. 
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The process of participant observation, the hallmark of anthropological methodology, is 

rather unpredictable.  It requires surrendering oneself to the quotidian rhythms and events 

that arise in the field from both a micro and macro perspective.  The benefits of this type 

of engagement are the richness and nuanced complexity of the findings generated by 

daily living in the study community.  The process of rendering a lived experience as a 

text is a challenging endeavor that entails blending one’s voice as an ethnographer with 

the layered multivocality of the interlocutors who ‘speak’ through selected textual 

representations. 

Sahrawi family life and integration 
 
 Over the course of 18 months of fieldwork, I stayed with 24 different families 

from periods of time ranging from a single night to six weeks.  In many ways, this close 

exposure to Sahrawi family life was an invaluable entrée into the social world that I 

sought to understand and analyze.  In becoming an honorary member of several Sahrawi 

families and attaining ‘fictive kin’22 status as a daughter, I gained an intimate perspective 

into the domestic workings of the society.  As a woman, I had an ability to easily cross 

boundaries between men and women that would not be available to a foreign male in a 

strictly gender segregated society.  While most of my time was spent in the company of 

women, my liminal status as a guest and foreigner also allowed me to sit and speak with 

                                                
22 In anthropological literature, fictive kin relationships refer to the construction of extra-familial 
bonds through social relations outside of traditional kinship ties through genetic or marital 
relations (cf. Abu-Lughod 1986). 
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men, and share meals with them on certain occasions.  Generally, Sahrawi women eat 

meals at a separate table in a different room of the house after they have served and 

cleared the men’s meal.  During occasions when visitors came to the house, I was often 

invited to dine and converse with the men.  Since I was learning to speak Hassaniyya, my 

time with families also provided an ideal environment in which I could listen to fluent 

speakers, interact with them, and practice the language in natural contexts.  The benefits I 

enjoyed as a Sahrawi family member were innumerable, including the sense of 

companionship, support, and encouragement I received on daily basis.   

I also encountered certain struggles while adapting to an intensely insular, 

conservative environment.  The most frequent cultural dissonance that I experienced was 

the influence of my gender and marital status in determining my power of decision-

making and mobility.  As an unmarried, young woman, my unequivocal status among the 

Sahrawi was that of a girl (bint/mint/Tafla)23 in need of protection from the perceived 

dangers of the outside world.  In speech, the Hassaniyya word for woman (mra) is only 

used to refer to married women.  This is significant in that the transition from girl to 

woman in this society has little to do with age, experience, education or other qualities.  It 

is a designation bestowed by marriage that moves a girl from her youth in her parents’ 

                                                
23 The word for girl differs among Hassaniyya speakers between bint (used by Sahrawis) and mint 
(used throughout Mauritania). The term Tafla is also used for a girl/daughter. 
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care to a woman living with her husband and running a household of her own, or sharing 

in the supervision of a household cohabited by her in-laws (nsib).24 

 As an adopted daughter of the household, I closely followed the norms that 

accompany the role.  I became accustomed to expectations for female behavior that 

included a rather limited mobility outside the domestic environment.  Sahrawi urban 

household life changed my perception of mobility as well.  I sometimes found it hard to 

adapt to the daily rhythms in which women often remain in the home for extended 

periods without entering public space, and learned that leaving the house would not be a 

taken-for-granted event.  I realized that, as a woman, there was no apparent cause to leave 

the house except for a practical purpose such as grocery shopping, visiting a neighbor, or 

attending a ritualized social event like a wedding or naming ceremony.  The families with 

whom I lived exhibited a protective sense of responsibility for my welfare and reputation 

in wider social networks.  Part of this guardian status involved monitoring the people 

with whom I interacted and limiting access to certain sources.25  Since my activities could 

also have an impact on family relations with other people, my hosts had a vested interest 

in overseeing my connections in the community and preferred me to organize my visits 

outside the home with the accompaniment of a family member.  Thus research visits were 

often framed as social visits accompanied by one or more members of my host families.  

                                                
24 Patrilocal residence after marriage was traditionally the norm for Sahrawi families. Today more 
couples are establishing their own households in urban areas but the majority resides with 
extended families on the husband’s side of the family. 
25 cf. Scheele’s (2009) work in Kabyle communities in Algeria in which she discusses how 
becoming an honorary family member impeded her access to certain members of the community. 
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In this way, I learned to participate in reciprocal visiting and gift-giving customs26 and to 

view my data collection as part of everyday social interaction patterns.  

 An important exception to Sahrawi women’s tendency to dwell in the domestic 

space of the home is the public bathhouse, or hammam.  Following Moroccan urban 

traditions established in cities such as Fès and Marrakech, Sahrawi women in southern 

cities also frequent public bathhouses on a weekly basis.  I often joined women in their 

hammam excursions, which generally lasted for three hours or more.  Certain hammams 

are open daily exclusively for men or women, while others alternate genders by times of 

day (morning or evening).  They are alternative social spaces in which women are able to 

find respite from domestic duties and male oversight while they engage in bathing, 

hairdressing, gossiping, and meeting with neighborhood friends and relatives in an 

informal, female setting.  Weekly trips to the hammam presented an initial challenge to 

my American sensibilities of personal space and modesty, but overcoming my reticence 

allowed me to develop closer female relationships and gain insight into some of the 

alternative spaces that women collectively inhabit outside the home.  Between olive oil 

                                                
26 Sahrawi women often offer gifts to female guests before they depart from a visit, such as a 
melhafa or a piece of jewelry. In the formalized practice of terzift (a term derived from Berber 
origins), women provide reciprocal gifts to families during major social events, such as naming 
ceremonies, boys’ circumcision ceremonies, marital engagements, and weddings.  In presenting 
gifts, gift-givers strive to approximate the same value as the gifts they have previously received 
from the recipient’s family, which is generally worth at least 50 dirham or more.  The growth of 
the cash economy and influx of imported goods has increased the monetary value of these gifts, 
which is often a source of discord between husbands, who generally finance the gifts, and wives 
who choose and deliver them.  Some women reported spending longer periods of time in the 
badiyya during ceremony seasons to avoid financial obligations of terzift in cities (Interviews, 
2007 and 2009). Cf. Betteridge 1985 for related discussion of the implications of gift exchange on 
concepts of self-identity and reciprocity in Iran. 
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soap scrubbing in steam-filled, tiled rooms, hair washing, and henna tinting,27 intriguing 

conversations often emerged in these protected, intimate places about women’s 

experiences, everyday problems, and aspirations.  As an unmarried woman, I most often 

partook in conversations with young, single women who were not privy to the full range 

of married women’s talk.   

 Another issue encountered during fieldwork was difficulty in learning Hassaniyya 

Arabic.  Before beginning my research I had studied Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and 

Colloquial Moroccan Arabic at the University of Arizona and in Fez and Tangier, 

Morocco for three years.  My study of Hassaniyya was complicated by the fact that there 

are sparse written materials for learning Hassaniyya as a foreign language and those that 

exist are based on the Mauritanian dialect, which has different vocabulary and 

pronunciation from the Hassaniyya spoken by Sahrawi communities.28  Secondly, there is 

a great deal of code switching that occurs between Hassaniyya and Moroccan Arabic 

within families that live in southern Morocco and Western Sahara.  In the beginning, it 

was difficult to discern when people were speaking Moroccan darija29 to me versus 

Hassaniyya so I confused the vocabulary and grammatical forms and used them 

                                                
27 Throughout North Africa and parts of the Middle East, women use a powder made of natural 
henna plant to produce a reddish hair tint and for impermanent henna tattoo designs applied to 
hands and feet for festive occasions, such as religious holidays and weddings. 
28 Materials used for language study included manuals from the Peace Corps in Mauritania and 
missionary groups working there, as well as Taine-Cheikh’s (1988; 2004[1990]) transliterated 
lexicon and dictionary of Mauritanian Hassaniyya and Al-Hussein’s (no date) unpublished 
Hassaniyya-English dictionary in transliteration. 
29The term darija is commonly used to denote Colloquial Moroccan Arabic throughout Morocco. 
In Modern Standard Arabic, the word means dialect. 
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interchangeably, which was source of amusement for listeners.  In southern Morocco, 

when I initiated conversations with people in Hassaniyya, they often responded in darija 

since they are more accustomed to dealing with non-Sahrawis in this dialect, in Moroccan 

administrative or educational settings.  However, when I entered administrative settings 

or tourist locations as a foreigner in Morocco and Mauritania, people usually perceived 

me as a European and opted to communicate in French if they could.  In those situations, 

French provided a comfortable alternative to struggling with Arabic as I was learning it, 

although it also hindered my immersion.  

 In the refugee camps in Algeria, many Sahrawis also speak Spanish and would 

initiate interactions with me in Spanish.30  In addition, English is becoming more popular 

in all the areas I visited, especially Morocco, and many people, especially students and 

youth, sought to practice their English with me.  My experience was incredibly 

multilingual, but it was difficult to maintain an immersion environment in Hassaniyya, 

which slowed the learning process.  It was not unusual to hear and speak a combination 

of Hassaniyya, Moroccan darija, Modern Standard Arabic, French, English, and Spanish 

in the same day.  In the regions of Akka and Agadir, where the majority of inhabitants are 

Amazigh (Berber), the Tashelhit dialect also came into play, although my knowledge of it 

did not surpass a basic level.  I reached a level in Hassaniyya that enabled me to 

communicate and conduct interviews and also improved my Moroccan Arabic and MSA, 

                                                
30 I also encountered Spanish with older generation Sahrawis in El-Ayoun who had studied 
Spanish in colonial era schools or served in Spanish army or government posts and in the refugee 
camps where Spanish is taught in school and widely used. 
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which was useful during fieldwork for everyday interactions with non-Sahrawi 

Moroccans (in CMA), listening to news broadcasts, and reading newspapers and archival 

materials (in MSA).  

 During my integration, another struggle surrounded my role as a guest.  Agar’s 

(1996[1980]) term ‘professional stranger’ aptly characterizes the liminal position of the 

anthropologist integrating into unfamiliar settings.  Among Sahrawis I would more 

accurately describe my own position as a professional guest.  Sahrawis are renowned in 

North and sub-Saharan Africa for their exuberant and unconditional hospitality traditions. 

Guests are treated royally in Sahrawi homes and can expect to drink plenty of tea, eat 

well, stay as long as they desire, and leave with parting gifts.  One aspect of this 

celebrated hospitality involves urging guests to eat as much as they possibly can at meal 

times.  As custom dictates, a guest must behave demurely during her stay and hosts 

believe it is necessary to goad an invitee to satiate her hunger without shame.  Any 

remaining food and morsels of meat on the large, communal plate are invariably thrust in 

the guest’s direction, and the onlookers conspire with the host in a verbal and gestural 

display of mock outrage at refusals to consume more!   

While a typical Sahrawi occasionally encounters this scene as a houseguest or 

invitee to a wedding or ceremony, it was the norm for my daily life during fieldwork.  

Even when I gained acceptance into families and managed to shed my formal guest 

status, the mealtime rituals endured long into my stay.  Thus research entailed frequent 

tea drinking, copious consumption of meals and sweets, and many hours spent attending 
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social functions of long duration.  Semi-structured interviews conducted with poets and 

other community members afforded an opportunity to observe an individual’s home and 

family environment and social interactions and to engage in rituals of tea preparation and 

shared meals as a recipient of hospitality.  Once adjusted to the new pace and daily 

demands of social activity, I found that these intimate settings ultimately provided some 

of the most memorable fieldwork experiences.  The insights gained about individual roles 

and relationships in their family and neighborhood context shaped my interpretations of 

data gathered during home visits. 

Over time, I developed a sense of what to expect when I entered a new family 

situation and how to navigate within acceptable norms to assert the space needed to 

accomplish my research and maintain personal equilibrium.  While it is never an easy 

task to uproot one’s life and move into a completely new paradigm that can challenge 

multiple facets of one’s identity, this disruptive process ultimately provides the 

ethnographer with a privileged, denaturalized perspective from which to view and 

interrogate social processes and one’s role within them. 

Data collection and translation 
 

When working with individual poets and informants, I followed an outline of 

questions on a variety of topics and conducted interviews with a research assistant who 

posed questions in Hassaniyya while I made video and/or audio recordings, depending on 

the context.  For poets, I used video to capture the performative aspects of poetry 
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recitations, such as body language, posture, and gestures.  For interviews on more 

sensitive topics, audio recordings were used to protect anonymity.  Following the data 

collection period, a native Hassaniyya speaker who holds university degrees in English 

and translation listened to recorded poetry and interviews, transcribed Hassaniyya 

versions and translated them into English with me and a second bilingual speaker of 

Hassaniyya and English later verified the translations.  Since translation is a subjective 

endeavor, these versions are not intended to be definitive; rather, they represent an 

attempt to translate the content as coherently and accurately as possible. 

The translation of poetic material into English proved especially challenging.  

Poetic language is replete with verbal plays, implicit and double meanings, homonyms, 

and difficult vocabulary words that are no longer used in everyday speech.  A full 

appreciation of the poetic art requires a deep familiarity with Hassaniyya that even many 

native speakers cannot claim.  In addition, due to the complicated meter and rhyme 

scheme outlined in chapter three, the syntax of phrases is often altered to accommodate 

the number of required syllables within a hemistich and the rhyme at the end of it.  When 

translating into English, the phrases become awkward and the meter and rhyme are 

invariably lost.  Following Caton’s (1990) ethnographic study of Yemeni tribal poetry, I 

have focused on content and attempted to render the closest equivalent English meaning 

of the poetry in Hassaniyya.  
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Methods of analysis 
 

Drawing on methods used in linguistic anthropology, the analysis of poetry and 

interview data focuses on the level of discourse (thematic and semantic content and word 

choice), and examines linguistic features including genre, voice, the stance of the speaker 

and listener (Goffman 1956), intertextuality (Briggs 1992), and heteroglossia (Bakhtin 

1981).  I also elicited popular interpretations of poetry from poets and Sahrawis by 

playing recordings in individual or group settings to stimulate discussion and 

commentary from audience members about the thematic content, and skill of the poet.  

These discussions often engendered meta-linguistic conversations regarding the place of 

poetry in society and reasons for both its continued popularity and the decline in youth 

learning to produce it.  Producing commentary on poetry provided a way for people to 

make larger statements about Hassaniyya language ideologies and the place of Sahrawi 

cultural traditions in contemporary society. 

Theoretical Framework  
 
 While most studies of verbal art in the Middle East and North Africa have 

privileged text-based literary analysis, current scholarship has shifted toward an 

ethnographic, performance-oriented approach.  The present study investigates the social 

contexts and implications of language use in Sahrawi communities and builds on existing 

scholarship in linguistic anthropology and prior ethnographies of poetry and verbal 

performance, especially in Middle Eastern and North African communities.  The key 
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theoretical approaches that inform discussions of performance, genre, social memory, 

identity, and nationalism in the dissertation are briefly introduced below.  

Defining performance 
 

In dealing with a genre that is composed and transmitted orally for public 

audiences, the concept of performance is viewed here as a form of playful experience that 

function at individual and communal levels.  Victor Turner’s (1982) seminal work on 

ritual, drama and play posits that the anthropology of performance is essential to the 

anthropology of experience in that “every type of cultural performance… is explication 

of life itself” and engenders the freedom to engage in new symbolic worlds.  In his 

account, ritual and artistic performance permits participants to engage in ludic and 

experiential encounters more than any other framework in society.  Secondly, following 

Kapchan’s (1996) study of women’s multi-layered linguistic performances in public 

Moroccan marketplaces, performances are considered not only as aesthetic practices but 

more broadly as patterns of behavior, ways of speaking, and forms of movement that 

structure individual and group identities and connect them to time and space.  Often, 

these forms subvert conventional social boundaries or forms of censorship that 

characterize acceptable communication.   

In addition to Hassani poetry, other types of performances, including everyday 

speech, non-verbal communication and semiotic signs (Parmentier 1994; Peirce 1955 

[1897]) like dress style, and formalized, symbolic ritual behaviors (e.g., greetings, 
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reciprocity customs, and collective expressions of joy and grief) are also considered as 

cultural practices that structure identity.  Thirdly, this study provides evidence to 

corroborate Slyomovics’s (2005) argument that new forms of popular performances, 

including theater, poetry, music and political demonstrations, have created new public 

spaces in Morocco in which discourses of human rights are embodied and dialogically 

enacted.  

From folklore to ‘ethnography of communication’ 
 

The study of folklore has a long history in anthropology that dates back to 19th 

century interest in defining and elevating the status of folk cultures within broader nation-

building projects (Herder 1993).  Due to negative associations with colonial practices of 

collecting ‘native folklore,’ the anthropological study of stylized verbal genres such as 

poetry, folktales, and song fell out of favor in the postcolonial period in the mid-twentieth 

century and retreated to an “anecdotal periphery” (Mills 1991; Webber 1985, 1991).31  

By linking insights from anthropology and sociolinguistics to examine the social contexts 

and significance of speech events and performance (Bauman 1977; 1986; Bauman and 

Briggs 1990; Bauman and Sherzer 1975; Finnegan 1992a; 1992b; Sherzer 1987), scholars 

engaged in the ‘ethnography of communication’32 inspired new interest in genres of 

verbal arts starting in the mid-1970s.   

                                                
31 Webber (1985) notes that the term ‘folklore’ acquired a pejorative connotation due to its 
associations with “otherness” or “backwardness” in colonial research. 
32 The field was originally labeled as the ‘ethnography of speaking’ (Bauman 1977). 
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Dell Hymes (1972; 1975), a pioneer in this emergent school of thought, theorized 

that performance is the product of social interaction between speaker and audience.  

Studies in the ethnography of communication have focused broadly on “the situated use 

of language in the conduct and constitution of social life” (Bauman and Sherzer 1975: 

xvîi) and the use of ethnographic methods to analyze verbal art in context as a stylized 

strategy of communicative action in everyday life.  Major concerns of the field have 

included the sociolinguistic resources of communities and their use in context, the 

patterned interrelationships of discourse and social interaction in the community, and the 

links between these patterns of speaking to other aspects of culture (Sherzer 2003:419).  

Feminist scholars have also underscored the need for sensitivity to the role of gender in 

language and performance, especially the relevance of women’s social position and the 

construction of female counter-narratives (Abu-Lughod 1986; Finnegan 1992b).  

Drawing on the ethnography of communication, this study examines contemporary 

Hassani poetry as a communicative mode used to articulate individual and collective 

experiences of memory and identity in a stylized, richly layered, and gendered 

vernacular. 

A number of key studies of Middle Eastern and North African societies have 

utilized the ethnography of communication framework to examine the social significance 

of verbal performance in colloquial forms of Arabic in Egypt, Yemen, Morocco, and 

Israel (Abu-Lughod 1986; 1990; Caton 1990; Kapchan 1996; Lavie 1990; Meeker 1979; 

Miller 2007; Reynolds 1995; Slyomovics 1986; 1987); and Berber languages in Algeria 
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and Morocco (Goodman 2005; Hoffman 2002a; 2002b; 2008; Joseph 1980).33  These 

examples demonstrate the salience of performance genres in everyday life and underscore 

the need to view poetic discourse as part of a larger range of communicative strategies at 

work in society. 

Several points from these ethnographies that inform the present study are 

important to mention.  Abu-Lughod’s lyrical ethnography Veiled Sentiments: Honor and 

Poetry in a Bedouin Society analyzes the ghinnawa (“little song”) 34 verses that Egyptian 

Bedouin women employ to express intimate feelings of love, loss, and personal anguish, 

that would normally be censored by an implicit Bedouin honor code that guides everyday 

interactions.  The genre provides an alternate discursive mode through which women 

communicate unspoken desires and utter public statements in a socially acceptable form.  

In this way, ghinnawa function as emotion discourses that are “implicated in the play of 

power and the operation of historically changing systems of social hierarchy” (1990:28).  

In verse, Bedouin women move others to change their thoughts and actions, thereby 

increasing their influence in a society that privileges male authority.  Abu-Lughod argues 

that, poetry represents a “discourse of defiance” and a form of freedom in a tightly 

controlled society in which extra-familial attachments can pose a threat to the solidarity 

                                                
33 Other works that discuss the performance of poetry in Moroccan Berber communities include 
Hart 1976 and Lefebure 1993. 
34 Ghinnawa are formulaic one-line verses that are recited or sung by women (and by men on rare 
occasions) in formal and informal social contexts, such as weddings and circumcision 
ceremonies, conversations between same-sex peers, lovers’ dialogues or as accompaniment while 
working.  Women learn verses from the communal repertoire and compose new verses to reflect 
individual experiences and desires (Abu-Lughod 1986). 
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of patrilineal kinship (1986:252).35  Expressing such sentiments momentarily subverts the 

dominant social order in which women’s power is subordinate to men. 

 Hoffman’s work with Tashelhit-speaking Berber (Ishelhin) women in the Anti-

Atlas Mountains of Morocco examines how their tizrrarin and tinddamin verses express 

experiences of displacement and social conflict in ways that are considered unacceptable 

in conversational speech (2002b).36  The content of women’s verses conveys “socially 

condoned commentary on community identity, place and morality,” (2002a:942) and 

expresses emotional affect deemed inappropriate in conversational speech.  Ishelhin 

women, unlike their migrant husbands, are generally year-round rural residents whose 

poetic competence is strongly associated with their attachment to place.  Generational 

differences in the style and content of verses composed by older and younger women are 

evident in the level of poetic sophistication, melodic variations, turn-taking styles, and 

the use of specific metaphors.   

 These examples illuminate the power dynamics embedded in poetic genres and 

the degree to which prowess in composition and performance corresponds to a gendered, 

localized sense of identity.  While this study does not focus exclusively on women’s 

                                                
35 The agnatic Bedouin kinship system favors patrilineal parallel cousin marriage arranged by 
male family members. 
36 According to Hoffman (2002), this genre is partly influenced by commercial Tashelhit music 
but has remained the only “non-commercialized, non-folklorized form of song” from the Sous 
region of Morocco that produces a large amount of Berber music for public consumption on 
cassettes and radio.  
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genres,37 it extends these authors’ discussion of how situational, place-based perspectives 

influence styles of communication and power differentials.  These dynamics are explored 

between men and women, Sahrawis and non-Sahrawi Moroccans, older and younger 

generations, and Sahrawis living under different national regimes (Morocco, Mauritania, 

and the Polisario Front in Algeria).   

Toward a practice theory of genre 

Several key concepts from literary studies and linguistic anthropology are integral 

to the present analysis of poetic performance and its use in context.  The term ‘genre’ is 

generally understood as a “set of conventions and expectations” that characterize the 

broad structures of literary classification (Culler 1997) or as “relatively stable, normative 

forms” of discourse (Bakhtin1986:81).  Theorists of genre have historically followed the 

Greek division of genres into three broad classes: poetic or lyric (narrator speaks in first 

person), narrative or epic (narrator speaks in his voice and allows characters to speak in 

their own voice), and drama (all characters speak for themselves).  Culler argues that 

each of these principal genres develops a different type of relation between the speaker 

(author) and audience.  In epic recitation, the author speaks to his audience directly, 

whereas in drama the characters speak in place of the author and in poetry the poet often 

addresses himself or another imagined listener (e.g., a lover, a religious figure, the natural 

world).   

                                                
37 The exclusive women’s genre of tabr’a poetry is described briefly in chapter three.  Other 
examples of poetry in the text are taken from male and female Sahrawi poets. 
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As a distinct genre, poetry is viewed as both a textual structure that creates 

meaning through syntactical and semantic features and non-semantic features (such as 

sound and rhythm) and an event representing the act of the poet and/or the experience of 

the listener/reader in encountering the poem.  The poet constructs a voice of the speaker 

in the poem that may or may not represent his own; in this way a poem can be considered 

an utterance of a voice of indeterminate status, especially when it is quoted and circulated 

as a form of reported speech.  The act of interpreting poetry is thus a process of 

understanding the construction of poetic voice and the nature of the particular attitudes 

conveyed by the imagined speaker.  In viewing Hassani poetry through the perspective of 

speech act theory (Austin 1962; Goffman 1956; Searle 1969), which argues that language 

constitutes reality, it can be understood as a genre that not only communicates attitudes 

but also acts upon the world and produces real moral consequences in it.  

A poststructuralist, dialogic view of genre has emerged from anthropologists and 

literary scholars building on the work of Russian theorist Mikhail Bakhtin (1981; 

Bakhtin, et al. 1986).38  In his examination of discourse in literary and speech genres and 

the rise of the novel in Western culture, Bakhtin advanced a view of literature as, “an 

inseparable part of culture [that] cannot be understood outside the total context of a given 

epoch”  (ibid:2).  In his view, speech genres are fluid media that emerge from social life 

and historical processes and establish coherence through common thematic, stylistic, and 

                                                
38 Kapchan (1996) notes that, “Social critics following in Bakhtin’s wake view genre as a 
particular world view, one in which alternate realities and rules may be constructed to challenge 
and sometimes overturn the classical, the high, the status quo” (19). 
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compositional features.  He introduced the neologism ‘heteroglossia’ to capture the 

multiple meanings of any word or utterance within a given social, historical, or political 

context.  From this perspective, utterances exist in a constant dialogue, or interplay, with 

past uses, meanings, and contexts, as stated in this passage: 

The living utterance, having taken meaning and shape at a particular 
historical moment in a socially specific environment, cannot fail to brush 
up against thousands of living dialogic threads, woven by socio-
ideological consciousness around the given object of an utterance; it 
cannot fail to become an active participant in a social dialogue (1981: 
276). 

 
Once in circulation, written and oral utterances are carried into subsequent intertextual, 

dialogic encounters in which authors and speakers constantly borrow from one another 

and engage in conscious or unconscious re-contextualization and reinterpretation of 

meanings.   

This dialogic approach to texts has shaped recent anthropological analyses of 

competing voices in popular memory narratives, such as Smith’s (2004) presentation of 

the internal contradictions and ambiguity present in recollections of Maltese-origin 

French citizens raised in colonial Algeria as multivocal instances of heteroglossia.39  In a 

similar vein, competing forms of Sahrawi identity and power dynamics within the 

framework of Moroccan and Polisario Front state structures emerge in speech and poetry.  

Constrained by political realities in which allegiance to tribal divisions and state 

                                                
39 Smith’s work reveals how an official, public transcript related accounts of social egalitarianism 
in the melting pot of colonial Algeria where French citizenship united Europeans of all origins 
while a contrasting, active voice revealed painful personal memories of a difficult assimilation 
process marked by an entrenched class-based, ethnic hierarchy that denigrated Maltese settlers. 
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citizenship has serious material and personal consequences, many Sahrawis convey 

ambivalence about these categories while simultaneously insisting upon their use. 

The concepts of heteroglossia and intertextuality are used in the present study to 

describe the ways in which poems are circulated and recontextualized in different social 

settings and geographic locations as forms of reported speech across the political divide 

separating the Western Sahara and the refugee camps in Algeria.  Through these dialogic 

encounters with poetry and song, diaspora communities have maintained communication 

through indigenous forms of verbal and musical arts.  Examples of this are discussed 

further in chapters four and five.  

Theorizing the role of personal agency in performance and reception of speech 

genres is also central to this discussion.  The idea of agency derives from practice theory 

(Bourdieu 1977; Foucault 1979; Giddens 1979; 1984), which views the human body as a 

nexus between the constant interplay of society’s structural constraints and the individual 

capacity to act upon them.  An influential concept in practice theory is Bourdieu’s notion 

of ‘habitus,’ which argues that the social order is inscribed in the body and forms 

‘predispositions,’ as this passage recapitulates: 

Social life is a constant struggle to construct a life out of the cultural 
resources one’s social experience offers, in the face of formidable social 
constraints. By living in a society structured by such constraints, and 
organised by the successful practices of [others], one develops 
predispositions to act in certain ways (Peterson 2003). 
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This framework has influenced anthropological theory since the 1980s (Ortner 1984) and 

has been extended by anthropological work on the role of culture, power, and history in 

shaping practice and the relationship between discourse and speakers (Ahearn 2001). 

By integrating a Bakhtinian framework with this practice-oriented perspective, 

Hanks (1987) advances a ‘practice theory of genre’ in which genres are considered 

integral elements of the linguistic habitus that actors bring to speech encounters.  He 

extends Bakhtin’s conception of genre to emphasize the central role of audience 

reception:  

[Genre encompasses] the historically specific conventions and ideals 
according to which authors compose discourse and audiences receive it.  
In this view, genres consist of orienting frameworks, interpretive 
procedures, and sets of expectations that are… [part] of the ways actors 
relate to and use language (ibid:670). 
 

Genre is thus considered as a phenomenon that surpasses the level of discourse features 

and includes the expectations and modes of comprehension of linguistic actors.  In 

linking genre with practice theory, this analysis examines multiple, hybrid genres of 

speech and performance that move between informal conversation, personal narrative, 

media and historical sources, and formal poetry to understand the linguistic and social 

environment in which Sahrawis make identity claims that position themselves in relation 

to larger sociopolitical structures.  Kapchan’s (1996) view of generic hybridity is 

incorporated as a way to understand the “mixing of linguistic forms on the pragmatic, 

symbolic, generic, and semantic levels” and the relation of hybridity to wider 

sociocultural transformations (ibid:7).   
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Social memory  
 

The historical emphasis of this study examines the ways in which Sahrawis 

recollect and represent their experiences in relation to both the French and Spanish 

colonial occupation and the annexation of the Western Sahara in 1975 that resulted in 

Moroccan control.  These events serve as decisive turning points in modern Sahrawi 

history that have structured material lives, family structures, and political allegiances.  In 

the range of discourse examined here, including poetry, narrative, and historical texts, 

Sahrawis engage in different forms of remembrance of events in the past and 

understanding their present situation in diaspora communities that transect multiple 

geographical and national boundaries.  In this context, the interdisciplinary concept of 

‘social memory’ is used to capture the dynamic social process of recalling and re-creating 

the past in order to understand its present implications.   

French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty (1962) asserts that, “Memory is not only 

the constituting consciousness of the past, but an effort to reopen time on the basis of the 

implications contained in the present” (210).  An emphasis on the present as a filter 

through which the past is construed and re-imagined is a central focus of the 

anthropology of memory.  Studies of popular memory not only investigate the ways in 

which people relate to and recall the past, but also reveal how contemporary concerns 

motivate interest in the past and drive new interpretations of it.  In contrast with history’s 

tendency to privilege textual sources and produce official narratives, memory studies 

often look to oral history and personal testimony, producing alternative versions of 
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history that challenge dominant historical narratives and give voice to strategic silences 

(Scheub 2002; Trouillot 1995; Vansina 1965; 1980; 1985).  

Maurice Halbwachs (1980; 1992), a sociologist who introduced memory as a field 

of social inquiry, argued that the seemingly individual capacity of remembering is in fact 

a social process.  He used the term ‘collective memory’ to denote shared social 

frameworks of individual recollection.  Halbwachs proposed that societies refashion the 

past to order time and space, advance present political goals, and construct identity 

(Hutton 1993).  The presentist approach to memory studies built on Halbwachs’ ideas to 

examine how the past is reconstructed to align with present interests and how nationalist 

movements devise master narratives of a common past (ibid).  It has been used in 

explaining the role of the state in shaping ‘invented traditions’ and contriving new rituals 

to enhance state power, notably in the context of rapidly changing political and economic 

structures in late 19th- and early 20th-century Europe with the Industrial Revolution and 

rise of democracy and imperialism (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983).40  An invented 

tradition is defined as: 

 …a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted 
rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain 
values and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies 
continuity with the past (ibid:1).  
  

                                                
40 Some examples of invented traditions cited in the book are national anthems (first composed in 
1740 in Britain), flags (which originated in France’s revolutionary era), military uniforms, 
Scottish kilts, and royal ritualism in Britain.  
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These traditions foster social cohesion in “imagined communities” (Anderson 1991), 

establish or legitimize the authority of institutions, and instill beliefs, values, and 

behavior in the population (9).  A major critique of this school is that it tends to overlook 

actual historical continuities with the past and reduce the concept of memory to a 

problem of ideology or false consciousness without taking agency into account (Misztal 

2003). 

In contrast with this emphasis on the state’s role in structuring memory and 

tradition, scholars in the ‘popular memory’ tradition have privileged personal agency in 

the remembering process and used narrative theory from literary criticism to examine the 

personal articulation of memories and the interaction between private and public senses 

of the past.  Popular memory is primarily concerned with: 

 …the relation between dominant memory and oppositional forms across 
the whole public field… [and] the relation between these public 
discourses…and the more privatized sense of the past which is generated 
within a lived culture” (Popular Memory Group 1982).   
 

Building on Foucault’s (1977) work on counter-memory, memory is viewed as a site of 

struggle in the dialectical interaction between popular and hegemonic discourses.  

This study most closely parallels the ‘dynamics of memory,’ which views 

collective memory as an ongoing, negotiated process that is not constrained by an official 

narrative.  Scholars in the field examine features such as narrative representation, 

communities of remembering and forgetting (Irwin-Zarecka 1994), the relationship 

between memory and identity (Gillis 1994; Lowenthal 1994), and habitual practices and 
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commemorative rituals that physically embody memory (Connerton 1989; Stoller 

1995).41  In the dissertation, forms of popular discourse, such as poetry and personal 

narratives, are viewed as strategies that both reproduce and subvert official state 

narratives of Sahrawi history and nationalism and demonstrate the agency of the speaker.  

The methodology adopted in interpreting data collected with Sahrawi 

communities living in vastly different circumstances on either side of the conflict 

combines practice theory and social memory dynamics to consider the role of personal 

agency in reconstructing the past and the articulation between private (family/individual) 

and public (state/hegemonic) versions of the past.  A central question is how these are 

instantiated through overlapping, intertextual speech genres and performance arts that 

encompass both informal and formal structures.  

Nationalism, identity, and ethnicity: constructing difference 
 
 A common feature of theoretical perspectives on collective memory is an interest 

in the relationship of memory to the formation of national and ethnic identity.42  Another 

key concern of this study is to understand how Sahrawi communities navigate the 

                                                
41 In his work on the role of memory in French history, Nora (1989) also discusses how “memory 
attaches itself to sites” (places) in contrast with history’s tendency to focus on events.  Bahloul 
(1996) adopts a similar approach in her study of a community of remembering based on 
connections to a common dwelling space shared by several Muslim and Jewish families in 
colonial Algeria. 
42 Some key areas of the literature deal with the process of naturalizing arbitrary constructions of 
the nation-state and national-cultural identities; the bounding of time through history and space 
through delimiting geographic boundaries (Alonso 1994; Boyarin 1994); the practices that 
produce and commemorate national cultures (Foster 1991); and the role of history and its 
discursive “effects of truth and power” in shaping collective identities (Alonso 1988). 
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transnational framework of multiple state structures and competing national identities that 

vie for their allegiance in the political landscape.  Anderson’s (1991) seminal work on 

“imagined communities” describes how nationalism is socially constructed by “a variety 

of collective practices and representations that condition the spatiotemporal 

conceptualization of the community as a polity” (Foster 1991:239).  For example, 

Anderson cites the development of print media, the population census, maps, and 

museums as strategies that supported the rise of national identities by fostering a sense of 

cohesion within diverse populations of people who may never know most of their fellow-

members (15).  Foster notes that:  

The very notion of a nation with a fixed, “given” cultural identity is a sign 
of the success of a whole array of practices in naturalizing that identity.  It 
is also a sign of the success of a particular construction or version of 
national culture, for all definitions of the national essence selectively 
ignore competing [ones].  They establish and secure themselves as 
‘doxic’—or fail to do so—through…creating ‘citizens’ whose very 
subjectivity is constituted as one aspect of the practices that reproduce and 
naturalize national culture (238). 
 

Alonso (1994) extends Anderson’s argument by explaining how the imaginary is 

embodied in lived experience through hegemonic strategies that concretize imagined 

communities through “everyday routines, rituals, and policies of the state system,” such 

as the enclosure and modification of national territory and public space, the 

“substantialization” of the state and its ethnic categories through tropes of kinship and 

descent, and the location of members of a nation in a single time frame. 
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 (382).  On both the part of the Moroccan state and the Polisario Front, various 

hegemonic strategies have been used to locate Sahrawi communities within a framework 

of a multiethnic, pluralist nation-state bound by historical, ethnic and religious ties (in 

Morocco) or to reconceptualize a formerly decentralized, mobile population into a new 

nation-state in exile (under the SADR government). 

 Barth’s (1969) theory of ethnic categories and their maintenance over time is a 

critical perspective that also informs this work.  Moving away from earlier models that 

viewed ethnicities as bounded entities shaped by ecological factors such as geographic 

and social isolation, Barth contends that the persistence of entrenched ethnic groups in 

areas of continuous contact results from dynamic social processes of inclusion and 

exclusion.  He notes that: 

… categorical ethnic distinctions do not depend on an absence of mobility, 
contact and information, but do entail social processes of exclusion and 
incorporation whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing 
participation and membership in the course of individual life histories 
(ibid:9). 
 

In his analysis and subsequent anthropological work that emerged from it, ethnic 

identities are seen as the product of negotiations that occur at societal and individual 

levels (Brass 1996).  Individuals and groups maintain ethnic identity through both self-

ascription and ascription by others.  In this view, ethnic identity is an internal and 

external boundary that is co-constructed by group members and outsiders.  Furthermore, 

its persistence is dependent upon structured interactions and signals of identification.  
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 In the Sahrawi case, there are two broad forms of nationalism vying for Sahrawi 

allegiance: (1) a Moroccan state discourse of multiethnic national unity that includes 

minority groups such as Berbers (Amazigh), Sahrawi Arabs, Haratine,43 Moroccan Jews, 

and Christians in the conception of a plural state but rewards assimilation to a Moroccan 

Arab-Islamic majority in various political, economic, and educational arenas; and (2) 

Sahrawi nation-building strategies under the leadership of the Polisario Front (in the 

SADR) that emphasize political democracy, social egalitarianism, and adherence to 

international legal principles of self-determination from the position of a community in 

exile that has established temporary state structures over the past three and a half decades 

in the absence of a physical state.  These competing national discourses, along with a 

variety of gradations between the two poles of allegiance, are borne out at state, 

community, family, and individual levels.  This study examines some of the salient 

discursive and performative strategies through which Sahrawis and Moroccans formulate 

and convey national identity by insisting upon or denying the existence of ethnic 

boundaries between them. 

Dissertation Structure 
 
 Following this introduction, chapter two provides an overview of the socio-

historical context of Hassaniyya-speaking communities living in Morocco, Western 

                                                
43 Haratine are a marginalized group in southern Morocco and Mauritania that descended from 
former classes of freed slaves and have been described as “low status and subordinate” in the 
social hierarchy and in terms of access to land ownership and material wealth (Ilahiane 
2001:380). 
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Sahara, Mauritania, and Algeria from the Bani Hassan migration to North Africa in the 

12th century to the present.  The historical discussion focuses on the Spanish occupation 

of the Sahara (1884-1975), the subsequent annexation by Morocco and Mauritania in 

1975, and the situation over the past thirty-five years in Moroccan-administered Western 

Sahara and Sahrawi refugee camps in Algeria.  Chapter three combines historical and 

ethnographic sources in discussing the salience of orality in Hassani culture, particularly 

the poetic genre.  It introduces the structure, thematic content, musical modes, and social 

behavior that accompany Hassani poetry performances and presents some of the popular 

attitudes and views on poetic production observed in the field.  

Ethnographic data collected from several major male poets in Morocco and 

Western Sahara is the subject of chapter four.  It examines expressions of identity and 

dominant modes that emerged in their poetry performances, such as nostalgia for the pre-

colonial past and nomadic lifestyle, nationalist sentiments, and constructions of heritage, 

‘homeland,’ and citizenship in the politically fractured post-colonial era.  It also 

highlights the ways in which Sahrawi poets and their public voices are incorporated and 

co-opted in larger Moroccan multiethnic state projects that raise issues of authenticity in 

their aim to conserve and promote the idea of shared Moroccan cultural heritage.  The 

second part of the chapter focuses on data collected with Sahrawi youth from El-Ayoun 

and Smara who were pursuing university studies in Agadir.  As a counterpoint to the 

voices of middle-aged and elder poets who emphasize the importance of conserving 

Sahrawi heritage in a newly urbanizing society, members of the younger generation 
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openly discussed identity struggles and forms of political repression that they have 

encountered.  

Chapter five examines the lived experience of Sahrawi refugees living in camps in 

Algeria.  In particular, it demonstrates the role of refugee poets and their productions in 

the revolution that led to the creation of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in exile 

in 1976 and the nation-building strategies that have maintained a sense of unity in the 

camps and the greater Sahrawi diaspora since that time.  It concludes with a discussion of 

the role of media and new information technologies in bridging political divides, 

connecting the Sahrawi diaspora population, and representing Sahrawis in the public 

sphere to a wider international audience.  Chapter six offers some final reflections on the 

ethnographic and theoretical contributions of the work and suggests areas of future 

research.  A glossary with relevant terms in Hassaniyya Arabic and the complete version 

of all poems quoted in the dissertation are included as appendices.44  

                                                
44 Following Park and Boum’s (2006), Arabic consonants without English equivalents in English 
are transliterated by an upper case letter and long vowels are denoted by a caret symbol over the 
vowel.  The apostrophe is used to denote the consonant ‘ayn. Transcriptions of oral poetry 
contain variations in spelling due to difficulties in establishing standardized spelling conventions 
in Hassaniyya.  Some Hassaniyya transcriptions in transliterated form are provided in the text for 
shorter poems.  The full English text of all longer poems partially or fully quoted in the text and 
Hassaniyya transcriptions are provided in Appendix G.  Line numbers have been added to certain 
poems in the text to clarify references made in the analysis and in Appendix G for the purposes of 
comparing English and Hassaniyya versions.  Direct quotes and passages from interview data and 
informal conversations are provided in English translation only.  Spellings of proper names and 
geographical places follow usage by Park and Boum (2006) or Pazzanita (2006).  
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CHAPTER II: THE SOCIOHISTORICAL CONTEXT OF SAHRAWI 
COMMUNITIES IN NORTHWEST AFRICA 

 
 

To situate contemporary, transnational Sahrawi communities in a broader 

sociohistorical context, this chapter identifies some of the main characteristics of the 

greater Hassanophone45 population that is currently located throughout Mauritania, 

Western Sahara, and parts of Morocco, Algeria, Niger, and Mali.  It describes some of the 

key events that have shaped political and cultural history in the region, the history of Bani 

Hassan migration from the Arabian Peninsula to North Africa, contact with Amazigh 

(Berber) and sub-Saharan African populations, and the establishment and sociopolitical 

organization of precolonial Hassani societies.  Secondly, this chapter reviews the relevant 

literature from history, political science, and anthropology and presents the central 

arguments on either side of the Western Sahara issue and their historical precedents.  Key 

events in the complex political history of the region are presented with a focus on the 

colonial and postcolonial periods (1830-present) that imposed fixed national borders 

upon an area inhabited by multiple tribal groups of Berber, Arab, and sub-Saharan 

descent with varying allegiances to the centralized, supratribal authorities of successive 

dynasties in the Moroccan sultanate and the emirates of present-day Mauritania.  Claims 

about these tribal allegiances or lack thereof emerged as a central issue in postcolonial 

debates over territorial sovereignty post-1975.  A discussion of the influence of French 

                                                
45 Hassanophone refers to speakers of Hassaniyya Arabic. 
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and Spanish colonial rule in North Africa in general and the Western Sahara in particular, 

the annexation of the territory by Morocco and Mauritania in 1975, and the ensuing 

period of warfare and international diplomacy provides the background for the active 

dispute over the future of the Western Sahara territory between Morocco and Polisario.  

 Historical accounts of the Western Sahara are often compromised by the political 

bias of positions held by Morocco, Algeria, and the Polisario Front.  In an attempt to 

justify divergent nationalist agendas, the history of the region has become heavily 

politicized since the 1970s with the international focus on the resolution of the 

longstanding territorial dispute.  A central historical problem with contentious debates 

over the Western Sahara is that the modern concept of discrete nation-states possessing 

fixed borders, which emerged largely in 18th and 19th century Europe along with the 

rising phenomenon of nationalism, was not an organizing principle in the Islamic 

sociopolitical structures of precolonial North Africa.  The political configuration of the 

region long comprised a centralized state (sultanate) with non-definitive geographic 

borders due to the variable control that the state exercised over different areas. 

Throughout precolonial history, tribal groups in all parts of the territory shifted back and 

forth between temporary states of allegiance and non-allegiance, largely depending on 

local circumstances and collective interests; allegiance was thus defined culturally and 

politically rather than geographically.   

During the colonial era, however, the notion of monolithic geographic entities and 

the residents within them belonging to a single nation-state gradually took hold.  As a 
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result, the prevailing political principle of nations-with-borders has often been 

anachronistically applied to the precolonial era in North Africa to justify postcolonial 

nationalist political agendas on either side.  Morocco argues that its sphere of influence 

under the precolonial sultanate extended as far south as present-day Mauritania, 

encompassing the Western Sahara and justifying its reclamation of the former Spanish 

Sahara post-1975.  The Polisario Front rejects Morocco’s claim to sovereignty on the 

basis that the majority of Saharan tribes were autonomous from the precolonial sultanate 

and, as former subjects of Spanish colonial rule, are entitled to pursue the process of self-

determination as applied to decolonized territories under the purview of the United 

Nations.  These oppositional historical and legal interpretations lie at the crux of the 

Western Sahara issue.  By reviewing the historical evidence presented by both sides in 

this chapter, the particular nationalist perspectives and territorial claims reflected in the 

ethnographic data in subsequent chapters can be better understood and problematized in 

light of the complex sociopolitical context from which they emerge.  Secondly, the forms 

of social memory through which Sahrawis and Moroccans interpret the events that have 

shaped their history and current situation can be evaluated in relation to the historical 

background outlined here. 
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Geography 
 

The geography of the Western Sahara comprises roughly 266,000 square miles46 

of territory bordering the western Atlantic coast of Africa in the West,47 the Kingdom of 

Morocco in the North (435 km), Algeria in the northeast corner (30 km), and the Islamic 

Republic of Mauritania along the southern and eastern edges (1,570 km).48  General 

characteristics of the zone include a desert climate with minimal rainfall (annual average 

of 50mm), extreme temperatures ranging from over 50 degrees Celsius in the daytime to 

zero at night, rocky and sandy soils, low elevation, and low population density that has 

increased from approximately 74,000 inhabitants in 197449 to 405,210 in 2009.50  The 

two major waterways in the territory are the rivers of Saguia al-Hamra near El-Ayoun 

and Rio de Oro near Dakhla.  The phosphate deposits near Bu Crâ are among the world’s 

largest (2.2 billions tons) and, along with a lucrative fishing industry on the Atlantic 

coast, constitute the major economic engine of the arid and sparsely developed territory.51 

Precolonial History 
 
 According to the archaeological record of the Neolithic period dating back to 3,000 
                                                
46 This area is roughly comparable to the size of Great Britain or the state of Colorado. 
47 Western Sahara has 1,062 km of Atlantic coastline. 
48 See map in Appendix F. 
49 This figure is based on Spanish census data of the territory. 
50 The current population estimate includes both ethnic Sahrawi and Moroccan nationals who 
have settled in the territory since 1975 (CIA World Factbook, “Western Sahara” 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/wi.html, Accessed September 
20, 2009). 
51 Since the 1960s exploration in search of petroleum reserves has not yet yielded a significant 
find (Pazzanita 2006). 
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BCE, the landscape of the Western Sahara consisted of grasslands, abundant wildlife and 

a small group of nomadic hunter-gatherers known as the Bafour who produced cave and 

rock paintings.52  Desertification of the Sahara began near the end of the third millennium 

BCE and displaced cattle-raising and agricultural-based Neolithic populations that 

migrated en masse toward southern oases.  By 1000 BCE, most of the savannas, wildlife, 

and waterways had been subsumed by the encroaching Sahara Desert (Hodges 1983; 

Pazzanita 2006).  

 Around this time, groups of Berber nomads began migrating to the Western Sahara 

from the Mediterranean region and built desert livelihoods around the domestication of 

camels that arrived from the East around the 1st century BCE.  Camels became the 

primary source of food, transportation, caravan-based commerce with Morocco and sub-

Saharan Africa, and warfare in the region from the first through sixth centuries.  Berber 

conversion to Islam began during the eighth and ninth centuries following early Arab 

military and commercial expeditions to the region known as al-Maghrib al-aqSa (Park 

and Boum 2006).  From 1039-1110 CE, the Almoravid53 dynasty, which originated in 

northern Mauritania, conquered Western Sahara, Mauritania, parts of Morocco and 

Algeria, and Muslim Spain under the leadership of Abdallah Ibn Yacin, a puritanical 

Muslim reformer, and his successors Abu Bakr Ibn Omar and Yusuf Ibn Tashfin, whose 

defeat of the Castilian army in 1086 briefly unified Muslim Spain under the Almoravid 

                                                
52 Saharan oral tradition refers to these early Bafour inhabitants of the Sahara as a black 
population (Hodges 1987). 
53 Also known as al-Murabitun (Arabic transliteration). 
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regime (Jacques-Meunie 1982a).  Thus by the beginning of the 12th century, the 

Almoravids controlled a vast area from the Western Sahara to the Mediterranean that was 

divided into three parts: Western Sahara, the western Maghrib and Islamic Spain where 

Almoravid viceroys ruled in Granada and Seville (Boum and Park 2006).  The 

ascendancy of the Almohad dynasty in Morocco and the Catholic reconquista in Spain 

broke the Almoravid dominance in Morocco and Muslim Spain by around 1145-1146.  In 

the Western Sahara, however, the Almoravids maintained control for another century due 

to their relative geographic isolation.  By the 14th century, local resistance to supra-tribal 

rule by the Almoravids’ descendants had prevailed and opened the doors to incoming 

tribes from the Arabian Peninsula (Abun-Nasr 1987; Jacques-Meunie 1982a; Pennell 

2000). 

Bani Hassan migration to North Africa 
 
 The Bani Hassan, a group of Arabs originating from the Bani Ma’qil tribe in 

present-day Yemen, migrated across North Africa and reached the Atlantic coast by 

1218.  By the end of the 13th century the Bani Hassan tribes began migrating into the 

Western Sahara over a period of roughly three centuries (Jacques-Meunie 1982a).  

Following conquest on the battlefield, many Bani Ma’qil warriors also imposed the status 

of vassal (zenaga)54 on the local population and charged a tribute tax (horma).  This 

                                                
54 The term Zenaga, also spelled Znaga, became synonymous with the Berbers in the area and 
their language. According to Bonte (2001), the term came into common usage from the 16th 
century onward in contradistinction to the term ‘Hassan’ to designate local Saharan populations 
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subordinate status has persisted into the twenty-first century in some areas of Mauritania.  

Besides this relationship of conquest, there was also widespread intermarriage between 

Bani Ma’qil Arabs and Sanhaja Berbers, which was observed by medieval Arab historian 

Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406) in his accounts of 14th century North Africa in Kitab al’Ibar 

(Norris 1986).  Generations of intermarriage between these two groups and neighboring 

sub-Saharan African populations gave rise to an Arabic-speaking people of mixed ethnic 

origins referred to as Maures by the French and, more generally, as Bidan in Hassaniyya.  

The Maure population practiced nomadic pastoralism over a large area known as the trab 

al-biDan (“land of the whites”) extending from the Drâ River in the north to the Senegal 

River in the south and the dune zones in eastern Mauritania.  The term ahel es-Sahel, or 

people of the Sahel, has also been used to identify the inhabitants (Hodges 1983).55  

Classical Arabic and its local vernacular form, known as Hassaniyya, gradually 

spread throughout the western Saharan region, taking hold in caravan towns such as 

Walata, Wadan, Shinguetti, and Timbuktu in present-day Mauritania and Mali.  

Troubadour minstrels of mixed social and ethnic backgrounds played a key role in 

spreading Hassaniyya by traveling throughout the region and performing verse in the 

dialect (Norris 1986).  Over time, certain Berber groups, especially the Zenaga, 

abandoned Berber dialects in favor of Hassaniyya.  Other groups of Berber origin, such 

as semi-nomadic Tuaregs located throughout the Sahel region of West Africa, have 
                                                
in the region between Adrar and the Senegal River that had not been Arabized and were liable to 
pay the horma tax to newly arrived Hassan tribes or other local tribes that had allied with them, 
thereby increasing their relative status. 
55 The Arabic word sahel means shore, in reference to the borders of the Sahara Desert. 
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retained their native Tamasheq dialect to a much larger extent.  A major cause of the 

decline of the Zenaga dialect was the victory of Bani Ma’qil Arab tribes over Berbers led 

by reformer Nasir al-Din during the the Mauritanian Thirty Years War (also known as the 

Shar Bobha War) in the 17th century (1644-74).56  

Social organization of tribes 
 

In the early period of Berber contact with Arabs in the Sahara prior to the 14th 

century, Arabs were generally incorporated into Saharan and Sahelian lineage groups that 

included Berber and Fulani ethnicities.  The situation changed as Arab migration 

increased, especially after the Berber defeat in the Shar Bobha War, and extended Bani 

Hassan social organization throughout the region (Julien and Le Tourneau 1970).  The 

organization of emirates in the regions of Trarza, Brakna, Adrar and Tagant (in present-

day Mauritania) in the 17th and 18th centuries amalgamated several tribes (qaba’il) under 

the authority of particular lineages (ould Cheikh 1991).  Central aspects of this system 

included the dominance of the Arab segmental lineage system, the Hassaniyya dialect,57 

and payment of the horma tax.  Berber groups that continued to practice semi-sedentary 

livelihoods, including agriculture, animal husbandry, and fishing, retained the name 

Zenaga, and those that practiced Islamic scholarship gained a higher social status as 

                                                
56 At present the Zenaga dialect is spoken only in small pockets of southwestern Mauritania by as 
few as 200-300 speakers (Al-Chennafi M. & Norris H. T. 1981; 
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=zen; Accessed September 29, 2009).  
57 Approximately 17 percent of Hassaniyya vocabulary derives from Berber or non-Arabic roots 
and the figure rises closer to 35 percent among northern tribes in the Tekna confederation who 
have more Berber ancestry (Gaudio 1995:84). 
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zawiya tribes.  Other major status divisions included warriors (hassan), nobles (shorfa), 

tributaries (lahma or aznaga), craftspeople (ma’allmin), praisesingers (iggawn),58 former 

slaves (haratine), and ‘abid (slaves) (ibid).59  

In understanding inter- and intra-tribal social stratification, it is important to bear 

in mind that these categories are largely influenced by colonial constructions of ethnicity.  

Colonial anthropology in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries played a central role in 

constructing and reifying the Arab-Berber dichotomy.60  In the Sahara, the somewhat 

arbitrary division of tribes into noble, warrior classes of Hassan Arab settlers and zawiya 

classes of subjugated, scholarly, native Imazighen/Berbers was also tainted by the 

colonial mindset (Mundy 2007).61  Racialized colonial ideologies played to the interests 

of native elites who benefited from the maintenance of rigid class distinctions. 

Cleaveland’s (1998) constructivist view of Saharan societies problematizes these 

simplified categories by taking into account the dialectic of accommodation and 
                                                
58 The social position of praisesingers is discussed in greater detail in chapter three. 
59 These social categories are still in use today but are arguably more pervasive in Mauritania than 
in Western Sahara or Morocco.  The use of designations for tribe (qabila), tribal fractions (ahel), 
and sub-fractions (fakh) remains common throughout the region, with the exception of Sahrawi 
refugees in Algeria who have deliberately de-emphasized tribe as a social category in an effort to 
promote ideals of democratic national unity, as discussed in chapter five. 
60 cf. Ben Kaddour 1972; Bonte 2001; Brent and Fentress 1996; Duclos 1972; Gellner and 
Micaud 1972; Gross and McMurray 1993; Hannoum 2001; Lorcin 1995; Rosen 1972; Silverstein 
2002 for discussions of the political and social implications of colonial Arab/Berber divisions in 
North Africa.  Recent genetic studies have debunked these ethnic divisions in finding that North 
African Berber and Arab populations (including Sahrawis) are genetically heterogenous (Bosch et 
al. 1997). 
61 This colonial insistence on a rigid Arab/Berber distinction had large-scale policy implications 
for French rule, the most egregious of which is arguably the issuance of the Berber Dahir in 
Morocco on May 16, 1930 that established separate Arab and Berber legal systems. Public 
outrage in response to the decree spurred anti-colonial fervor that ultimately led to Morocco’s 
independence in 1956 (Park and Boum 2006).  
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resistance that shaped native and colonial social stratification before, during, and after 

colonialism.  In contrast with the historical distortion that presents Hassan Arabs as the 

monolithic ruling class in the post-14th century Sahara, historians have noted that both 

Hassan and zawiya groups had militias, collected tribute taxes, and had their own 

endogamous low-status groups of bards, artisans, and slaves (Curtin 1971).  

Important characteristics that differentiated Saharan tribes from one another 

include their geographic location and movement patterns in the Sahara, livestock 

holdings and extent of reliance on transhumance, strength in warfare, engagement in 

caravan trade, and interrelations with other tribes in the region.  The two largest supra-

tribal groups in the zone are the Tekna, a confederation comprising multiple tribes (the 

largest of which is Ait Oussa) in the area from the southwestern edge of the Anti-Atlas 

mountains to the valley of Wad Nun near Guelmim, and the Reguibat, a large tribe 

subdivided into two main fractions (Reguibat as-Sharg and Reguibat as-Sahel) and based 

in the valley of Saqiya al-Hamra near El-Ayoun (Hodges 1983).  Alliances between the 

two were never generalized but rather consisted of partial alliances between different 

individual fractions from either confederation that would join forces to oppose a common 

enemy (Gaudio 1993). 

The Reguibat tribe has historically constituted the largest tribal confederation of 

camel nomads in the region and is today the majority tribe among the membership of the 

Polisario Front and refugee population in Algeria.  All Reguibat members claim descent 

from a single common agnatic ancestor, Sidi Ahmad ar-Reguibi, an Idrisid sharif.  A 
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Moroccan census in 1966 estimated the total Reguibat population at 60,000 with pastoral 

territory extending from the Adrar region of Mauritania in the south to the Wad Drâ in 

the north.  In the census of 1974, the Reguibat represented 52 percent of the total 

population of the Spanish Sahara. The common practice of agnation by aggregation, 

through which members of other client lineages are incorporated into the Reguibat tribe 

through marriage, conquest, or other arrangements accounts for the rapid growth of the 

tribe in the Sahara region (Gaudio 1995; Caratini 1989a; 1989b; Hart 1962, 1998). 

The Tekna trace their ancestry to the Almoravid period and the first written record 

of the term appeared in the 16th century.  Before Moroccan independence, the Tekna 

confederation comprised approximately 44,500 people (estimated in 1942) divided into 

two main groups: the Ait Jemel in the western zone and the Ait Bella in the eastern areas 

(Thompson and Adloff 1997).  Descended from Berber origins, most Tekna tribes began 

the process of Arabization in the 13th century but many retained Berber languages 

(Zenaga) and continued agricultural practices such as cultivating barley and wheat in 

addition to pastoralism of sheep, goats and camels.62  Tekna tribes were also heavilty 

involved in trans-Saharan commerce, which reached its peak in 1860 with the circulation 

of large caravans traveling between Wad Nun, Tindouf, the Drâ valley, and Tafilalt in the 

north and Mauritania and Senegal in the south63 and went into decline at the end of the 

                                                
62 In 1960 the Tekna of Wad Nun owned 700,000 goats, 30,000 camels and more than 100.000 
date palms (Pelissier 1963 cited in Thompson and Adloff 1997). 
63 Tekna traders sold products such as salt, barley, tobacco, tar, leather, acacia gum and wood, 
dates, tea, copper and silk in exchange for slaves, ostrich feathers, gold dust, millet, cotton 
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century due to the suppression of slavery, drying of key water points, the fall of Tindouf 

in 1895 following Reguibat attacks on the Tadjakant population based there, and 

increased hostilities between tribes in the region (Gaudio 1993).  Due to their position as 

traders, members of the Tekna confederation generally remained on good terms with 

French and Spanish administration and other tribal confederations, including the 

Reguibat, whose herds were permitted to pasture in the Tarfaya region.  The Tekna also 

have the historical reputation of maintaining closer ties to Moroccan authorities, both 

under the sultan and later the king (Thompson and Adloff 1997). 

In general, all Hassani tribes shared the Islamic faith, pastoral livelihood systems 

involving transhumance, and common social structures and status groups.  Gaudio (1995) 

describes the predominant social organization of Western Saharan tribes as segmentary in 

that inter-family ties were based on relation with a common ancestor and “formally 

egalitarian” since each male family head in a given tribe had the same political rights and 

shared responsibility for defending families and animal herds, organizing trade caravans, 

and arranging marriages of their children.  The concept of territory was imprecise due to 

collective land and water use rights at the level of the tribe and tribal fraction.  The 

notable exception to the commons was cultivated land, which commanded exclusive use 

rights.  

                                                
products sugar, sheep, rice and ivory.  Products traded in both direction included camels, indigo 
cloth, sugar, incense, butter, and dyed cloth (Gaudio 1995). 
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Other common institutions shared by Saharan tribes included the authority of a 

tribal shaykh, an elder male designated to convoke and preside over the tribal council and 

serve as the spokesperson of the tribe with outside parties; the jama’a, or council of 30-

40 men comprised of one male member of each fraction (ahel) in the tribe that made 

collective decisions regarding warfare, tribal movements and intratribal conflict 

resolution; and the aït arba’yin, or grand council of 40 men responsible for executing the 

collective decisions of the jama’a.  These institutions remain active in the majority of 

Sahrawi tribes today but their role is largely limited to maintaining tribal solidarity, 

resolving conflicts within the tribe, and ensuring payment of compensation by tribal 

members found guilty of wrongdoing.64 

The role of women in Saharan tribal history and social life is often overlooked in 

predominantly male-authored historical accounts.  Nomadic social organization afforded 

some classes of women a position of higher status relative to Arab and Berber women in 

more sedentary neighboring populations. This status differential did not, however, hold 

true for all women as class distinctions were central.  The type of education, economic 

and social activities, corporal attitudes, and even clothing were conditioned by a woman’s 

social affiliation as determined by birth according to the position of her father (Dahmane 

2001).  At the lowest rung of society were the female slaves of Bidan families who were 

                                                
64 For example, a Taubalt tribal council in El-Ayoun in 2007 presided over a conflict in which the 
child of one tribal member was accidentally killed by another, and agreed upon an acceptable 
form of payment owed by the perpetrator’s family to the aggrieved family (Interview with son of 
tribal council member, 2007). 
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often descended from sub-Saharan origins and born into historical relations of servitude 

established between families and tribes (de Chassey 1993).  

While subordinate to male decisions regarding marital destiny, warfare, trade, and 

tribal movements, women held chief responsibility for managing nomadic households, a 

role that included setting up, dismantling, and moving family tents from one location to 

another (Prussin 1995).  The process of relocating varied between multiple times in a 

week to several times a year depending on specific migration patterns, rainfall, available 

grasslands, and other geographic conditions.  Within the greater tribe, nomadic 

households also tended to be more nuclear in that a new husband and wife established a 

separate tent during the marriage ceremony and housed their children in this semi-private 

space.   

In the event of marital discord, women commonly sought recourse with their 

parents, where they took up temporary residence until reparations were negotiated with 

the husband, which often involved the offering of additional dowry gifts.  While similar 

trends have been observed throughout North Africa (Tillion 1983), a distinctive feature of 

Bidan women’s lives was the absence of pronounced social stigma for divorce and the 

relative ease of remarriage, which has allowed many women to establish more than one 

household in the course of their adult lives.  These trends have continued in 

contemporary urban households in Mauritania, Morocco, and Western Sahara, where 

interviews with women and men revealed commonly held perceptions that Maure and 

Sahrawi women generally have more leverage with their husbands, can divorce and 
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remarry without harming their reputation,65 and suffer less domestic abuse than their 

Moroccan Arab and Berber counterparts.66 

Colonial Divisions in the Sahara and The Rise of Sahrawi Nationalism 
 

Early European contact with the Western Sahara began in the late 15th and early 

16th centuries as Spain and Portugal, Europe’s principal imperial powers of the era, vied 

for control of the northwest coast of Africa.  They established small trading enclaves that 

were difficult to secure from attacks by indigenous raiding parties or rival colonial 

powers.  Spain first established its presence on the Saharan coast when Diego García de 

Herrera founded the trading post of Santa Cruz de Mar Pequeña in 1476.  After the 1524 

looting of the trading post by the Reguibat and al-‘Arusiyyin tribes, Spain abandoned the 

establishment of further trading posts over the next 350 years.  With the exception of 

limited contact with the Moroccan sultanate (beginning in the 16th century) and growing 

European imperial powers, the majority of Saharan tribes in the region developed 

autonomous, self-governing institutions and relied on nomadic animal husbandry and 

barter as their chief livelihood strategies from the 1500s to the late 19th century (Hodges 

1983; Pazzanita 2006).   

                                                
65 To the contrary, many women reported in interviews that divorced women are often seen as 
more desirable to Sahrawi men and receive larger dowry gifts than their first marriage, especially 
in Mauritania. 
66 Given the high prevalence of domestic abuse and gender-based violence in Morocco, this 
perception of Sahrawi women’s status was often cited as a popular argument that Sahrawis and 
Moroccans do not share a common cultural or ethnic background. 
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It is important to bear in mind that Morocco and Mauritania did not exist as 

unified nation-states with defined borders until the 20th century under French colonial 

rule.  Instead, they functioned as a “mosaic of tribes” with variable relationships to the 

Moroccan sultan’s government (makhzan) and the abovementioned emirates in present-

day Mauritania (Hodges 1983).67  In the Islamic worldview, the umma, or worldwide 

community of the faithful, unites the entire Muslim world in a singular sociopolitical 

entity, of which al-Maghrib (Morocco) long represented the westernmost reaches.  

Within the umma, an educated class of Muslim legal scholars (ulama) had significant 

input in government and social affairs; their task was to provide critical commentary for 

society and they wielded considerable influence in advocating or discouraging political 

alliances.  When a group of people rebelled against religious (state) authority and refused 

to pledge allegiance (bay’ah) in weekly public sermons on Fridays (khutba), they were 

considered to be in a state of sedition (fitna) (Park and Boum 2006).68  Boundaries were 

thus defined socially (in terms of tribal ties and politico-religious allegiances) rather than 

geographically, and conquest through intertribal raids (ghazi) conferred ownership.  This 

system was radically altered with the incursion of European colonial rule in the 19th 

                                                
67 For more detailed accounts of precolonial history in the Saharan region, cf. Abun Nasr 1987; 
Caro Baroja 1955; Jacques-Meunie 1982a, 1982b; Julien and Le Tourneau; Pascon 1977a, 1977b; 
Trout 1969. 
68 These areas outside central government control came to be known as the blad es-siba, or land 
of dissidence. 
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century and its landholding policies69 that were aimed at divesting tribes of fertile, 

irrigated lands for purposes of colonial economic development (Abun Nasr 1987). 

Colonialism in North Africa and the creation of Spanish Sahara, 1884-1975 
 
 France’s colonial ascendancy in North Africa began with the conquest of Algeria 

in the 19th century.  Soon after French troops invaded and occupied Algiers and 

surrounding territories in 1830, the territory was annexed to France (1834) and the 

Second Republic later extended department status to the Algerian territory (1848), 

effectively turning Algeria into an extension of the French Republic.  By 1865, 

indigenous residents of Algeria had obtained the right to claim French citizenship 

(Shepard 2006).  The French colonial project in Algeria, which was by far the largest and 

most comprehensive in Africa (and attracted the largest French-born population), ushered 

in an era of territorial conquest throughout the African continent.  In North Africa, 

France’s imperial control reached its apex with the concurrent establishment of the 

French Protectorates in neighboring Tunisia (1881-1956) and Morocco (1912-1956).70   

                                                
69 Following the passage of the Land Registration Act in 1913 and a dahir (decree) dividing 
Moroccan lands into alienable and inalienable, the French began purchasing tribal land on a large 
scale (Abun Nasr 1987). 
70 Alongside it holdings in North Africa, the French consolidated the federation of French West 
Africa (Afrique Occidentale Française) in 1904, which was based in Dakar and comprised eight 
individual territories that were first seized as trading posts in the 17th and 18th centuries: 
Mauritania, Senegal, French Sudan (Mali), French Guinea (Guinea), Côte d'Ivoire, Upper Volta 
(Burkina Faso), Dahomey (Benin) and Niger.  French Equatorial Africa (Afrique Equatoriale 
Française) was established shortly after in 1910 with four territories governed from Brazzaville: 
Gabon, Middle Congo (Republic of the Congo), Oubangui-Chari (or Ubangi-Shari, now the 
Central African Republic) and Chad. 
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The colonial designs of Western European states accelerated rapidly in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries as key European powers, namely France, Great Britain, 

Portugal, Belgium, Germany, and Italy, orchestrated the arbitrary division of the 

continent into European colonies and protectorates (Chamberlain 1981).71  The haphazard 

creation of political borders in that period left indigenous populations throughout Africa 

with a legacy of problematic ethnic and geographic divisions that have persisted well into 

the post-independence era.  With an economy severely weakened following the defeat of 

the Spanish Armada by the British (1588) and a subsequent decline of imperial 

dominance, Spain did not emerge as a key player in the European scramble for Africa; 

however, the Spanish retained a long-term imperial interest in the Sahara and parts of 

Morocco that persisted nearly two decades past the termination of French colonial rule in 

the region.72  Spain legitimized its acquisition of the Western Sahara by the commercial 

presence they had established with the trading post at Santa Cruz de Mar Pequeña and 

viewed it as a potential support to its holdings in the nearby Canary Islands located off 

the coast of the Western Sahara.  In 1884, an official Spanish protectorate was declared 

and its first coastal settlement was founded in the southern post of Dakhla and named 

Villa Cisneros by the Spanish (Pennell 2000).   

                                                
71 The Berlin Conference of 1884 laid the ground rules for the colonial divisions that continued to 
be negotiated through the early 20th century (Chamberlain 1981). 
72 Other areas of North Africa controlled by the Spanish as colonial protectorates were the capital 
of Tetouan, the Tarfaya strip, and Sidi Ifni (in present-day Morocco). Ceuta and Melilla on the 
coast of northeast Morocco in the Strait of Gibraltar were claimed as Spanish territories since the 
15th century and remain under Spanish control. 
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At the behest of the French colonial regime seeking to control the influence of 

anti-colonial movements operating out of the Sahara,73 Spain initiated occupation of the 

Western Sahara interior in 1915 and placed it under the control of the governor-general in 

Tetouan along with other Spanish colonies on the northern coast of Morocco.  In 1946, a 

separate governor-general was appointed in Ifni to oversee the newly organized entity of 

Africa Occidental Española that included Ifni, Saguia al-Hamra and Rio de Oro and 

established administrative headquarters in El-Ayoun (Hodges 1983). 

The French Protectorate in Morocco officially ended in 1956 when the Jaysh al-

Tahrir (Liberation Army composed of Moroccan soldiers fighting against colonial 

forces), succeeded in defeating France and former sultan Mohammed V returned from 

exile and assumed leadership as the monarch of the newly independent kingdom.  

Spanish Northern Morocco was returned to the Moroccan government, but Spain retained 

control of Ceuta, Melilla, Ifni, and the Spanish Sahara.  The northern Tarfaya/Tekna zone 

(Zona del Drâ) of the Sahara and the coastal city of Ifni were relinquished to Morocco in 

1958 and 1969, respectively.  

Although Spanish colonial rule outlasted the French presence in North Africa by 

nearly two decades, the Spanish presence in the Sahara was generally small and its long-

term infrastructural contributions to the region were inconsequential.  In 1973 the total 

Spanish population numbered 35,000 (50% soldiers) who lived primarily in towns and 

                                                
73 For example, the leader Shaykh Ma’al-Ainin used Spanish territories as a base to organize 
resistance against the French Protectorate in Morocco (Damis 1983; Pazzanita 2006). 
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military garrisons (Damis 1983:12).  The Spanish built 300 miles of paved road and did 

not establish railroads.  Freshwater resources were developed only in El-Ayoun and 

military garrisons.  Some of the limited Spanish public works projects included wells, 

primary schools, secondary schools, university education in Spain, loans, food subsidies, 

monthly stipends for needy.  By 1975, among the total estimated Sahrawi population of 

73,497 (according to the 1974 Spanish census), the literacy rate in Spanish Sahara 

remained extremely low (under five percent), only two Sahrawis had university degrees, 

and twelve had advanced technical diplomas.  Spain’s biggest investment by far was the 

creation of an operating company for the phosphate industry in 1962 at an estimated cost 

of 400-500 million USD (ibid).  

The opening of Spanish phosphate mines in Bu Crâ and the growth of a wage 

labor economy, which strained the traditional caravan economy of the region, and the 

aftermath of a severe drought in 1959-60 contributed to a rapid decline in nomadic 

lifestyles in the region.74  The new urban centers of Bu Crâ and the capital of El-Ayoun 

grew in size as employment opportunities expanded and offered livelihood alternatives to 

pastoralism.  Some scholars posit that the economic expansion that accompanied the 

development of mineral industries also spurred the expression of early anti-colonial 

sentiments that started emerging between 1967-70 (Thompson and Adloff 1997).  

                                                
74 By 1974 a Spanish census estimated that over half the population had sedentarized in or near 
one of the three major cities: El-Ayoun, Smara and Dakhla (Aguirre cited in Mundy 2007). In 
1973, animal herds in Western Sahara were estimated at 76,000 camels and 120,000 goats 
(Rezette 1975: 25 cited in Damis 1983). 
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Anti-colonial resistance and the emergence of Sahrawi nationalism 
 
 Prior to the 1970s, political loyalties among Saharan tribes were tied to the 

family, the tribe and Islam rather than a Spanish Saharan entity.  Damis (1987) notes that, 

“apart from the traditional Sahrawi resistance to any form of authority or government 

imposed from the outside, there were very few indications of a developing national 

consciousness” (13).  The development of a distinct Sahrawi identity in the 20th century 

was directly affected by the sociopolitical system of tribal alliances and control of space 

established in in the 19th century (Naimi 2001) and the advent of colonial rule, which 

prompted the growth of collective identity in opposition to French and Spanish 

encroachment.  The anti-colonial movement gained increasing momentum among 

Sahrawi youth leaders during the early 1970s.  Many of the original leaders were 

educated in Moroccan universities in Rabat and Marrakech (between 1956-1970); others 

were opponents of President Ould Daddah in Mauritania, including members of the 

Nahda party.  These early proponents of independence in the Western Sahara supported 

the rhetoric of self-determination that had swept through Africa and much of the 

developing world in the political upheaval of decolonization movements in the 1960s 

(Damis 1983).   

The influence of the Algerian revolution for independence from France (1954-

1962) led by the National Liberation Front (FLN) was also a central impetus in fostering 

widespread anti-colonial sentiment that swept the African continent and the rest of the 

world in the 1950s and 1960s.  The lengthy Algerian struggle for self-determination 
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culminated in a national referendum vote for independence from France and the 

declaration of the Algerian Republic in Algiers on July 5, 1962.  Concurrently, the 

French colonies in West Africa declared independence from France between 1958-1960.  

This revolutionary period brought the issue of decolonization to the forefront of 

international policy and fueled civil unrest in the Spanish Sahara in the 1970s. 

Beginning in 1964, the UN adopted a resolution requesting Spain to liberate 

Western Sahara and “enter into negotiations on the problems relating to sovereignty 

presented by these two territories (Pazzanita and Hodges 1994:439).75  The first public 

demonstration for independence from Spain took place in 1970 under the leadership of 

Mohammed Sidi Brahim Bassiri,76 a journalist in Rabat and founder of the first united 

Sahrawi liberation movement, known as Harakah al-Tahrir al-Saguia al-Hamra’ wa Wadi 

al-Dhahab (Hodges 1987b).  During the popular protest in the Zemla neighborhood of El-

Ayoun on June 17, 1970, an estimated 12-60 Sahrawis were killed and Bassiri went 

missing.  Following this critical event, the movement shifted from non-violent to armed 

struggle.  By 1973, resistance leaders headed by El-Ouali Mustafa Sayed (who was killed 

in 1976) formed the Polisario Front77 to oppose Spanish rule through armed revolution 

and secure the independence of the Western Sahara.  Polisario members initiated their 

revolutionary activities with a series of small-scale armed attacks on Spanish forces and 

                                                
75 In 1963 Western Sahara was first included on the list of non self-governing territories to which 
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples applies. 
76 Bassiri was arrested at the 1970 protest and disappeared. 
77 Polisario stands for Frente Popular para la Liberacíon de Saguia El-Hamra y Rio de Oro, or 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguia El-Hamra and Rio de Oro. 
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activists organized dozens of clandestine cells (khalâyâ) for political action (Mundy 

2007), similar to those organized in the Algerian war.  In October 1974, Polisario 

activists succeeded in sabotaging the conveyor belt to the Bu Crâ mines to temporarily 

halt the export of phosphates (Pennell 2000). 

By the end of 1973, the Spanish regime had agreed to devolve some authority to 

the Jama’a, a conservative council of elder tribal shaykhs established in 1967 with 43 

elected members (and increased to 103 members in 1973) representing different tribal 

chiefs to work with the Spanish colonial government (Damis 1983).  On August 21, 

1974, Spain announced its acceptance of demands from the United Nations and Polisario 

to hold a referendum on the future of the territory in 1975.  Morocco and Mauritania 

opposed the move and Spain agreed to postpone the referendum while the International 

Court of Justice in The Hague assessed the legality of the issue (Joffe 1987).  During an 

official United Nations visit to the Western Sahara in May 1975, international observers 

remarked that grassroots support for Polisario had become widespread, with a majority of 

the population demonstrating in favor of Polisario’s leadership in the quest for an 

independent state (Hodges 1983; Pazzanita 2006). 

Morocco’s position on the Sahara 

As mentioned in the introduction, Morocco’s official position on the former 

Spanish Sahara asserts that the territory forms part of the precolonial Moroccan sultanate 

and that the principle of territorial integrity supersedes the Sahrawi right to self-
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determination under international law (Damis 1987).  This irredentist78 claim is based on 

the historical argument that political allegiances between the Moroccan sultanate and 

tribal leaders in the Sahara during the pre-colonial period established the unity of the 

territory that was disrupted by European colonization in the 19th and 20th centuries 

(Messari 2000, Pennell 2000). 

To comprehend Morocco’s perspective, it is necessary to view the nation’s 

postcolonial politics in light of the legacy of its precolonial socioreligious institutions.  

Before the 19th century, which brought the development of European nationalism and its 

ramifications in North Africa, no parties in the Islamic world would have viewed 

territorial issues from a nations-with-borders perspective.  Rather, the ethos was focused 

on community, ulama legal and moral guidance, and critical proclamations of allegiance.  

In the Moroccan sultanate, successive dynasties were based in four different imperial 

cities (Fes, Marrakech, Meknes and Rabat) and the sultan’s government was known as 

the makhzan;79 its essential tasks entailed the collection of taxes and the maintenance of 

an army to procure them.  The sultanate was founded on a religious bond of Islam and 

tribal allegiance to the sultan (bay’ah), which signifies sovereignty.  Forms of allegiance 

to the makhzan varied according to circumstances: 

                                                
78 Irredentism (from Italian irredento, "unredeemed") is any position advocating annexation of 
territories on the grounds of common ethnicity or prior historical possession, actual or alleged. 
79 The literal meaning of makhzan is a storehouse, which relates to the payment of imperial taxes 
in the form of surplus grain. Areas subject to government control became known as the blad al-
makhzan and those outside central government control were referred to as blad as-siba (Abun-
Nasr 1987). 
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Tax-exempt tribes provided troops and garrisons for the dynasties. Other 
tribes swore allegiance to the sultan and were administered in his name by 
notables issued from their ranks.  Finally there were the dissident and 
semi-dissident tribes that might recognize the religious authority of the 
sultan but refuse to accept his fiscal authority.  Each sultan would have to 
construct anew, with more or less success, tribal alliances like those of his 
predecessors.  Throughout his life, a sultan who wished to expand or 
maintain his territorial control and the level of his revenues, would have to 
engage in constant military ventures against dissident tribes, buy off 
others, re-settle others, reconcile yet others in a never-ending process 
(Waterbury 1970:16-17).   
 

Thus throughout central Morocco, the process of maintaining alliances over time was 

constantly negotiated between tribal and central authorities; villages regularly shifted in 

and out of allegiance to the state on a community basis.  Park and Boum (2006) argue 

that, “Moroccan history is rife with areas going in an out of explicit obedience to the 

central authority…The classic Islamic state thus imposed less hegemonic notions of 

nationalism on its population than did the modern European nation-states” (4). 

Furthremore, allegiance claims in the Saharan region are problematic to systematically 

trace due to a dearth of comprehensive historical documentation and written sources 

(Jacques-Meunie 1982a; Trout 1969). 

Moroccan-led expeditions to Western Sahara beginning in the 16th century 

established allegiances between the sultanate and certain tribes, especially those in the 

Tekna confederation along the southern border of the Moroccan sultanate.  The 

government also appointed qaïds (governors) who were used by the sultan to manage 

affairs and collect taxes from some northern Tekna tribes, in particular the Ait Oussa in 

the Wad Nun region (Pazzanita 2006).  This continued through the 19th century when 
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increasing contact with French and Spanish colonial forces in North Africa and shifted 

the balance of power between central authorities and local elites.80  Though the political 

and administrative control of the sultan did not encompass much of the Western Sahara, 

Morocco maintains that some Saharan tribes remained linked to the central authority 

through pledges of allegiance.  Precipitated by the establishment of a British trading post 

at Cape Juby (Tarfaya) on the Atlantic, Sultan Moulay Hassan conducted military 

campaigns in the 1880s to establish Moroccan posts south of Agadir (Tiznit, Kasbah Ba 

Amrane, Assaka and Guelmim) and invested many local qaïds in southwestern Morocco 

with official authority.81  Neither the powerful Reguibat confederation nor the emirs of 

Adrar, Trarza, Brakna and Tagant ever accepted the sultan’s suzerainty (ibid; Hodges 

1983).  

Debates over these shifting precolonial alliances with the sultanate came to the 

forefront when Morocco gained independence from France and sought to reclaim its 

                                                
80 For example, in her study of the responses of Muslim notables in Algeria to the imposition of 
French colonial rule post-1830, Clancy-Smith (1994) points out that the historical trajectory of 
that period was characterized by “a succession of encounters between the peoples of North Africa 
on one hand and the twin forces of European imperialism and the world economy on the other” 
(1).  Throughout these encounters, she argues, “various kinds of sociopolitical action—bet 
hedging, revolt, shifting trade strategies, migration, withdrawal, or avoidance protest—were in 
aggregate the main motors of historical change…rather than alternative forces, such as novel 
technologies, new economic systems, or new classes” (4).  This analysis applies to the Western 
Sahara region as well where increasing contact and shifting alliances between tribes, the 
makhzan, and colonial structures drove processes of historical change. 
81 Shaykh Ma’ al-Ainin, the leader of a zawiya center in Smara, also supported the Moroccan 
sultan and led military opposition against French advances that brought more tribal chiefs, 
especially from the Izarguyin and Ait Lahcen tribes, to accept Moroccan authority. After 
declaring himself sultan in 1910, he and his soldiers were defeated by the French in the Tadla 
region and he died shortly after (Abun Nasr 1987). 
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territorial integrity beyond the Wad Drâ, which was generally considered to be the 

southern boundary under the French protectorate (Thompson and Adloff 1997).  Under 

the charismatic leadership of Mohammed ‘allal al-Fassi (1907-1973), the Istiqlal party 

(formed in 1944) popularized the concept of ‘Greater Morocco’82 in the postcolonial era, 

and ‘allal al-Fassi rallied support for his call to ‘liberate’ both Mauritania83 and Western 

Sahara as part of a larger strategy to complete Moroccan decolonization.  Furthermore, 

Morocco argues that foreign powers recognized the sultan’s authority in the Spanish 

Sahara during the colonization period and entered into several treaties based on this 

understanding84 (Damis 1983). 

 The territorial issue was argued by both sides at the International Court of Justice 

(ICJ) in the Hague in 1975.  The central questions presented to the court were: was the 

territory subject to no state (terra nullius) when colonized by Spain and what legal ties 

linked its inhabitants with those of Morocco and Mauritania? (Pennell 2000).  The court 

released its advisory opinion on October 16, 1975 stating that while there were indeed 

historic links between the territory, the Moroccan sultanate, and Mauritania, neither 

                                                
82 The notion of ‘Greater Morocco’ includes the area ruled by the Almoravid dynasty in 11th and 
12th centuries CE that covered present-day Western Sahara, Mauritania, northwest Mali and 
western Algeria (Park and Boum 2006). 
83 Morocco resisted Mauritania’s independence and objected to its admission to the United 
Nations on the grounds that it was artificially constructed by French colonialism (Damis 1983). 
84 For example, the Spanish-Moroccan Treaty (1861) legitimated the sultan’s authority to obtain 
the release of shipwrecked Spaniards on the Saharan coast. The Anglo-Moroccan Treaty (1895) 
oversaw the sale of Tarfaya from the British to the Spanish and recognized Boujdour as the 
southern limit of Morocco. The Franco-German agreement (1911), which was ratified by Great 
Britain, Italy, Austro-Hungary, Russia, Sweden, the Netherlands, Belgium and Portugal, also 
recognized Morocco’s border at Boujdour (Damis 1983). 
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Morocco nor Mauritania’s prior relations with inhabitants of Western Sahara prior to the 

Spanish occupation were sufficient to establish legal sovereignty.  The opinion qualified 

the historical ties as being “not of such a nature as might affect the application of…the 

principle of self-determination through the free and genuine expression of the will of the 

peoples of the Territory.”85   

The court’s dismissal of Morocco’s historical claim did little to deter the 

crescendo of national momentum to reunify the Sahara with the rest of the country.  

Morocco rebuked calls for self-determination from the international community by 

asserting that Sahrawi populations had demonstrated popular will to remain with 

Morocco, citing examples that included the pledge of allegiance goven by Jama’a 

president Khatri ould al-Joumani to King Hassan in November 1975, the February 1976 

vote of the Jama’a to become part of Morocco and Mauritania, and Sahrawi participation 

in Morocco’s elections in 1976-1977 (Damis 1983).  The Polisario Front has consistently 

refuted Morocco’s claim and relied on the ICJ ruling to substantiate their call for self-

determination.  The articulation of these staunchly opposed positions set the stage for the 

ensuing international conflict and political impasse that has persisted for over three 

decades. 

                                                
85 “Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion of 16 October 1975,” International Court of Justice, para. 
162. 
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Annexation, Exodus, and War, 1975-1991 
 

Shortly following the release of the controversial court opinion, King Hassan II 

organized the Green March during from November 6-10, 1975, during which 350,000 

unarmed civilians entered the Spanish Sahara to demonstrate popular Moroccan support 

for Spain’s withdrawal and annexation of the territory under the Kingdom of Morocco 

(Boum and Park 2006).  As Spanish dictator Francisco Franco (1892-1975) was nearing 

the final days of his regime before his death, Spain, Morocco, and Mauritania signed the 

secret tripartite Madrid Agreement on November 14, 1975 that partitioned the Western 

Sahara between Morocco and Mauritania.86  Morocco gained control over two-thirds of 

the territory, including the cities of El-Ayoun and Smara and the phosphate mines at Bu 

Crâ, and Mauritania took the southernmost third closest to its border.  On November 28, 

1975, members of Polisario, including Sahrawi indigenous leaders, shaykhs, and 

representatives from the Jama’a, signed the Guelta Zemmour declaration that named the 

Polisario Front as the sole representative of the Sahrawi people, and announced its 

intention to seek territorial independence. 

The United Nations has never recognized the Madrid Agreement and the Jama’a 

council also rejected it in support of Polisario’s claim for self-determination.87  Two 

months after the agreement was signed, the Moroccan army entered the territory in 

                                                
86 General Francisco Franco died on November 20, 1975 after presiding over Spain during a 39-
year dictatorship (1936-75). 
87 Al-Jama’a issued this opinion in the Proclamation of Guelta Zemmour on November 28, 1975 
(Pazzanita 2006). 
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January 1976, and over 20,000 Sahrawis fled the area to seek refuge in the remote 

Saharan regions of Guelta Zemmour and Oum Dreiga and across the border in Algeria 

and Mauritania.88  By October 1976, over 50,000 refugees were living in eleven camps in 

Algeria where President Houari Boumediène backed Western Sahara’s position and 

pledged humanitarian and military support for the refugees.  Close on the heels of its own 

bloody encounter with decolonization in its lengthy war (1954-1962) to win 

independence from France, Algeria supported the Sahrawi right to national liberation and 

provided arms, bases, training, and financial contributions for the war effort against 

Morocco.  Besides the ideological commitment, Algeria was also motivated by two key 

factors: a desire to prevent Moroccan expansion in Western Sahara as a result of 

longstanding political differences and border disputes between the two North African 

nations (Zoubir 2000),89 and economic interests in gaining access to an Atlantic seaport 

to facilitate the export of iron ore from southwest Algeria.  Algeria denies the existence 

of a bilateral conflict with Morocco and bases its official position on a commitment to 

principles of self-determination as stipulated by the United Nations and the Organization 

of African Unity, which states that territories exercise the right to self-determination 

within established colonial boundaries that may not be absorbed or dismembered against 

the will of their inhabitants (Damis 1983).  

                                                
88 Bombing raids by the Moroccan military and the use of napalm in February and March 1976 
killed thousands of refugees (Hodges 1987). 
89 Morocco’s larger reunification strategies also extended to parts of Algeria where a border war 
was waged between the two nations in 1963 (Zoubir 2000).  
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In analyzing the underlying causes of this complex international dispute, several 

arguments have underscored the importance of Moroccan-Algerian relations and 

domestic politics in post-independence Morocco.  Damis (1983; 1987), a former US State 

Department foreign affairs analyst for North Africa (1975-77), advances the view that the 

dynamics of the Western Sahara conflict arose as part of broader underlying dispute in 

Northwest Africa between the competing political economic systems of Morocco, a pro-

Western monarchy with a liberalized economy, and Algeria with its authoritarian one-

party regime and socialist economy.  Without the critical financial support of Algeria and 

Libya, he argues, the liberation movemet of the Polisario Front would not have remained 

viable.   

Several scholars have suggested that the territorial claims behind the Moroccan-

led annexation of Western Sahara in 1975 can be understood in light of the kingdom’s 

post-independence domestic politics and national identity-building strategies (Messari 

2001; Seddon 1987a).  King Hassan II successfully used the issue to recover the 

legitimacy of a monarchy that had been severely weakened by domestic crises, such as 

the Casablanca riots in 1965, and two attempted military coups in the early 1970s.  

Backed by the nationalist rhetoric that demanded the reintegration of the pre-colonial 

Moroccan empire, the King positioned himself as the leader of a crusade to take back the 

Sahara and rallied enormous national support for the annexation of Western Sahara.  The 

issue also served as a rapprochement between the king and the dominant Istiqlal 

nationalist party under the leadership of ‘allal al-Fassi.  
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For the post-independence generation, “the claim to the Western Sahara quickly 

became, and has remained, an unquestioned and integral part of Moroccan nationalist 

ideology” (Damis 1983:23).  Moroccans tend to view the conflict as a power struggle 

with Algeria as a rival nation-state rather than against a national liberation movement 

represented by Polisario.  Within Morocco, the Green March has exerted a considerable 

effect on the Moroccan zeitgeist and sense of national pride.  Moroccan popular memory 

of the Green March continues to serve as a contemporary rallying point for ideals of 

Moroccan patriotism and nationalist sentiment.  Throughout the country, references to the 

march are visible in popular culture, such as commemorative posters in government 

buildings, songs, and oral accounts of the event shared by participants.90 

Declaration of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in exile, 1976  

On February 27, 1976, a day after Spain’s final departure from Western Sahara, 

Polisario officials declared the founding of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic 

(SADR) at the Western Saharan settlement of Bir Lehlou.  The SADR was proclaimed as 

“a free, independent, sovereign state ruled by an Arab national democratic system of 

progressive unionist orientation and of Islamic religion” (Damis 1983:43).  The 

constitution defined it as a democratic republic with the aim of implementing socialism.  

Mohamed Abdelaziz was elected president of the SADR and appointed ministers to 

                                                
90 For example a key municipal building in a major town in the Saharan region of southern 
Morocco features a large poster depicting King Hassan Î praying on his arrival in the Sahara with 
civilian marchers in the background. 
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supervise domestic and international affairs.  The new government assumed official 

responsibility for the organization of the refugee camps in Algeria.  Several dozen states 

gave immediate diplomatic recognition to the SADR; the majority of these early allies 

were former colonies that lent their unequivocal support to the decolonization process. 

In the context of the anticolonial, nationalist movement that started under Spanish 

rule in the Spanish Sahara and continued in the newly formed SADR in opposition to the 

Moroccan-Mauritanian annexation, the idea of being ‘Sahrawi’ attained a new 

prominence as an ethnic and national category.  Prior to the 1970s, political loyalties 

among Western Saharan tribes focused on the family, the tribe and Islam.  As Damis 

(1983) asserts, “There was very little allegiance to a Spanish Saharan entity and apart 

from the traditional Sahrawi resistance to any form of authority or government imposed 

from the outside, there were very few indications of a developing national consciousness” 

(13).  The emergence of Western Saharan nationalism that rapidly accelerated in the early 

1970s thus required a history to support its legitimacy (Mundy 2007).  Central to this 

process was a re-imagining of a (non-existent) pre-colonial Sahrawi nation and its 

indigenous institutions as evidence of a nascent state that predated the arbitrary borders 

created in the Spanish Sahara.   

Congruent with Barth’s (1969) insistence on the centrality of creating 

oppositional categories with which to assert the boundaries of ethnic identity, Mundy 

points to the effects of the colonial experience and “settler/native dialectic” that fueled a 

wholesale rejection of Spanish colonialism and adoption of the term Sahrawi to replace 
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‘Spanish Sahrawi.’  He notes that, “As much as Sahrawi nationalists harkened to an 

ancient past, the identity they fashioned to articulate their nationalist sentiments was a 

direct reaction to the geographic, social, economic and epistemic violence of 

colonialism” (ibid:14).  Some of the means through which Polisario leadership and 

supporters have continuously instilled a sense of Saharan nationalism in the population, 

especially in the context of the refugee camps, include chants, poetry, songs, 

demonstrations, political speeches, radio and news broadcasts, and the school curriculum 

(Damis 1983). 

From 1976 to 1978, Polisario focused its military efforts on fighting a guerilla war 

in the Mauritanian-controlled area of Western Sahara and executing two direct attacks in 

the Mauritanian capital of Nouakchott.  In August 1979 Mauritanian president 

Mohammed Khouna Ould Heydallah signed the Algiers Agreement renouncing all of 

Mauritania’s territorial claims in the Western Sahara.91  Following Mauritania’s 

withdrawal, Morocco annexed the Mauritanian portion of Western Sahara and continued 

to wage a costly war of attrition in the Sahara.  Up to 120,000 troops defended the ‘berm’ 

built by Morocco, which consists of 650 miles of walls and adjacent landmines aimed to 

restrict guerrilla movements in the desert.92  

                                                
91 Mauritania’s withdrawal was made official by the 1979 Treaty of Algiers signed with Polisario. 
92 According to Landmine Action, a London-based humanitarian organization, the explosives 
planted alongside the berm constitute the largest continuous minefield in the world.  Since 2006, 
Landmine Action has sponsored an explosive ordinance disposal and survey program in the 
Western Sahara with financial support from the United Nations Mine Action Service, The Diana, 
Princess of Wales Memorial Fund, the Governments of Germany and Norway and others 
(http://www.landmineaction.org, Accessed July 15, 2009).  The public disposal of landmines was 
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Despite the grave financial losses caused by the war and its negative impact on 

the domestic economy, Morocco has benefited from continued military and financial aid 

from Arab and Western sources, notably Saudi Arabia, the United States, and France 

(Seddon 1987b).93  The Polisario Front has continued to seek a broad base of 

international support through diplomatic means and has received its most significant 

funding from Algeria and Libya.  The SADR won a seat in the Organization of African 

Unity in 1983, prompting Morocco to renounce its membership.  By the late 1980s the 

SADR had secured diplomatic recognition from 67 states (Hodges 1987a); the total in 

2008 had decreased to 43 states following the withdrawal of official support from certain 

states as a result of pressure from Morocco or other reasons (Sahara Press Service 

2008).94 Since 1975 the UN has dealt directly with the Polisario Front as the principal 

party to the conflict and has not officially recognized the SADR’s statehood (United 

Nations 1975).95 

                                                
featured as part of the activities observed in Tifariti during the national holiday on February 27, 
2007 during fieldwork there. 
93 Between 1974-81, the US exported 68.1 million USD of arms to Morocco 
(US Department of Defense, Congressional Presentation: Security Assistance Program FY 1983 
pp. 520-51) and France supplied 1.5-2 billion USD of arms in this same period (Damis 
1983:116). 
94 A list of the states that currently recognize the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic is found in 
Appendix F. 
95 Following suit with current U.N. policy, the referent Polisario, rather than the SADR is used 
henceforth as the officially recognized party to the conflict. 
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United Nations Monitoring and International Diplomacy, 1991-present 
 

The UN Security Council established the UN Mission for the Referendum in 

Western Sahara (MINURSO) in April 1991 and has overseen ongoing negotiations for 

settlement since that time (Jensen 2004).96  MINURSO’s original mandate included 

monitoring the ceasefire, verifying the reduction of Moroccan troops in the area, 

overseeing the exchange of prisoners of war, identifying and registering qualified voters, 

and the organization of a free and fair referendum (Park and Boum 2006).  Following 

MINURSO’s establishment, Morocco and Polisario agreed to a ceasefire in September 

1991, which has been in effect since that time.  The original settlement plan outlined by 

the UN provided for a transitional period during which the Special Representative of the 

UN Secretary General would preside over a referendum process in 1992 in which 

Western Saharans would vote on independence or integration with Morocco.97  The 

arrival of UN peacekeepers in 1991 signaled to many that the conflict would soon be 

resolved and many refugee families began planning to return to their homes.  Morocco’s 

preparation for the 1992 referendum involved moving thousands of pro-Moroccan 

Sahrawi voters and their families from other parts of Morocco to El-Ayoun where they 

were housed in hastily constructed camps in neighborhoods like haiy al-waHda, which 

still exists today. 

                                                
96 MINURSO established its main headquarters in El-Ayoun and a satellite office in Tindouf. 
97 http://www.un.org/Depts/dpko/missions/minurso/background.html, Accessed February 21, 
2009. 
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A central point of contention in the negotiation process since 1991 has been 

disagreement over the criteria for voting eligibility in the referendum.  To address this 

sticking point, MINURSO set up an Identification Commission in 1993 to establish an 

official voter census list.  The commission was later suspended in 1996 due to 

disagreements between Morocco and Polisario.  Elderly shaykhs from both sides were 

called upon to testify and verify identities from their memory of tribal membership.  

Morocco has repeatedly insisted on inclusion of all current residents of the Western 

Sahara, including Sahrawi and non-Sahrawi migrants to the area since 1975, while 

Polisario has sought to exclude settlers from participating in the vote by limiting 

eligibility to descendants of the original 1974 census of the Spanish Sahara (Jensen 

2004).   

The appointment of former US Secretary of State James A. Baker III as UN 

special envoy to the Western Sahara in 1997 reinvigorated the process.  Baker initiated a 

series of direct talks between the parties and reinstated the identification process.  

Identification of Sahrawi applicants from all tribes with the exception of three contested 

groups was completed by 1998.  Baker proposed a plan that included a protocol for the 

identification of the remaining three groups, an appeals process for contested 

identifications, and a plan for refugee repatriation from Algeria.98  Polisario accepted the 

plan first and Morocco followed suit by 1999.  Identification of applicants from the last 

                                                
98 This process is referenced in a poem discussed in chapter four. 
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three groups took place between March and December 1999.99  Due to the high number 

of unsettled appeals, the final results of the commission are still under dispute.  The 

Baker Plan ultimately failed, prompting Baker’s resignation from the post in 2003.  Since 

his departure, three subsequent envoys have held the post and the MINURSO mission has 

continually renewed its mandate in the territory (Jensen 2004).  

In February 2009, UN special envoy Christopher Ross called for a reopening of 

negotiations between Morocco and the Polisario Front that would include the option of 

self-determination and the parties have met subsequently to continue discussions.  

Morocco’s recent focus has been on increasing international support for the autonomy 

plan and it is doubtful whether self-determination will be given serious consideration at 

this point without significant pressure from other parties.  In particular, the United States, 

France, and the European Union are unlikely to force an issue that could jeopardize 

economic and trade relations with Morocco, which has been a longstanding ally for 

Western governments, especially in implementing anti-terrorist policies since 2001 such 

as the US-led Trans-Sahara Counter Terrorism Partnership.100  A statement from the U.S. 

Department of State in 2008 referred to the idea of an independent Sahrawi state as 

                                                
99 Out of 147,249 self-identified voters in the 1994-95 and 1997-98 Identification Commission, 
84,251 people (57) were declared eligible to vote. The commission received 79,000 appeals from 
this group. Of the 51,220 individuals in the 1999 process, 2,130 were eligible to vote.  
(www.un.org/Depts/dpko/missions/minurso/background.html, Accessed February 21, 2009). 
100 The recent rise of terrorist activity allegedly sponsored by the North African branch of al-
Qaeda, especially in neighboring Mauritania, is a growing source of multilateral concern.  In 
2007 the U.S. Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) approved a five-year bilateral aid 
package of 697.5 million USD to Morocco, which is the largest since MCC’s creation in 2004 
(Human Rights Watch 2008). 
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unrealistic and called for establishing some form of autonomy under Moroccan 

sovereignty as “the only realistic way forward” (Human Rights Watch 2008).  This overt 

shift toward support of the Moroccan autonomy plan indicates that further US 

intervention aimed at pushing the long-awaited referendum is unlikely. 

Moroccan policy in the Western Sahara: the push for regional development and 
domestic autonomy 
 

Official policy toward Sahrawis living in Moroccan-administered Western 

Sahara, which is referred to as the ‘southern provinces’ by Morocco, has aimed to foster 

collaboration with Sahrawi leaders and fully incorporate the territory into the rest of the 

country through expansive economic and social development initiatives.  Major projects 

have included the promotion of mining, fishing and tourism and the construction of 

roads, ports, and broadcasting stations (Seddon 1987a).  By the late 1970s, 90 percent of 

all administrative posts in the region were held by Sahrawis and in 1977 a Sahrawi was 

appointed Minister of Saharan Affairs in the Moroccan cabinet.  The Moroccan 

government organized the Council of Saharan Youth in Tangier in 1976 in a campaign to 

enlist the cooperation of the region’s youth (Thompson and Adloff 1997).  Despite 

ongoing efforts to integrate the Western Sahara with the rest of Morocco, key factors 

differentiate the territory in terms of its physical and human geography.  Notable 

differences shown in Table 1 below include the relative scarcity of arable land, higher 

rates of urban growth and fertility, and lower life expectancy in Western Sahara as 

compared to the rest of Morocco. 
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Table 1: Demographic Statistics in Morocco and Western Sahara (2009)101 

Indicator Morocco Western Sahara 
Population 34,859,364 405,210 
Life expectancy 72 years 54 years 
Percent of pop. 0-14 yrs. 30% 44.9% 
Median age 25 years 17.3 years 
Population growth rate 1.5% 2.8% 
Total fertility rate 2.5 children/woman 5.6 children/woman 
Land area 446,550 sq. mi. 266,000 sq. mi. 
Arable land 19% 0.02% 
Percent urban pop. 56% 81% 
Rate of annual 
urbanization increase 
(2005-2010) 

1.8%  4%  

Literacy rate 52.3% (65.7% for men; 
39.6% for women) 

Data unavailable 

 

In addition to attempts to foster political inclusion (Layachi 2000), the Moroccan 

government has funded multiple development projects in the region and encouraged the 

predominantly nomadic indigenous population to settle in towns.  This top-down push to 

sedentarize nomads in the Sahara has emerged as part of a broader national development 

agenda to build the urban proletarian economy.  It parallels similar movements in other 

sub-Saharan countries with large pastoral populations, such as Niger, Mali and 

Mauritania, especially since the major Sahelian droughts in the 1960s and 1970s that 

dramatically decreased availability to pasture and water for animal herds and resulted in 

massive food insecurity for mobile pastoralists (Franke and Chasin 1981).  The pressure 

to urbanize the Western Saharan population has been largely effective; as noted in the 

                                                
101 Source: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/wi.html, Accessed 
September 20, 2009). 
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table above, 81 percent of the population currently resides in urban areas with an annual 

urbanization rate of 4 percent.  

The cities of El-Ayoun, Smara, Boujdour, and Dakhla in particular have 

experienced dramatic urban growth in the past thirty years.  While sedentarization has 

certainly affected this shift, the predominant factor affecting rapid population increases in 

cities is the influx of northern Moroccan migrants seeking employment opportunities. 

Large-scale investment of state and private funds in urban areas spurred an “artificial 

boom” that has lured people from all over the country to relocate in the region and open 

businesses since the late 1970s.  To promote this southward migration, the Moroccan 

government has also provided fiscal and salary incentives for northern Moroccans to 

relocate to the southern provinces (Messari 2000).  This demographic shift from a 

Sahrawi majority pre-1975 to the rising percentage of non-Sahrawi Moroccans has 

threatened the local population with “submersion under a wave of Moroccan immigrants” 

and a further loss of Sahrawi political voice in the process (Seddon 1987a:38).   

 King Mohammed VI further extended the policy of assimilation toward Sahrawis 

by proposing to allow Sahrawis to elect an assembly to represent their domestic interests 

in their region (Messari 2000) and appointing the Royal Advisory Council of Saharan 

Affairs102 to oversee this process.  The royal decree that re-established the council in 

                                                
102 The French name of the agency is Conseil royal consultatif pour les affaires sahariennes 
(CORCAS). It was originally created by King Hassan II in the 1970s and re-established on March 
25, 2006 under King Mohamed VI following the Moroccan government’s proposal for an 
autonomy plan after the failure of the Baker Plan negotiated by MINURSO.  CORCAS has 141 
members comprised of Moroccan and Sahrawi notables and representatives elected from several 
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March 2006 stipulated a mandate “to assist His Majesty the King in the issues relating to 

the defence of the Kingdom’s territorial integrity and national unity, the promotion of 

social and economic development of the southern provinces and the preservation of their 

cultural identity.”103  It remains unclear how a domestic autonomous governing structure 

will be established and how power will be shared among groups with varying degrees of 

allegiance to the Moroccan state.   

Underground political opposition to Moroccan rule remains active in the Western 

Sahara.  Suspected Polisario supporters and political activists are kept under strict 

surveillance and many have been subject to arrest, imprisonment, torture, and 

“disappearance,” which have been well documented by international human rights 

organizations since the 1970s.104  Smith (1987) reports that, “Since 1975 there has been a 

consistent pattern of individuals disappearing from Moroccan-occupied Western Shara 

and southern Morocco through the complicity, consent, and conspiracy of the Moroccan 

government forces” (140).   

                                                
women’s, youth and other civil society groups. The current chairman is Mr. Khelli Henna Ould 
Rachid, a former leader of the political party that supported Spanish rule in the Spanish Sahara. 
103 http://www.corcas.com/SearchResults/RoyalDecree/tabid/495/Default.aspx, Accessed 
September 5, 2009. 
104 Cases of human rights abuses of Sahrawi political prisoners have been documented by 
international human rights groups since 1977 (Smith 1987; Amnesty International 2009). In 1981, 
the Swiss Support Committee for the Sahrawi People confirmed the disappearance of 180 
individuals in the early phase of the conflict between 1975-1981 (Smith 1987). 
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During two recent periods of upheaval in parts of southern Morocco and Western 

Sahara, youth-led activism sparked the intifada105 uprisings in 1999 and 2005 centered in 

the Western Saharan cities of El-Ayoun and Smara and in Assa in southern Morocco, 

which resulted in numerous arrests and police brutality aimed at demonstrators (Human 

Rights Watch 2008).  While El-Ayoun and Smara have been centers of Sahrawi 

resistance to the Moroccan administration since 1975, the protests in Assa drew attention 

to the fact that unrest among Sahrawi youth had spread to Sahrawi-majority areas beyond 

the Western Sahara.  These periods of civil protests attracted brief international media 

attention to the tenuous situation in the disputed territory and southern Morocco; 

however, the Moroccan administration and national news media responded by 

downplaying their relation to the Western Sahara issue and framing them as 

manifestations of unrest due to the rise of socioeconomically disenfranchised, 

unemployed Sahrawi youth in the region. 

Current refugee situation in Algeria  
 

Approximately 125,000 refugees106 currently reside in the camps located near 

Tindouf, Algeria that are administered by the Polisario Front (Human Rights Watch 

                                                
105 Intifada is the Arabic term for uprising (Hans-Wehr 1976) that has become common in English 
following the two major intifada uprisings in Israel/Palestine (1987-1991 and 2001-2006). 
106 The population figure in the camps is disputed and ranges between 125,000-160,000 
depending on the source. Polisario’s estimate of 158,000 relies on UNHCR and World Food 
Program (WFP) studies in 2003 based on child vaccination records, primary school enrollment 
and MINURSO voter lists. However, WFP’s most recent assessment in 2008 reduced the figure 
to 125,000 (World Food Program 2008), which is the figure currently used by Human Rights 
Watch and cited here.  
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2008).  Polisario controls 15 percent of Western Sahara’s territory east of the 1,500 km 

long berm installed by Morocco.  The area is sparsely populated with a limited number of 

nomadic pastoralists and Polisario military outposts.  The four main refugee camps, or 

wilayât (singular: wilaya) are named after cities in the Western Sahara (El-Ayoun, Smara, 

Auserd, and Dakhla).  The center of the SADR government administration (Rabuni) and 

the site of the women’s school (27th February) have also become small residential 

camps.107  Each camp is divided into districts (daira) and sub-district neighborhoods 

(hay).  Each wilaya has locally elected leaders at the daira level and contains basic 

infrastructure including elementary and middle schools, health clinics, retail stores with 

basic foodstuffs and household goods, fuel stations, and transportation services.  

Committees established in the camps are based on critical areas, such as justice, health, 

education and food distribution (Damis 1983).  The majority (80 percent) of the refugee 

population in the camps is comprised of women and children, and women have been 

mainly responsible for the social organization of the camps since the early days of 

resettlement when the majority of young and middle-aged men were engaged in warfare 

(Amoretti 1987).   

Mohammed Abdelaziz has assumed political leadership since 1976 in his joint 

roles of elected Secretary General of Polisario, president of the SADR, and commander-

in-chief of the Sahrawi People’s Liberation Army.  His wide-reaching executive powers 

include appointing the Prime Minister and other ministers, heads of wilayat and judges in 

                                                
107 See schematic map of the camps in Appendix F. 
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the judicial system.  Polisario has been described as a participatory democracy (Zunes 

1988) that has regular elections for head of state and the legislature.  The Sahrawi 

National Council (SNC) is the legislative branch of the government comprised of 53 total 

members (47 elected representatives, five members of the Advisory Council composed of 

elder shaykhs and the President of the SNC who is elected by members of the National 

Secretariat of the SNC).  At the annual Popular General Congress of the Polisario Front, 

representatives from Sahrawi civilian groups in the camps and abroad and the military 

discuss and debate major policies and decisions, Constitutional amendments, and requests 

for censure or dismissal of leaders (Es-Sweyih 2001b).108  The persistence of a 

centralized one-party system in the camps raises the questions about the extent to which a 

viable democracy has been achieved in the camps; however, recent observers have 

pointed out that democratic practice is in effect, as witnessed in SNC elections that 

resulted in the election of a total of 24.6 percent women, 61.5 percent new members and 

57.7 percent members under thirty-five years of age (Wilson 2008).109 

Contrary to some reports disseminated in Moroccan media sources claiming that 

refugees are confined in the camps by Polisario,110 international human rights reports 

                                                
108 Articles 94 to 102 of the 1999 Constitution stipulate procedures for these actions (Es-Sweyih 
2001). 
109 Source of election statistics: ‘Renewal of the Saharawi Parliament reached 61.53%’, 25 
February 2008, http://www.upes.org/body1_eng.asp?field=sosio_eng&id=829. 
110 For examples, an article published in Le Matin newspaper on October 2, 2009, “La vie de la 
population séquestrée dans le no man's land algérien,” refers to the Sahrawi refugees as an 
involuntarily sequestered population 
(http://www.lematin.ma/Actualite/Journal/Article.asp?origine=jrn&idr=110&id=120316, 
Accessed October 2, 2009). Cf. citation in references under Comité pour le Regroupement des 
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have confirmed that refugees are free to circulate in and out of the camps (Human Rights 

Watch 2008).  Approximately 20,000 refugees (roughly 16 percent of the population) 

travel from the camps each year to other regions for educational, employment, medical, 

or personal reasons and over 5,000 people have participated in official UN family 

reunification visits in the Moroccan-controlled Sahara (ibid).  The bulk of financial and 

humanitarian assistance for refugees comes from the government of Algeria and other 

donor nations, notably the European Community Humanitarian Aid Office, Spain, Cuba, 

and Italy; United Nations assistance through the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR)111 and the World Food Program (WFP); and numerous international non-

governmental organizations and aid agencies, such as Oxfam and the International 

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.112  

In conclusion, as this chapter has briefly outlined, the history of Sahrawi 

communities in northwest Africa involves a complex array of international actors.  The 

long-term ramifications of French and Spanish colonial projects have played a central 

role in shaping ongoing postcolonial power struggles between Morocco, Algeria, the 

Polisario Front and Mauritania and conflicting interpretations of precolonial alliances and 

postcolonial legal rights remain at the crux of the debate over the Western Sahara.  From 
                                                
Familles Sahraouies (no date), a Moroccan government publication that reports on the alleged 
sequestration of Sahrawi refugee in Tindouf and mishandling of international food aid. 
111 UNHCR’s role in Tindouf has recently included activities such as assistance for legal 
documentation of refugees, legal advice and training on sexual and gender-based violence, and 
police training on laws pertaining to international refugees and human rights. “UNHCR Sub-
Offices in Tindouf,” MINURSO website publication (http://www.minurso.unlb.org/unhcr.html, 
Accessed August 28, 2009). 
112 The current situation in the refugee camps is discussed in more detail in chapter five. 
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this broad historical overview, the following chapters focus on particular forms of 

Hassani verbal expression and their use in understanding Sahrawi discursive perspectives 

that relate to issues of ethnicity, identity, and nationalism arising from the particular 

historical experiences discussed here.  The next chapter investigates the historical traces 

and social contexts of Hassani oral traditions and the artists who perform them. 
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CHAPTER III: HISTORICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 
ON ORALITY, POETRY AND PERFORMANCE IN HASSANI SOCIETY  

 
Have the poets left me anything to speak about  

that they haven’t already said?  
hal ghâdara shu’arâu min motaraddimî   
am hal ‘arfta ddâra ba’da tawahhumî? 

 
-Badi Mohammed Salem, Sahrawi refugee 
poet in Algeria, quoting a classical Arabic 

poetry verse by Antar Ibn Shadad, Arab 
warrior and poet from the pre-Islamic period 

 
 

Figure 1: Tribal iggawn bards of the emir of Brakna region in Mauritania in 1934  
(du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000). 
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Introduction 
 
 In the salon of a nearly empty hotel in Assa, Morocco in the winter of 2006, I first 

interviewed Mohammed Jghagha, a fifty-four year old poet from the Ait Oussa tribe who 

spends his days working as a civil servant for the municipal government.  In his free time, 

he pursues a time-honored tradition of composing metered, rhyming verse in Hassaniyya 

for his personal collections and occasional public performances.  He began his 

explanation of Hassani poetry with the declaration that “poetry is the channel through 

which you can pass any message.  It’s even greater than speech itself.”  This conviction 

in the expansive versatility of the poetic genre and its ability to transcend other forms of 

language to render meaningful utterances in a highly stylized and artistic medium is a 

sentiment shared by many who compose and appreciate Hassani poetry. 

My early encounter with a poet who doubles as a state functionary was not what I 

had imagined when I initially set out to record poetry performances in Sahrawi 

communities.  Influences of prior accounts led me to surmise that poets were mainly 

found in nomad camps in which the maintenance of a semi-pastoral lifestyle would 

nurture a genre historically associated with nomadic movements in the Sahara.  In the 

field, however, I quickly learned that poetry is hardly limited to remote specialists. As 

soon as I explained my interest in the predominantly urban areas where I lived, I would 

generally receive an exhaustive list of nearby poets, often including personal friends, 

relatives and, in one case, a popular barber in a neighborhood of El-Ayoun.  While 
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nomadic camp settings are no longer the dominant dwelling spaces for Sahrawis in 

Morocco and Western Sahara, the poetic tradition born in such environments pervades 

society at multiple levels and continues to thrive in urban as well as rural communities. 

Given this continued presence of poetic composition and performance, the 

questions addressed in this chapter are: 1) how Hassani poetry is employed today in the 

context of rapid urbanization and adoption of new technologies, 2) what significance it 

holds in the social life of contemporary Sahrawi communities, and 3) how the social, 

cultural and political roles ascribed to the Sahrawi poet are evolving.  In framing this 

discussion, this chapter presents an overview of the genre in traditional and contemporary 

Sahrawi social contexts and its trans-Saharan origins that fuse oral and literary forms of 

classical Arabic poetry and sub-Saharan African styles of musical composition and 

‘griot’113 (iggawn) performance traditions.  

Historical Traces of Hassani Poetry 
 

The poetic tradition in Hassaniyya Arabic has a long history that is strongly 

influenced by classical Arabic poetry that originated in the Arabian Peninsula in the pre-

                                                
113 The term griot is commonly used in French and English as a name for the bards found in areas 
of northwest Africa.  The origin of the term is debatable.  The precursor guiriot first appears in a 
1637 French travel account by Saint-Lô.  Hale (1998) proposes that guiriot derives from the word 
guinea, which was commonly used in North Africa to designate Ghana and the ancient city of 
Jenné and is close to the Berber term aguinaou for person of sub-Saharan African origin (the Bab 
Agenaou gate in Marrakech was the entrance to the part of the market where slaves from sub-
Saharan western Africa were traded in the Almohad Empire).  This is also related to the term 
gnawa, a brotherhood of Moroccan musicians that descended from sub-Saharan slaves brought to 
Morocco.  Hale’s hypothesis is that agenaou became guineo in Spanish and guiriot in French 
following the first colonial contact between European sailors and African slaves and can therefore 
be considered an indigenous African term rather than a European invention. 
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Islamic Jahiliya114 period and had a standardized meter system by the 8th century.115  

Poetry among Hassaniyya speakers is generally divided into two main types: classical 

Arabic poetry (al-shi’r) and popular Hassani verse, known as l-ghna (derived from the 

root for ‘song’), which is often sung and accompanied by music (Belvaude 1989).  

Proficiency in classical poetry demanded mastery of formal Arabic and was generally 

more of an elite art form reserved for more learned members of society who had engaged 

in lengthy study and memorization of the Quran and other texts.  By contrast, l-ghna is 

widely accessible to and popular among mixed social classes due to its use of dialect and 

musical forms. Knowledge of this poetic medium and the ability to compose basic verses 

are considered essential elements of wider Bidan cultural heritage that encompasses a 

range of tribes from trab l-biDan.  

 The form of l-ghna is derived from classical poetry and was likely popularized by 

early bards, or griots, who transgressed and reinterpreted the rigid rules of classical 

Arabic poetry, although it is difficult to discern a precise time period in which l-ghna 

diverged as a separate genre.  According to Norris’ (1968) review of Saharan folk 

literature and music, the musical style that is commonly attributed to Maures today has its 

legendary origins in the 16th century with a group of musicians known as the men of 

Awlil, an area in southwestern Mauritania near the Senegal River.  It is probable that a 

                                                
114 Jahiliya, derived from the Arabic word for ignorance, refers to the historical period pre-dating 
the advent of Islam. 
115 Starting in 786 CE in the Ummayyad period, Arab philologist al-Khalil bin Ahmad Farahidi 
standardized Arabic poetic meters along with other grammatical reforms 
(http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php, Accessed May 15, 2009). 
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social class of musicians influenced by sub-Saharan styles existed in present-day 

Mauritania long before the migration of Hassaniyya speakers.  The movement of northern 

pastoral tribes in the Sahara zone toward the Niger and Senegal Rivers in the south 

brought sub-Saharan, Berber and Arab groups in the region into frequent contact, 

engendering political relations and myriad forms of economic and cultural exchange that 

encompassed popular musical traditions and literary styles.  

Norris suggests that popular Hassani poetry was loosely defined as a genre and 

more closely related to rhymed prose until the early 18th century when the art was 

developed and popularized by the poet Seddoum ould Njartou from the Awlad Mbarak 

tribe who is widely considered the father of Hassani oral poetry and one of the most 

popular bards in Mauritanian history.116  One of Seddoum’s main accomplishments was 

linking the traditional qasida form117 with a new musical style that combined Arab and 

sub-Saharan musical phrasing.  The style of l-ghna incorporates two main musical modes 

that result from this mixing: “white,” (l-biad) which derives from Arab music and is 

associated with gentleness and subtle musical nuances and “black,” (l-kahl) which 

invokes sub-Saharan musical forms south of the Senegal River characterized by vigorous, 

percussive rhythms (Guignard 2005 [1975]).  

                                                
116 Seddoum’s family was attached to the Idaou’aïch tribe of Moudjéria and was popularly 
referred to as the “griots of the emir and the emirs of griots” (du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000: 
108). Other major early poets included Ali ould Manou from Trarza and Ghard ould Balgham, 
who were also from the Awlad Mbarak tribe. 
117 A qasida is a standard ode in Arabic poetry. 
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Figure 2: Poet and musician Moulla mint Seddoum, great-granddaughter of Seddoum 
ould Ndjartou, shown in photograph playing the ardin in the Tagant region of Mauritania 
c. 1934 (du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000) 

 

The most extensive written collection of Hassani poetry to date is al-Wasît, 

compiled by Maure scholar Ahmad Ibn al-Amin al-Shingit (1289-1331) in 1339 and first 

published in Cairo nearly six centuries after his death in 1911 (al-Shingit 1989[1911]).  

Hailing from a long line of ulama, poets, and saints, Ibn al-Amin was well known as a 

scholar and poet by the age of thirteen in his home region of Méderdra in western 

Mauritania where he lived as a nomad.  His celebrated compendium is counted among 

Mauritania’s prized cultural heritage and remains the best known example of early poetry 

from “bilad Shingiti”118 (present-day Mauritania) (Miske 1970).  It consists of a large 

                                                
118 The appellation “bilad Shingiti” became popular in late 18th, early 20th century after the 
publication of al-wasit (Taine-Cheikh 1988) and is still used today to refer to the country of 
Mauritania in some instances, especially when referring to its cultural heritage. 
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anthology of poems collected from oral traditions of poets throughout Mauritania and a 

sociological analysis of Hassani society in the early 14th century CE.  

Instances of colloquial Arabic verse appear in written records from the medieval 

period, such as Ibn Khaldun’s al-muqaddimah (1967), originally written in 1377, which 

contains excerpts of Saharan verse collected from Hilali and Sulaymi Arabs.  Poetry from 

the Banu Hilal showed similarities to classical Arabian verse in its themes (warlike 

boasting, eulogy, love poetry, and satire) and followed its standard meter and rhyme 

schemes.  Its major departure from the form was a loss of vocalized case endings 

(desinential inflection).  Although Hassani tribes trace their lineage from the Banu Ma’qil 

tribe, scholars have proposed that they followed the stylistic progression of Banu Hilal 

poetry and later departed from it with the development of distinct meters.  However, no 

written records exist with examples of Banu Ma’qil or Banu Hassan poetry from the 

initial period of conquest in the Western Sahara in the eleventh century to further 

investigate these hypotheses (Norris 1986). 

Beginning in the 16th century, early European explorers, missionaries and 

travelers in the Sahara documented the salience of oral poetry and music in Bidan tribal 

culture.  Norris’s119 history of the Arab conquest of Western Sahara includes commentary 

from early European explorers and missionaries who came into contact with Hassaniyya-

speaking Arabs in the region between the 16th and 19th centuries.  Enraptured and often 

                                                
119 Norris’s major works also includes a review (1972) of Saharan legends and myths in 
Hassaniyya Arabic. 
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bewildered by the austere environment in which they encountered Arab tribal societies, a 

host of European men recorded elaborate, Orientalist120 descriptions of their observations 

for their benefactors, home audiences, and personal memoirs of Saharan exploits.  

Several of these descriptions reveal the salience of poetic performance in pre-colonial 

Hassani society.  Spanish explorer Luis de Marmól y Carvajal entered the Sahara from 

Morocco in 1556 and later qualified the Bedouin population in 1573 as: "very witted and 

conceited in the penning of verses; wherein each man will decipher his love, his hunting, 

his combats and other worldly acts and this is done for the most part in ryme [sic] after 

the Italians manner" (Norris 1986:48).  Père Labat, a Dominican priest from France who 

traveled in the Sahara in the early 1600s, also took note of Maure poetic styles:  

…amongst them they have a type of music and some instruments which 
are very similar to our guitares [sic]. They love poetry and early compose 
verses which those who understand Arabic hold in high esteem for their 
liveliness, the difference of expressions, the majesty of style and a certain 
lightness which reveals the brilliance of their wit and the variety of their 
thoughts (ibid: 48). 
 

Robert Adams, a seaman captured by Awlad Dulim tribesmen in the Rio de Oro area in 

the 18th century described the reputed poetic prowess of the Maures that he encountered: 

"…haughty and insolent, they spoke with fluency and energy, appeared to have great 

powers of rhetoric and I was told that many of them possessed the talent of making 

extempore compositions in verse, on any object that attracted their notice" (ibid: 49).  
                                                
120 Orientalism refers to the representation of North African and Middle Eastern cultures by 
Western scholars, writers, and artists, especially in the nineteenth century when these subjects 
proliferated in European art.  Said’s (1978) excoriation of Orientalism linked the production of 
Orientalist scholarship and art to European imperial domination and its accompanying discourses 
of cultural superiority and essentializing stereotypes of the Orient. 
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The following commentary from the travel accounts of Jackson, an early nineteenth 

century English explorer who passed through the area in 1814, compliments the 

Hassaniyya dialect and remarks on the participation of women in performance and the 

popularity of men who excel in the art: 

The Arabic language as spoken by the camel drivers, is particularly sweet 
and soft, the guttural and harsh letters are softened, and with all its energy 
and perspicacity, when pronounced by them is as soft and more sonorous 
than the Italian: it approaches the ancient Koranic language and has 
suffered but littler alterations these twelve hundred years. The Arabs of the 
Morfra [Maghafirah] and those of Woled Abbusebah [Awlad Bu Sb’â] 
frequently held an extempore conversation in poetry, at which the women 
are adepts, and never fail to show attention to those young Arabs who 
excel in this intellectual and refined amusement (ibid: 49). 
 

As these descriptions suggest, the communicative and performative use of poetic arts was 

an integral aspect of pre-colonial Hassani society that garnered the attention of outside 

observers. 

Evidence of poetry also appears in the later 20th century works of Odette du 

Puigaudeau, a French woman who spent over two decades living among nomads 

throughout present-day Mauritania and documenting their ways of life from 1934 to 1960 

(du Puigaudeau 1937; 1945; Vérité 1992).  A writer, artist, linguist, and intrepid female 

explorer, du Puigaudeau intermittently lived among tribal nomadic groups in Trarza, 

Brakna, and Tagant on her own and with companion Marion Sénones for over three 

decades.  Posthumous publications of du Puigaudeau’s writings document intricate 
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details of Maure customs in Arts et Coûtumes des Maures (2002)121 and Mémoire du pays 

maure: 1934-1960 (du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000).  Her notes, detailed drawings, and 

photographs provide an intimate glimpse of nomadic Saharan lifestyles in the mid-20th 

century.  They also reveal an Orientalist proclivity to romanticize the life of nomads that 

captivated her.  The following passage from her field notes recalls a night spent on the 

road that yielded an occasion for an impromptu poetic performance by a fellow traveler.  

She portrays an alluring vision of the poet’s ability to enrapture his audience: 

 I remember one night when I was able to behold, in the purity of 
destitution, this lively passion of Maures for poetry and music… Someone 
asked Salek to sing.  Lounging on the mat, chest raised on his elbow, head 
turned toward the sky, he sang the religious karr, the faghou of warriors, 
and love poems, while gently playing the rhythm with his fingertips on the 
sugar box… And, around us there was such silence, a vast solitude, an 
emptiness so profound it seemed that, alone, the winds, the birds and the 
antelopes could have carried these songs of Arabia to the poor people 
whose echo they contained.  A sort of voluptuous ecstasy shone from 
Salek on the Maures who listened to him, their eyes closed, or a look fixed 
on the singer.  They were no longer laborers or mechanics bent from 
heavy work from machines and the road.  There was no more road, trucks 
or filthy rags… There was nothing but the eternal desert and its nomads.  
The magic of words and sounds had inspired in them a dream world.  
They became free again and, in their caravan, they were journeying in the 
bush, from one well to another, in search of the large woolen tents where 
“the beautiful dark-lipped girls” await (du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000: 
109-110; author’s translation from French). 

 
As du Puigaudeau’s florid description implies, poetry is synonymous in the Western 

imagination with essentialized images of traditional nomadic lifestyles.  In this passage, 

                                                
121 Arts et Coûtumes des Maures was originally published as a series of articles in the French 
journal Hesperis: Archives berbères et bulletin de l'Institut des hautes études marocaines between 
1967 and 1981. 
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the author references the sense of escape and freedom engendered by good poetry and the 

enchantment the performer casts on his weary audience.  This example romanticizes an 

ideal, imagined ambiance that poets aspire to create for listeners.  This hyperbolic 

description emphasizes the transformative effect of poetic discourse on an audience, 

which remains a stated goal of contemporary poets.  The passage also points to the shift 

in body language and social ambiance that accompanies poetic recitation. Among 

Hassaniyya speakers, it is common to observe a frequent shift in speech from talk to 

poetry if the context proves appropriate, especially in Mauritania where poetry is viewed 

less as a specialized performance genre as in other areas and more as a mode of everyday 

discourse.   

In my own experience traveling long distances in Mauritania in dilapidated forms 

of public transportation, I waited on several occasions for roadside repairs in the 

company of weary fellow travelers who passed seemingly endless hours preparing rounds 

of tea, talking, and reciting verses to one another.  I was surprised by the facility with 

which people moved in and out of poetic speech and interspersed the genre with regular 

conversation.  In a place that is popularly known as the ‘country of a million poets,’ the 

genre is used in a wide range of social circumstances ranging from leisure activity to 

political persuasion and conflict mediation.   
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The Social Roles of Poets and Griots  
 

The term iggiw (pl. iggawn), denotes a griot and derives from either Berber or 

sub-Saharan origins.  The word suggests the pre-existence of musical classes in the 

region that were subsumed into Maure culture, especially given the importance of 

musicians in neighboring sub-Saharan societies, such as the Soninke, Bambara, Wolof, 

and Pular.  The former rule of the Mali and Songhay Kingdoms over the Tekrour and 

Hodh regions of present-day southern Mauritania prior to the 16th century also 

contributed to the syncretism underlying its unique musical heritage.   

The distinction in Hassaniyya between a poet (mughani) who composes verses 

and may recite in public but never sings or plays music and a ‘griot’ (iggiw), singer, or 

musician who engages in public musical performance and may also compose his own 

poetry is a product of a complex set of social relations.  This division differs between 

present-day Mauritania where self-identified iggawn still exist, and Western Sahara and 

Morocco where the iggawn tradition has been largely supplanted by professional singers 

and musicians.  These performers do not have the same social obligations and lower class 

stigma associated with the iggawn class in Mauritania.  What has remained constant in 

the region is that male poets from noble classes refrain from any form of musical 

performance, which is considered below their status.  

Despite the social distinctions between poets and musical performers, a symbiotic 

relationship between them is crucial to ensure the quality of the overall performance.  An 
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interview with a master poet in Tantan revealed this complementarity at work in the 

performance context.  As the following passage implies, the differentiated roles are 

highly formalized: 

The words of poetry or the qasida can be given by the poet to the singer, 
and the singer composes it musically and plays it on one of the musical 
instruments. I don’t want to talk about this subject [music] as an intruder. 
Music has its special people and I would be criticized for talking about 
musical instruments. The musician also has to respect the limits of his 
specialty. He’s not allowed to talk about poetry in the presence of poets. 
The relationship between the musician and the poet is harmonious... the 
poet cannot be without the musician and the musician cannot be without 
the poet. 

 
These boundaries signify social relationships that respect clearly delineated roles in the 

artistic process.  

The Hassaniyya term l-hawl refers to the total ambiance created by the 

performance and audience reception of Hassani poetry and song.  In the performance of l-

hawl, each meter has specific musical modes of accompaniment that convey a particular 

mood and indicate the switch between poetic meters during performance.  A master 

musician can transition seamlessly between modes while maintaining the fluidity of the 

performance as a whole.  Traditionally, l-ghna is sung with the musical accompaniment 

of two instruments distinguished by the gender of their players—the tidinit and ardin.122  

The tidinit (pl. tidenaten) is a long narrow lute with four strings played by men and the 

ardin (pl. irdiwen) is a small lap harp with nine to fourteen strings played by women.  
                                                
122 The words for these instruments are derived from Zenaga Berber language that is still spoken in 
some regions of Mauritania today. This linguistic cross-over parallels similar borrowing of musical 
modes and performance styles of Berber and other sub-Saharan groups, such as the Halpulâr, 
Wolof, Soninke and Bambara, that traversed present-day Mauritania. 
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Other traditional instruments of accompaniment are small hand drums (e.g., tbal played 

on the ground or dekhami played under the arm), a wooden flute (naifra), and tea glasses 

that are played on a metal tray as percussion.  In towns and cities in Morocco and 

Western Sahara and refugee camps in Algeria with access to electricity, modern 

instruments such as electric guitars and keyboards have largely replaced the tidinit and 

ardin, which are still widely used in Mauritania. 

Figure 3: Photographs of the ardin (left) and tidinit (right) instruments in Mauritania 
(Guignard 2005[1975]:) 

 

 
Figure 4: Photographs of boy playing the naifra (flute) and woman playing the tbal 
(drum) in Boutilimit, Mauritania in 1951 (du Puigaudeau and Sénones 2000: 115, 117) 
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Throughout Hassani society, the griot tradition has played an important role in the 

preservation of Hassani verbal arts over time.123  Historically in nomadic tribal societies, 

griots occupied a unique social niche, traveling between camps to deliver news and 

perform verbal and musical arts as an inherited profession.  Remuneration depended on 

the generosity of the hosts who had invited them.  They were generally received well 

anywhere they traveled, since people were eager to earn praise and avoid public satire 

and reproach that could easily result from vexing a griot (Gaudio 1993; Guignard 2005 

[1975]).  Griots thus held a powerful position in tribal society because their critiques 

were far-reaching and feared.  However, they also worked in the service of noble chiefs 

and largely depended on their patronage for their livelihood.  This observation from an 

                                                
123 One of the most comprehensive sources on the social aspects of the Hassani poetic tradition is 
Michel Guignard’s Musique, Honneur et Plaisir au Sahara (2005[1975]), which provides an 
insightful analysis of the role and status of the griot in Maure society based on extensive 
fieldwork conducted in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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Islamic scholar124 traveling in the Sahara in the 18th century mentions the status of 

traditional bards as a class that served tribal chiefs: 

The Banu Hassan have a great love of listening to verse and musical 
instruments and they have countless modes of singing and a class of men 
who are skilled in them and who excel in them and who have an expert 
knowledge which they hand down to their descendants. This class is 
peculiar to the chiefs. The latter lavish precious wealth upon it and take 
great pride in being associated with the rewards, which are bestowed upon 
the poets, excellent rewards (Norris 1986:49). 
 

This passage also references the transmission of class status and “expert knowledge” of 

the genre from one generation to the next. 

Irvine’s (1989) work in Senegal illustrates how rural Wolof griots emerge from a 

particular social status group, or caste, and engage in specific forms of discourse 

management that mark their relative status vis-à-vis the wealthier elites who reward them 

for their rhetorical skills: 

Not everyone who might be born with the appropriate raw talent can 
become a professional bard-for that one must be born into the griot caste. 
But within that category, the most talented and skillful griots earn high 
rewards and are sought after by would-be patrons, such as village-level 
political leaders. High-ranking political leaders do not engage in these 
griot-linked forms of discourse themselves; to do so would be 
incompatible with their "nobility" and qualifications for office. But their 
ability to recruit and pay a skillful, reputable griot to speak on their behalf 
is essential, both to hold high position and to gain access to it in the first 
place (11). 
 

Like Wolof bards from neighboring Senegal, griots in Hassani society (known in 

Hassaniyya as iggawn) are part of the stratified system of tribal status groups described in 

                                                
124 Shaykh Muhammad al-Imam ibn al-Shaykh Ma’ al-Ainin. 
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chapter two (also including noble warriors, religious scholars, freed slaves, slaves, 

craftspeople).  In this social hierarchy in which membership is predetermined by 

patrilineal inheritance, griots were deemed the lowest status group.125  

Becoming a master griot entailed a long period of apprenticeship during which 

poetic and musical skills are learned and practiced beginning in childhood.  Each noble 

family had an association and a patron/client relationship with a specific griot lineage 

(Hale 1998). Nobles provided material support for the griot’s family in exchange for the 

griot’s obligations to preside over social ceremonies, entertain visitors, and keep an oral 

record of the noble family’s genealogy.  Griots lived in close proximity to their patrons 

and their livelihoods were generally based on limited animal husbandry and gifts received 

from noble families in reciprocal exchange for performances.  Griots were also assumed 

to be less courageous than nobles because they did not fight in battles and are often 

ridiculed in jest for this reason.  Their reputed cowardice forms part of the narrative they 

use to lavish praise on warriors and nobles who have engaged in acts of bravery for the 

benefit of the tribe or nation. 

Prescribed social interactions and prohibitions associated with griots must be 

ritually enacted to fulfill the expected obligations of both griots and patrons and respect 

the requisite social distance; however, griots also possess the power to critique and deride 

                                                
125 In regards to the relative status among caste groups, Leriche cites a popular proverb: “Slaves 
are worth more than artisans and artisans more than griots” (1950:744).  
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people of higher status within the formulaic context of performances.  A poet in El-

Ayoun described the high level of respect accorded to tribal poets: 

A poet could praise a society until it reached the sky and he could insult 
society until it was erased. The poet was the tongue of the tribe and its 
testament, its official spokesman. He was given much consideration. 
When he visited a tribe or a camp (frîg), people competed in welcoming 
him. Everyone wanted to invite him and treat him like a king. Some 
slaughtered camels, others offered him a whole herd… Hassani poets 
earned an unimaginable respect. 

 
A saying in Hassaniyya admonishes, “Beware of the griot, says the marabout, his tongue 

is hidden behind his beard like a viper in the grass” (Guignard 2005:67).  Their role as 

public entertainers also provides wider latitude for norms of public behavior and speech. 

Akin to the role of court entertainers or jesters across different cultures, the griot’s public 

image is thus paradoxical: he is at once a highly valorized eulogist who can determine 

individual and family legacies and a person of lower standing in relation to warriors and 

nobles, who possess admirable qualities that griots lack (ibid:56).  

The arrival of French colonial rule (1814-1960)126 in the 19th and 20th centuries 

disrupted the traditional status system and redefined social relationships between 

different status groups by weakening the power of elites, enacting legal prohibitions on 

slavery after 1848, and attempting to end intertribal warfare.  However, certain aspects of 

these social relations are still apparent today, most notably the residual forms of 

                                                
126 The Treaty of Paris in 1814 granted France its first territorial rights to Mauritania. Early 
French occupation was centered in the southern region. In 1912 the French consolidated military 
control over the entire country as part of greater French West Africa. 
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indentured servitude that persist in areas of eastern Mauritania and the Sahara.127  

Although social hierarchies are shifting, griots still do not commonly intermarry with 

people of ‘noble’ descent.128  They have a lower social standing and many Bidan families 

in urban Mauritania indicated that accepting a member of a lower status group into the 

family line would be problematic and most likely refused.   

Although iggawn are no longer an integral part of the Sahrawi social repertoire, 

their presence in Spanish Sahara at mid-century was confirmed by elder poets in the 

region.  Sidati Essallami,129 a 68-year old poet in El-Ayoun from the Awlad Bou Sebâ 

tribe, recalled that iggawn frequently visited the nomadic camps where he grew up in the 

1940s and 1950s and learned to play the tidinit.  He confirmed that they existed 

throughout the Saharan region until the intertribal unrest in the 1960s after which the 

majority moved to Mauritania and later returned to the Sahara in smaller numbers 

(Interview, 2007).  In southern Morocco and Western Sahara today, individual poets 

(mainly males) have continued the tradition of composing and reciting oral poetry in 

Hassaniyya at festivals and gatherings, but they distinguish themselves from the 

musicians and singers who perform the lyrics and accompaniment.  Although they are not 

considered iggawn, many of these performers are descendants of ma’allmin groups that 

maintain ties to certain families and serve as organizers and performers at their public 
                                                
127 The persistence of slave relationships and indentured servitude has been documented by 
international human rights organizations monitoring the issue (Amnesty International 2002) and 
national organizations (http://www.sosesclaves.org/, Accessed September 21, 2009). 
128 In general Maure marriage custom dictates that a man can only marry a woman of equal or 
inferior caste and a woman can only marry a man of equal or superior caste (Guignard 2005). 
129 Sidati Essallami’s life and work are discussed in more detail in chapter four. 
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events.  For example, at a wedding in Guelmim in 2009 hosted by a middle-class Ait 

Oussi family from Assa, a dark-skinned female ma’allima stood up during the reception 

party to welcome the guests and later produced lines of poetry for the lead singer to 

perform.  

Sahrawi poets are quick to point out that that they do not pursue the art for 

economic gain, in contrast with the Mauritanian griot caste.  A male refugee poet 

remarked that, “Saharan poetry is never to be composed to gain a living or even a drink 

of water. For iggawn, this is their livelihood.  We don’t compose it for greediness” 

(Interview with Beibuh ould El Haj, 2007).  Another poet insisted that, “We’re not 

iggawn who all sing in front of each other.  If sons and fathers were reciting in front of 

each other it would be like what the iggawn do.  This is not a characteristic of shorfa” 

(Interview with Badi Mohammed Salem, 2007).  These sentiments echo historical class 

distinctions between shorfa nobles and iggawn.  Badi, an elder poet in the refugee 

community, also discussed traditional rules of propriety: poetry should be recited in 

public only by an old man or an elder brother; youth are not allowed to recite poetry in 

front of their elders as a sign of respect and modesty; and the primary role of a young 

poet is to “listen and learn.” Although social mores are less rigid today, it is still 

uncommon to find a young person reciting poetry (especially on the subject of love), 

listening to music, speaking about women or marriage, smoking tobacco, or engaging in 

loud or idle chatter in front of elders in the community. 
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Poetic Form and Content  

The basic unit of Hassani poetry is a gâf  (pl. gifân), which consists of four  

hemistichs130 (sing. tâfelwît; pl. tifelwitan) with a rhyme scheme of A-B/A-B (the first 

and third hemistichs follow one rhyme and the second and fourth follow a contrasting 

rhyme).  Once in circulation, verses often assume a dialogic life of their own as they are 

learned, repeated, and inserted in new contexts by others.  A Tal’a is a longer poem that 

may contain an unlimited number of verses.  It generally strings together a longer series 

of gifân, although there are variations in possible rhyme schemes (Belvaude 1989).  

Within a line of Hassani poetry, each hemistich contains a set number of short or long 

metered syllables and pauses.  A short unit consists of one syllable (mutaharrik) and one 

pause (sukun) and a long unit comprises one syllable and two pauses (sakin).  There are 

seven standard meters and associated musical modes that follow each other in succession 

during the course of a performance.  The most common meters and their associated 

musical modes, white/black designation and themes are listed below in Table 2, in their 

standard order of performance. 

                                                
130 The term hemistich refers to half of a line of poetry. 
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Table 2: Meter Progression in Hassani Poetry and Music 

Name of poetic 
meter in 
Hassaniyya 

Name of 
accompanying 
musical mode 

Meter 
variation 

White  
(l-biad) / 
black (l-kahl) 
designation 

Associated 
mood/themes  

1. mreymida 
 

ibn waHib Second 
unit is 
longest 

Black Religious praise, 
land, festivals, 
tribal history 

2. bu’amaran Sayni First and 
last units 
are 
longest 

White Camels, land, 
festivals 

3. fâghu fâghu 12-17 
units 

Black Praise of tribe, 
enthusiasm, 
urging warriors 
into battle 

4. tahrar tahrar Shorter 
than 
faghu 

Black Similar themes as 
faghu 

5. sghayr sinima/l-khal Short and 
rapid 
 

Black Varied 

6. la-bbeyr l-biadh Rapid, 
sixth unit 
is longest 

White Struggles and 
difficulty (camel 
drivers, thirst, 
heat, sand, search 
for wells) 

7. lbteyt an-naqas131 lbteyt Six short, 
rapid 
units 

Black and 
white 

Most popular 
form used for all 
types of poetry, 
especially 
contemporary 
social 
commentary 

                                                
131 Among most modern poets lbteyt is the favored meter for composition, especially for more 
contemporary social themes and national holidays.  As one poet explained: “Lbteyt is the last 
meter [in the musical order] and the poet can find himself in it and use all themes that are found 
in Hassani poetry.  In lbteyt the poet can deal with social issues like unemployment, culture, 
illiteracy and defining heritage and historical places in the Hassani literature.”131 Another poet in 
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Poetic themes  

 As Badi Mohammed Salam, an elder poet in the refugee camps, declared, “There 

is nothing that poetry doesn’t talk about.”  Hassani poetry draws on the full range of 

human experience in its vast subject matter.  Themes of Hassaniyya poetry vary widely 

and encompass several main genres.  One of the most popular, aSababa (ardent love; 

fervent longing), includes poetry of love and longing.  The genre of ghazal speaks of the 

beloved and the torments caused by love and nasib expresses the sentiment of nostalgia 

associated with an abandoned camp or place that evokes memories of encountering a 

lover in the past.  Other typical genres include epic tales of past heroism and glory 

(thaydin), religious praise, didactic and moral wisdom (hikma), tribal history and 

genealogy, elegy, satire, insult, and a range of social commentary.132  

National poetry (shi’r al-waTan) conveys allegiance to a ‘homeland’ and the 

specific sense of identity associated with it.  These identifications often reveal 

geographic, tribal and national dimensions.  This genre gained popularity as a form of 

protest against colonial domination in Mauritania and Morocco by France and in the 

Sahara by Spain in the early to mid-20th century and has taken on more nuanced 

meanings in the Sahrawi political context since 1975.  Sahrawi poets recalled the 

                                                
the camps, Houssein, indicated that l-bteyt is the easiest meter to master and fits well with 
national celebrations that require enthusiasm (Interview, 2007). 
132 A less common style of poetry, azraygat, is considered an intermediary between shi’r and 
lghna that incorporates some features of both, combining the classical Arabic qasida structure 
and popular phrases and terms in Hassaniyya. The form also contains some words derived from 
Zenaga, a Berber language spoken by indigenous populations in some parts of Mauritania (Norris 
1986). 
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beginnings of revolutionary anti-colonial poetry performed secretly at wedding festivities 

in the Spanish Sahara (Smith 2000).  The term shi’r al-waTan has very different 

meanings today in Morocco where it refers specifically to praise of the Moroccan 

kingdom and Sahrawi allegiance to it and in the Sahrawi diaspora where it refers to the 

ongoing quest for self-determination and independence.  Examples of these variations are 

included in chapters four and five. 

 Another poetic form is the gt’a (from the root ‘to cut’), or verbal duel between 

two poets that is common in other parts of the Arab world, especially in Yemen where 

poetic dueling is a popular pastime, measure of honor, and conflict resolution mechanism 

used by rural tribesmen (Caton 1990).  The traditional competition was often used in pre-

colonial Mauritania between emirs and their designated griots from regions of Adrar, 

Trarza and Tagant to debate important issues and demonstrate the political prowess of 

their tribe through verbal mastery of an opponent in public (Belvaude 1989).  It was also 

popular among young people from different nomad camps who organized competitions 

on defined topics and challenged one another to poetry duels.  Today it remains popular 

as a form of competition and entertainment between Sahrawi poets during festivals or 

public gatherings. 

Women’s ‘tabr’a’ verse 
 
 Women in Maure and Sahrawi society perform a type of poetry called tabr’a that 

consists of a short verse of two hemistiches (with 5 syllables in the first hemistich and 8 
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in the second).  Similar to Abu-Lughod’s (1986) description of ghinnawa verses among 

Egyptian Bedouin women, Sahrawi women often use tabr’a to express feelings such as 

their longing for a beloved or the pain of experiencing a lover’s departure or betrayal.  In 

the context of mixed gender settings of young people, women also compose tabr’a to flirt 

with men or critique their behavior in a mocking tone.  Men are usually mentioned 

through cryptic allusions that hide their true identity so as not to transgress social rules of 

modesty.   

Performances of tabr’a commonly occur during women’s gatherings, especially 

during wedding preparations when the bride spends her last days among close friends and 

female relatives before joining her new husband’s household.  Women build on one 

another’s verses in a call and response pattern.  This poetry proves difficult to record 

because it typically surfaces in spontaneous moments as a communicative strategy among 

women and cannot be easily reproduced on demand.  While tabr’a was not the focus of 

this research, a few collected examples and excerpts from discussions with young, 

middle-aged and older women who compose it are provided here to offer some insight 

into Sahrawi women’s participation in the production of poetry in everyday life. 

  Mina, a thirty-two year old married woman in Tantan, became very animated 

when I asked her about tabr’a.  She explained how women learn it and weave the form 

into their everyday lives: 

All Sahrawi girls know tabr’a and if you ask somebody about the tradition 
they will know it.  We learned it growing up with our parents.  There are 
some women who are known for it.  As for me, I just hear it from others 
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and keep it in my mind.  I don’t compose it; I just sing it. It’s something 
that comes with talent from God.  When women are gathered together we 
compose tabr’a and sing it among ourselves.  Sometimes we can say it to 
men directly.  For example, when I am chatting with my boyfriend and he 
recites a poem for me I will reply with tabr’a.  Sometimes a man can reply 
with tabr’a, but it’s rare.  You can say tabr’a anytime, there is no special 
time for it.  For example when a woman is cooking or washing her tea 
utensils she can recite tabr’a while she’s doing it.  It just comes 
spontaneously to her.  After I sing tabr’a about my problems and private 
life, I feel so much relief. 
 

Fatima, a twenty-year old from El-Ayoun and student of classical Arabic literature and 

poetry at the University of Agadir, explained the appropriate context and mood in which 

tabr’a is composed and divulged by women: 

It is not to be said all the time whenever it comes to your mind. There 
have to be certain conditions at the time I recite.  I am overcome with a 
feeling that stirs in me or have a desire to speak and be moved and 
influenced by a special thing.  This is the time when it is said, not at just 
any time. Or when my friends and sisters and I are singing l-hawl.  It is 
still common because whenever we have a chance and we are together that 
we start singing tabr’a.  Each one throws out a line.  This is something 
that is still preserved.  It’s just that we can’t reveal it very often.  Sahrawi 
society has some taboos that oblige the girl not to expose her feelings and 
emotions.  Modesty and respect prevent the girl from saying tabr’a in 
front of her family or someone with whom she is timid or in front of a 
man. 
 

As noted here, tabr’a is reserved for intimate settings and arises from personal 

experiences that can be shared with other women. 

The following verses recited by middle-aged women in Tantan and El-Ayoun 

provide a glimpse of the sentiments communicated in female spaces: 

The secrets of the heart, some can be said / and others cannot 
asrar delal shi yingal / u shi ma yingal 
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O, my heart, calm down / it’s all up to God, not us 
yâ ilbal ithanna / al-amr lmulana mahu inna 

 
I didn’t expect / that my lover would betray me 
ma kunt nqaddar / ‘an habibi lahi yaghdar 
 
A handsome man is smiling / and he’s just as handsome when he frowns 
falah mtbesm / u mkashar falah ga’ aTam 

 
Fatima offered a verse that she heard among her friends and responded to that addresses 

the new prominence of cell phones in mediating love relationships between young men 

and women.  Expectations of phone calls and text messages are now part of these 

relationships and have thus entered poetic discourse.  This verse laments a newly popular 

excuse for not calling someone: 

He took a long time without calling / and his call took a long time. 
All that he has as an excuse / is that there is no network. 
 
ebTa mâ talfan / ebTa ittiSâlu 
lli ‘andu min la’THar / resoh wâlu 

 
Fatima added to her friend’s verse: 

It’s been awhile that he hasn’t called / and I heard his news 
My mobile phone hasn’t rung / what’s wrong with his network? 
 
lu shi mâ talfan / u sm’at akhbaru 
jawwali mâ run / resoh ammalu? 

 
In these verses, there are several examples of foreign loan words that have been recently 

integrated into the Hassaniyya lexicon: talfan and resoh from the French words téléphone 

and reseau (network) in French, and jawwali, which is adapted from the name of a major 

Moroccan cellular phone company, Jawal, to denote “my mobile phone.” 
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As Fatima’s example implies, this women’s genre provides a means of commenting 

on or deriding male behavior in a socially acceptable, ludic manner.  It is a standard feature 

of evening gatherings of youth in palm oases during the summer guetna season in Mauritania 

when people have traditionally returned home and organized gatherings to harvest dates and 

celebrate weddings.  Young women and men organize festive celebrations at night in which 

music and poetry are exchanged and women compose tabr’a verses and attract suitors.  This 

tradition remains common in certain areas of northern Mauritania today, such as Chinguetti 

and Atar. 

Mastering Hassani poetry 
 

Mastering the Hassani poetic arts is a difficult endeavor that requires both talent 

and many years of diligent practice.  The poet’s ability to manipulate meter effectively 

and establish an effective counterpoint between form and content is a mark of his artistic 

prowess and bestows considerable social prestige.  Mistakes in meter reveal that a person 

is not an expert in the poetic domain but rather a novice or hobbyist.  Since a refined 

knowledge of the genre requires years of practice, fellow poets are often the most vocal 

critics of one another and frequently engage in formal and informal poetry competitions. 

Sidati Essallami, a poet in El-Ayoun, cited a proverb from classical Arabic about 

the different qualities of poets:  

There are four types of poets: a poet who runs and no one can catch him; a 
poet who wanders in the crowd; a poet that you don’t want to listen to and 
a poet that you won’t be ashamed to slap on the face. 
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ashu’arau fa’lamanna arba’a: shâ’irun uajrî walâ yujrâ ma’ah, 
washâ’irun yajûlu wasta lma’ma’ah, washa’irun lâ tashtahî an tasma’ah, 
washa’irun lâ tastaH ̣ yî an tasfa’ah  

  

As this saying attests, a poet’s popularity depends largely on his ability to win public 

appreciation.  Maintaining the appropriate meter throughout a composition, a skill that is 

practiced and honed over long periods of time before poets perform in public, is key to 

success.  Sahrawi poets often learn the art from an elder in the family but apprenticeship 

is not limited to family heritage or social hierarchy.  An elder shaykh in Assa, Morocco 

spoke about the criteria for becoming a poet in the Ait Oussa tribe:  

It depended only on who had thoughts or knowledge that came from the 
Quran or the one who knew the meters.  That was the poet.  It’s a gift from 
God.  There are some people who were given intelligence by God for each 
meter to compose all the poetry he wanted (Interview, 2006). 

 
This exemplifies the view that poetry is a divine gift, and that some individuals exhibit 

special abilities to create that are divinely bestowed.  

 Badi, the most senior poet in the Sahrawi refugee camps, explained that for him, 

poetry is “just a talent that isn’t to be learned.”  He hails from a long line of male poets in 

his family and while he believes that he inherited the gift of verbal art, he also expresses 

the need to develop poetic skills and aesthetic appreciation to please audiences: “I did 

research in [poetry] myself so it would be good and I would know what could be 

criticized in it, what could be taken out, what ruins it, what decorates it… the things that 

detract from and accentuate beauty.  When I’m alone I can say that I am a critic.”  By 

modestly referring to himself as a critic only when he is not in the presence of others who 
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may be offended, Badi reveals that he is a master poet capable of discerning between 

‘good’ and ‘bad’ poetry.  

 In conversations about the characteristics that define ‘good’ poetry composition 

and performance, many poets simply stated that, ‘I know it when I hear it.’  This remark 

reveals the extent to which the poetic habitus becomes embodied.  Others responded with 

works they had composed on the nature of poetry itself.  In the following excerpts, 

Mohammed Jghagha provides meta-linguistic commentary about the salient 

characteristics of high quality l-ghna and its rhetorical functions. 

1- Poetry is not only rhyming, / senseless speech for people to recite 
2- Poetry is conviction and commitment / of a person to his principles 
[refrain] 
3- Poetry is not a site of hypocrisy / greed, or looking for profit 
4- Nor public broadcasts with loudspeakers / to be said by someone for 
greed 
5- Poetry is a way of thinking, values, and morals/ to be used by someone 
with reason  
6- As a relief for the ears, senses, / family, beloved and relatives 
7- Or someone with understanding who longs for/ something beautiful that 
moves his ears 
8- Or a group of close friends / who know poetry and understand its 
insights… 
9- …It’s necessary if somebody wants to recite his poetry / to others 
seriously  
10- To keep away from a lot of nonsense / and if his poetry makes him 
rich, 
11- He should aim for the truth and / the dimensions of fact, and keep 
reflecting it 
12- Or reveal to the audience the glories / of the past if he had read about 
it 
13- And avoid poetry produced for material sake / it will be better for him 
to continue putting it aside 
14- Or to remain neutral / and not ask about something that he missed…  
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15- …And the person who wants to benefit / shouldn’t forget his lessons 
of guidance 
16- He should know that there are critics after him / who can adore 
something or reject it… 
17- …Poetry is not an obligation / but an experience and exchange 
18- And effort and toil at the same time / or something given by God 
19- To the worshippers who are ready for it / poetry is a message  
20- That can only be understood by the one who could / take the mission 
in his hands 
21- And keep using it for the purpose / and not get distracted by a mirage 
22- That he recites and sings if he can / and it’s better to focus on  
23- The speech that is repeated / so that the purpose remains valuable 
24- And to sing to the audience at the level / of their happiness or miseries 
25- And to pay attention lest he would get away / from that which people 
are waiting for  
26- Something beautiful worth saying / poetry’s fame is from its listeners 
27- It’s not good for someone to keep imitating / or to steal others’ speech 
28- It’s better for one to unite / with his audience and please them 
29- If he wants to glorify / or to praise someone with a quality he has  
30- It’s best to take a path / if it can guide him 
31- To something valuable or beloved / if someone is insincere to another 
and harms him 
32- He must not forget to remember / what is beautiful in the warning 
judgment  
33- Poetry is not only rhyming,/ senseless speech for people to recite 
34- Poetry is conviction and commitment/ of a person to his principles  
 
 (Jghagha 2005:44) 
 

 
Jghagha mentions several key elements that define the work of a poet and the 

quality of his artistic production: moral value, audience appreciation, originality and 

manifestation of divine talent.  The opening and closing refrain (l. 1-2 and 32-33) frames 

poetry as a purposeful practice used to persuade a person to adhere to a high set of 

principles.  He proceeds to underscore the moral value of poetry by asserting that, 

“Poetry is not a site of hypocrisy/ greed, or profit/ Nor a public announcement/ for 
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material gain” (lines 3-4).  He further warns would-be poets to “keep away from poetry 

produced for material sake” (line 13), a path that is sure to corrupt the intention of the art 

form and lead to its moral and aesthetic debasement.  In its highest form, poetry 

represents “thoughts, values, [and] morals” (line 5), commemorates the past glories, and 

provides “a rest for the ears [and] senses” (line 6) of the audience.  Poetry thus has a dual 

role in offering moral education and restful entertainment. 

Jghagha comments on the importance of audience appreciation in the performance 

of poetry.  He advises the use of “common speech” and to avoid digression “from what 

people are waiting to hear,” which he qualifies as “something beautiful worth saying” 

(lines 22-24).  In this sense a poet is simultaneously responsible for communicating a 

worthwhile message and rendering it in an artful way.  His success will depend on the 

extent to which he is able to “unite with his audience” (line 27).  A poet’s reputation and 

following depend on the effectiveness of establishing this audience connection, since 

“poetry’s fame [comes] from listeners” (line 25).  Part of this fame also comes from a 

poet’s originality and ability to maintain creativity without resorting to imitation or 

“steal[ing] others’ expression” (line 26).  Since poetry is a performed medium, the 

audience is the main arbiter of its value, which compels a poet to remain attentive to the 

listeners’ involvement and reactions to his work. 

Finally, the poem asserts a belief in divinely inspired talent that makes poetry 

possible.  “Poetry is an experience of give and take/ interpretation and effort/ or 

something given by God.”  This echoes similar statements made in interviews by poets 
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who affirmed that to a large extent the poetic gift is an ability bestowed by God that an 

individual can choose to develop through apprenticeship and rigorous practice.  Jghagha 

concludes the poem with a reminder that, “[the poet] must not forget…what is good on 

the day of judgment” (line 31).  He creates a double meaning in this line by employing 

the phrase ‘day of judgment’ both in the religious sense that God’s divine presence serves 

as the ultimate compass of a poet’s moral intention and in the profane or everyday sense 

that the audience and larger public evaluate a poet’s success and wider social influence. 

Contexts of Performance, Authenticity, and Transmission 
 
Figure 5: Entrance of bride and groom and Sahrawi musicians playing modern 
instruments at an Ait Oussa wedding reception in Guelmim, June 2009 

    

Over the past three decades, the massive shift away from pastoralism toward 

urbanization and livelihoods involving wage labor and migration outside the Saharan 

zone has diminished the prominence and visibility of the poet in Sahrawi society.  The 

recent explosion of new media and communication technologies, especially satellite 
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television,133 the Internet, and cellular phones since the mid-1990s has decreased the 

centrality of poetry as the primary vehicle of news and communication between tribes, as 

well as the frequency of formal and informal gatherings to compose and recite poetry and 

create the ambiance of l-hawl.  In spite of these changes, Hassani oral poetry has retained 

considerable popularity and continues to inspire an active following.  Badi offered his 

thoughts on the continued appeal of l-ghna with audiences:  

The poet, in his words, is speaking for the people and addressing them in 
their language without complexities…the Hassaniyya poem is at the level 
of all the people.  It is tasted and listened to by everyone and it deeply 
moves people.  Thus, Hassaniyya poetry has no competitor.  Its role will 
remain important and continue to exist.  In a big festival or celebration, 
you’ll find that the audience follows what the poet recites more than the 
songs and after each word you will hear ululations and applause.  This is 
proof that the audience is understanding, accepting, and responding to it.  
 

This statement coalesces with Hanks’ (1987) view of audience reception as an essential 

component in conceptualizing genre. 

As in the past, contemporary poets continue to play a role in spreading 

information, voicing opinions, satirizing public figures, and participating in political 

struggles of national and global interest.  A poet in Assa noted that, “when performing 

nowadays, we try to deal with social issues like unemployment, illiteracy, and defining 

heritage in Hassani literature as a way to bring these topics into people’s consciousness, 

voice hardships of life today, and remind people where they have come from.”  As the 

                                                
133 Satellite television is widely available throughout Morocco, Western Sahara and refugee 
camps at very low cost and viewing has increased rapidly and shifted patterns of leisure activity 
(cf. Davis and Davis 1995; Langlois 2005). 
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passage above indicates, the audience plays a central role in constructing the genre since 

l-ghna is primarily intended as a live, multisensorial experience that elicits reactions and 

interplay between the performer and listener(s).   

The most common venue for contemporary performances is at Sahrawi wedding 

celebrations, such as the one described in chapter one.  Weddings incorporate music and 

poetry throughout the reception, which can last from one to three days.  They are 

generally held in traditional woolen or cloth tents in the desert (badiyya) or in large, 

rented vinyl tents erected in streets for urban weddings.  Male Sahrawi poets also 

frequent religious festivals, political events, and local award ceremonies.  Recent 

presidential elections held in Mauritania in 2007 and 2009 featured an abundance of 

public poetry with each political party hiring its own poets to publicize and promote 

candidates.  Likewise, an anthropologist observing elections for the Sahrawi National 

Council in the Sahrawi refugee camps reported “ad hoc poetry recitals” that accompanied 

political discussions and electoral speeches in pre-election meetings (Wilson 2008). 

Despite public appreciation of poetry and efforts to promote its preservation, the 

process of transmitting the requisite skills and knowledge of composition and 

performance to younger generations is steadily declining.  Bachir, a senior poet in the 

refugee camps, claimed that more and more young people favor composing in free verse 

rather than adhering to the traditional, rule-bound meters that structure Hassani poetry.  

There is also a greater use of foreign loan words from Spanish and English in poetic 

compositions of youth, which serve to index increasingly globalized sensibilities and 
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break from traditional styles of poetry.  Many contemporary Sahrawi poets, especially 

those educated in Cuba or Spain, now compose free verse entirely in Spanish or foreign 

languages.134  Bachir lamented the incorporation of loan words into Hassani poetry as a 

“cultural invasion” that threatens the linguistic and cultural richness of Hassaniyya.  A 

main reason he cited for the change is that the vast majority of Sahrawi youth leave the 

camps between the ages of 15 and 30 to pursue secondary and higher education in other 

parts of Algeria or abroad.  He noted the native language deficiencies that result from 

long periods of absence, saying, “a child who spends 15 years in Cuba will need 20 years 

to learn Hassaniyya well enough to understand poetry.  Same as a child who goes to 

Spain and spends 20 year studying there…and another one who goes to Algeria and 

grows up and studies there will only be entertained by rai135 music instead of l-hawl.”  

Despite the obstacles imposed by changing socioeconomic circumstances, 

Sahrawi refugee youth have not abandoned poetic traditions.  Innovations in form have 

opened new venues of expression.  For Sahrawi youth who migrate from their home 

communities in search of work elsewhere, maintaining an interest in poetry has become 

synonymous with keeping in touch with one’s roots.  Youth often bring back 

compositions on visits to share with friends and family.  Bachir remarked that, “Our 

youth have great talent in Hassani poetry.  A lot of young people have started to compose 

it and they bring me some gifân and ask me to correct them, especially the ones who 
                                                
134 Selected websites and blogs featuring Sahrawi poetry in Spanish in other languages by male 
and female writers (Accessed October 20, 2009): http://poemariosahara.blogspot.com/, 
http://tirisnoviadepoetas.blogspot.com/, and http://www.generacionamistadsaharaui.com. 
135 The style known as rai is a form of popular Arab music from northern Algeria. 
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return after long periods of time in foreign countries.”  In addition, young people are now 

able to surreptitiously transmit verses of love poetry away from the gaze of parents and 

elders by using cell phone text messaging, email, and online chats, which have exploded 

in popularity among Sahrawi and Mauritanian youth in recent years with the rise of 

digital technology.  In this way, the influence of modern media is hybridizing traditional 

genres into new forms of cross-gender interlocution and replacing face-to-face interaction 

with technologically mediated communication. 

Cultural festivals  
 

To promote and inculcate the hegemonic image of a unified, postcolonial nation 

of inclusive ethnic identities,136 the Moroccan state has utilized a variety of means such 

as the media (radio, print media, and television), public education, and sponsorship of 

collective cultural events (Boum 2007).137  This national project has included a focus on 

the preservation of ‘national patrimony’ that is reflected in annual folk festivals, or 

‘moussems’ held around the country that are popular with Moroccans and foreign tourists 

alike.  Boum argues that for many Berber communities in Morocco, who are often the 

focus of local festivals, these superficial forms of representation reduce Berber cultural 

heritage to “a set of folklore and folkdances that are staged on a regular basis during 

national celebrations and holidays” in the collective national consciousness (215).  State 
                                                
136 This image was a historical response to divisive French colonial ideologies that stressed ethnic 
differences between Arabs and Berbers and was led by the Istiqlal nationalist party during and 
after the struggle for Moroccan independence in 1954.  
137 Layne (1989; 1994) describes a similar process of state appropriation of Bedouin cultural 
heritage in Jordan. 
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appropriation of local cultural heritage is manifested in signs of government patronage 

that emphasize national belonging and bonds with the Moroccan monarchy through an 

‘interiorization of symbols’: 

The propagation of the national ideology during the moussems consists 
above all of a process of interiorization of symbols.  Initially, the ground 
and the sanctuary are decorated by the Moroccan flag…In the second 
place, official government delegations go to the moussems. Their 
participation consists of the collective recitation of the prayer pronounced 
in the name of the King (Reysoo 1991). 
 

Festivals similar to those described in the Berber context have developed more recently 

in Sahrawi communities.  Saharan traditions, such as music, song, Hassani poetry 

performance, food preparation, crafts, and nomadic tent construction, have gained a new 

prominence in cultural festivals supported by the Moroccan Ministry of Culture.  The 

largest of these is the annual festival (moussem) held in Tantan since 2003 that gathers 

nomadic peoples from across the Sahara and showcases Sahrawi culture in the setting of 

a traditional frîgân, or group of tents, set up to house the festival.138  Smaller regional and 

local festivals in places like Assa, Sebt al-Guerdane (Agadir region), El-Ayoun, and 

Dakhla provide opportunities for poets to perform and compete in public space and 

expose younger generations to the art form.  

 This recent proliferation of government-sponsored festival activity has received 

mixed reviews by the Sahrawi population and poets themselves.  The issue of payment 

for performance has sparked controversy over poets’ motivations and loyalties.  

                                                
138 The Tantan festival was officially proclaimed as a cultural heritage site by UNESCO in 2005. 
http://www.map.ma/eng/sections/culture/tan-tan_festival_lin/view (Accessed May 15, 2009). 
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Mohammed Es-Sweyih in El-Ayoun commented on the perceived difference between 

‘authentic’ and ‘inauthentic’ poets: 

The real poet maintains his position in this age.  I’m not speaking about 
poetry for profit. I don’t consider the poet who composes for money to be 
a poet at all.  He is free and can do whatever he wants, but the poet I’m 
talking about is protective of his purity, his heritage, his history, and his 
ancestors.  If there are bad things happening in the present, he gives advice 
to people and defends his homeland.  I’m not talking about the poet who 
blows with the wind.  
 

This statement conveys the implicit assumption that a poet who accepts monetary 

compensation for producing poetry with overt political content compromises his freedom 

of expression and the quality of his art.  In addition, he loses the ability to act as a critic 

of the state.  Commentary by Sahrawi university students in Agadir also revealed a 

disdain for Moroccan festivals and described them as palliative efforts to create a false 

picture that Sahrawis are well integrated into the cultural and political fabric of Moroccan 

state.  As one student noted: 

These festivals are organized by the Moroccan state only to create a 
positive image of the Sahrawi issue.  The government wants to say to its 
observers from afar: ‘Look, we are trying to bring people together, 
promote tolerance, have festivals with Sahrawis and Moroccans 
together…but as the proverb says, ‘the sun can’t be hidden by a sieve.’139  
It [the state] wants to falsify a painful reality and contradict what is true in 
the ‘Occupied Territories.’  They [the state] tell them that there are 
festivals and people are living in peace and don’t need anything. This 
produces nothing. It is only materialists who benefit from these festivals. 
They write under pressure to get the sympathy of Moroccans. They are 
following an amount of money to help them because they live in bad 
conditions.  

 

                                                
139 shams ma turaTa bil l-gharbâl 
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Furthermore, some youth insisted that Sahrawis who participate in these festivals do not 

represent the wishes and desires of the Sahrawi majority in the Western Sahara, as the 

following quote reveals: 

I can tell you that [these festivals are] just a waste of time.  The people and 
the Sahrawis that participate in them do not represent Sahrawis.  The real 
Sahrawi, when you ask him to participate, he will say, ‘This doesn’t 
represent me.  A festival in which a Moroccan flag is flying is not mine.’  
The real Sahrawi poets in El-Ayoun, Smara and everywhere else who are 
not visible to the public or the ones who are hiding because they are afraid 
of being imprisoned.  Sometimes they go out to the desert with their 
friends and everyone recites poetry or they use websites140… [laughing] 
and there are other ones who express themselves openly by speaking out 
loud at occasions like weddings.  The next thing you know, you’ll hear 
that the person has been imprisoned.  At my cousin’s wedding in El-
Ayoun only two weeks ago, some young men played songs of the struggle.  
They don’t hold back.  They play songs from the front even though it is 
risky for them.  Many of them have been caught.  
 

In this view, the authenticity of poetic expression is inextricably linked to its political 

content.  This sentiment demonstrates the extent to which the genre has become 

politicized in the context of the Western Sahara issue.  The student also remarks that, as 

in the early phase of the anti-colonial struggle against Spain, weddings are a main venue 

in which protest songs and poems are still performed and circulated. 

                                                
140 Some of the common websites that students reported using to obtain news in Arabic and post 
poetry in Hassaniyya included the following (Accessed October 24, 2009): 
http://www.trabna.com/, http://www.studentsahara.jeeran.com/, 
http://estudiantesahra.jeeran.com/inicio.html, and http://www.lescahiersdusahara.com/.  
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Shifts from oral to written transmission 
 

Another recent change in poetic production is the increasing shift toward written 

transmission of the genre.  Arab scholars have a long historical tradition of literacy and 

manuscript production that extends to the Jahiliya period before Islam.  Bedouin 

populations have historically maintained the longest ties to oral cultures in the Islamic 

world (Zwettler 1978); however, Quranic students in the Sahara have learned to write 

Arabic script in madrasa schools since the eighth century and known written records of 

Hassaniyya poetry date back to 1339 with Ibn al-Amin’s al-wasît collection cited earlier.  

However, a more general shift from orality to literacy in the wider population has been a 

more recent phenomenon since the 20th century, especially with the introduction of public 

schools in the colonial era in Morocco, Spanish Sahara, and Mauritania.  Increased rates 

of schooling and government funding for adult literacy programs in Morocco and 

Mauritania over the past twenty years have also benefited the production and preservation 

of Hassani poetry.  This is especially true in the refugee camps, where 90 percent141 of 

the adult population is currently literate. 

All of the poets interviewed during this research were fully literate in Arabic and 

many kept written records of their compositions.  Some poets had undertaken projects to 

document all of their Hassani poetry in personal manuscripts and a few had published 

                                                
141 http://www.forcedmigration.org/guides/llreport3/llreport3-5.htm, Accessed September 19, 
2009. 
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collections in Hassaniyya (Es-Sweyih 2001a; Jghagha 2005; ould Bailal 2008).142  El Haj 

Lahcen Afaichil, a senior poet in Guelmim, explained his decision to compile his life’s 

work in two manuscripts that he wrote in the 1980s and 1990s: 

 I want them to print the collections so that they remain as something 
historical.  I wrote this collection myself by hand for fear one day I may 
die and leave my history empty.  I want to leave a history for my children 
and my tribe and for Hassani poetry because so many poets were 
‘schools’ of Hassaniyya poetry but they did not leave anything when they 
died. 
 

This sentiment was echoed among other elder poets, the majority of whom have initiated 

projects to document and self-publish their collections, especially in Morocco where 

affordable presses are accessible in Casablanca and Rabat.  Poets in refugee camps in 

Algeria are also shifting to written compositions, although fewer of them had published 

collections due to limited access to publishers.  A few poets were pursuing publication in 

Algeria and Syria.  Despite the move toward written poetry, the genre remains a 

predominantly oral mode of discourse in terms of its composition and performance.  

Conclusion 
 

The composition and performance of Hassani poetry has a long history in Maure 

and Sahrawi communities and serves as an important chronicle of tribal history and social 

change over the past several centuries.  Given the proliferation of media and technology 

and widespread changes in livelihoods and socioeconomic relations, the social role and 

                                                
142 Two prolific women poets encountered in Tantan (Aziza Shaquari) and in the camps (Na’ana 
El-Rachid) have also recently published collections of free verse in Modern Standard Arabic (El-
Rachid 2008; Shaquari 1998). 
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honorary status of the poet has been maintained in Sahrawi society, especially as poet’s 

have claimed a new space at the center of nationalist debates and modern identity 

struggles as bearers of ‘authentic’ Sahrawi cultural production rooted in a nomadic past.  

Nevertheless, media and technology have diminished the centrality of poetry as the 

primary vehicle of news and communication between tribes, as well as the frequency of 

communal performances and gatherings to compose and recite poetry and create the 

ambiance of l-hawl.   

While the prominence of the poetic medium has generally decreased in 

contemporary social life, Hassani oral poetry has retained its popularity and continues to 

inspire an active following among all age groups throughout the region where Sahrawis 

reside today.  As an artistic medium and performance genre, it continues to reflect the 

richness of trans-Saharan artistic traditions and offer meaningful modes of representing 

the cultural and linguistic identity of contemporary Sahrawis.  The proceeding chapter 

presents specific examples of Hassani poetry from several poets in southern Morocco and 

Western Sahara that further elucidate the contemporary role of the genre in articulating 

forms of Sahrawi identity and national allegiances. 
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CHAPTER IV: VOICES FROM THE HOMELAND:  
NOSTALGIA AND NATIONALISM IN MOROCCO AND WESTERN SAHARA 

 
 

You’ve gone to the East, may God bring you back / O, the front of Wad Saguia 
So many of you stayed here / and so many are sorry that you’ve left 

sharragti yalli irad bîk/ yâ jabhat wâd sâgya 
matha man bâgi hawn fîk / u matha fakhlagu bâgya 

 
-Anonymous verse (gâf) about Sahrawis who left their homeland  

as refugees, recited by an elder Sahrawi woman in El-Ayoun 

 
Figure 6: Annual mawlud festival and Ait Oussa tribal gathering in Assa, Morocco 

(March 2007) 
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Introduction 
 
 The entrenched political struggle over ‘the Sahrawi issue’ (al-qaDiyya aS-

SaHrawiyya), as it is commonly referred to within the region, continues to complicate the 

identities of Sahrawi communities dispersed across the region of southern Morocco, 

Western Sahara, northern Mauritania, and refugee camps in southwestern Algeria, as well 

as large concentrations of Sahrawi expatriates pursuing studies and employment in parts 

of northern Algeria, Spain, Cuba, Syria, and elsewhere.  Sahrawi views on the conflict 

diverge significantly depending on one’s particular life experience, affiliations, and 

position within existing state structures. While most depictions of the issue tend to 

collapse a wide range of perspectives into a few rigid, oversimplified positions, 

conversations with Sahrawis reveal a multiplicity of beliefs, political allegiances, and 

discursive strategies.  By examining a range of formal (poetic) and informal 

(conversational) discourse, this chapter focuses on the life experiences and poetic 

productions of older and younger generation Sahrawis living in undisputed areas of 

southern Morocco and the disputed territory of the Western Sahara under Moroccan 

administration.  It examines intergenerational differences in representing Sahrawi 

identity, tribal allegiance, and the relationship of Sahrawis to the Moroccan state, the 

Polisario Front, and the communities living in these regimes.  

Central to this discussion of contemporary Sahrawi experiences in Morocco and 

Western Sahara is the backdrop of major transformations in both the political economy 

and political ecology of the region.  In terms of the history of the region, the scale and 
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pace of change is staggering.  Over the past forty years alone (1970-2010) the combined 

effects of political upheaval, periodic droughts, and increasing participation in a market 

economy have altered Sahrawi lifestyles to an extent that is unparalleled in the nine 

centuries that they have inhabited the area.  The Moroccan-administered Sahara has 

undergone a massive shift from a loose confederation of tribes with a pastoralist, nomadic 

livelihood base to a formalized, highly organized state structure in which the majority of 

inhabitants now engage in wage labor in semi-urban and urban environments.  For both 

older and younger Sahrawis, a real or imagined connection to material subsistence in the 

badiyya was a central factor that continued to shape social relations established by tribal, 

Bedouin values, and differentiate the population from Moroccan Arab and Amazigh 

inhabitants of the region. 

The first section of the chapter discusses the life histories, social contexts, and 

selected productions of several Sahrawi poets living in southern Morocco (Guelmim and 

Assa) and Western Sahara (El-Ayoun).  At the time of research, all were actively 

composing and performing poetry in the region and had established solid public 

reputations as poets.143  Drawing on biographical details and personal narratives, each 

poet is situated in his respective social milieu to contextualize his work.  Through their 

performances, these poets reveal critical perspectives on Sahrawi identity that emphasize 

nostalgia for past nomadic lifestyles and traditions that have been largely supplanted by a 

                                                
143 From the 15 poets with whom I worked in these areas, I focus on this smaller subset due to 
high quality and popularity of their work and the variety of backgrounds and tribal affiliations 
they represent in contemporary Sahrawi society in Morocco and Western Sahara. 
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large-scale shift to urban livelihoods since the 1970s.  They provide reflections on the 

incursions of modern urban life and its repercussions for Sahrawi morals values and 

social cohesion and exhort youth to preserve their heritage and respect the past.  These 

topics are explored through analysis of interview data, poetic discourse from excerpts of 

selected compositions, and reactions from audience members whose auditory experience 

provoked commentary on the aesthetic form and thematic content of performances and 

their relevance to everyday life. 

 The second part of the chapter considers the experiences of Sahrawi youth from 

the Western Sahara in forming their identity as a generation that has come of age in a 

disputed territory in which the Moroccan state represses activism in support of self-

determination in Western Sahara (Human Rights Watch 2008).  As a counterpoint to the 

voices of older generation poets, the perspectives of university students provide a more 

critical look at the particular challenges and constraints that the unresolved conflict 

imposes on the lives of ordinary citizens, especially youth.  This section is based on 15 

semi-structured life history interviews with students (21-29 years old) who were 

attending Moroccan state universities or had recently graduated at the time of research in 

2007 and 2009.  

Similar to the nostalgia evinced by middle and older generation poets, younger 

Sahrawis displayed a tendency to romanticize the mobile pastoral lifestyle and lament its 

increasing diminishment.  They expressed a longing to preserve and inculcate the value 

system associated with that lifestyle in the younger generation, and to minimize the 
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perceived negative influences of urban life and the increasing “Moroccanization” of 

Sahrawi society.  This process was mainly framed in terms of the ongoing demographic 

influx of non-Sahrawi settlers in Saharan cities that threatens Sahrawi majority status in 

the region, the growing dominance of Moroccan Arabic in administrative and commerce 

settings and its linguistic influence on Hassaniyya speakers, and the extensive presence of 

Moroccan security forces in public spaces.144  

 Viewed in juxtaposition, older and younger generations reveal key points of 

commonality and divergence, competing interests, and intergenerational identity 

struggles of Sahrawis in Morocco and Western Sahara.  Among the older generation 

voices, I focus on four poets from Guelmim, Assa, and El-Ayoun along with other elders 

with whom I interacted in these communities.  

El Haj Lahcen Afaichil 
 

Early in my fieldwork, I traveled southwest of my initial field site in Akka to the 

city of Guelmim with a male Sahrawi research assistant to contact poets in an area with a 

higher concentration of Hassaniyya speakers.  Known as Bab Sahara (door to the 

Sahara), Guelmim is the gateway city to the greater Saharan region that encompasses 

non-disputed areas of Morocco and the disputed Western Sahara.  The population of 

                                                
144 Inhabitants of Western Saharan cities noted that military and municipal police constrain the 
lives of ordinary citizens by maintaining an intimidating atmosphere, repressing the freedom of 
expression and assembly and, in certain cases, abusing human rights standards.  Common 
violations include unwarranted arrests of activists or suspected activists and subjecting detainees 
to inhumane forms of punishment and holding them without due process of law (Interviews in 
2007 and 2009; Human Rights Watch 2008). 
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approximately 40,000 people in Guelmim is a mixture of Sahrawi, Amazigh, and 

Moroccan Arab residents.  Situated along the Wad Nun river, Guelmim has been a main 

point of departure for trans-Saharan caravans and a center of regional commerce for 

nomads and merchants from Morocco, Algeria and sub-Saharan Africa (Lydon 2009).  At 

present, Guelmim still has the largest weekly camel market (Amhay Rish) in southern 

Morocco and attracts numerous traders from a large surrounding radius.145 

Following a lead from Akka, my assistant and I found the urban residence of El 

Haj Lahcen Afaichil, a retired Moroccan army veteran and elder of the Ait Oussa tribe 

known for his poetic talents.  He had recently returned from his haj pilgrimage to Mecca 

in January 2007, earning him the honored title of El Haj.  We visited his home the night 

we arrived in Guelmim and were greeted at the door by his middle-aged son, an English 

teacher in a nearby private girls’ school who extended an invitation to return the next day 

and meet with al-shâ’ir (the poet), the title that family and friends use to address El Haj.  

We returned the next afternoon prepared to converse with El Haj and his family.  After 

sharing tea in the upstairs salon and listening to my explanation of the project, El Haj 

generously invited me to move in with the family to study Hassaniyya and record his 

poetry.  His retired status permitted him the time to work with me and his bilingual son 

was available to help with my language lessons and translation work.  This unexpected 

arrangement provided an ideal setting in which to learn about poetry from a master and 

                                                
145 In a study of Saharan markets conducted in 1959, Guelmim is cited as the largest camel 
market on the Atlantic coast of the Sahara, with average sales of 500 cames per week in a good 
year (Bisson 1961 cited in Gaudio 1995). 
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integrate into Sahrawi family life.  I accepted the invitation and moved into the Afaichil’s 

house the next evening.  Once the formal arrangements had been made between El Haj, 

his son, and my male research assistant regarding my stay, word passed to the women of 

the household and they darted curiously past the salon door to catch a glimpse of the new 

houseguest.  When I returned later with my bags, I received a formal introduction to them 

and the other members of the family that shared the household: El Haj’s wife, his 

youngest (unmarried) son and daughter, two daughters-in-law Keltum and Amina, and 

their two boisterous toddlers.  During fieldwork, this became my home base in Morocco 

and I was fortunate to develop a close relationship with the family during my stay, 

especially the women.  Through those friendships I learned a great deal about their 

personal lives and experiences as Sahrawi women that informed my perspective on 

gender relations, women’s status and social roles.  

Figure 7: El Haj Lahcen Afaichil in his home and performing at an Ait Oussa tribal 
gathering in Guelmim, Morocco 
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 After I settled in, El Haj established a schedule with me and planned a topic to 

speak about each morning and evening.  He arranged our meetings in the upstairs salon 

where he sat on a maroon upholstered couch holding prayer beads and wearing his finest 

blue derâ robe and long black scarf (l-thâm) wrapped around his head.  On the salon wall 

hung an acrylic portrait of him that a family friend had made to honor him as a respected 

elder tribesman, poet, and head of family.  The topics that El Haj presented over several 

weeks included his personal biography, Ait Oussa tribal history, geography and history of 

the Sahara region, explanations of nomadic customs and ceremonies from his youth, the 

structure and thematic content of Hassaniyya poetry, recitations of poems, stories, 

proverbs, and riddles, and commentary about modern urban life.  His opening monologue 

began:  

In the name of Allah, the all compassionate and merciful. They call me El 
Haj Lahcen Afaichil, son of Mohammed, son of Abdullah, son of Ali.  I 
was born in 1939 in Assa in the Ait Oussa tribe.  I was born into the sub-
tribes of Anfalis and L’arsh in the family of Brahim Wali.  Thanks be to 
God I was born into a good tribe.  My family is religious and holds onto 
their Islamic faith.  I was brought up in my father’s care and he raised me, 
God bless his soul. 

 
El Haj identifies himself in this introduction in relation to three generations of male 

forebears.  Secondly he identifies with his tribe (Ait Oussa) and sub-tribes, and asserts 

that he is from a “good tribe.”  He ends the introduction by emphasizing his family’s 

strong faith and his upbringing under his father’s supervision.  This style of introduction 

is a common convention used by elder Sahrawi men and serves to immediately place 
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them within a patrilineage that established boundaries of tribal, family, and Islamic 

religious identity. 

At the age of seven, El Haj entered a madrasa and studied the Qu’ran and 

religious sciences with tribal zawiya scholars.  His family later relocated to the area near 

the Drâ and Saguia-el-Hamra Rivers where they raised camels and sheep.  He lived in 

this nomadic pastoral environment under the care of his parents until his father passed 

away in 1953, after which he lived with his paternal uncle until his first arranged 

marriage at age fifteen in 1954.146  The development of El Haj’s strong pro-Moroccan 

political orientation began during his youth.  He described his memory of the Moroccan 

struggle for independence from France and his participation in the Moroccan resistance 

and armed forces: 

The liberation army came when Mohammed V, bless his soul, came back 
and demanded Moroccan independence.  I joined the resistance in the 
liberation army as a fighter [muqâwim] until 1961 and then it became the 
Moroccan Royal Armed Forces [after independence].  I didn’t join but I 
remained a resister.  From 1974 to 1975, I participated in the regional 
level of the National Radio in Tarfaya province.  I started my work there 
in those years until the Green March was declared by His Majesty King 
Hassan Î, May Allah make his soul sacred.  I was a leader of 100 [in the 
march].  After the Moroccan Sahara joined Morocco as a result of the 
Green March and Spain retreated from the Sahara, I joined the assistant 
forces and I am still a member today. 
 

His service in the army is a source of great pride for him and currently two of his five 

sons are in the Moroccan army.  Although he is not currently serving in the military, he 

                                                
146El Haj married his present wife in 1969. Together hey have seven children (five sons and two 
daughters), three of whom reside with them in Guelmim.  El Haj has two elder daughters from 
prior marriages. 
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remains on call for the army on account of his extensive knowledge of Saharan 

geography and expertise in the region. 

El Haj’s poetic compositions span several decades and he has retained a 

remarkable capacity to remember them.  After the end of his active duty in the Moroccan 

army he embarked on a lengthy project to write all of the poems and proverbs that he had 

learned and composed during his life.  He completed two manuscripts in 1989 and 1997, 

which he hopes that his sons will eventually publish.  

Dwelling in ‘l-khaima’: the tent as social metaphor 
 

El Haj spoke extensively about his nomadic life in the Sahara during his 

childhood, adolescence and early adulthood.  A detailed description of the tent (al-

khaima) and its significance in Sahrawi life figured prominently in his depiction of in 

nomadic communities and their renowned hospitality:  

The tent is the household of Tekna147 and all Hassani people in the Sahara.  
Tents are their houses inherited from ancestors.  The tent in the Sahara is a 
symbol of charity.  If you go to tents of hospitable people you will be 
satiated. We people living in the Sahara know tents and l-frîg148 and that 
way of life… The tent had importance in the past because it was the place 
where people lived and nowadays it still has that value as the tent of Tekna 
and Hassan.  
 

Recollections of tent dwelling comprise a central component of social memory for older 

Sahrawis and reflect both the practical and symbolic significance of the tent.  Shifting 

                                                
147 Tekna (also spelled Tikna) refers to a large confederation of northern Sahrawi tribes that 
includes the Ait Oussa tribe. 
148 A frig refers to a nomad camp of more than five separate tents. 
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patterns of residence from portable tents in open desert spaces to concrete houses in 

urban settings has been one of the most significant material changes in the lives of former 

nomads.  El Haj’s personal transition from pastoral subsistence to military involvement 

and urban settlement in the 1970s during a phase of intense urbanization is characteristic 

of many Sahrawi adults in his age group.  Sidati Essallami, a Sahrawi elder from the 

Awlad Bu Sb’â tribe, described the centrality of the tent in nomadic society: 

People used to be together every day in one tent, however big the camp 
[frîg] was.  Every day they would meet and make tea in the tent and after 
this move to another one and if anyone was ill they would visit him.  They 
would visit everybody who invited them, even for l’aish149 or playing 
sig150 or making gt’a,151 exchanging speech from literature or Quran or 
playing THama.152  When there is a new tent, the whole camp would 
gather and bring animals to that tent to slaughter. In the case of several 
new arriving tents the whole frîg would gather and bring an animal for 
each tent.  Concerning relations between people, they were always inviting 
each other for lunch, drinking tea, or for dinner.  When the camp was first 
installed in an area people kept their tents far apart to leave a space for 
words to fall in. 
 

Several salient characteristics of nomadic life appear in this description, including the 

daily process of gathering under one common tent to greet members of the tribe, 

frequency of social visits between tents, sharing of resources (livestock) with newcomers, 

and spatial practices that required establishing a minimum distance between tents to 

respect norms of privacy and modesty.  As Essallami describes it, this distance was 

considered great enough “for words to fall in” without the next tent overhearing them. 

                                                
149 l‘aish is a basic staple dish made of wheat porridge. 
150 A traditional game played with sticks. 
151 poetic duels 
152A traditional game with grid and stones that is played in the sand. 
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In his reflections on nomadic life, El Haj recited the following poem (Afaichil 

1989), which evinces a nostalgic stance toward the tent and the heritage that it represents 

for elder Sahrawis: 

1- The tent is for all generations / passed on from one generation to another 
2- They are proud of it and dare not leave it / when in need, this generation 
provides help 
3- They build the tent because they are capable of it / and they have a unified 
word 
4- The young people of the tent are a generation / of culture and great value 
5- They are the basis of originality / and a contribution of progress 
6- They give life to their heritage / that once built the tent 
7- Hassani poetry has already done this / and is always present in people’s lives 
8- It’s the poetry of a generation / that wrapped scarves around their heads  
9- Moroccans, Tekni, they are brave / and built tents all over the Sahara…  
10- Life is good and grass is everywhere / and livestock are plentiful  
11- Everyone is busy / so life becomes sweet 
12- When you see camps widespread there / and when you visit a tent 
13- You will forget all sorrow and woe / thanks to the people of the tent 
14- They are charitable and they do not remind you / of a favor they did for you 
15- These young people are determined / to keep these good traditions 
16- And they are inviting all the people / to be members of the association  
17- Of the youth of the tent 

 
The tent indexes not only a material dwelling space but a whole set of behaviors and 

values that govern social life in tent communities.  In this poem some of the positive 

values he associates with nomadic communities, or “people of the tent,” (l. 13) are 

bravery, originality, hospitality and good life (l. 10).  He compliments young people who 

continue “to keep these good traditions,” and associate with others who uphold them.  He 

equates Tekni, or members of the Tekna tribal confederation like himself, as Moroccans 

who have contributed to the development of the Sahara by building tents. 
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 In the physical absence of tents in urban centers like Guelmim, where tents are no 

longer used for full-time residence, the word tent (l-khaima) is often invoked as a symbol 

of the larger moral code to which Sahrawis are still bound to a large extent.  Thus, 

entering a Sahrawi family’s urban residence usually bears some resemblance to the 

habitus (Bourdieu 1977) and customs of tent life, including styles of greeting elders, 

immediate and abundant hospitality from hosts, sitting on mats or carpets on the floor, 

rather than sofas or chairs reserved for more formal, modern spaces, and measuring the 

intervals of social interaction around the preparation and service of three consecutive 

rounds of tea. 

 In Hassaniyya, the tent concept is also incorporated linguistically in a variety of 

ways.  For example, the adjective married for both men and women is mutakhaiam(a), 

which literally means “tented.”153  The term for husband or wife is ‘tent owner’ (mul 

khaima/mulat-khaima).  Entry into full adult, married status entails occupation of a new 

tent, separate from the husband’s parents, and this shift is marked in language.  The 

metaphor of the tent also symbolizes relations between individuals and tribes.  In 

reference to a conflict between two Saharan tribes in the 1930s, a poet described its 

eventual resolution in terms of re-establishing a common tent that displays hospitality: 

“Today this injury has been stitched with a white thread and the Ait Oussa and Izarguyine 

                                                
153 In Modern Standard Arabic and Moroccan Arabic the term for married is mutazawaj(a), which 
derives from the word zawaj, or wedding. 
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are like one tent.  Whenever you visit it, you will spend the night in its shelter and shade” 

(Interview with Mohammed Es-Sweyih, 2006). 

 Tents are often incorporated into public ceremonies and festivals. Sahrawi 

weddings in Guelmim and other parts of the Sahara take place under large, rented vinyl 

tents (l-khazana) and state-sponsored Hassani cultural festivals incorporate temporary 

tent structures as an iconic representation of local traditions.  For example, the large 

annual Saharan festival in Tantan mentioned in chapter three features hundreds of dark 

brown Sahrawi tents made of woven wool fibers that are set up to model a frigân.  

Merchants and artisans use the tents to produce and sell wares and women wearing 

traditional ngesha garments perform enactments of domestic chores practiced in nomadic 

communities, such as churning butter in goatskins and combing and spinning sheep wool.  

The effect is somewhat like a trip to colonial Williamsburg in the United States, given 

that the vast majority of Sahrawis in Morocco are no longer practicing these chores.  

Parents and grandparents take younger children to the festival to expose them to the skills 

and arts that nomads practiced before urban house dwelling became the norm.  The 

photographs below show the installation of tents for the Tantan festival and the Ministry 

of Culture’s publicity poster for the 2006 edition.154 

                                                
154 More photographs of the 2006 Tantan festival are provided in Appendix F. 
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Figure 8: Installation of traditional frîg and poster for Annual Festival in Tantan, 
Morocco, 2006 

 
 
National poetry (sh’ir al-waTan) 
 
 Through his position as a soldier in the army and radio announcer in Tarfaya, El 

Haj represented the Moroccan point of view in political issues related to the Sahara.  His 

work reflects a deep sense of patriotism and allegiance to Morocco, including praise of 

the current and past monarchs and affirmation of the ties between Sahrawis and 

Moroccans in a unified modern nation.  The following example demonstrates El Haj’s 

position on the controversial identification process that took place in the Sahara under the 

auspices of the UN between 1994 and 1999 to determine eligibility of Sahrawis to vote in 

the planned referendum on the future of the territory.155  El Haj observed how this 

process occurred in the late 1990s:156 

                                                
155 A more detailed description of the process is provided in chapter three. 
156 He refers here to the second stage of the process that took place between 1997-99. 
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This took place between 1997 and 1999 in front of Moroccan and 
Polisario shaykhs and in the end each Sahrawi person received a document 
saying whether he was accepted or not for [voting eligibility in] the 
referendum.  There was an office run by UN staff and the shaykhs asked 
people to come to office by invitation to declare their identity.  Shaykhs 
from Polisario ignored people who were not on their side and so did 
Moroccans.  Very few people were accepted to vote.  The Moroccan 
government was not satisfied with this operation and said it was unfair and 
that all Sahrawi people living in area should participate. Morocco brought 
many people they called Sahrawi in from North to increase the population 
in favor of Morocco.  These people lived in shantytowns157 set up to wait 
for the referendum in El-Ayoun and other areas. 

 
He composed a poem (Afaichil 1995:159-159)158 about this process and prefaced his 

performance with this introduction: 

This poem is about defining one’s identity for the UN They wanted to 
know who was born in the Sahara and who should officially participate in 
the referendum. All Sahrawi people were born in the Sahara like we were. 
The UN came and they know that we are Sahrawi people born in the 
Sahara.  The Sahara is for Sahrawi people and it’s Moroccan. We will not 
give anything from our Sahara even a small grain of sand.  We will remain 
Moroccan Saharans forever.  And so I said: 

 
1- Our identity that the UN is asking about / is not a lie 
2- Our identity is that we are Moroccans / native people of the Sahara 
3- We have declared our identity / in the Sahara since ages past 
4- We pledged loyalty from sultan to sultan / our pledge is pure intention 
5- That’s why Morocco gained importance / and that was a complete truth 
6- Morocco knows that we’re allies / in every single matter 
7- This identity declaration / that becomes a current topic now 
8- We have already defined since ages past / and that was manifested in 
the Green March 
9- The day the (Green) March came / was our identity  

                                                
157 The shantytowns El Haj mentions here are the “unity camps” (mukhaimat al-waHda) created 
by the Moroccan government in the 1990s during the U.N. identification process to house 
Sahrawi settlers from the northern Sahara region (Guelmim, Tantan, Assa, etc.) that supported the 
Moroccan government and were encouraged to move to El-Ayoun to vote for Morocco in the 
referendum (Hodges 1987; Zunes and Mundy Forthcoming 2010). 
158 Hassaniyya transcription provided in Appendix G. 
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10- The day that Moulay Hassan came / here in an official visit 
11- And we have defined the identity of faith / as a pledge to our king 
12- He was very happy / and that was historical 
13- He provided employment for all inhabitants159 / reaching Mauritania 
14- And to the East / in Algeria  
15- The Sahara is the land / of great people 
16- People inhabited river valleys / from the hammada to Saguia (River)… 
17- …And with so many rivers in the Sahara / and small mountains and 
big ones  
18- Those were places where we used to live / and declared our identity 
19- Those people / from the Sahara and badiyya 
20- And in the city / speak Hassaniyya  
21- They are Moroccans without a doubt / this is our official identity 
22- And in every place / the United Nations should heed this 
23- That the Sahara is without question / we will never give even a small 
part of it 
24- It was liberated from Spain / by the Green March 

  
This selection indicates El Haj’s unequivocal affirmation of Morocco’s territorial claims 

in the Sahara.  He establishes his negative view of those who support a “non-Moroccan 

Sahara,” which he regards as an untenable position.  In referencing wider political 

debates regarding Morocco’s historical claims on the territory, he affirms that the Sahara 

was inherited through legitimate authority “from sultan to sultan” (l. 4) in the precolonial 

era.  As discussed in chapter two, this argument has been advanced by the Moroccan 

administration to legitimate the right to reunite the territory with the rest of the nation 

after Spain’s departure.  El Haj considers himself and all other Sahrawis as Moroccans (l. 

21) and glorifies the Green March as an integral component of Sahrawi identity (l. 24).  

The discursive positions expressed in these patriotic compositions were borne out in his 

home and community life, such as his support of his sons’ involvement in the Moroccan 

                                                
159 This may refer to jobs created when the Saharan cities were built up and expanded. 
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military and an abiding disdain for any news coverage or discussion of activities led by 

the Polisario Front. 

 El Haj’s example is critical to include in this narrative because he represents a 

viewpoint that is often overlooked or grossly misunderstood in politicized interpretations 

of the conflict.  He is a Sahrawi who holds strong patriotic convictions in his sense of 

belonging in the Moroccan nation.  These beliefs are influenced by his personal history in 

Morocco’s anti-colonial struggle against the French, affiliation with a northern tribe (Ait 

Oussa) that has closer historical ties to Morocco, and recognition of the clear material and 

social benefits afforded to him and his family living in a politically and economically 

stable country.   The opportunities that they have received for education and employment 

have ensured the maintenance of a more secure middle class lifestyle.   

 El Haj’s position problematizes the stereotypical conception held by many 

Sahrawi separatists who tend to construe Sahrawis aligning with Morocco as operating 

under a false consciousness or veiling their real views behind rhetoric of accommodation 

that is rewarded by Moroccan authorities.  Other Moroccans often assume that all 

Sahrawis hold clandestine aspirations for independence and their words cannot be trusted.  

Between these two polarized views, there are Sahrawis who express legitimate support of 

the Moroccan administration and consider themselves an accepted ethnic minority within 

a plural state.  In discussions of the Western Sahara issue, that group is most often mis-

represented since Polisario tends to discount them while Morocco generalizes their views 

to represent all Sahrawis who live in Morocco and Western Sahara.  In reality, the choice 
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of how and when to align with each of these parties to the conflict depends in large part 

on the position of the individual and his family in relation to them.  In the following 

portrait, a Sahrawi elder from the same generation as El Haj reveals a more ambivalent 

relationship to the state due to his personal encounters since he moved from a nomadic 

lifestyle to the city of El-Ayoun in the 1960s.   

Sidati Essallami: Poetry as cultural critique and social capital 
 
Figure 9: Sidati Essallami in his personal home library in El-Ayoun 

 
 

In a speech delivered at UNESCO in 1960, Malian writer and historian Amadou 

Hampaté Bâ stated that, “In Africa, when an old man dies, a library burns.”  This 

sentiment evokes both the esteem attributed to the lifetime of wisdom accumulated by 

elders and the ephemeral nature of knowledge that is primarily oral and lacks the 

durability of written traces.  During a trip to El-Ayoun in May 2007, I had the fortune to 
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meet Sidati Essallami, a Sahrawi poet who is arguably the greatest living resource on 

Hassani oral heritage in Western Sahara today and remains active in the pursuit of its 

preservation.  Since moving from the badiyya to the city of El-Ayoun in 1962, Essallami 

has dedicated his life to recording and preserving Hassani verbal arts for his personal 

collection and for a weekly public radio show in El-Ayoun that ran from 1962 under the 

Spanish colonial administration through the 1990s.  A young Sahrawi man who grew up 

in El-Ayoun hearing his radio programs in Hassaniyya referred to Essallami as the ‘voice 

of a generation,’ noting that “through his broadcasts, I was learned about the art of 

speaking and performing in Hassaniyya and I gained an authentic taste for Bedouin life.” 

Born in 1941 near Bir Anzarane in the region of Dakhla, Sidati ould Essallami 

ould Lhbib is from the Sidi Abdullah fraction of the Awlad Bu Sb’â tribe.  At two years 

old, he lost his vision but persevered in his Quranic and Arabic studies despite the 

setback, earning a diploma at age eleven.  The oral method of learning subjects that 

included Arabic language and literature, history, and rhetoric reinforced his keen 

memorization skills.  He recalled how his memory of learning is firmly attached to place: 

“Even now when I listen to a certain verse of the Quran, I remember the place and the 

day that I first learned that part of the Quran… whether we were roaming, whether it was 

summer or winter, warm or cold, dry or green at the time.” 
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Raised in a family of poets, he discovered his talent160 for composing verse and 

made his public début during a visit of itinerant iggawn minstrels to his tribe: 

I remember the first time I produced a gâf when we were in the desert one 
night far away near the Mauritanian borders.  It was the eve of  
Thursday. I was maybe seven or eight years old.  I don’t know exactly. At 
that time we were visited by iggawn.  They were given a tent and started 
to sing and my teacher (l-mrabit) knew that I liked to go to them but he 
forbid me.  He asked me to recite verses aloud but at the same time I was 
listening to the tidanaten and irdiwen,161 which we call azawan.162  I 
started reciting verses to the rhythm of the instruments.  I went on reciting 
until the iggawn reached the meter of tahrar [a strong, fast rhythm].  They 
admired my recitation and put their instruments down. They went to my 
step-grandfather, the shaykh, who had taught me part of the Qu’ran and 
they swore not to touch a string before they knew the child who was 
reciting.  My step-grandfather went to the teacher and asked him to let me 
go that night and brought me to them.  This was the first night that I 
composed poetry.  It went like this: 

 
Tidanaten are not made equal by their lord (rab) / in one emirate.  
Your tidinit playing is the best of them / and you are the best of the poets 
 
tidannatan rabhum / mâ sawâhum f imâra 
tidinîtak rrabhum163 / wanta rrab shu’âra 

 
They accepted this and wrote it down.  

 
Essallami’s exposure to iggawn performances thus nourished his talent for composition 

in his youth and he continued to learn and recite poetry.  Now in his late sixties, his 

extensive oral repertoire of Hassani literature includes vast amounts of poetry, folktales, 
                                                
160 Essallami noted that without innate talent, it is very difficult for a person to master the rules of 
poetry unless he memorizes a large amount of other peoples’ compositions that he is ready to 
recite. 
161 Plural forms of the tidinit and ardin instruments described in chapter three (words from 
Zenaga Berber origins). 
162 A common term for Hassani musical performance. 
163 The term rrab refers to a mixture of dates and dhen camel fat stored in leather made from a 
young goatskin.  It is considered a rare delicacy. 
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proverbs, riddles and humorous stories.  His intimate knowledge of and deep appreciation 

for nomadic sensibilities and values in the badiyya add depth to his transmission of 

literature from that environment that is becoming rapidly less accessible today.  He 

provided detailed descriptions of his life growing up in a frîg, or group of up to 100 tents 

with people from different tribes and relying on camel milk (laban), dates and meat as the 

principal sources of food.164 

Rural to urban shifts from ‘l-badiyya’ to ‘l-dshera’ 
 
 Essallami’s uneasy transition to city life in the early 1960s produced a traumatic 

rupture from the physical, social, and moral universe of the badiyya.  Invoking the Arabic 

proverb: ‘In each blessing there is a curse and in each curse a blessing’ (fî kuli ni’ama fî 

Taiyatiha niqama), he recognized that city life also has its advantages, such as access to 

education for children, but its overall effect is a sense of confinement that reduces social 

interaction and dulls the acute sensory perception that he associated with the badiyya.  He 

revealed his initial fear of closed spaces in the urban environment, saying: “I used to be 

afraid of cities.  Whenever visiting the city I had to leave the door open and sleep near it 

because I was afraid that the ceiling would collapse on me.”  When he moved to the city 

permanently in 1960, he recalled leaving nightly to sleep in the nearby badiyya and return 

by morning.  He explained how the conveniences of city life held little appeal in 

                                                
164 Essallami noted that drinking water was rare due to its scarcity and recalled going for periods 
up to 22 days without consuming water when moving between wells. Milk was much more 
common to drink than water. 
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comparison to the beloved, natural environment that he considered his home: “Even if I 

had good meals, beds, and incense, I didn’t care about these things.  After dinner I went 

and spent the night in the shelter of the trees.”165  He also remarked that his ability to 

retain his memory of oral traditions and to perform them in the city for his radio show 

was nourished by the contact he maintained with the badiyya and the physical aspects of 

it that inspired much Hassani literature. 

As a blind man, Essallami’s reliance on his other senses is particularly acute.  He 

reflected on how the sensory loss he associated with urban life has affected the quality of 

literature produced in modern society: 

After people came to the city, they would spend months or a year without 
seeing each other.  No one is aware of what happens to the others. When 
someone knocks on his door, he says, ‘Who is it?’ Everyone locks himself 
in his house and this lock is dishonorable.166 All of these things are 
negative and have effects on people’s health because in the past air used to 
enter the tent from the four openings [of the tent].  Nothing prevented their 
noses from breathing pure air.  Their field of view was wide and deep. All 
these are limited now. Air now comes from one mouth [door]. When there 
are a lot of people all of them will breathe from that same mouth [door]. 
Even the ears are very limited and listen only to what is in one room and 
not beyond the walls.  The eyes cannot see what is beyond the walls but 
only what is in front of them.  After awhile people become short-sighted. 
This affects the literature we produce too.  The more limited that the body, 
thoughts, air, hearing, sight, and feet are, the more limited literature and its 
breadth are. 
 

                                                
165 Essallami’s preference for the desert over material comforts in the city was echoed by an older 
woman in her seventies interviewed in El-Ayoun who reminisced about her life in the badiyya 
and exclaimed that, “Even if we have electricity, bathrooms and technological inventions in the 
city, all of this cannot be compared with one night in the desert!” (Interview, 2007). 
166 This play on words uses the word saqṬa in two senses. In Hassaniyya the word for lock is 
saqTa and in Modern Standard Arabic the word saqāTa or suqāTa means door latch and sqita 
means fallen or disreputable (Wehr 1976). 
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His displeasure with the use of door locks in El-Ayoun reveals a conflict with Bedouin 

hospitality principles (l-karam).  The physical barrier of the door and the lock implies an 

unwillingness to freely receive to people seeking to enter, which presents a considerable 

threat to a social order in which reciprocal hospitality is the basis of human interaction.167  

 Essallami’s prolific radio productions featured religious commentary, advice, 

Hassani folktales, proverbs, riddles, and poetry in his characteristic deep, booming voice. 

His representations of the rural experiences of mobile pastoralists and their forms of 

knowledge resonated with both his contemporaries and urban youth.  Older generations 

shared in his nostalgia for lifestyles they had largely abandoned in moving to the city and 

youth sought to reconnect with the badiyya life that they entered only occasionally 

through the recollections of older relatives or sporadic visits.168  Beyond the Sahara, 

Essallami’s radio audience included listeners further East in Saudi Arabia and the United 

Arab Emirates who identified with the nomadic traditions he described and wrote him 

letters of appreciation.  

Along with his show, Essallami embarked on a comprehensive cultural project to 

record the Hassani oral traditions that he had learned and composed in his lifetime in a 

personal library collection that was well known in the city.  His efforts were thwarted by 

three attacks by Spanish and Moroccan authorities that indicate how the act of collecting 

                                                
167 cf. Shryock 2004 for discussion of tribal hospitality in Jordan. 
168 A large number of Sahrawi youth growing up in El-Ayoun have spent some time in the 
badiyya with their families during school vacations or day trips (Interviews, 2007 and 2009). 
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information, even in the cultural domain of poetry and verbal arts, has profound political 

implications.  

First, in 1961, Spanish authorities found pamphlets for the Moroccan Liberation 

Army on the streets of El-Ayoun and ransacked Essalami’s library to find out if he had 

produced them.  Later in 1975, Moroccan police found Polisario fliers that were 

photocopied on a machine at an El-Ayoun radio station.  Under the false assumption that 

Essallami had produced the copies through his access to the station, they searched his 

library and he later moved it to a second location.  Finally in 1987, during a wave of 

Sahrawi arrests in conjunction with popular protests, Essallami was imprisoned on false 

charges for several months.  During his incarceration the library suffered its greatest loss.  

Moroccan security forces seized and destroyed major works in his collection, including 

72 manuscripts handwritten on goat and gazelle skins, the 18-volume collection of 1410 

poems he had been writing for over two decades, and audio cassettes containing 

thousands of radio broadcasts in Hassaniyya, ranging in length from two to eight hours 

each.  In spite of the devastation, Essallami has continued to rebuild the collection in the 

hopes that he can leave behind part of his cultural memory for future generations, 

especially in a society that is rapidly losing the capacity to transmit memorized, oral 

knowledge.  He stated that, “In all modesty, when God wants me to die, I will take with 

me a lot of things concerning the history of the region, its literature, and heritage that’s in 

my mind and not yet written down.” 
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 Given Essallami’s prior experience, he generally avoids participating in public 

festivals organized by the state, which he characterized as venues for poets to earn 

money.  Compensation for performance is an aspect of the profession that he considers 

inappropriate and unseemly.  Concerning poetry in praise of political figures, he 

diplomatically stated that his praise is uniquely reserved for religious purposes:  

I love the Prophet very much, peace be upon Him, and it’s hard for me to 
praise any others but him. You can admire someone to encourage him and 
other people to do the same, but the majority of the poets who praise 
someone besides the prophet do it for money. Our dignity and generosity 
prevents us from doing such a thing. 
 

Similar to the views of other poets mentioned in chapter three, Essallami rebukes 

performers who engage in political rhetoric at public state festivals as profit-seekers with 

inauthentic motives.  

Poetry as social capital  
 

Essallami uses his poetic expression to negotiate and comment on changes in 

contemporary urban life in El-Ayoun.  A pertinent example is his view of the modern 

Moroccan court system where he earned social capital through his use of poetic discourse 

in an unexpected setting.  He reminisced about the era in which Sahrawis settled issues 

without written conventions and relied on the sanctity of the spoken word: 

Because of the strength of their honesty, generosity, chivalry, good 
intentions and the rarity of injustice, people of the Sahara didn’t write 
conventions. They used to get married, to buy, sell, and do many things 
with no written documents. And when someone died, someone would 
come to the council and say, ‘O people, I had trade with that person and I 
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still owe him a certain amount or he still owes me’ and it would be settled 
like that. There was no need for the court at all.  

 
The Spanish occupation of the Sahara and the Moroccan annexation of the territory 

brought the establishment of formal court systems and concomitant bureaucracy.  This 

development significantly weakened the authority and decision-making power of tribal 

councils.  It also brought Sahrawis into closer contact with administrative authorities 

responsible for family and tribal affairs that were formerly handled by tribal councils.  

The process of issuing birth and marriage certificates, identity cards, passports and other 

documents necessitated interaction with the civil court system. Shortly after the court 

system was established, Essallami expressed his profound dislike of it with this poem: 

The Court  
 
I didn’t like the court / I preferred not to go to it 
And if it came I avoided it / in the road and walked fast 
I don’t want anything to go near it / from the problems of this age 
I don’t want a discussion to be held in it / and I am not loosening its reins  
I’ve never gone to it / but today it appears that  
It solved a problem for a woman / whose sister is the daughter of some man169 
 
lma ḥkama manbghiha   kant u lâ nakhtayr njîha 
u kant ilâ jât njawlîha   fattawras wa ngawTar ‘ajlân 
u lâ nabghi shi iḥûz ‘lîha   man mashâkal tha zamân 
u lâ nabghi shad akhbâr hîha  u lâni râkhi shurû la’nân 
u lâ nanḥâz ‘lîha    ana sabag tha lyûm tbân 
ḥallat moshkîla laflâna   thîk elli akht-ha mant flân 

 
In the poem he speaks of avoiding the court at all costs and belittles its use as solving 

only petty woman’s quarrels (line 6).  However, Essallami went on to reveal a situation in 

                                                
169 Quarrels of women are not viewed as important affairs. 
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which he needed the court to process his son’s identity card and deftly used poetry to 

facilitate his access to an unwieldy bureaucratic system that generally requires personal 

connections to navigate effectively:  

I once visited the head judge of the first-level court because I had a son 
whose name was too long to fit on the identification card and I was told to 
abbreviate it.  I went to the court and opened a file there and paid them 60 
dirhams and they told me to come back tomorrow.  This continued until 
three months had passed. So finally I went to the head of the court and 
asked for a meeting and he received me in a welcoming way.  He said, 
‘You have never visited me.’  I told him, ‘I came now but I didn’t want to 
because I dislike the court.  I was only obliged to come and now I’m 
bringing you a verse [gâf]: 
 
I’m doing something I didn’t intend to do / and I didn’t wish for it 
Every day I come in the afternoon / and the morning 
As if someone is complaining against me / or if I am complaining about 
him 
 
‘adt lshi mâhu mna niya  u lâni matmannîh 
kal nhâr njîh ‘shiyyah  waSṢabH ̣ njî fîh 
kîf lshâkî H ̣ad biya   walla lshâki bîh 
 
He started laughing and replied, ‘Just tell me what you want.’ I said, 
‘Look, my brother, I have a son whose name I want to abbreviate so he 
can be registered.’  He said, ‘Right away’ and he did it very quickly 
[laughing].  I had expected something else. 
 

In this case, Essallami’s unexpected insertion of a gâf into courtroom discourse proved 

successful in obtaining a desired result from the court administration that had eluded him 

through normal channels.  He was able to diffuse a formalized situation in the courtroom 

by framing himself as a public entertainer who pleased the judge in breaking up the 

monotony of his day in court with a pithy, clever poetic performance.  Since the judge 

was a member of the Shaykh Ma’ al-Ainin tribe and understood Hassaniyya, he 
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immediately recognized the poetic genre as he momentarily shifted from the perspective 

of an interrogator to an audience member.  In return for the courtroom performance, the 

judge rewarded him by approving his request and moving his case rapidly through an 

otherwise highly bureaucratic system. 

 Essallami’s life history epitomizes the rupture experienced by the majority of men 

in his generation who moved from nomadic, desert communities to urban cities and faced 

the process of assimilating not only to the often puzzling urban landscape but to the 

realities of living in a new political system administered by a centralized Moroccan 

authority.  His anecdote of facilitating a court transaction by reciting poetry exemplifies 

the contrasting social modes that he has inhabited as a former nomadic pastoralist 

adapting to modern life in the city.  Unlike Afaichil’s location in the northern, undisputed 

area of the Moroccan Sahara, Essallami has spent the last four decades in El-Ayoun, a 

city that is closely monitored by Moroccan security forces and has witnessed multiple 

periods of severe civil unrest since 1975.  Essallami’s own encounters with these forces 

and the consequences for his personal and professional life demonstrate some of the 

barriers that undermine Moroccan rhetoric of inclusion and integration. 
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Mohammed Es-Sweyih, Mohammed Jghagha, and Amira170: Reflections on Sahrawi 
Youth and Cultural Change 
Figure 10: Mohammed Es-Sweyih at his home in El-Ayoun 

 

On a visit to El-Ayoun in September 2006, I located Mohammed Es-Sweyih 

through the list of poets obtained at the regional Ministry of Culture office.  During a 

later visit, I also attended one his performances at a local Hassani cultural festival 

organized by high school students.  Mohammed bin Hamdi bin Ismail bin Es-Sweyih was 

born in 1952 near Dshera (El-Ayoun region) in the Izarguyine tribe.  Es-Sweyih 

characterized the Izarguyine as a coastal tribe that has its origins in the region stretching 

from El-Ayoun in the south to the outskirts of Guelmim in the north, with a large 

concentration near the city of Tarfaya.171  A well-known poet, he has participated in 

international poetry festivals in Baghdad and Damascus and numerous national festivals 

                                                
170 Pseudonym. 
171 Es-Sweyih reported that tribes such as Lmyer, Taubbalt and Mjat had close ties with the 
Izarguyine and practiced exogamous intermarriage with them. He emphasized the tribe’s history 
of peaceful relations with other tribes with the exception of a minor conflict that ensued in the 
1930s when members of Ait Oussa attacked Izarguyine in Tarfaya and resulted in deaths on both 
sides. 
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throughout Morocco.  His poetry covers a wide range of themes, including nostalgia for 

past nomadic lifestyles, criticism, praise, social and religious commentary, and 

Moroccan172 and pan-Arab nationalism.  He recently published his first collection (Soyah 

2001) and was preparing a second publication at the time we met.  

Es-Sweyih described his motivation to compose poetry as “my will to protect the 

heritage, the history of Saharan people and history of our ancestors, the history of the 

generosity of our people and their good qualities.”  He holds poets in high esteem and 

commented on their continued relevance in the modern day, as opposed to what he 

termed as ‘the Bedouin age,’ due to their ability to adapt to the unique circumstances and 

social concerns of each era:  

Poets adapt themselves to every age they live in.  There was the natural, 
Bedouin age with fresh air, love between people, belief in God, loyalty, 
preservation of virginity, respect of conventions, qualities, generosity and 
this is still the same.  Maybe things have been influenced by the Western 
wind, the interference of modernization and the effacement of identity.  It 
[the Bedouin age] has been affected by people who don’t wish any good 
for it and wish only marginalization, separation because they are so 
jealous and don’t want it to exist.  Our history and heritage are caught in a 
huge wind beating from all sides but we are still grasping on and won’t let 
them go.  There are some youth who have been taken by the wind, which 
can happen in any society, but as we say ‘the bird returns to its nest’ 
[proverb] and everything returns to its origin.  

 
Despite the deluge of recent changes brought by increasing Western influences, which he 

describes as a “huge wind beating from all sides,” Es-Sweyih identifies one of the key 

roles of modern poets as reminding people of their history.  He is popular among Sahrawi 

                                                
172 For example he recited a poem commemorating the Green March. 
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youth today in El-Ayoun, and several university students whom I met independently 

quoted parts of the following poem that he addresses to youth.  The poem reveals some of 

the intergenerational conflicts at work in today’s society by juxtaposing detailed 

descriptions of traditional nomadic life with the preoccupations of the younger 

generation, such as the media, Internet, cigarettes, and Western fashions. 

          Before reciting this lengthy poem of sixty lines (Soyah 2001:101-105), Es-Sweyih 

explained that, “Sometimes I get angry at youth for their apathy toward the things they 

are losing and leaving behind.  I wrote this to incite them to protect their traditions and 

customs.  Without those can we even say we are Sahrawis?  They are starting to 

recognize the need to be conscious of what it means.”  

O Youth 
 

1- O youth, the foot of speed / lifted you and made you disappear 
2- The foot of culture is a portion / and you are another; before you forget 
3- Guard your traditions / your heritage and Arabism 
4- Heritage is yet an identification / of the large and narrow past  
5- It also includes emotions / and your customs and in it is your generosity 
6- Your generous ancestors who are like / the generous ones and the source of 
generosity 
7- They were the shade and support of the weak / and they were sought after and 
they were the house  
8- Of the homeless and the refuge of guests / from ten sights and from one 
hundred 
9- Sights,173 they are givers of pregnant camels, / sheep and goats to the people of 
the tidinit174 
10- And to the needy, and during storms / they are proud and steadfast 
11- And the one who came to them in arrogance with a sword / was scattered 
[because] he asked for it  

                                                
173 from a long distance 
174 The tidinit is a traditional instrument used by iggawn singers. 
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12- Their reputation is beautiful and virtuous / sprinkled by the good reputation  
13- And classified at the very top, / O youth, you have already learned  
14- That a people with heritage and an honorable father / and making all the ones 
you met curious  
15- And people without heritage are just like / acacia trees175 without bark 
16- O youth… 
 
17- …You integrated in the system / of information and Internet… 
18- And you forgot about our tent flaps / which are the big tents for spending 
nights…  
19- Maybe riding an illusion / made you forget the ridden ones [camels], and you 
forgot 
20- Families, [rjni]176 and the cavalier, / saddles177 and taming camels 
21- And a long walk178 to the big group of tents179/ that is visited time and again 
and is the same if you come back… 
22- …O youth, consider this, it is not thanks to / development that you were 
praised 
23- You valued development that is opening / its mouth like a whisk of itît 
24- You valued it and abandoned a reputation / that you were raised with but 
whose star burnt out in your sky  
25- And you were raised with kindness that fits / you and what you did does not 
fit [you] 
26- You replaced kindness with change / and you imposed kindness on it, what I 
didn’t tell 
27- You,180 you didn’t pay attention / O youth, that you made a mistake 
28- You put jeans on your heritage / and a pack of cigarettes  
29- You imposed on it what is not to be said181/ and what is to be said if only you 
weren’t gauche182 
30- O youth 
 
 

                                                
175 Acacia trees are found in savanna environments and used for shade and eaten by camels; its 
leaves are used for medicinal purposes among Sahrawi, especially to treat stomach ailments. 
176 Unknown meaning. 
177 l-’abidiyât (pl. noun, from the root for ‘abd or slave) are camel saddles. 
178 Jjak (n.) walking a long distance, especially at midday under the sun. 
179 mHsar (n.) is a large group of tents (more than 100) in a single camp. 
180 An expression used in Hassaniyya before telling someone bad news to ward off evil. 
181 The expression, mâ raddait ‘alik (“I didn’t tell it to you”) is used to ward off evil before 
saying something that has bad connotations, like speaking about misfortunes.  
182 ta’asra (v.) means to be left-handed or to do something unacceptable. 
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Through a didactic stance that emerges in many Hassaniyya poems, the poet 

directly addresses Sahrawi youth with the repeated invocation, yâ shabâb (O youth).  In 

his lament for the speed with which he sees youth falling prey to encroaching influences, 

he invokes several iconic symbols of Bedouin culture, such as the tidinit instrument used 

in Hassani musical performances (line 9), the itît whisk for churning camel milk (l. 25), 

tents (l. 19 and 22), and camels (l. 9 and 20-21).  These images are used alongside praise 

of Sahrawi ancestors for their reputation, generosity and traditions (l. 6-14), and 

juxtaposed against symbols and language of modernity that include elements of 

information technology and media (l. 17-18), illusion (l. 20), development (l. 23-25), 

change (l. 27), and the proverbial jeans and cigarettes in which heritage is now “dressed” 

(l. 29).   

A key metaphor in this excerpt describes people without heritage as “acacia trees 

without bark” (l. 15).  The acacia is a hardy species that thrives in savanna desert 

environments and is highly valued for the shade and protection it offers to people and 

animals.  Camels consume acacia leaves and people use them for medicinal purposes to 

treat illnesses.  An acacia without the bark needed to protect and conserve its meager 

water supply is left exposed and vulnerable to death.  In this sense, Es-Sweyih identifies 

cultural heritage as a protective armor that resists the degradation of exterior elements 

and sustains a moral and spiritual sense of wellbeing.  

 A young Sahrawi male student who quoted parts of this poem to me months later 

explained that, “Es-Sweyih’s poem is one that we repeat because it is a reminder that we 
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can’t be deluded by the world of technology we are living in now.  It is important but it 

tells us nothing about who we are as people.  When we hear poems that mention the 

values we have learned from those older generations, we remember that we must guard 

them too.”  His statement reveals that maintaining one’s ‘heritage’ is perceived as a 

process of struggle and that poetry is one venue through which ‘heritage’ as an idea and a 

performance remains in discursive circulation. 

A composition by Mohammed Jghagha in Assa addresses the related theme of 

identity loss, which he also frames in terms of ‘heritage’ (at-turâth).  As introduced in 

chapter three, Jghagha is a poet from the Ait Oussa tribe who works for the Moroccan 

municipal government in Assa.  He has published a collection of his poetry in Morocco 

(Jghagha 2005) and regularly performs in public ceremonies, such as the annual 

gathering of the Ait Oussa tribe in Assa in a public festival commemorating the birth of 

the Prophet.  The following poem comments on the perceived repercussions of 

abandoning one’s heritage in the present era: 

Neglect of Heritage 
 
1- Neglect of heritage and forgetting / its effect, O people, is worth 
remembering 
2- It quakes the soul / and makes one weep and stay up at night [refrain] 
3- I don’t mean by that / to cry over the ruins and the past  
4- Of the deserts where the tents used to stand / and of the striking, 
dignified way of life 
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5- Nor my memory of the camp183 where we used to live, / and of camels, 
gifts and gathering184  
6- And other kinds of animals / that were lost and can no longer be found 
7- Like lambs, young camels / and tents of white cloth185 and camel hair186 
8- Female camels and news of male camels187/ and women sauntering 
slowly 
9- Between the camps188 in a place / where the grass is still green 
10- But, O my family and neighbors, / what makes me sad has become 
greater 
11- Than the obligations of the world, time, / life, death and grave 
12- Because now I see young men, / women and others 
13- Our children who have neglected the tongue / of our dialect and 
customs 
14- All this is due to imitating seductive types / of heritage from others  
15- As it melts one’s existence / and becomes enrooted in him… 
16- …Any person whom God has given / a strong heritage that enriches 
him 
17- And who neglects or even forgets it / means, O people, that he lost his 
way 
18- From the history of his ancestors and forefathers / and ruined, 
extinguished, and destroyed 
19- His existence with his hands for the others / and stripped of the origin 
and became troubled 
20- And he lost his meaning and his status /and became inferior to his 
place and was late 
21- No one remembered his character / no matter how backward or 
civilized it was 
22- What man cannot get past/ and should insist is that: 
23- Neglect of heritage and forgetting / its effect, O people, is worth 
remembering 
24- It quakes the soul / and makes one weep and stay up at night 
25- I don’t mean by asking that question / to youth, men 
26- Elders, women and children / to be a hypocrite or bully 

                                                
183 l-mraH = space where a family had tent and animal pens; also place where people used to live 
in desert (in nostalgic sense) 
184 l-maHSar = gathering up animal herds or people (often at a ceremony at night in a camp when 
men and women get together) 
185 jîf = a thick white cloth used in making tents 
186 lûbar = camel hair used in making tents  
187 ga’dân (sing. g’ûd) = a male camel ready for mating 
188 frigân (sing. frîg) = group of tents 
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27- But what shakes me in this condition / is our reality from which we 
can’t escape 
28- Like customs left behind / by youth lured by  
29- Ideas and pursuit of the impossible / from the West that has started 
proselytizing 
30- For immodesty, decay / and corruption of morals that make a non-
believer 
31- Inherited from the channels of humiliation / both free and paid 
32- That wounded deeply / with all the contents transmitted 
33- That is not good, contrary / to religion and morals and it devastates 
34- But it would be said / to those who want to boast is that 
35- Neglect of heritage and forgetting / its effect, O people, is worth 
remembering 
36- It quakes the soul / and makes one weep and stay up at night 
 
(Jghagha 2005:70-72). 

 
Jghagha adopts a moralistic tone to warn of the negative effects introduced by 

negligence of cultural values, such as Hassaniyya dialect loss (l. 13), blind imitation of 

other traditions that lure youth (l. 14), and the moral corruption of non-religious “Western 

influences” introduced by television channels (l. 29-31).  Like Es-Sweyih, he uses 

familiar tropes that recall romanticized Bedouin lifestyles, such as tents, livestock, green 

grass, gift giving, and sauntering women (l. 3-9).  In the first stanza, he notes that his 

intention is not merely to cry over the ruins of a loss past (l. 3-4), in an intertextual 

reference to the earlier style of pre-Islamic nostalgia poems.  Rather, Jghagha focuses on 

the aftermath of losing the values inculcated in the badiyya that is represented in the brief 

vignette in the opening of the poem.  He describes ‘heritage’ as a form of wealth (l. 16) 

and insists that abandoning it produces a rupture with the history of one’s ancestors (l. 
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17-18).  The deleterious consequences of this break with the past include disorientation, 

loss of status, and the disintegration of ‘civilized’ sensibilities (l. 19-21). 

Both poems engage in a form of cultural critique through an easily accessible 

medium that reaches a wide audience.  They appeal to the urgency of guarding elements 

of the Sahrawi material and moral universe that are perceived as being under threat by 

modernization and cultural change.  By framing their concerns as predominantly cultural, 

the authors eschew overt commentary about the effects of the current political situation 

on Sahrawi life.  They influence Sahrawi youth on a moral and cultural level, as 

evidenced by their popularity with youth who attend their public performances and quote 

them in social gatherings where the ability to insert excerpts from contemporary poems 

has the potential to increase one’s social capital as a ‘true Sahrawi’ who is aware of the 

sentiments of modern poets and able to recontextualize them in informal conversational 

use. 

There are also a large number of Sahrawi youth who compose their own poetry on 

a variety of themes.  According to conversations with youth who follow popular poetry 

among their peer groups, political poetry is the most popular genre, yet it remains 

difficult to access.  Most of the poetry that deals directly with political issues in Morocco 

and Western Sahara is circulated through unpublished, anonymous means such as 

Internet websites and word of mouth transmission.  Poets who choose to engage in any 

form of open or implied critique of the Moroccan administration in the Western Sahara 

and its ramifications generally remain concealed from the public eye to protect their 
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identity.  A large segment of these self-identified ‘resistance poets’ are young men who 

have also participated in protest activities in Western Saharan cities to varying extents.  

Difficulties in locating and meeting with these poets and concerns for their safety 

precluded extensive research on this important use of the genre.  Nevertheless, an 

interesting encounter with a female poet provides a brief example of poetry used to 

critique current policy and its long-term effects on Sahrawi youth.  

During the spring of 2007, I interviewed Amira, a single, middle-aged woman 

who owns a self-run business in a Western Saharan town and composes free verse in 

Modern Standard Arabic as an avocation.  With an elegant, deep violet melhafa framing 

her figure, she moved about her salon arranging tea trays and incense burners as we sat 

down to talk on a late afternoon.  From the next room, the muted strains of a news 

broadcast from a satellite channel played in the background along with the chatter of a 

group of friends and neighbors.  They had gathered to watch and record a heated debate 

between a Moroccan diplomat and Ubbi Bechayra, the Polisario ambassador to South 

Africa, which was featured on Al-Jazeera.  Amira apologized for the ambient noise.  

“Politics,” she sighed, “is always in the background of our lives.  But I am glad you are 

here to speak about poetry.  It is much more interesting to me.”  Her statement mirrored 

my own observations at how close to the surface political issues and debates always 

simmered during my encounters with Sahrawis.  Our makeshift poetry salon in one room 

and an ongoing debate between politicians in the next seemed typical of the multilayered 

experiences of fieldwork in Sahrawi communities. 
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In a soft yet resolute voice, Amira spoke in Hassaniyya about her challenging 

experiences as a Sahrawi woman setting up her own business.  In the process, she has 

confronted the obstacles of both a male-dominated Moroccan bureaucracy and 

circumscribed Sahrawi social order in which the reality of a woman in charge has both 

challenged dominant norms of female behavior and inspired other women to follow her 

lead.  She spoke passionately about her love of traditional Hassani poetry and its ability 

to permeate the social fabric of life.  She recalled a memory of inventing a spontaneous 

verse on a public bus to make a clever request for a man to change seats with her.  He 

responded in kind by giving up his seat and answering her with a rhymed couplet himself.  

While Amira appreciates l-ghna, she prefers composing in Modern Standard Arabic free 

verse as a means to express her personal experiences and social commentary as a Sahrawi 

woman.  

By the second cup of tea, the conversations in the room next door had become 

noticeably more heated as the political debate droned on.  Our own conversation turned 

to the predicament of Sahrawi youth who are caught in the political maelstrom of the 

stalemate conflict that continues to envelop their lives and limit their options for the 

future. Amira recited one of her poems from memory about the situation of Sahrawi 

youth living in El-Ayoun today:  
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Ask the cafés about our youth 
Ask the chairs 
Ask the tables 
Ask the paths and alleys 
Ask the naked women 
Ask the police stations 
Ask the nightsticks 
Ask the courts  
Ask the places of detention  
You will be answered by the papers written by their blood 
Torn by moans 
O youth 
Noble morals have disappeared under the pressure of drugs 
You don’t sober from a coma that has lasted years and years 
 
sâli lkâhî ‘an shabâbinâ 
sâli lmaqâ’ida,  
sâli Tâwilât 
sâli durûba wa laziqata  
sâli l’âriyat 
sâl mkhâfira shorTati 
sâli lharâwât 
sâli lmaHâkima,  
sâli lmo’takalât 
tujibka saHâifuhum mudawwanatan bidimâihim 
mumazzakatan bilâhât 
âhin yâ shabâb 
qad talâshat makârimo lakhlâqi taHta waTati lmokhaddirât 
lâ tas-Hu min ghaybûbatin qad dâmat sanawâtin wa sanawât  
 
(Field Recording, 2007). 

 
In contrast with the abovementioned examples that admonish young people to 

fiercely protect their heritage in the face of socioeconomic change and development, 

Amira’s poem struck a melancholic tone lamenting the suffering and oppression borne by 

youth.  She explained that her poem sprang from her observations of the struggles that 

Sahrawi youth are facing in the current situation.  She added that, “This is only a 
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reflection of our Sahrawi youth and each nation has its own youth.  This is just something 

coming from my depth and the vivid life that I’ve witnessed here.” 

When I replayed this recording for young Sahrawi audiences they described it as 

“pure political poetry with implicit meaning.”  A male student noted that: 

 What this brings to my mind is all the effects of police brutality, arrests, 
and injustice that my friends and I have known and experiences and the 
idleness of so many youth who are excluded from the system and become 
jobless addicts full of despair in their adulthood. 
 

 A belief circulating among some Sahrawi youth was that Moroccan police tend to 

overlook and tacitly encourage drug use among youth to dull their ambitions and make 

them less likely to engage in political acts.   

As demonstrated in these selected examples of older and middle generation 

Sahrawi poets in Morocco and Western Sahara, poetic expression conveys a diverse array 

positions on identity and nationalism, ranging from fervently pro-Moroccan to political 

neutrality to implicit criticism of Moroccan policies in the Sahara.  To better understand 

how the process of socialization and identity formation plays out among younger 

generations of Sahrawis, I turn now to a discussion of the ways in which Western 

Saharan youth express the ambiguities of growing up in a disputed zone and making 

transitions to university life in a Moroccan city. 

Identity Formation and Discursive Strategies of Western Saharan Youth 

The following conversation transpired in the summer of 2009 between Cheddad, a 

male Sahrawi friend of mine who was visiting Agadir where he had recently completed 
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his university studies, and Jalal, a young Moroccan of Amazigh origin around eighteen 

years old.  Cheddad recounted the conversation to me the morning after his dialogue with 

Jalal who was gathered with a group of young Moroccan friends playing guitar on a 

warm evening at the buzzing time of night when the streets come alive with people out 

walking, shopping, sitting together, and chatting.  Cheddad approached the group while 

walking alone in the street.  His brief encounter with Jalal provides a telling vignette of 

everyday interactions between Sahrawis and non-Sahrawis in Morocco and the 

assumptions that underlie their construction of one another’s position: 

L: Salam aleikum. I see you are a musician too. Would you mind if I 
played your guitar? 
 
J: Go ahead, you’re welcome. Where are you from – the Gulf? 
 
L: No [laughing]. 
 
J: You don’t sound like a Moroccan. You speak like someone from the 
Gulf. 
 
[L. starts strumming traditional Sahrawi music on the guitar and they 
recognize it]. 
 
J: Oh, you’re from the Sahara! I know your music. 
 
L: Yes, I’m Sahrawi from El-Ayoun. 
 
J: So tell me, is Polisario still keeping your people prisoner in the camps in 
Algeria? 
 
L: I am Polisario. 
 
J: I don’t understand people like you. If the Sahara got its independence 
then other parts of Morocco, like the Rif, would want it too and Morocco 
would just splinter into pieces.  It makes no sense. 
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L: If someone came from France and told you that you couldn’t have your 
land back because France would scatter to pieces, what would you think? 
You yourselves told me that I’m not a Moroccan and that I don’t even 
speak like you. 
 
J: But we are all Muslim brothers, why do you want to be separate from 
us? 
 
L: Yes, we are all brothers and human beings. Would you go to your 
Muslim brothers’ land in Egypt or Lebanon and invade it? Why should it 
be any different with your Sahrawi brothers? (Field Notes, July 2009). 

 
As this conversation reveals, the underlying politics of the Western Sahara issue 

and the way it is understood on an individual and group level shapes relationships and 

defines the sense of identity and type of interactions that occur between Sahrawis and 

non-Sahrawis in Morocco and Western Sahara.  Prominent features like speech dialects 

and dress styles communicate codes of belonging and modes of self-identifying as 

Sahrawi or non-Sahrawi Moroccan; however, deeper underlying ideological assumptions 

and stereotypes driven by media propaganda and nationalist rhetoric from both sides 

establish a much greater distance between the two groups.   

This brief interaction between two young men sharing an interest in music and a 

familiarity with social encounters in public space quickly segues into a quasi-debate over 

the politics of identity on multiple, competing levels: as Moroccans, members of 

Polisario, and fellow Muslims.  The rhetoric these young men employ to stand their 

ground and challenge their interlocutor’s position invokes a whole range of standard 

arguments that enter into discussions of the Western Sahara: threats to Moroccan national 
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unity and Muslim brotherhood and resistance to the injustices of colonial domination of 

one ethnic group over another.  As this highly charged exchange indicates, the 

construction of identity for Sahrawi youth living in Morocco and Western Sahara occurs 

in an environment fraught with an ever-present tension surrounding the place of ethnic 

minorities in the post-independence Moroccan body politic.  It is an issue that demands 

more critical and scholarly attention.  This section offers a brief glimpse into the 

discursive strategies and identity conflicts that emerged in narratives of university-age 

youth. 

 Youth are arguably the most affected (and disaffected) population given the 

longstanding impasse over the Western Sahara conflict, and the ramifications of this 

persistent political ambiguity in the lives of the younger generation that has effectively 

inherited it.  Sahrawis born since the start of the conflict in 1975 have come of age in an 

era that has witnessed 16 years of warfare between Morocco and Polisario, the forced 

migration of over 150,000 total refugees to camps in Algeria and other locations, the 

declaration of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in exile in 1976, a series a failed 

international diplomatic interventions to settle the conflict, a massive influx of Moroccan 

settlers to the Western Sahara territory, and intense periods of civil unrest, especially the 

1999 and 2005 intifada uprisings in Moroccan and Western Saharan cities. 
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 This analysis draws on data from interviews with 15 Sahrawi university students 

living in the Moroccan university city of Agadir in 2007 and 2009.189  During time spent 

there, I met dynamic, enthusiastic students who not only provided invaluable assistance 

in daunting translation tasks, but also welcomed me into their social circles and included 

me in many of their gatherings and social events outside the university.  Within the larger 

group of acquaintances I made, roughly one-third of them participated in semi-structured, 

recorded interviews. 

The composite profiles of students represented here are based on Sahrawi youth 

born and raised in El-Ayoun and Smara who were studying a range of subjects at the 

university level, including law, sociology, Arabic literature, English, economics, history 

and Islamic Studies.  They were all living in shared apartments with other Sahrawi 

students of the same gender at the time of the interviews in Agadir.  For these students, 

leaving their home cities to live and study in Agadir marked a decisive turning point.  

This geographic shift exposed them to new realities and challenges living independently 

from their families in a region of southwestern Morocco that is dominated by Moroccans 

of Amazigh origin who speak Tashelhit, Moroccan Arabic, and French to varying 

degrees, depending on education levels and family background.  

Agadir is an attractive beachside city that attracts a large number of foreign 

tourists, especially from Western Europe.  Leveled by a major earthquake in 1960 that 

                                                
189 From the group of 15, several composite profiles have been created here to protect anonymity. 
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killed a third of the population,190 the city was rebuilt in the 1960s and its modern 

architectural style lacks the charm and character of other Moroccan cities.  Agadir 

continues to expand, with a current population of 678,596191 and an economy based on 

tourism, the coastal fishing industry, agricultural exports and commerce.  The 

surrounding Souss valley is one of Morocco’s most productive agricultural regions.  Ibn 

Zohr University was founded in 1989 and currently has a student population of 37,000.192  

It is the southernmost university in Morocco and hosts the largest proportion of Sahrawi 

students due to its proximity to the Sahara region.193 

The experience of university life is a productive period of identity construction for 

youth in any society.  For Sahrawi students coming to Agadir, their personal identity 

acquires new dimensions as they must determine what it means to be Sahrawi in an 

environment in which they are ethnic minorities and how this shapes their interactions 

and dealings with Moroccan students, professors, and local people.  The voices conveyed 

here reveal some of the particular ruptures, perceptions, and realizations that have 

emerged for Sahrawi youth in this context and their larger implications.  

                                                
190 The 1960 earthquake killed approximately 15,000 of Agadir’s 45,000 residents 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/world/events/1960_02_29.php, Accessed September 19, 
2009. 
191 “Morocco: Country Profile.” Encyclopedia. World News Digest. Facts On File News Services, 
http://www.2facts.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/article/xmo150500a, Accessed September 
18, 2009. 
192 http://www.univ-ibnzohr.ac.ma, Accessed September 2, 2009. 
193 The Moroccan government’s long-range educational plans include establishing university 
branches in Guelmim and El-Ayoun in the future (ibid). 
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Relationship to the badiyya as a geographic and symbolic space 
 
 As discussed earlier, memories of desert dwelling and nostalgia for nomadic 

society are common among the older generation and serve as the source of inspiration for 

poetic productions.  In contrast with many of their parents and grandparents who spent 

their childhoods and adult lives dwelling in the badiyya year-round as nomadic 

pastoralists, the majority of youth in Western Sahara today visit the desert for only short 

periods of time, usually during school holidays, when they visit family members, 

participate in short-term pastoral activities, and seek respite from the city environment 

with family or friends.  All of the students interviewed had some experience in the 

badiyya, generally ranging from occasional one to three day visits to summer residence 

during two to three months on school holidays.  Noureddine, a twenty-year old male 

student, had lived with his family in the badiyya exclusively until the age of seven when 

he moved to Smara and began school the very next day.  This abrupt shift between the 

two environments is a common experience for Sahrawi youth. 

 In speaking about their time in the badiyya, youth associated it with positive 

valuations that included its educational, physical, cultural, and symbolic aspects, although 

most of them confirmed that given the choice they would not choose to live there year-

round.  They are accustomed to city life and its modern conveniences and have invested 

many years pursuing an education that gives them access to wage-earning professional 

activities that are not congruent with the lifestyle of the badiyya.  Despite this reality, 

Sahrawi youth throughout Morocco, Western Sahara and camps in Algeria manifested a 
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great sense of pride, nostalgia, and enthusiasm for the badiyya as a concept to which they 

felt closely linked in some way.  

Mul’eid, a young woman from Smara who spends a maximum of several days per 

year in the desert, stated that, “it is in the badiyya that I feel most Sahrawi.”  This strong 

attachment to place is remarkable given that the desert environment is no longer tied to 

most Sahrawis’ material existence or social organization.  The continued appeal of the 

badiyya for contemporary youth relates to several key factors, including the increased 

interaction with older people who have practiced nomadism for extended periods of time 

and the transmission of cultural knowledge and skills from them, freedom of movement 

and expression, and a connection to a landscape and mode of subsistence in which the 

perceived control and visibility of the state is physically and psychologically diminished.  

 Rachid, a twenty-two year old student from Smara expressed a sense of relief and 

inspiration from time spent in the badiyya with family members: 

The Sahara was a place that I didn’t hesitate to go to. If I had time, I went 
to the Sahara to develop my knowledge about that society and to get 
acquainted with the land. I found respite there to forget that reality that we 
are living in the city. If I even spend a week there I feel rejuvenated to go 
on… it’s an incentive for me to study more and achieve something.  

 
Rather than viewing his life in the city in opposition to the badiyya lifestyle, Rachid 

identifies his engagement with the desert environment as a source of encouragement for 

his studies and future goals.  Noureddine talked about the activities he engages in during 

his visits to family members who live year-round in the badiyya: 
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What excited me most is that I lived in the city for my studies and I went 
to the badiyya for vacation.  I had a kind of dual life.  For one thing, my 
family is there in the badiyya and you will certainly like any place where 
your family is.  But the badiyya is also a breathing space [mutanaffas]194 
for me where I was able to do things that I couldn’t do in the city. For 
example, I could listen to radio broadcasts, ask people questions freely, 
and discuss political issues with my family.  I heard interpretations from 
them of what I listened to in the radio broadcasts.  I was seeing other 
things in the badiyya. We can talk about folklore and cultural issues there.  
We saw the cooking place, the sheep, the camels, and things that I would 
never see in the city.  The Sahara let me know my origin, which is not 
from the city but from the badiyya. 

 
In this passage Noureddine clarifies that although he is an urban dweller, his origin is 

from the badiyya and thus he effectively maintains a “dual life” in which he moves 

between the city and desert environments frequently.  In the desert, he benefits from 

exposure to knowledge about livelihood skills and has the freedom to engage in political 

discussions without fear of repercussions. 

An abiding sense of respite, escape and freedom in the badiyya in contrast to the 

city was a common sentiment expressed by Sahrawi youth living in Western Sahara. 

Another Sahrawi activist from Smara described his frequent trips to the desert after 

engaging in political activities, such as demonstrations in El-Ayoun.  He noted that, “I 

feel much safer when I am there and can escape harassment by Moroccan authorities.” 

During the most recent intifada protests in 2005, he explained that the majority of youth 

activists sought refuge from arrests by temporarily relocating to the badiyya during and 

after the police retaliation.  Many others opted to cross the border into Mauritania to 

                                                
194 Mutanaffas derives from the word for breath, suggesting a place where one can breathe more 
easily. 
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immigrate clandestinely to the Canary Islands to avoid police encounters.  When living in 

the desert, people referred to a sense of autonomy and self-sufficiency that they are 

unable to experience in cities.  In the following statement, Rachid describes this 

liberation from state authorities that represents a form of free and an alternative order, 

akin to forming a separate state: 

You can make a living without owing something to anyone, without 
getting up early in the morning.  Nobody will order you around or wake 
you up. You won’t beg from anyone. You belong to yourself. You have 
your things and you move with everything you need.  No one will ask you 
to pay taxes and no one will ask you why you did this or that.  It’s like you 
are forming a state on your own (emphasis added). 

 
In this passage, Rachid displays a resistance to the sense of alienation introduced by the 

wage labor economy in the modern state.  As he explains, the sense of freedom that he 

experiences in the desert is equated with “forming a state on your own,” a goal that is in 

the forefront of many Sahrawi aspirations.  As both a geographic, physical space that 

continues to support pastoral livelihoods and as a mental or psychological space that 

represents mobility, connection with cultural values, and freedom from state domination, 

the badiyya is a central concept to which urban Sahrawi youth remain inextricably tied, 

despite their relatively infrequent, brief visits there.  With the waning of older generations 

that retain intimate and detailed knowledge of desert lifestyles, the connection that the 

current youth generation maintains as a central element of their cultural identity is likely 

to become more tenuous with time. 
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Political Awareness and student activism: from intifada to university campus 

 Growing up in a disputed territory195 with the presence of an active, but repressed, 

opposition movement has entailed a great number of challenges for Sahrawi youth.  

Many students explained the development of their political awareness of the “Sahrawi 

issue” from a young age and characterized their peer group as an “amazingly conscious 

generation sharing a noble purpose, a dream, or a challenge, which is our independence 

from Morocco.”  The king’s proposal of domestic autonomy (hukim-thati) has met with 

staunch opposition in Sahrawi communities in the Western Sahara who tend to view the 

proposal as a way for Morocco to install a puppet legislative body in the Sahara and 

avoiding participating in the long-awaited referendum.  Rachid remarked that, “Domestic 

autonomy is accepted only by the elites, the ones with weak personalities and narrow 

material interests.” 

Growing up in El-Ayoun, twenty-two year-old Sara explained how she first 

became aware of the political situation through her family’s experiences with authorities: 

The issue was always present in our minds and speech somehow. What I 
first remember is hearing about detention when someone from my family 
was detained by the shleuh196 [Moroccans] and tortured in prison.  The 
second thing was in my primary school: there was a detention of two 
Sahrawi teachers who were beaten.  People were always afraid and that is 
something that children realize quickly. 

                                                
195 Youth use different labels in naming the territory. To comply with Moroccan usage, many 
people use the politically correct terminology of the southern provinces or Moroccan Sahara 
while others use only the name Western Sahara.  Some youth use the term ‘Occupied Territories,’ 
which is used by Polisario and Sahrawi refugees, but it is generally limited to private 
conversations or activist demonstrations. 
196 As used here ‘shleuh’ is a colloquial term for Berbers that Sahrawis use to in referring to all 
non-Sahrawi Moroccans. 
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Noureddine recounted the segregation between Moroccans and Sahrawis during his 

childhood in Smara and the ever-present reminders of the conflict in his young life: 

Our relation with the Moroccan settlers was very limited. We didn’t play 
with each other.  Playing was limited only to the original people of the 
region, the Sahrawis.  My childhood was like any other but I couldn’t 
forget that there was always something present called the ‘colonization.’ 
This is especially true in Smara because it’s very close to the camps and it 
is in the center of the war.  Even though we were small children, these 
were things that we constantly heard about… Polisario, the war, so and so 
was hit, etc.  We were at the heart of the issue. 

 
Students from Smara view their home city as the most active site of ongoing 

advocacy for self-determination of Western Sahara.  Student activists from junior high 

school, high school, and university levels have continued to organize political activities 

that include marches, demonstrations, hanging SADR flags, distributing fliers and 

leaving written messages on public walls.  Students reported observing these instances on 

a weekly basis in Smara.  By contrast, they explained that activities in El-Ayoun appear 

to be waning since the last intifada in 2005: 

Most of those people who took part in [intifada demonstrations] were 
pushed to migrate or went to the badiyya and don’t appear anymore 
because they were wanted and harassed [by police].  Some of them 
migrated clandestinely to the [Canary] Islands or other countries that 
secure livelihoods for them and distance from harassment.   
 

While political activities in Smara have become commonplace, the deleterious 

consequences of challenging state control undermine their effectiveness.  Frequent 

detentions of activists by Moroccan authorities in cities like Smara led the following 

student to characterize it as a “daily practice.”  Students also cited instances of physical 
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and psychological abuse during and after police arrests, as this statement from Mul’eid 

attests: 

Detention is a tax for our struggle. It is a daily practice we endure. When I 
was detained, I didn’t care about the physical torture but what affected me 
most was the psychological torture: the insults and abuse in speech and 
treatment, the hatred and spite, the looks of the enemy at a female 
surrounded by a group of 70 men.  This is the worst memory.  Physical 
torture doesn’t count much.  An injury can heal.  But what counts more is 
the psychological treatment and insults. 

 
Noureddine explained that for many students who do not have the ability or desire to 

participate in overt activism, perseverance in academic studies is another route to 

supporting the cause.  He noted that, “Being outstanding in your studies is itself a 

struggle.  It might be that I struggle and so on but tomorrow when the Sahara is 

independent and I have no diplomas or haven’t studied, I will be in a position of 

weakness.”   

 Since 1999, activists in the Western Sahara have gained considerable visibility in 

Morocco and the international media during the two large intifada uprisings against 

Moroccan rule in 1999 and 2005 mentioned in chapter two (Human Rights Watch 2008).  

According to student informants, both periods of intifada led to a general increase in 

political awareness and activism and inspired young Sahrawis to take more interest in 

adopting practices associated with traditional nomadic society, such as dress and material 

items that index nomadic lifestyles.  Sara described the renewed interest in Sahrawi 

practices that emerged in 1999: 
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There was a real awakening that took place with the intifada of 1999.  It 
was sometimes called the ‘women’s intifada’ because women had such an 
important role in it. Young girls wore negsha197 and the traditional attire 
of our grandmothers.  Boys followed their lead and started wearing drari’ 
everyday instead of jeans.  It became a kind of heritage revival. We started 
to ask our parents and grandparents for information about the past. People 
even started using traditional utensils that were common in Bedouin life 
like for example big wooden bowls for eating [gSa’ l’oud] and small 
bowls for drinking [gedHât], and leather pouches [asrâma].  These things 
have re-entered our modern lifestyle. 

 
She also explained how the momentum to take part in the movement provided a sense of 

purpose for formerly delinquent youth who adopted a new role in the community as 

activists: 

When some of the boys I know in Smara got involved in the intifada, they 
were just delinquents.  They didn’t care about the front…even if they had 
heard about it.  But when the intifada came, they reformed.  You can now 
see them wearing drari’ and reviving memories of the past.  You see one 
of those boys on the holiday of Feb 27 wearing a nice der’â on the street. 
You see him at weddings being in charge [of the crowd].  He has a value 
that he did not have before with his family, relatives and friends. When the 
intifada came, they were the ones who got involved first.  They became 
men.  They stopped drinking and smoking and men and women in the 
neighborhood started respecting them.  They changed 100 percent. That 
was something that really surprised me. 

 
In her statement, political involvement is equated with responsible adulthood as a 

Sahrawi male and worthy of social respect. 

In contrast with his childhood in the late 1980s and early 1990s when anti-

Moroccan activities were more hidden, Rachid recounted how young children in Western 

                                                
197 A traditional form of Sahrawi women’s dress that consists of a white skirt and black melhafa. 
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Sahara have been affected by the intifada and the general increase of pro-Sahrawi 

manifestations in public space:  

This generation of children today is an intifada generation.  They grew up 
with many demonstrations to an extent that even young settlers repeat 
these chants.  You can find them carrying [Polisario] flags.  They are just 
settlers.  They think that this is only a habit, something normal… Any of 
those children in pre-school that you might meet and ask, ‘how much is 
this?’ [holding up one finger]… he would say ‘one’ and with two fingers, 
he would say, ‘the greeting of the struggle’ [tahiyyah nidâliyya]… the 
symbol of victory [laughing].  

 
Children’s internalized understanding of the complex, ambiguous political terrain 

that their families navigate on a daily basis emerged in the following story of Karim, a 

seven-year old Sahrawi boy traveling with his father and uncle near El-Ayoun.  His uncle 

recounted the following incident with a sense of wonder at his nephew’s surprising face-

to-face interaction with Moroccan authorities: 

When we reached the police checkpoint on the road south of El-Ayoun, 
my brother was nervous because his papers for the Land Rover were not in 
order and he expected problems.  He thought he might have to pay a bribe 
and had 20 dirhams ready.  We stopped next to two police officers and 
Karim leaned forward and extended his small hand through the front 
window to the officer shouting, ‘You are the sons of the King. Say long 
live the King!’  Surprised by his greeting, the officers issued a formal 
salute and repeated ‘Long live the King!’  They shook his hand and 
laughed then waved the car ahead in a friendly manner.  As soon as we 
were out of sight, Karim began to shout, ‘Long live Polisario!’ and made 
the victory sign.  We couldn’t stop laughing.  We had no idea that he had 
such an understanding. 
 

In this vignette, Karim’s seemingly earnest display of Moroccan nationalism enacted a 

sense of solidarity with the officers who accepted his statements.  He had effectively 

learned from his family and community that interaction with Moroccan authorities 
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required a different style of behavior than what he observed among his family members 

in private.  This behavior often entails a simultaneous public acknowledgement of state 

legitimacy to accomplish practical ends and private derision of the state’s authority over 

Sahrawis. 

Defining identity as ethnic minorities 

 The experience of coming to the university in Agadir exposed most students from 

Western Sahara to the first situation in which they are a minority population in a major 

Moroccan city where their most salient identifying characteristics, like the Hassaniyya 

dialect and Sahrawi dress styles, are markers of difference.  It is also a novel experience 

in that one’s family ties and relational web no longer carry the same social relevance.  As 

Noureddine noted, “At home you deal with others as someone’s son and that is how you 

are known.  You are seen in relation to your whole family.  When I came to Agadir, that 

didn’t matter anymore.”  To establish and reaffirm their collective identity in a foreign 

city, students often focused on perceived differences that set them apart from Moroccan 

culture, which they generally characterized as “Amazigh.”  Rachid mentions some of the 

features that produce a social distance between Sahrawis and other Moroccans: 

Given that we are from an environment and lifestyle that is purely 
Sahrawi, coming to a region that is purely Amazigh…there is a total 
difference regarding customs, traditions, speech, viewpoints, dealing with 
people, behavior, nomadism, and relations with others.  We don’t wear the 
same attire.  We don’t speak one language.  There is a great distance 
between us. 
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Furthermore, students insisted that their ‘Arab-ness’ made them more vulnerable to 

hostility of Amazigh majority residents in Agadir who some Sahrawis students perceived 

as reacting to imagined threats to their dominance in the region from an influx of Arab 

migrants from northern Morocco over the past several decades.  

 In a climate in which students often perceive their Sahrawi identity as being under 

threat, they strategically employ cultural symbols to reinforce a sense of unity among one 

another.  Clothing is a key element in manifesting identity in public space.  Noura, a girl 

from Smara discussed her choice to transgress her parents’ wishes and wear a melhafa in 

Agadir.  Her parents forbade her from bringing any with her from home, fearing that she 

would encounter problems by announcing herself as a Sahrawi.  Before her departure, 

they searched her bags to make sure she had not packed any.  Noura succeeded in 

secretly sending a stash of melhafa cloths to Agadir with her friends and cousins and 

defiantly wears them every day on and off campus.  In discussing her choice, she 

indicated the importance in differentiating herself from Moroccans and in assuming the 

risk of announcing her identity in an environment where it could be a liability: 

By wearing a melhafa in Agadir, I am taking a risk and I’m not sure if I’ll 
return to the house or not.  I never abandon the melhafa even if it causes 
me problems here like harassment on the street when people see us and 
know that we’re Sahrawi girls.  Dressing in these clothes is proof of our 
Sahrawi identity.  They know that we are not a part of them. 

 
In contrast to Sahrawi young women in Moroccan cities who tend to wear melahef 

exclusively, young men generally wear drari’ only for special occasions such as 

weddings or festivals. 
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 An important finding that emerged from discussions with youth from Western 

Sahara was that they remain open to dialogue and interaction with Moroccans and 

continue to seek non-violent means to inform and educate others about the situation in 

their home cities.  Despite the widespread mistrust and misunderstanding that exists 

between Sahrawis and other groups in Morocco, the moral and religious ground of their 

common Islamic faith has helped to maintain peace between civilians.  Sara affirmed 

that, “Our religion obliges us to deal with these neighbors with respect.”  Sahrawi youth 

also focused on the difference between their perception of Moroccan authorities and 

civilian settlers and cited their common schooling experiences with settlers as instances 

of de facto integration.  Noura concurred that, “The settlers studied with us starting in 

elementary school through high school and we treated them normally.  No matter what 

the situation is, they are people too. They should not be held responsible for what the 

authorities are doing.”  

 Sahrawis claim that part of the stigma they encounter in Moroccan society is due 

to the perception that Sahrawis dislike Moroccans and reap unfair advantages from the 

government, such as higher salaries and subsidies, as Sara’s statement reveals: 

Sometimes Moroccans ask us: ‘Why don’t you like the Moroccans?’ They 
always have this view that Sahrawis don’t like them.  They think that the 
state is giving more benefits to us than the rest of Morocco, which is not 
true.  They even think that the taxes they pay go to Sahrawi civil servants. 
Their view of Polisario is that they are a small minority of people who 
came from different parts of the Sahara to ask for independence from 
Morocco and that they are supported by Algeria. They see them as 
criminals who have no right to speak. 
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Sahrawi university students reported that they frequently engage in politically oriented 

discussions with fellow students from Sahrawi and non-Sahrawi backgrounds.  During 

these encounters, Rachid described some sympathetic responses from Moroccan students 

that he and his friends found surprising:  

A typical Moroccan always feels that many things can be taken from him 
if the Sahara becomes independent. But when we tell him about the events 
and things that happened to Sahrawi people and we show him pictures and 
images and describe the experiences that happened to them, you’ll find 
that he is really moved by the situation. There are Moroccans who 
honestly surprised us with their acceptance of sharing the struggle with us, 
especially Moroccan girls.  
 

In the context of the university encounter, students viewed the possibilities for exchange 

and mutual understanding between Moroccans and Sahrawis as a hopeful sign in light of 

the larger political impasse that has continued to impede higher-level negotiations.  

Conclusion 

Viewed in juxtaposition, the voices of elder and younger Sahrawis presented in 

this chapter from the geographic zone of Morocco and Western Sahara reveal a 

multiplicity of viewpoints on Sahrawi identity, individual relationships to the ‘Sahrawi 

issue,’ and the competing forms of nationalism engendered by it.  Perspectives shared 

across generations suggest that a sustained, and often invented, attachment to nomadic 

lifestyles and mores, even among urban dwellers who lack real experiences with pastoral 

livelihoods, fosters an intergenerational bond that is embodied in co-constructed 

memories of the badiyya as a geographic, social, and mental space.  These social 
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memories are circulated through narratives and poems that invoke values, such as 

hospitality and generosity, and promote behaviors that reflect them.   

Within the relatively new social space engendered by the growth of Saharan cities 

in the last three decades, poets use their performances to gain social capital in new 

circumstances, as in the example of Sidati Essallami’s courtroom recitation.  In the case 

of Jghagha and Es-Sweyih, they admonish youth to preserve a heritage that they perceive 

as endangered by larger processes of urbanization, economic development, and 

technology adoption.  For those with a more politicized message, such as El Haj and 

Amira, poems establish alignment for or against the Moroccan administration of the 

Sahara and influence popular perception of the history of the conflict. 

Among Sahrawi students living in Agadir, reflections on growing up in El-Ayoun 

and Smara and living in a Moroccan city as university students demonstrate some of the 

tensions and conflicts that accompany this rupture with their family and community life 

in Western Sahara.  In facing a situation in which they are ethnic minorities, students rely 

on a strong sense of solidarity with fellow Sahrawis that entails mutual assistance, 

political activism, and the promotion of cultural revivals.  These revivals appear in 

various forms, including traditional dress styles, Hassaniyya dialect use, traditional 

music, and quoting popular poems as a form of reported speech.  As public 

manifestations, they index cultural pride and build social capital within Sahrawi student 

groups.  In some cases, these signs are also used to communicate overt political resistance 

to Moroccan control and alignment with Polisario.  In their encounters with non-Sahrawi 
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Moroccans in their home cities and university towns, youth also negotiate the extent to 

which they accommodate the rhetoric of minority inclusion in the multiethnic nation-state 

or reject its premise in favor of activism that supports self-determination.  

The next chapter examines the experiences of Sahrawi refugees from Western 

Sahara in camps in southwestern Algeria and the ways in which they have used Hassani 

performance genres to remember the homeland from which they are separated and to 

support the nationalist rhetoric that developed within the confines of a nation constructing 

itself in a situation of prolonged exile. 
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CHAPTER V: VOICES FROM EXILE:  
PERFORMING THE NATION IN SAHRAWI REFUGEE CAMPS AND 

DIASPORA COMMUNITIES 
 

I don’t think there is a wise person who laughed today in our land  
 and thinks he won’t share our cry  

      mâ Hâjalli ‘an dhHak  had lyum fjazîratna  
wi shak annu ‘akel u mâ yabki bakyatna 

 
–Anonymous verse (gâf) recited by Bachir ould Ali,  

Sahrawi refugee poet 
 

O combatant, make your determination stronger 
Don’t envy the one who lost his way  

mattan ‘azmak yâ lmonadel 
lâ yagharruka man dâlla  

 
–Verse (gâf) by Beibuh ould El Haj,  

Sahrawi refugee poet 
 

Figure 11: Sahrawi refugee women singing in Tifariti on the 31st Anniversary of the 
founding of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in exile (February 27, 2007)  
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Introduction 
 
 In an inhospitable stretch of the Sahara Desert near the city of Tindouf in 

southwestern Algeria, an estimated 125,000 Sahrawi refugees198 currently reside in five 

main camps under the leadership of the Polisario Front, the governing structure of the 

Saharan Arab Democratic Republic (SADR), and the protection of the Algerian 

government and the United Nations.  Drawing on the lived experiences of refugees who 

have continuously inhabited these camps since 1975, this chapter discusses the multiple 

perspectives from which refugees viewed their ethnic and national identity, connections 

to places of origin and family members in the Western Sahara, allegiance to the ongoing 

political struggle, and uncertain prospects for the future.  These perspectives were 

grounded in a particular historical moment in which international diplomatic negotiations 

were stalled, Morocco was increasing pressure on Polisario and foreign allies to endorse a 

domestic autonomy plan, and the SADR celebrated its 31st anniversary as a state in exile.  

Given the tumultuous recent history of Sahrawi populations that are now widely 

dispersed throughout Northwest Africa and many other parts of the world,199 the issue of 

identity has taken on new and complex meanings in the wake of massive social and 

political upheavals.  Since the official declaration of the SADR in 1976, the process of 

defining an independent Sahrawi nation based in Algeria has encompassed a master 

                                                
198 Population statistics are taken from the latest Human Rights Watch report (2008). 
199 Beyond Africa, Sahrawis have migrated to many other countries in search of educational and 
employment opportunities and political asylum, especially Spain, Cuba, and Syria where many 
Sahrawi students win scholarships for secondary and post-secondary studies. 
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narrative of unity and solidarity among a people in exile from their physical homeland.  

For 35 years, Sahrawi refugees have lived outside the borders of their places of origin in 

the Western Sahara.  For two successive generations of youth, the camps are the only 

home that most have known.200  Life in the refugee camps is extremely difficult.  The 

excessively arid environment and rocky, sandy soil prohibits large-scale, rain-fed 

agriculture and the population is dependent on external sources of food aid and water 

provision.201  Dealing with uncertainty and adjusting to unsustainable, makeshift 

conditions are facets of everyday life for Sahrawi refugees.  Employment in the camps is 

limited to civil service jobs for the SADR government ministries, such as teachers, health 

workers and administrators, jobs with non-governmental organizations working in the 

camps, artisan trades and petty commerce.  The majority of families also practice small-

scale animal husbandry with small ruminants (goats and sheep).  

While the camps were originally set up as a temporary shelter for displaced 

refugees from the Sahara, they have effectively become semi-permanent communities as a 

result of the intractable nature of the conflict.  Younger generations born since the mid- 

1970s have been raised knowing only these camps as their home.  The original refugees 

                                                
200 Through the sponsorship of the U.N. Sahrawi family reunification program, certain families 
have benefited from the arrangement of official 5-day visits in Western Sahara and Tindouf. 
Families with immediate relatives (children, parents or spouses) on the other side are given 
priority visitation rights under this program. 
201 Metal water containers are visible in the foreground of the photo on the preceding page. 
Refugee households receive water delivery twice a week from Tindouf, Algeria and store water in 
these containers. Some small garden projects exist for vegetable cultivation but the environment 
and lack of rain does not support the cultivation of staple cereal crops. The World Food Program 
is the principal donor of food aid for refugees Sahrawi women play a central role in distributing 
among wilayas (see photograph in Appendix F). 
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who maintain individual and collective memories of life in Western Sahara and their 

participation in the early phases of the revolution and war against Morocco are now 

middle-aged or elderly and many have passed away in the interim.  As the conflict enters 

its fourth consecutive decade, the question of assuring continued leadership and morale 

among younger generations in the camps is a frequently debated concern (Caratini 2003; 

Corbet 2006; 2008). 

In this politically charged context, this chapter investigates the contemporary uses 

of poetic productions and other public performances in shaping and maintaining Sahrawi 

identity in the refugee camps.  Conversations with refugee poets in the camps and 

analysis of their public performances reveal the salience of poetry in Sahrawi social life 

and the construction of a unified national identity.  Poetry and song have been used to 

popularize particular symbols and narratives of the revolution led by the Polisario Front 

since 1975 and to create a communal sense of shared history and inclusion in the political 

struggle.  By employing the symbolic power and public voice of a traditional art form in 

the Hassaniyya dialect of Arabic, contemporary poets reframe their experience in exile.  

In this discussion, I argue that three central tropes have been instrumental in the 

performance of Sahrawi refugee identity and construction of nationalism: 1) the erasure of 

tribal affiliation as an identity marker, 2) the discursive differentiation between Sahrawis 

and Moroccans, and 3) the prominent, public role of women in nationbuilding.  These 

tropes emerge in official political rhetoric, everyday conversation, expressive culture and 

artistic production in the camps.  The findings are based on poetry performances recorded 
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in the camps in 2007 during research conducted in two Sahrawi refugee camps (27 

February and Smara) and in Tifariti, a military, desert outpost in the liberated zone of the 

SADR located 90 kilometers southwest of the camps. 

From Nouakchott to Tindouf: arriving in the camps 
 

My original research plan did not encompass a visit to the camps, as I had 

anticipated difficulties in gaining access.  However, an unexpected visit to Algiers, 

Tindouf, two Sahrawi refugee camps, and Tifariti proved to be one of the most 

informative and intense periods of fieldwork.  Working with the refugee population 

provided a better understanding of the consequences of long-term exile in the everyday 

lives of refugees and their relatives in Western Sahara, especially since few researchers 

working in the camps conduct parallel fieldwork in the Western Sahara, due to the 

constraints of obtaining permits.  Contacts with several Sahrawi communities from 

Morocco and Western Sahara and knowledge of Hassaniyya helped build rapport with 

refugee families despite the short time that I was able to reside in the camps.  Many were 

curious to hear about what I had observed and how their cities of origin had changed 

since they fled from them more than three decades ago.  Photographs and stories of time 

spent there were eagerly received by families who had not been to their hometowns since 

they left in the 1970s and longed for news and information about people and places left 

behind.  
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The opportunity to visit the camps surfaced during fieldwork in Mauritania.  A 

Mauritanian colleague, who is an active member of one of Mauritania’s leading 

opposition parties, had close relations with the Polisario Front and had participated in 

solidarity visits to the camps on behalf of his political work.  Through his diplomatic 

connections, I gained permission to visit the camps through contact with the Polisario 

representative and SADR ambassador in Algiers.  Through prior fieldwork in 

northeastern Mauritania, I had met several Sahrawi families who had recently relocated 

from the camps and settled in Zouerate, a major center of refugee resettlement, and they 

had provided me with family contacts in the camps.  Although refugees and merchants 

frequently brave the 600-km overland desert journey from Zouerate to Tindouf, 

foreigners are obliged to enter the camps by flying into Tindouf for security reasons.  In 

February 2007, I traveled from Nouakchott via Algiers to Tindouf and spent three weeks 

in two camps and in the Polisario-controlled zone of Tifariti for the anniversary of the 

founding of the SADR in 1976. 

I had naïvely imagined that I would be one of few foreigners traveling to the 

remote region of Tindouf and was surprised to find the flight from Algiers packed with 

expatriates headed to the camps: Italians, Spanish, and other Europeans on solidarity 

visits, aid workers, and international journalists, among others.  I realized that I was 

coming at the busiest time of year in the camps, due to the approaching national holiday, 

and that the camps would be teeming with visitors.  An international coalition was 
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staging its annual marathon fundraiser in the Sahara,202 an Italian group was leading 

workshops to teach Sahrawi youth about filmmaking, many Spanish families who hosted 

Sahrawi refugee children in the summer203 were coming to visit their host children and 

families, and international journalists were planning to dispatch news reports on the 

national celebration in Tifariti.  A motley international delegation appeared to be 

descending upon the refugees en masse.  I wondered if I had inadvertently chosen an 

inappropriate time to attempt research; however, in retrospect, the timing of my visit was 

oddly fortuitous.  I was able to observe the nature of different international interventions 

and sources of support in the camps, meet fellow researchers from Europe, attend a 

conference on Sahrawi women’s issues, and witness multiple, public Sahrawi 

demonstrations to commemorate the national holiday and promote the national struggle.  

                                                
202 Further information is available at http://www.saharamarathon.org, Accessed August 28, 2009. 
203 The Spanish-based Vacaciones en Paz program brings thousands of Sahrawi refugee children 
to Spanish families each summer.  Further information on this humanitarian program is available 
at http://www.sahara-libre.es, Accessed August 29, 2009. 
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Everyday life in the camps 
 
Figure 12: View of neighborhoods in 27 February Camp (February 2007) 

 
  

Everyday life in the Sahrawi camps and the experiences of refugees dwelling 

there have been described elsewhere by social scientists (Abjean and Julien 2003; 

Caratini 2003; Corbet 2006; 2008; Cozza 2003; Farah 2003; Gimeno 2007; Oksalampi 

1979; San Martin 2005; 2010 forthcoming; Wilson 2010 forthcoming) and former 

humanitarian aid workers (Peltier 2008; Perregaux 1990).  Before discussing several 

forms of discourse and performance employed by refugees to construct and maintain their 

national identity in exile, the following vignettes provide a glimpse of refugee home life 

observed in two camps and the experience of attending the SADR national celebration in 

the desert that framed the research context. 
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Samira, the stout, outspoken mother of the family where I spent my first two 

weeks in 27 February camp, runs the household for most of the year while her husband 

tends to their herds in the badiyya and her sons work abroad.  She has been intimately 

involved in the struggle and in the administration of refugee camp life since she fled from 

her home in 1975-76 much like most adults of her generation remaining in the camps 

today.  Two of her daughters and one son were living in the house and attending school.  

Her eldest daughter Mahjouba, a bright and talkative seventeen year-old, was in charge of 

preparing family meals and attended English classes at the women’s center.  With their 

proximity to this center and the nearby government offices in Rabuni that handle 

foreigner visitors, Samira’s family had grown accustomed to hosting guests over the 

years and they greeted my unexpected arrival warmly.   

The house consisted of two main structures constructed with adobe and cement 

and the typical large green, canvas tent that all refugee families receive in the camps 

courtesy of the Algerian government.  Water arrived every few days by truck from 

Tindouf and was stored in three tin cisterns outside the house.  Similar to most families in 

the camps, conditions in Samira’s home were basic and included a gas stove for cooking, 

a simple latrine, and numerous mats and blankets to create sitting and sleeping places.  

Midday and evening meals generally consisted of bread, spaghetti, or rice with a simple 

sauce or stew made from the limited selection of vegetables in the camps and pieces of 

meat (camel, sheep, or goat) purchased from the local butcher.  The benefits of 
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remittances from a son working in the Canary Islands204 had enabled the family to 

purchase a solar-charged car battery that powers their electricity and small television.  In 

the evenings they set it up outside and watched world news and popular soap operas on 

Arab satellite channels gleaned from Algeria and the Middle East. 

A few days after my arrival in mid-February, a major sandstorm hit the camps 

without warning during the afternoon siesta period when people rest and remain in the 

shade during the hottest part of the day.  The tin panels rumbled on the roof and violent 

winds whipped sand in every direction.  Samira and Mahjouba raced to stuff blankets in 

doorways and haul in belongings left outside the house.  After this mad flurry, we 

huddled together and waited for the ferocious winds to quell.  Samira bore a stoic 

expression as she prepared to face the typical aftermath of frequent winter sandstorms: 

repairing ripped tents, digging out water cisterns submerged in sand, and days of 

sweeping and re-sweeping rooms covered in fine layers of Saharan sand.  Only a few 

months prior she and her family had dealt with the consequences of unexpected rains that 

flooded several of the camps and covered them in water.  For the next week, Samira took 

charge of helping her neighbors recover from the most recent sandstorm.  The women 

took turns sewing together damaged tents and uncovering parts of the home from the 

ever-shifting sand masses.  After a day of hard labor, Samira commented, “This is what 

we go through living here but we endure it because there is no alternative.  We have 

                                                
204 Although reliable migration statistics are unavailable, conversations with refugee families and 
aid workers in the camps suggested that the rate of out-migration for Sahrawi youth aged 18-40 is 
very high, especially for men. 
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floods and sandstorms, deathly hot summers, and bitterly cold winters to contend with, 

but despite these conditions, we are not living under Morocco.  We accept all of this with 

God’s help.” 

 About ten miles away from Samira’s household, Moygit and Soiylam, a dynamic, 

intellectual couple in their thirties, were busy raising a young family of four in Smara 

camp.  Soiylam works in Rabuni in a civil service post and Moygît serves her daira 

community as a health worker in the local clinic.  I met their family through an American 

teacher in the camps and lived with them as a houseguest for the last portion of my stay 

in the camps.  Both of them were born in the region of Smara in Western Sahara and 

came to the camps as refugee children with their parents who have since passed away.  

Moygît received her nursing and midwifery education during the 1980s in a university in 

the Ukraine (USSR) through a scholarship program that hosted many Sahrawis from the 

camps in solidarity with the socialist bent of the Polisario revolution and her husband 

studied French literature at a university in Algeria.  Moygît and Soiylam had met in the 

camps as children and married in Smara camp shortly after they both returned from their 

studies and became reacquainted as adults.  During my visit, I spent time with Moygît in 

her home, at the local health center where she works, her children’s school, and the 

animal pen made of scrap metal that she tends in the neighborhood like most families in 

the camps.  Soiylam assisted me with interviewing poets for the project, many of whom 

lived nearby in Smara camp. 
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While walking home with Moygît one afternoon, we stopped by the local 

elementary school to observe her nine-year-old daughter Safia in class and meet with her 

school principal.  The principal informed Moygît that her daughter had recently obtained 

a high score on an exam that would qualify her for a scholarship from Algeria to leave 

the camps and continue her middle school studies in northern Algeria far from her family.  

Somewhere between elated and crestfallen, Moygît walked away from the meeting 

quietly.  ‘Is this good news for you?,’ I wondered aloud.  ‘I am very proud of my 

daughter,” she responded, “and I know it will be good for her future to study like I did 

and gain skills to come back and help.  It is a positive thing that will also be painful for 

us. Watching our young children scatter is a hardship that we go through.”  

 Samira and Moygît’s experiences as women leaders in their respective 

neighborhoods, camps, and the refugee community at large are not uncommon.  Women 

have played an integral role in maintaining households, assisting military efforts (prior to 

the ceasefire), raising and educating children, and caring for the sick and elderly since the 

establishment of the camps (Amoretti 1987).  They have achieved a high rate of literacy, 

integrated various work domains, and attained political positions including haiy and daira 

leaders, civil society leaders, ministers, and representatives in the Sahrawi National 

Council (legislative branch of the government), whose current membership of 53 

comprises 24 percent women.   

While Sahrawi refugee women have made significant gains in education and 

political participation since 1975, they continue to face the persistent struggles that mark 
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their lives as refugees in a hostile terrain: extreme climate fluctuations and 

desertification, lack of arable land and basic infrastructure, geographic isolation, 

malnutrition and food insecurity, massive unemployment, and the uncertain political 

future for themselves and their families.  In this context, the issues raised in the brief 

sketches of Samira and Moygît, like sandstorm damage control, husbands and sons 

migrating abroad semi-permanently to earn income, and children preparing to leave their 

families to seek better educational opportunities outside the camps, are typical of the 

situation encountered by most Sahrawi refugee families in Algeria today. 

February 27th anniversary in Tifariti 
 

In between the time I spent in these two households observing the daily rhythms 

of life in the camps, I traveled into the badiyya to partake in the national commemoration 

organized in the SADR military outpost of Tifariti for the anniversary of the SADR’s 

founding on February 27, 1976.  On the trip there, I was grouped with another American 

volunteer teacher who lived in the camps, three young Sahrawi women who studied 

English at the 27 February school, and two Algerian women from Algiers in their 

seventies who had participated in the Algerian war of independence against French 

colonial occupation and had come to give speeches in support of Sahrawi independence 

from Morocco.  We voyaged in a large caravan of jeeps organized by the SADR 

government that carried Sahrawis and foreigners on the 90-kilometer ride from Tindouf 

through the open desert to Tifariti.   
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The settlement of Tifariti lies just south of the Moroccan desert fortification wall 

(berm) in the sliver of territory controlled by the Polisario Front.  Prior to the conflict in 

1975, it was home to an estimated population of approximately 7000 seasonal nomads 

who moved in and out of the area.  It served as a military base and site of several battles 

waged in the area during the war between Morocco and Polisario (1975-1991).  The area 

surrounding Tifariti is still heavily mined and is in the process of being demined under 

the direction of the UK-based organization Landmine Action.205  Remnants of a burned 

Moroccan fighter plane disintegrating in the sand figure prominently in the Sahrawi 

narrative of warfare against Morocco in the desert and served as a point of attraction for 

newcomers. 

We arrived in Tifariti covered in dust and encountered SADR flags hanging 

everywhere in the settlement and the adjacent campsite set up to host the festivities.  A 

delegation of Sahrawi women organizers had arrived days earlier to clean the available 

cement block military houses and erect tents to host the thousands of visitors who arrived 

for the event.  They also prepared the enormous communal meals shared by the eclectic 

international community that had briefly gathered there.  Over the course of three days, a 

series of events and celebratory national festivities unfolded in the desert.  An 

international conference featured presentations and speeches by President Abdelaziz, 

SADR ministers, Sahrawi civil society groups, and international solidarity groups from 

                                                
205 As cited in chapter two, Landmine Action presided over the detonation of a portion of mines 
removed from the Tifariti zone as part of the February 27 commemoration. 
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Spain (especially from the Canary Islands, Basque and Catalan regions), Algeria, and 

Kenya, among others.  Marathon runners trekked across the desert to raise money for 

Sahrawi refugee projects.  Nomads wearing their finest drari’ entered from the badiyya 

on their camels and organized camel races.  Young Sahrawi soldiers milled about and 

posed for pictures with foreign supporters holding up the victory sign.  Rugged, turbaned 

traders from points north and south of Tifariti appeared on the scene hawking 

Mauritanian melhafa cloth, cheap goods made in China, and smuggled cigarettes from the 

back of pick-up trucks.  Many young Sahrawi men living abroad in other parts of Africa, 

the Middle East, Europe, and Cuba took advantage of the holiday to return home and visit 

their families.  They formed small, scattered groups hovering around the glow of charcoal 

braziers as rounds of tea circulated amidst lively conversations in Hassaniyya and 

Spanish between friends reuniting.  In the midst of all this activity, journalists dispatched 

satellite broadcasts and news reports across the world from a makeshift international 

press center set up for the event to publicize the SADR’s 31st year in exile. 

 Every evening in Tifariti, the official program ended with indoor and outdoor 

public shows attended by the crowd gathered for the holiday.  The performances featured 

Sahrawi female singers and male poets from the camps, a Kenyan musical group, and a 

dramatic opera staged by a Sahrawi youth group to represent the infamous Black Prison 

in El-Ayoun.  During the events in Tifariti, I first met most of the refugee poets whom I 

later interviewed at their homes in the camps.  Elements of their work figures into the rest 
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of the discussion on the use of poetry and performance as persuasive tools for state-

building. 

Building the Nation in Exile 

 The process of fashioning the Sahrawi nation in exile over the past three decades 

has involved several political and rhetorical tactics that have shaped the body politic of 

Sahrawis as a self-defined sovereign citizenry.  In effect a self-produced narrative of 

survival and solidarity has replaced the early images of disenfranchised refugees scattered 

by war.  This narrative has incorporated a range of invented traditions (Hobsbawm and 

Ranger 1983), which serve to establish or legitimize the authority of institutions; instill 

beliefs, values, and behaviors; and foster social cohesion in the ‘imagined community’ of 

the Sahrawi diaspora (Anderson 1991). 

A crucial component of this narrative of nascent Sahrawi nationalism in the early 

period of the revolution was an emphasis on unity among all Sahrawis.  Beginning in 

1975, revolution leaders insisted that forging unity required a disavowal of tribal divisions 

that could challenge the internal cohesion of the front (Caratini 2003).206  This policy, 

which was regionally associated with nation-buildingstrategies throughout North Africa in 

the postcolonial period, discouraged Sahrawi refugees from claiming any tribal affiliations 

in identifying themselves and thus precluded reference to any past tribal divisions before 

the revolution and the emergence of a unified Sahrawi nationality.  While this erasure of 

                                                
206 http://www.rasd-state.ws/constitucion.htm, Accessed September 22, 2009. 
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tribe as a relevant category of identification is not as strictly upheld by Sahrawi refugees 

as it was in the early period of the revolution, especially among middle-aged and young 

adults, it remains significant as a strategy for emphasizing a unified ethnicity and 

nationality.  Constrained by political realities in which allegiance to tribal divisions and 

state citizenship has serious material and personal consequences, many Sahrawis convey 

ambivalence about these categories while simultaneously insisting upon their use. 

 Another common device employed to unify Sahrawis is the construction of 

difference between Moroccans (Arabs and Berber) and Sahrawis that reinforces their 

different genealogical, ethnic and historical backgrounds and underlies Sahrawi claims for 

a separate state.  For example, Sahrawis insist on the distinctiveness of nomadic, Bedouin 

traditions that promote values such as hospitality, generosity, trust among people and strict 

codes of honor and deference, especially between elders and youth and men and women.  

Some of the common symbols used to promote this idea of separate Sahrawi identity are 

the tent (l-khaima); serving tea, the universal sign of hospitality and sociability among 

Sahrawis; and dress styles (the melhafa for women and dera’a robe for men).  Within 

Morocco and Western Sahara, these styles are prominent identity markers that contrast 

with Moroccan dress (characterized by the hooded jellaba robe) and increase the visibility 

of Sahrawis in public space, whereas in Mauritania Sahrawi dress styles are identical to 

the Maure majority population.  Popular language ideologies about the Hassaniyya dialect 

claim that it is a ‘purer, more eloquent’ form of Arabic than the Moroccan dialect, which 

is often denigrated as a diluted, less ‘authentic’ form of the language.  
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 A third strategy that arises often in Sahrawi discourses of nationalism is the central 

role of the Sahrawi woman in birthing and building the nation.  During a national 

conference on the Sahrawi women’s political participation that was held at February 27 

camp in 2007, President Abdelaziz began his opening speech with an exhortation that 

Sahrawi women “have a duty to give birth for the nation to increase population” (Field 

Recording, 2007).  This burden of population increase is seen as women’s duty in Western 

Sahara to offset the population imbalance between majority Moroccan settlers and 

minority Sahrawi as well as in the camps to retain the force of the population in exile.  

This compulsory reproductive role often accompanies nationalist rhetoric in settings of 

minority oppression, such as Palestine207 where nation-building politics are borne out in 

women’s bodies and similarly framed as a national imperative (Kanaaneh 2002; Peteet 

1991).  

In the camps, Sahrawi women are viewed as strong leaders in the revolution and 

the construction and administration of the state in exile.  During the intermittent warfare 

prior to the ceasefire from 1975-1991, Sahrawi women effectively ran life in the camps 

while the majority of adult men were fighting in the Polisario army.  As a visiting 

Algerian intellectual declared at a women’s conference, “Women were considered the 

vital nerve of the front after men went to fight in war and they formed committees and 

                                                
207 Sahrawi refugees draw other iconic and symbolic parallels between their situation and the 
Palestinian plight, such as their similar flag, and use of politicized referents like ‘Occupied 
Territories’ and the ‘intifada’ as common names for the Western Sahara and the major uprising in 
1999 and 2005 that took place there. 
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institutions, schools, health clinics, and production units.”208  Sahrawi women possess the 

right to vote in elections, have attained a very high rate of literacy (98 percent) and hold 

positions at municipal and national levels of the SADR government.209  

In daily life, Sahrawi women are chiefly responsible for the administration of camp 

life, especially in areas such as organizing collective labor, distributing food aid, and 

orchestrating community events and national holiday celebrations.  Sahrawi men and 

women in the camps assert that women benefit from a high social status that surpasses the 

situation of women in Morocco.  Moroccan men are charged with not respecting women’s 

value and Moroccan women are often portrayed as victims of male abuses, such as 

domestic violence and repudiation.210  This discussion of women’s status plays a part in 

reifying the discursive and pragmatic Sahrawi-Moroccan divide.   

                                                
208 Presentation given by Algerian sociologist Nouh Sidi Barhi at Sahrawi Women’s Association 
Conference held in February 27 Camp (Field Recording 2007). 
209http://www.arso.org, Accessed September 19, 2009. 
210 Repudiation is a form of divorce under traditional Islamic law in which a husband announces 
his intention three times in front of witnesses and sends his wife away, usually without any 
benefits or options for legal recourse. Under the recently reformed Personal Status Code of 2004, 
repudiation is currently prohibited under Moroccan family law. 
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Poetry for resistance and recruitment in the context of the revolution 
 
Figure 13: Poetry performance by Houssein ould Mouloud at the opening reception of a 
Sahrawi women's conference in 27 February Camp (2007) 

 

 
  

In the context of Spanish colonization and the revolution, Hassani poetry adopted 

a new role in voicing popular opposition to colonial rule and people’s experiences 

leaving their homeland and joining the Polisario Front.  The following excerpts211 from 

Umm Dalaila and Mariam mint El Hassan, two of the most popular female singers living 

in the refugee camps, appear in ‘Beat of Distant Hearts: The Art of Revolution in Western 

Sahara’ (Smith 2000), a film documenting the contributions of Sahrawi refugee artists.  

Umm Dalaila discusses her early experiences learning to sing protest songs that came 

from members of Polisario: 

                                                
211 See Hassaniyya transcriptions of these passages in Appendix H. 
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I began to sing in 1974.  We received cassettes from the Front, with 
awareness-raising songs.  I was a young girl then. My friends and I would 
listen to these songs in secret and we would learn them.  But people would 
say we shouldn’t sing these songs.  They were afraid of informers [and 
thought] that the Spanish authorities would find out.  Despite that, we sang 
anyway. 

 
Mariam reveals that although these protest songs were banned in public spaces, they were 

disseminated and popularized during Sahrawi weddings.  The songs produced an 

emotional effect that inspired people to join the nascent political movement: 

[We] couldn’t sing in any public event or place.  [We] could only sing at 
weddings.  That was the only way to sing under the Spanish rulers.  
Everyone came to the weddings, even those who weren’t in the struggle.  
But when they heard the songs, they became very moved.  They would 
leave everything…their work, their families and join the struggle. 
 

Mariam’s mention of weddings is especially interesting because the tradition of playing 

resistance songs and poetry at wedding continues in parts of Western Sahara today, as 

observed during weddings attended with youth in El-Ayoun in 2007. 

For refugees who fled areas of the Sahara and resettled in the initial camps outside 

Tindouf starting in 1975, poetry was a powerful medium for expressing the shock of loss 

and separation from homeland and family left behind.  According to the poet Houssein 

ould Mouloud,212 this longing for home was a strong impetus for producing new poems: 

We know that when someone is far away from his family or homeland, he 
becomes disoriented and his emotions are sensitive and he may compose a 
gâf or Tal’a about his estrangement from his family or his land.  This is 
one of the factors that made the Sahrawi poets prolific because they are far 
from their homeland.  Without being able to have a glimpse of it, they 
only get close to it and then they are blocked by that boundary separating 

                                                
212 His full name is Houssein ould Mouloud ould Mohamed Salem. 
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them from their homeland and preventing them from visiting the places 
they used to know.  This gives them a strong motivation to produce 
something unexpected. 

 
In a similar vein, Alhassine ould Brahim mentions the influence of perceiving injustices 

around him that led him to poetry: “I am influenced by those unjust things that intensified 

my feelings, like the injustices committed against people, their subjugation, violation of 

rights, oppression of women and so on.  Through all of this I learned poetry.” 

 Bachir ould Ali contrasts the role of Sahrawi poets during the Spanish colonial era 

and after the start of the revolution: 

Before the Polisario revolution started the role of the poet had become 
smaller during the Spanish colonization. He wasn’t given care and his 
production wasn’t recorded and what he said wasn’t transmitted. He 
wasn’t motivated. Even ‘HâH!’ [vocal expression of admiration for 
poetry]213 wasn’t given to him.  After Polisario came, people expressed 
interest in poetry because I can tell you that the first thing that made the 
society move, struggle, and gain consciousness and rise up is Sahrawi 
songs and poetry.  There is a verse composed by someone in those years, 
that goes like this: “I don’t think there is someone wise who laughed in 
our land today and thinks he won’t share our cry.”  Whenever I recite this 
in front of people, they all start crying.  It deeply moved the society.  
There are people who begin crying when they hear national songs.  

 
At the start of the revolution and armed struggle for independence, Hassani poetry among 

refugees and revolutionaries abandoned many of the traditional themes and began to 

focus on the national cause.  Beibuh ould El Haj noted that, “After bullets exploded, the 

whole aim turned to self-determination and people were willing to die for this goal.  

                                                
213 In Hassaniyya the exclamation HâH! is uttered by listeners during poetry performances to 
convey appreciation and delight at the artists’ skill and cleverness (Field Notes, 2006). 
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Poetry changed with the times and followed the aim of the people.”  Bachir describes 

how the attention of poets shifted toward the revolution: 

Since the beginning, the main interest of the poet, his poetry and his 
emotions has been poured into the revolution. We started to compose 
poetry only for the revolution and the national cause. We performed 
poems to encourage national unity, fighting, and struggle against the 
colonizers or poems to incite the intifada [in the Western Sahara] so that it 
would continue and people would support it.  It was all addressed to the 
homeland.  There were also poems praising women and the role that they 
played in the national struggle.  

 
 Radio broadcasting from the station Free Sahara (Sahara al-Hurra), initially 

based in Tripoli, Libya and later in Algeria, played an important role in bringing 

revolutionary poems and national songs to the public and recruiting Sahrawis to join the 

revolutionary struggle against Morocco in the early years of 1975-76.214  Houssein 

commented that,  

The Sahrawi society recognized that national songs awakened a lot of 
citizens during colonization period to [the idea of] revolution. There are a 
lot of citizens who joined the movement of Polisario and became 
combatants. Some of them enrolled in the army and others in civil 
domains. 
 

Poets in the camps recalled specific poems broadcast on the radio that they credited with 

inciting large numbers of people to leave the Sahara and join the front.  The first one 

recalls a battle scene at the location of Lmsâyil in the Sahara: 

 
 

                                                
214 A popular longstanding program that currently airs on the Sahrawi national radio is “Culture 
and Popular Heritage,” which provides 50 minutes of poetry and song. The meters are followed in 
order and interspersed with older revolutionary songs and poetry sent in by listeners.  
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O, popular army, your attack was good / with the troops  
Lmsâyil215 woke up in the morning running / down by the blood of the 
provoking invaders 
O, all my brothers, salute / the battle of Lmsâyil 
That is making you remember / a war of ancestors 
 
ljaysh sha’bi thâk zayn / hujûmak balfasayl 
sabHu lamsayl saylîn / man dam lghazû aSSayl 
yakhûti Hayû kâmlîn / ‘amaliyat lamsâyl 
bîha ‘adtu maTHakrîn / Harb awâyl 

 
The second one is a short gâf that appeals to a sense of noble shorfa origin and asks 

listeners not to be “owned” by anyone besides God.  According to Beibuh, it played a 

principal role “in the raising consciousness at start of the revolution and attracting people 

to join Polisario”: 

O people of the Sahara it is known / that you are nobles and can’t be 
equaled  
Please don’t be owned except / by the one who owns mercy and reigns  
 
yâ ahl assaHrâ fallâ maTHnûn / ‘ankum sharfa matansakku 
u lâ yamlakkum Hagalla yakûn / man lahû lHamdu wa lmulku 

 
The third song crossed the radio waves in 1979 during the height of the struggle.  Beibuh 

describes its legendary effect on recruiting families from the Sahara to join the Polisario 

Front: 

It was about the [military] operation of Lmsâyil. After hearing it many 
people left from Nouadhibou [in Mauritania] and the Occupied Territory 
[Western Sahara] in one night… Poetry enters [people’s minds], orients 
them and pushes them to act. They have a taste for it.  People also know 
that the Sahrawi poet doesn’t say unimportant things, only what is real. 
This song brought around 70 tents [families] to us in one night…without 
counting the rest that came before and after. That was October 12, 1979 [a 

                                                
215 A location in the Western Sahara. 
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national holiday]. All that I remember is this first couplet…the way it was 
sung was very moving: 

 
1-  O combatant, make your determination stronger 
2-  Don’t envy the one who lost his way  
 
1-  mattan ‘azmak yâ lmonadel 
2-  lâ yagharruka man dâlla  
 
(Field Recording, 2007). 
 

Figure 14: Beibuh ould El Haj reciting poetry in his home in Smara camp, March 2007 

 
 

   
Poetry of the revolution is thus seen as tool for recruitment, motivation, and 

action for the cause of the revolution.  Alhassine emphasized the rhetorical power of the 

poetic word as a political tool, stating that,  “The poet has a killing weapon, which is the 

expressive word.  The poets gave a push to the revolution with a message that only they 

could deliver.   It went over the walls of the enemy and hit them.”  In the context of the 

political conflict, the poetic medium has provided a metaphoric space of resistance that 

shapes public opinion among refugees in the camps and inhabitants of the Western 
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Sahara, many of whom deploy revolutionary poetry to defy Moroccan authority and 

assert a space of Sahrawi cultural autonomy. 

Effacing tribalism in the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic  
 
 Following the rhetoric of tribal erasure that emerged in the early days of the 

revolution led by Polisario, the majority of Sahrawi male poets over age 50 in the camps 

opted not to disclose their tribal affiliation.  This pattern began to emerge during an initial 

interview with Bachir ould Ali ould Abdurahman, who was born in 1936 in Guelta 

Zemmour and resettled in the camps in 1975.  He runs a makeshift electrical repair 

business at his home in Smara camp where we met.  He declined to mention his tribal 

origin, and his attitude toward tribal identity revealed a strong attachment to the ideals of 

the revolution evident in his denial of tribe as a relevant category of analysis.  The 

following passage demonstrates his rationale for eliminating tribe as an identity marker 

for himself: 

We don’t mention the tribe.  It is not to be said.  Why?  Because of our 
education and our esteem of the Sahrawi society and in order not to leave 
any path for the colonizers to enter from.  Colonization always tries to 
divide people into tribes and fractions and smaller sub-fractions so that it 
will make people fight each other or make up a story.  Since the beginning 
of the revolution, I was among the first ones who supported it and was 
convinced in the principles and point of view of Polisario.  All people are 
equal and so is Sahrawi society.  We cannot practice tribalism because 
there aren’t two languages or two religions or even two sects.   We all 
follow one religious sect [Sunni] and law [Maliki] along with the whole 
Arab Maghreb.  Among us there are no divergences that separate us.  We 
prefer that society be more unified.  Concerning my tribe I can only tell 
you that I’m Sahrawi (emphasis added). 
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Bachir’s vehement rejection of tribal affiliation adopts an anti-colonial rhetoric that seeks 

to restore an imagined sense of pre-colonial Sahrawi unity and equality, which does not 

in fact represent the historical reality in which the ethnic category of ‘Sahrawi’ did not 

emerge until the latter phase of the Spanish colonial occupation of the Sahara (Zunes and 

Mundy Forthcoming 2010).   

Figure 15: Poets Badi Mohammed Salam (left) and Bachir ould Ali ould Abdurahmane 
(right) in their family tents in Smara camp 

                        

Born in 1928 in Guelta Zemmour, the poet Mohammed Mustapha ould 

Mohammed Salem ould Abdellahi (commonly known as Badi Mohammed Salem) grew 

up living in the Sahara.  He was captured in Auserd by the Mauritanian army in 1977 and 

imprisoned for two years before arriving in the camps with his family in 1979.  His 

family was renowned for poetic talent, and Badi had learned the skill from his father at a 

young age.  He did not begin publicly performing poetry until he arrived in the camp and 
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“became part of the revolution.”  Badi also declined to designate a tribal affiliation. He 

spoke about the egalitarian principles of generosity and unconditional hospitality 

underlying pre-revolutionary Sahrawi society that served to demonstrate the importance 

of a pan-Sahrawi identity well before the political decision to de-emphasize tribal 

divisions.  His conception of Sahrawi society is one of underlying equality between 

disparate social categories such as “the shaykh, the shepherd, and the poet.”  While this 

view fails to account for structural inequalities for slave and freed slave classes that 

existed in most Sahrawi tribes, it reveals the dominance of egalitarian discourses in the 

construction of Sahrawi refugee identity.   

To accentuate this point and its importance in the post-revolution era, Badi recited 

the following anonymous poem that commemorates the founding of the SADR republic 

in 1976 and denounces tribalism as a weakness that is overcome by becoming “an army 

and a people” (l. 3) that came together, fomented a revolution and established a state 

organization, which he symbolizes as a “large camp and well” (l. 1): 

February 27th 

 
1- We are celebrating the 27th day / of February  
2- Because it is a valuable gain / from now to eternity 
3- We’ve become an army, a people, and an organization / with our large 
4- camp and well 
5- Before this we were always letters without dots / and we were not 
dotted 
6- Because we were few we were targeted / and everyone has become our 
enemy   
7- And tribalism, our greatest gathering, / was making us weak 
8- And homeless in all directions / and making handcrafts few in our 
hands 
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9- And making us sour in the mouth of praise / and making us sweet in the 
mouth of insult  
10- But after we came together / and announced a revolution, here we are 
11- Celebrating the 27th day / of February  
12- Because it is a valuable gain / from now to eternity 

 
 (Field Recording, 2007). 
 
 During the SADR anniversary commemoration in Tifariti, I spoke with Yusuf, a 

middle-aged male refugee from the Smara region who had worked for the government-in-

exile in the camps since his arrival there in 1975.  When queried about his views on tribal 

identity he gave an impassioned reply about the irrelevance of this category for modern 

Sahrawis: 

Now and after declaring the republic we are trying to make the Sahara 
belong to Sahrawi men and women.  It’s impossible now under any 
condition that we return to the early periods of tribalism because it’s 
worthless and invalid for the modern era.  This era is one of unification 
and alliances and peoples moving toward one pole.  There is no room at 
all for tribalism among international societies and especially for ours, 
which is a small one that doesn’t stand to be divided into smaller groups 
for tribal reasons.  Thus, tribalism is something of the past and has no role 
now.  In the republic a person is a Sahrawi wherever he is, under one 
name that is the republic and under one legitimate representative that is 
Polisario.  The big tribe is the SADR.  Thanks to God, we don’t have any 
sectarianism.  It’s a society with one language and one geographic space 
not separated by mountains.  How would we be able to build boundaries 
for ourselves in the name of tribalism?  From its origin tribalism has no 
benefit.  It leads people back instead of pushing them forward (emphasis 
added). 

 
This statement affirms a strong adherence to the notion that internal divisions based on 

tribalism are irrelevant within the camps today.  In official narratives, the nation has 

replaced tribe as the dominant category; however, the extent to which the cohesiveness of 
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this narrative is challenged by contemporary realities in the camps is a point of contention 

that bears further scrutiny.  Yusuf’s reference to the SADR nation as ‘the big tribe’ 

indicates the continued salience of the concept even as its significance is denied. 

Constructing a discourse of ethnic difference  
 
   Part of the argument for the self-determination in Western Sahara relies on the 

construction of difference between Sahrawis and Moroccans in opposition to Moroccan 

narratives of pre- and post-colonial territorial unity.  The Moroccan government 

emphasizes long-standing ties between tribal groups under a Moroccan imperial authority 

dating back to the pre-colonial sultanate and the inclusion of Sahrawis as ethnic 

minorities in a pluralist, modern nation-state.  Supporters of the SADR/Polisario insist 

upon characteristics of ethnic difference in support of the view that Sahrawis are a 

separate people with a long history of independence from Moroccan authority before and 

during the Spanish colonial regime from 1884-75.  The right to determine their future in a 

sovereign state in the land of their origin is based on this historical interpretation. 

 The following poem216 by Beibuh ould El Haj, one of the most celebrated poets in 

the camps and throughout Western Sahara, is very popular among Sahrawis, especially 

the refrain (first three lines).  It highlights the construction of difference between 

Sahrawis and Moroccans and harshly critiques Morocco, its monarch (referred to 

diminutively as “little Hassan”), and its policies toward the Sahara:  

                                                
216 The transcription is missing the slashes to indicate separation of hemistichs. 
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We are separated from Morocco by creation, behavior and religion 
We are already separated by origin and they betrayed the religion 
Their lord is little Hassan and our lord is Allah  
We are separated in customs, traditions and in perseverance, in acceptance 
and characteristics 
In land, in climate and flora, in decoration, ethnicity and hairstyle 
And we are separated in food and many things, we are separated since our 
first creation 
They are one type of creature and we are indeed another one 
Morocco never respects any conventions we make with her 
[Refrain- first three lines] 
I challenge and I will reward any Moroccan217 to recite in lboueir [meter] 
Or tell old stories or sing the way we sing 
Or that our features and generosity seem like theirs 
Or our preferences, check to make sure and you will find that 
[Refrain] 
I challenge and I will reward any Moroccan that is visited by guests and 
who will  
Unfurl the mat because of the duty to receive guests   
I will challenge him that his house remains full of people 
Who stay with him, and that he doesn’t frown upon and his spirit remains 
happy 
I will reward him for imitating us on the day of the war and in the day of 
protecting the weak,  
And making contributions for a stranger who addressed us… 
[Refrain] 
Watch the Moroccans and Sahrawis walking together in the market from 
afar 
Watch their way of walking and move up to their features, to their poise 
And feet, hands, and go from where they are until where I am [all Sahrawi 
people] 
You’ll find that, from bottom to top, Allah hasn’t made us equal… 
[Refrain] 

 

                                                
217 Moroccans are commonly referred to as “Shleuh” in Hassaniyya, which is a general term used to 
denote Berber (non-Arab) origins. 
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This example reifies the separate origin of Sahrawis and Moroccans, which is a 

contentious claim given recent biological proof of the shared genetic ancestry of both 

groups (cf. Mundy 2007).  Superior morals and behavior are attributed to Sahrawis, such 

as the way they tell stories and sing, their hospitality traditions, food, customs, and 

perceived degree of religious devotion.  Poems such as this are widely known in the 

Western Sahara and function as a discursive mode of Sahrawi resistance to dominant 

Moroccan power structures by ridiculing their authority and asserting Sahrawi moral 

superiority. 

Sahrawi women and the feminization of the revolution  
 
 As introduced earlier, Sahrawi women have played a critical role in establishing 

the state in exile and organizing life in the refugee camps since their establishment in 

1975.  In Hassani poetry, the Sahrawi woman often figures as an iconic symbol of the 

revolution and the nation.  A refugee woman who fled from the region of El-Ayoun at 

age fourteen reflected on her perception of women’s role in the ongoing struggle: 

The Sahrawi woman is next to her brother.  She enrolls in the army and 
takes up arms; she provides medical treatment; she raises generations.  She 
runs schools and teaches in them; she runs hospitals and treats people; she 
runs administration and districts.  The woman is responsible for the 
popular mobilization [qâ’ida] starting from her municipal district, which is 
the smallest unit in the daira.  The Sahrawi woman has become politically 
active and has played her part in the armed struggle doubly.  She’s not 
weak.  All that the situation requires, she can do and will be ready for it. 

 
Bachir ould Ali emphasized the important public role played by women in the camps:  
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…Sahrawi women have attained a high status.  They recently organized a 
conference to discuss women’s rights.  I think it is the opposite—we 
should discuss men’s rights!  We are asking for our rights [laughing] due 
to the level of control and freedom women have reached.  Even in the 
house the woman controls the budget—money and everything.  The man 
doesn’t interfere.  He’s like a guest in the house.  And also in the 
institution [state], women control everything.  They are in education and 
you know that women are everywhere [in all domains].  They are the ones 
who direct and move [things].  In all those dawair [administrative 
divisions in the camps] you’ll never find a municipality headed by a man.  
All the municipalities have women presidents. The secretary general of the 
wilaya [in Smara camp] is a woman.  They are also directors of schools.  
We also praise women often in poetry because they deserve it.  Sahrawi 
women have played an inestimable role in advancing the Sahrawi case and 
the revolution. 

 
Sahrawi women are extremely active in the public life of the refugee camps and 

portrayed themselves as benefiting from more freedoms and rights than women in 

Morocco and other parts of the Arab world.  For example, they report having more ease 

in divorcing and remarrying than their Moroccan counterparts and insist that domestic 

abuse is scarce in Sahrawi communities.  This is attributed in part to the high degree of 

shame it would bring upon a Sahrawi man who is principally charged with protecting the 

status of his wife.   

The following poem by Alhassine ould Brahim depicts the “Revolution of May 

20” as a beloved, captivating Sahrawi woman.  On this date in 1973, Sahrawis initiated 

armed struggle against Spanish colonialism in the city of El-Ayoun.   
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Revolution of May 20th 218    
 
The 20th when laughing is beautiful / her laugh is like her anniversary 
There she is coming to us now / advancing and laughing her laugh  
Her laugh like rubies / for the people today who are standing up as brothers 
And all their victory is proven / Her teeth are white and her shape black 
And if her eyes pass only / once her glance  
Kills before natural death / the arrows of death in her eye  
the 20th 
She laughed at her enemies until they were destroyed / on the land of the Sahara 
and disappeared 
She laughed wildly at their misery / as they wanted her torch to burn out 
She digs her heels in deep laughter / and tears of laughter fell for the sake of her 
love  
the 20th 
The 20 year old has / been sauntering in minds and thoughts  
The way she sits and her calves are beautiful / the way she sits is more beautiful  
It looks like her hair is braided every day / so that she would get dressed up  
Before she gets loses her attraction in the celebration / so that people will see her 
hair braids  
Are beautiful artistry / and her beads add to her victory  
In her necklace, which is not a lie / O people, look at her necklace  
Since 1976 until now / still just sparkling on her neck  
She and the devil are joking219 / and the beauty spot is on her lip  
I love her beauty spot / surely I am not betraying it  
the 20th 

 
(Field recording, 2007) 

Another example of the feminization of revolutionary themes and symbols came 

from Beibuh El Haj.  He recited a poem about a draymiza, a popular term for a jeep, 

which is represented as a woman and lavished with praise following the tradition of love 

poetry (l-ghazal).  In introducing the composition, Beibuh discussed how Sahrawis used 
                                                
218 Line breaks are approximated in the transcription and translation.  
219 When a woman is described as mblûsa/mbailisa (diminutive) or fîha blîs/fîha shaiTan (the 
devil is in her), it means that she is very attractive and seductive and could be a danger to men by 
luring them to do things forbidden by religion.  Having a mole on the woman’s face, especially 
the cheeks or chin, is a sign of beauty. 
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to ride camels prior to the war and organize camel races in the Sahara that awarded prizes 

to the victors.  During the war, rugged, open-air jeeps replaced camels and quickly 

became a symbol of Polisario fighters in the desert using limited means to retaliate 

against the Moroccan army.  He elaborated that, “those cars attained great popularity for 

successfully pursuing and outwitting the enemy.”  The poem is provided below: 

‘Draymiza’ 
 

My praise to you and intention are there / and the world is wondering about that 
I’m very sure that this / will be a condemnation for the gathering of people 
[Refrain]… 
She didn’t leave a reputation for the invaders / and annihilated them  
In battles she loomed and grew bigger / until she occupied a position 
That no other women / I knew could occupy 
[Refrain] 
Your wisdom and diligence/ fierce and determined eye  
And your enthusiasm for your coming and going / with echoing tunes 
You’re quick and a touch makes you shake / even if you’re not warm  
A fighting patrol is waiting for you / and the enemy are quaking from your harm 
That quality keeps you dear to us / be proud and not ashamed 
[Refrain] 
Your shortness and small space to carry / big cannons with bulging veins  
And the lessening of difficulty and humiliation / your movement at night and 
early morning and in the heat of midday without being lazy 
The gray dew and dust on you / without cover, bare and dust-covered 
These are not vices / by those who slander  
And they are not a vice nor mark of dishonor / nor betrayal for you 
With them you brought so many cannons / with fat necks and bellies 
With your shortness you destroyed the rapid jaguar / speeding high in the sky220 
[Refrain] 
Be thankful to God for not being / among lowly spies  
Who humiliate you and use you as collateral / for credit and petty caravan affairs  
Confined and having your hands tied / from one humiliation to another 
You’ve never separated two men / you’re sold from one broker to the next 
You’re in the hands of the fighters / who are the ones who offer help 

                                                
220 Referring to airplanes. 
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With you they brought back the buried glory / that was in the coffin of the 
gravediggers 
[Refrain] 
A help to the weak who came to you / in great need and poverty   
Sons of Adam are running towards you / the response to the demand is swift 
O dear one, I say it to your face and behind your back / you never asked for 
alimony 
You preserve your honor that hasn’t abandoned you / you are preservation 
yourself 
[Refrain] 
I wish for you goodness in the future / victory and happy days 
You whose character is one of commitment / you’ve never woken up complaining 
You’re polite with no bad words / since the day the battlefield met us 
You shook the thrones of the unjust / in a way that made them humble and 
submissive  
[Refrain] 
You’re great when one of them is injured / and his blood is spurting 
Having no hope to arrive at the hospital alive / you brought him in an hour of time 
Gentle and merciful on the soul / and you are entrusted in the hour of need 
You realized ambition after ambition / since the day you pursued our endeavor 
[Refrain] 

(Field recording, 2007). 
 
Beibuh followed his recitation with an explanation that, “The fighters rode jeeps up over 

the mountains and brought prisoners of all [military] grades and equipment of war.  

Compared to a tank it’s small like a fist, but it can still defeat the tank.  The jeep and its 

people deserve to be praised.”  The draymiza symbolizes the strength of the Sahrawi 

fighters who fought against Morocco.  By personifying it as a woman, the poet also 

references the women who made the work of the fighters possible.  

 This poem is well known in the camps and Western Sahara and an example of its 

uses also demonstrates the ways in which intertextual reporting of poetic speech 

symbolizes political affiliations and builds social networks.  El Wafi, a young man in his 
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twenties from El-Ayoun, described meeting two former Sahrawi refugees who had 

recently left the camps and returned to live in El-Ayoun.  In general, returnees from the 

camps are not viewed positively by Sahrawis who support Polisario because they are seen 

as giving up on the cause of the revolution and acquiescing to Moroccan the 

administration.  Many refugees who return to the Western Sahara also receive benefits 

from the Moroccan government, such as jobs or housing.  A common perception in the 

camps and the territory is that these returnees are often required to speak publicly on the 

Moroccan state-run television station about their return.  The stories tend to involve 

formulaic, tearful declamations about being held against their will in the camps by 

Polisario.   

 Due to these negative perceptions, the men that El Wafi encountered were very 

reticent in explaining that they had recently returned to live in El-Ayoun and also 

uncertain about El Wafi’s position regarding Polisario.  To show solidarity with them, El 

Wafi asked if they were familiar with Beibuh’s poem about the draymiza and proceeded 

to recite it.  The men knew the poem well and one of them joined El Wafi in reciting it by 

heart and followed it with other verses learned in the camps.  This opened an immediate 

space of dialogue in which they discussed at length their experience in the camps and 

decision to return to El-Ayoun to be closer to family members there.  In this instance, 

knowledge of the poem served as a rapprochement between the parties and opened a 

channel of communication between them. 
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 In this discussion of the feminized portrayal of the revolution by predominantly 

male poets, it is crucial to mention women’s productions in the context of the revolution 

as well.  In the camps, women possess a high degree of visibility as singers who perform 

their own and other people’s verses in public.  Their sung performances have musical 

accompaniment whereas male poets tend to recite verses without music and provide them 

to singers to be performed musically.  A short performance by Mariam mint El Hassan, a 

popular singer mentioned earlier, appears in Smith’s (2000) film.  In this scene, Mariam 

sits on a mat in her tent with her elderly mother and plays the cassette of a song that she 

composed about one of her three brothers who died in the war with Morocco: 

I began to think about doing this song about my three brothers, who died 
in the war as martyrs.  They sacrificed their blood and souls for the 
national struggle so we could all return to our homeland one day.  They 
didn’t just die for me or my mother.  They died for all of us.  I thought of 
this song as a dialogue between me and my brothers.  I met this poet who 
composes in Arabic and asked him to write it for me.  These brothers had 
families in our occupied homeland.  One of them left behind his wife and 
three young children.  I did the song when I was sending them a letter.  I 
called it ‘The Message’… This verse is about one of my brothers, 
Mohammed Salem.  And I talk as if I were speaking to him: 
 
I am bearing this pain for you, Mohammed Salem. 
I swear on your eyes it is very hard. 
If you are safe and well, I’m asking you where can I find you? 
 
usbur yâ, Mohammed Salem 
maksa hatha surat ‘ainik 
u nta li ‘ut salam sawultik fi ayi trab njik? (Smith 2000). 

 
 As Mariam’s example demonstrates, women’s poetic verses also serve as personal 

narratives of anguish and loss, similar to ethnographic descriptions of women’s verses in 
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Egyptian Bedouin and Moroccan Berber communities discussed in chapter one (Abu-

Lughod 1986).  This short, powerful excerpt from Mariam’s song exemplifies the way in 

which she uses sung verse to lament her pain of losing a family member in the war.  In 

contrast with most of the abovementioned male poets whose examples highlight 

communal representations of the nation, this verse reveals a highly individualized 

reflection on a very personal consequence of the conflict that frames the life experiences 

of middle and older generation refugees.  Mariam notes that she conceptualized the song 

as a dialogue with her missing brother, and she directly addresses the verse to 

Mohammed Salem as if speaking to him in conversation.  

 A poignant exchange occurs between Mariam and her mother following this 

verse.  While Mariam recites the lines above, her mother lies next to her passing her 

prayer beads through her hand.  Struck by the painful memories evoked by her daughter, 

she covers her face with her dark melhafa to hide her emotional response.  After reciting 

these lines, Mariam addresses her bereft mother, beseeching her:  

Don’t cry mother, don’t cry.  We are all with you and God willing, He will 
repay you your loss and fill the void they left behind.  Don’t cry.  
 
la tbki, umi, la tbki. nahnu ma’k ‘ala kuli hâl kamalin u nsh’allah, yakun 
fina lik nti u nkhalsulik ‘awladik, u yani naql gulik belhum kamalin. la 
tbki. 
 

Her comforting words also resemble a poetic verse in their repetition of the phrase, 

“don’t cry” and invocation of religious speech that offers a benediction that God will 

compensate her loss.  This register shift from formal poetry to informal speech displays 
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their similarities and inter-generic links, enabling Mariam to move between them with 

facility. 

Bridging the Divide: New Linkages in Diaspora Communication 

During one of my first evenings in the camps, I attended a public concert and 

poetry reading in celebration of the Women’s Conference held in 27 February camp.  

While watching the performances, I observed several Sahrawi youth in the audience 

holding up their cell phones in the crowd and using them as microphones to broadcast the 

music and poetry to friends and family in El-Ayoun in real time.  On the other side of the 

divide, I witnessed Sahrawi student activists in Morocco from Ibn Zohr University in 

Agadir using their cell phones to capture photographic images of police brutality during a 

student protest in the spring of 2007221 and sending these images to contacts in the camps 

and international human rights organizations as an instant form of documentation and 

advocacy for justice.  The recent global explosion of emerging digital technologies over 

the past decade, such as the Internet, cell phones, photography, and video, and their 

increased availability at low cost has significantly altered the landscape of 

communication and representation within the Sahrawi diaspora and international 

community. 

                                                
221 The protest followed an outbreak of violent fighting between Sahrawi and Amazigh student 
groups at the university that continued in several Sahrawi student neighborhoods. Sahrawi 
students involved in the incident alleged that police did not protect them from attacks and incited 
students to attack them (Interviews, 2007 and 2009). 
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This phenomenon of harnessing modern information technologies to create and 

access new networks of communication was common among different Sahrawi 

communities where I conducted fieldwork, and suggested that new forms of 

communication are transforming discourses of Sahrawi media and bridging the political 

divide that currently separates Sahrawi diaspora communities.  The implications of these 

technologies on human rights and monitoring and the democratization of information 

access are also significant.  Many refugee families own mobile phones and there is a now 

public Internet center in February 27 and other camps.  According to international 

monitors, Polisario does not block or filter websites or email (Human Rights Watch 

2008). 

The general impression of students from Smara is that nearly every Sahrawi 

household in Smara has some relatives living in the camps.  Until recently 

communication about the issue and between Sahrawi people on either sides of the divide 

was sporadic at best due to limited access to public telephones.  In addition, Sahrawis in 

Western Sahara reported that Moroccan authorities had frequently blocked signals from 

radio stations broadcast by Polisario.  The arrival of satellite television in the 1990s 

introduced household access to a range of Arabic and foreign language sources of news.  

Many of these channels feature coverage of the Western Saharan issue, including Al-

Jazeera, ‘Arabiyya, British Broadcasting Company (BBC), and other international 

channels that have broadcast news directly from the camps and, to a lesser extent, from 

Western Sahara.  
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Transmission of poetry and song 

For people in the Western Sahara who listen to broadcasts directly from the 

camps, the transmission of poetry and songs continues to be the most popular form of 

communication.  As poet Bachir ould Ali stated, 

There are Sahrawis living [in Western Sahara] who closely follow the 
struggle just through poems.  They wait for the radio program on poetry.  
They don’t listen to the speeches or news. They wait for the poetry.  When 
they hear a nice poem they get affected and are moved to act.  But if it 
isn’t a poem, then it may not be enough to motivate them (Smith 2000).222 

 
In his estimation, the performance medium remains the best way to reach Sahrawi 

audiences living outside the camps and affect them on a direct and emotional level.  

Discussions with youth from Smara and El-Ayoun223 confirmed this view and highlighted 

the rapid circulation and consumption of popular songs from the Front in the Western 

Sahara as an important means of maintaining contact with refugees.  Noura noted the 

enthusiasm with which these songs are learned and disseminated: 

Artists from the camps who sing these songs kept us in touch [with the 
camps]. They are known in the Occupied Territories. As soon as 
something new is produced, it will arrive in Smara, El-Ayoun or Dakhla 
the next day and people memorize it.  You can find a very small child who 
has just begun to talk learning these songs by heart.  In the cyber café 
when we visit websites you will find that every Sahrawi in there is playing 
revolutionary songs. 
 

                                                
222 Hassaniyya transcript of this passage is provided in Appendix H. 
223 Data excerpts are taken from the same set of interviews discussed in chapter four. 
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From nomad camps to cyber cafés, the pervasive influence of music and poetry has 

remained an important source of contact and communication among Sahrawi diaspora 

communities. 

Family reunification visits 

The experience of UN family reunification visits is also providing opportunities 

for renewed contact between families in Western Sahara and the camps.  Noureddine 

described the moving experience he had meeting some of his relatives in the camps for 

the first time when he accompanied his family for a United Nations reunification visit at 

age seventeen: 

No matter how long I live, I will never forget the family I have in the 
camps.  Since my early childhood I felt that my family was missing.  
When I went to the camps there was an unimaginable ambiance.  We 
found people waiting for us, people who knew us.  They recognized me 
and said: ‘This is the son of your maternal aunt.’  Imagine your cousin 
who has already grown old and you’re just seeing him for the first time!  
One of my aunts is very old and I had never seen her. My paternal uncles 
and their sons…this brotherly atmosphere… I was shocked.  These people 
are very close to me.  They are my blood and at the same time I didn’t 
know them.  It’s very difficult. 

 
Sahrawi youth in the Western Sahara manifest a great deal of admiration of the refugees 

in Algeria and hold them in high esteem.  They are seen as maintaining a more 

‘authentic’ Sahrawi way of life that is closer to the badiyya and nomadic livelihoods.  

When people visit the camps, they tend to return with a newfound appreciation for the 

refugees’ political perseverance, as Noureddine explained: 
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Despite the difficulties that they [refugees] have and the fact that they are 
in a place that is not theirs, their determination has not lessened.  Their 
will has not diminished.  Their conviction in their highest goal hasn’t 
subsided.  On the contrary, they have more motivation.  I felt that they are 
very cultured people who are conscious of the issue…pure nationalists. 
They can do anything.  The best gift they gave us was the [SADR] flag 
and the military uniform to bring back home with us.  

 
In comparing his situation with what he observed in the camps, Rachid remarked that, 

“Our life is not the reality of freedom that they have.  It’s another reality.  I have freedom 

but I’m living in a prison.”  The political awareness of children in the camps also 

surprised Western Saharans who visited there.  Rachid commented on his interactions 

with refugee children: “They knew everything about the history of the Sahara.  When I 

was talking to them, I thought I wasn’t with children but with very old people who have 

great minds.”   

For many Western Saharan youth, the refugee population represents the idea of 

independence for which they continue to strive.  The effects of increased news and 

contact with the front and the recent rise of brief, emotionally charged family visits have 

reinforced this idealization of refugee life.  As Noura emphatically described her five-day 

visit, “I thought I was dreaming…just a short sleep and I woke up. I thought it was 

independence. When I saw them I saw independence!”  Despite their ultimate desire to 

reunite families permanently, Western Saharan youth also expressed their conviction that 

the continuation of the struggle is made possible by the refugee presence in Algeria.  

When asked if his family in Smara wanted any of the relatives to stay with them instead 

of returning to the camps, Noureddine did not hesitate to rebuff the idea, stating that, “We 
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told them to go back even though they are our sisters and brothers and they knew our 

father in Smara was very ill and might not live much longer, because it was impossible.  

They couldn’t even think about staying.  We didn’t encourage them.  Why should they 

stay as returnees (l’âydîn)224?”  For many people in the Western Sahara, the narrative of 

the Sahrawi diaspora and the resoluteness of the beleaguered refugee population in the 

camps in Tindouf is a crucial element to maintain the political pressure needed to call for 

a negotiated settlement to the conflict.  For this reason, Sahrawis who are separated from 

family members in the camps continue to support the plight of their absent relatives and 

idealize the role of the refugee population in maintaining the struggle. 

Conclusion 
 
 Hassani oral poetry and personal narratives offer a multivocal discursive 

perspective from which to understand how Sahrawi refugees have reframed a traditional 

genre to convey emotions and experiences in exile from a conflict that has disrupted their 

lives for thirty-five years.  For the home communities from which refugees are separated, 

poetry and song have served as modes of communication to convey news and 

information about life in the camps and to rally support for the political cause.  The 

extent to which the refugee community is able to openly use the genre as a political tool 

contrasts sharply with poets in the Western Sahara who are not at liberty to expose pro-

independence views without facing repercussions from the Moroccan state.   

                                                
224 The term l’âydîn refers to people who return from the camps to live in the Western Sahara. 
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Within the camps, the creative use of tropes that attempt to eliminate tribal 

difference, emphasize opposition to the Moroccan government and ethnic difference from 

its citizens, and feminize the revolution and SADR state demonstrate how refugee poets 

and their audiences interpret the ambiguities of life in a precarious situation that is largely 

ignored by the international community today.  Houssein conveys his view as a poet who 

has spent his adult life in exile working to support the revolution, against the backdrop of 

an intractable conflict that shows little sign of reaching a resolution that he is willing to 

accept: 

After 31 years of struggle, what do I want to say now?  What is my 
perspective about the Sahrawi citizen and what does the listener want?  
The listener wants to hear about what he did [his role in the struggle], his 
achievements, the gains of Sahrawi people and what they have built.  Each 
time a project is launched and another country recognizes SADR and a 
plot made by the Moroccan system fails, thanks to the efforts of the 
Sahrawi people, I think it’s those things that need to be brought to citizens 
in the form of poetry. 

 
Amidst the ongoing political rhetoric, propaganda, and international negotiations on the 

future of the Western Sahara, these poets have crafted an alternative discourse to convey 

the artistry, personal sentiment, and political sensibilities of contemporary Sahrawis in 

exile.  
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS 
 

Sahrawi diaspora communities throughout northwestern Africa have been affected 

by a multiplicity of macro-level historical processes over the past half century that 

comprise French and Spanish colonialism; the rise of opposing Moroccan and Sahrawi 

nationalisms in the postcolonial era; warfare between Morocco, Mauritania, and the 

Polisario Front; diaspora and resettlement; and the ecological consequences of increasing 

rates of desertification, drought, and urbanization.  The economic effects of the ongoing 

shift from nomadic pastoral livelihoods toward an urban wage labor economy since the 

1970s has precipitated extensive social and cultural changes, which are unprecedented in 

the nine centuries that Hassaniyya-speaking Arab tribes have continuously inhabited the 

region.  

 Linked by a common history, culture, language, and religion, contemporary 

Sahrawi Arab communities currently inhabit varied political and socioeconomic realities 

where they have dispersed throughout southern Morocco, Western Sahara, Mauritania, 

southwestern Algeria, and migrant communities in North Africa, Europe, the Middle 

East, North America, and the Caribbean since the advent of the international conflict over 

the Western Sahara territory in 1975.  The repercussions of a failed decolonization 

process following the official withdrawal of the Spanish colonial regime in 1975 have 

been widespread, leaving Western Sahara as ‘Africa’s last colony’ (Shelley 2004).  Over 

the subsequent three and a half decades from 1975 to 2010, Sahrawi communities have 
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witnessed a 16-year armed conflict, the forced separation of families who fled from their 

homeland, and the frustration of continuously stalled attempts to resolve the dispute and 

complete decolonization under the auspices of the United Nations.  

Prolonged Conflict and Divided Communities 
 

The majority of the residents of former Spanish Sahara and their descendants 

remain divided between a homeland administered by the Kingdom of Morocco and 

camps in southwestern Algeria where over 125,000 refugees currently reside under the 

leadership of the Polisario Front and its self-proclaimed state in exile since 1976, the 

Saharan Arab Democratic Republic.  The current population in the Western Sahara is a 

mixture of Sahrawi Arabs and non-Sahrawi Moroccans of Arab and Berber ancestry who 

have moved into the area since the mid-1970s as a result of government incentives to 

develop the region and create new economic opportunities.  Morocco advances a 

domestic autonomy solution that would retain its southern provinces in the Sahara and 

create a separate elected legislative body in the territory to better represent the domestic 

interests of its inhabitants.  This proposed solution has garnered increasing endorsements 

from international allies, including France and the United States, and stauch opposition 

from Algeria, the Polisario Front, and its supporters.   

In the global diplomatic arena, the official negotiations initiated in 1975 remain in 

process between Morocco and Polisario through the mediation of the UN under the 

MINURSO mandate.  Polisario advocates self-determination through an internationally 
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monitored referendum vote on the future of the territory that includes an option for the 

independence of Western Sahara.  It is only under this condition that Polisario supporters 

in the refugee camps claim that they would peacefully resettle in their homeland.  In its 

absence, many refugees migrate in and out of the camps in search of better educational 

and labor opportunities in places such as Mauritania, Algeria, Spain, and Cuba.  Families 

who opt to leave the camps permanently often resettle in neutral intermediate zones, such 

as the nearby Mauritanian cities of Zouerate and Nouadhibou, which offer a similar 

geographic and social environment to that of the Western Sahara without the perceived 

encumbrance of Moroccan rule.  Others choose to return to Morocco or Western Sahara, 

often for personal or economic reasons, to rebuild their lives and reunite with family 

members after decades apart from them in refugee camps. 

In the absence of a sustainable, mutually accepted solution to the Western Sahara 

conflict, the transnational populations that are caught in the fray remain in an extremely 

vulnerable position.  Morocco’s control of phosphate deposits and coastal fishing rights 

on the Atlantic is a strong economic incentive to retain the territory.  Potential oil and 

natural gas deposits in the Western Sahara cannot be developed in the absence of a 

peaceful resolution.  Activists who advocate self-determination in Morocco and the 

Western Sahara and support Polisario continue to encounter state repression and human 

rights abuses for leading political activities and voicing opposition to Moroccan rule, as 

documented by international monitoring in the region. 
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In the camps, refugees lack basic infrastructure and opportunities for employment 

and education.  Living on Algerian land under a government-in-exile that is not officially 

recognized by the UN and the majority of world powers, they subsist in a climate of 

uncertainty and depend on humanitarian aid to survive.  Lacking a stable national identity 

and the privileges that come with it, such as access to a passport, Sahrawi refugees 

experience difficulty crossing borders and pursuing livelihoods and higher education 

outside the camps.225   

The stalled resolution of the dispute impedes the greater stability and security of 

the greater North Africa region in which multiple political actors are implicated.  Critical 

issues hanging in the balance include Morocco’s petition to join the European Union, 

diplomatic relations between Morocco and Algeria, the cohesion of the Organization of 

African Unity and the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA), and the legitimacy of the UN in its 

ability to effect a peaceful, mutually accepted solution.  Within the rubric of the ‘global 

war on terror,’ which has emerged as a potent discourse in the post-2001 era, Western 

involvement in the Sahara region has augmented sharply with the recent expansion of 

U.S. military bases and intelligence work in Morocco and Mauritania to monitor alleged 

activities of the expanding North African branch of Al Qaeda.   

Within this highly complex environment, the present study contributes to an 

expanding base of anthropological knowledge on transnational, diaspora communities in 

                                                
225 Most refugees obtain passports from Algeria or Mauritania for the purposes of international 
travel (Interviews in refugee camps, 2007). 
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long-term conflict situations.  By examining the ramifications of the political realities and 

structural violence affecting Sahrawis at the level of individuals, families, and 

communities, it reveals some of the ways in which the conflict has been socially 

experienced, remembered, and effaced in divergent social and political arenas.  This work 

has analyzed a range of discursive strategies through which Sahrawis communicate local 

and national understandings of their contemporary identity as a fractured community that 

has remain closely linked in spite of the practical divides imposed on it.  This 

investigation of sociolinguistic strategies has included the public performance of 

expressive genres, such as Hassani oral poetry and song, that reframe traditional styles to 

address current concerns and social issues, and more private, personal life narratives that 

offer portraits of individual positionality and experiences that are mediated by the 

politicized, gendered forms of subjectivity.     

Evolving Contexts of Hassani Poetry and Performance 
 

From its emergence as a popular trans-Saharan genre in the 17th century in 

present-day Mauritania through the contemporary era, Hassani oral poetry, or l-ghna, has 

demonstrated its salience in social life and performance contexts across the transnational 

Hassaniyya-speaking communities highlighted in this study in Morocco, Western Sahara, 

Mauritania, and Algeria, as well as smaller communities in northern Mali and Niger and 

the greater Sahrawi diaspora that are not included here.  In the words of Mohammed 

Jghagha (2005)’s opening gâf in his meta-commentary on the nature of poetry, he states: 
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Poetry is not only rhyming / senseless speech for people to recite 
Poetry is conviction and commitment/ of a person to his principles 
 
laghna mâhu tûzan laklâm   lafâregh lannâs u taHkîh 
laghna qanâ’a u ltizâm   aragâj m’a mabâdîh 
 
 

Rather than providing a mere leisure pastime, the performance of poetry relies on clever, 

playful aesthetics to produce real moral effects in Sahrawi social life: it persuades, 

obliges, and calls individuals to action.  When viewed through the lens of speech act 

theory (Austin 1962; Goffman 1956; Searle 1969), Hassani poetry is indeed an art that 

acts upon the Sahrawi world.  Within the historical tradition of the genre, griots 

possessed the power to make history and encode an individual legacy according to one’s 

adherence to established codes of conduct.  Modern-day poets have maintained a distinct, 

albeit less structured, social role synonymous with moral and religious decorum, heritage 

preservation, and respect of ancestors (e.g., Es- Sweyih’s passage in chapter three).  In 

his consummate mastery of Hassaniyya, the poet embodies an idealized space of 

authenticity and attachment to a past and a homeland.  Through poetry, he mediates the 

relationships of others to these ideals. 

Thus, in striving to be like poets, women and men across generations compose, 

memorize, and recite l-ghna to attain and embody the cultural knowledge and high status 

behaviors associated with Bedouin life in the imagined space of the greater trab al-

biDan.  The Bidan value system has long promoted the circulation of poetic discourse in 

formal and informal settings as a sign of linguistic mastery and social refinement.  The 
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prominence of Hassani poetry has diminished in comparison with the central role it 

formerly played in nomadic camp life among the tribes that practiced large-scale 

pastoralism throughout the Sahara until the late-20th century.  Nevertheless, poetry’s 

continued visibility and popularity in the social repertoire of Sahrawi communities today 

demonstrates singularity from other types of discourse in its symbolic and pragmatic uses 

and aesthetic value.  In the case of Sidati Essallami, the utterance of a well-crafted gâf in 

an unexpected setting provided the social capital needed to conclude his business in a 

modern city court.  As a form of reported speech, poetic verses are frequently borrowed, 

quoted and recontextualized in varied social settings as a mark of cultural literacy and a 

means to disavow accountability for controversial or subversive content when necessary. 

The basic structure of l-ghna has maintained its unity of rhyme and meter over 

time; however, younger poets have begun to introduce variations that include the use of 

loan words from Spanish, French and English and a growing preference to compose and 

publish poems in free verse in Modern Standard Arabic and European languages.  

Musical performers are replacing tidinit and ardin instrumentation with electronic 

keyboards and guitars.  The growth of mass digital media technologies, such as cell 

phones and the Internet, have had a significant impact on the production of poetry, 

especially in urban areas.  They have contributed to a shift in communication styles from 

intergenerational, group settings in public to more individualized, private exchanges.  

This shift has not precluded the inclusion of dialogic exchanges of poetry since many 

young people now use their cell phones, email messages, and online chats to send 
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clandestine, romantic verses to members of the opposite sex, especially in urban 

Mauritania and Morocco among adolescent and university-age students.  This 

hybridization underscores the versatility and pervasiveness of the poetic genre in social 

life. 

The changing role of Hassani poets has also been viewed as an index of broader 

social transformations in the region since the 1970s.  Throughout the area, poets wield a 

high degree of respect and status in society as they have throughout tribal history.  They 

are called upon in the present day to represent their tribe, nation, and greater Muslim 

brotherhood in public ceremonies, to remember past events and genealogies, to entertain 

and amuse, to diffuse social tension, and to preserve Bedouin sensibilities and customs in 

the urban milieu that has increasingly replaced nomadic camp life, especially in Morocco 

and Western Sahara.  The inherited caste profession of iggawn performers (griots) of 

lower class status continues to thrive in Mauritania, but has largely disappeared from the 

social repertoire in Sahrawi communities in Morocco, Western Sahara, and Algeria, 

leaving some traces apparent in the male and female ma’allmin singers observed 

performing at weddings and social events of upper class families with whom they were 

historically linked. 

Unlike previous eras in which the genre was almost exclusively oral, the process 

of writing and publishing poetry has taken on a new significance in recent decades.  All 

of the poets interviewed for this project were literate in Modern Standard Arabic and 

many had undertaken projects to transcribe and publish their works.  Several literate 
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women poets who compose free verse in MSA had also produced collections and 

translated them for international publishing markets in Spain and France.  In regards to 

the transmission of composition and performance skills, most poets had at least one elder 

member of their family who had influenced their apprenticeship and mastery of the genre, 

yet very few had children or grandchildren who had learned from them.  This decline in 

intergenerational transmission suggests that the genre will be less widely practiced and 

circulated as the older generation of master poets diminishes. 

The rise of state-sponsored cultural festivals in Morocco and Western Sahara over 

the past decade has created a new public space for poetry performance.  While promoting 

the preservation of the art form, it has also sparked contention among some Sahrawi 

poets regarding issues of authenticity and representation in the public sphere.  Poets are 

often expected to deliver poetry that explicitly praises the Moroccan nation-state and its 

monarchs and corroborates state-sanctioned versions of history.  Acceptance of monetary 

compensation has fueled critiques of these poets as insincere sycophants in service of the 

state.  These criticisms fail to account for the largely misconstrued position of Sahrawi 

poets who espouse and support pro-Moroccan ideologies and historical claims, whether 

or not they opt to make those views public.   

Genre as Practice in Constructing Sahrawi Memory and Identity 

Through analysis of selected examples of poetry and life history narratives, this 

study has demonstrated how Sahrawi communities employ speech and performance 
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genres as a form of cultural practice to construct ethnic, national and gender identities in 

the context of political ambiguity and material upheaval.  It has argued that the poetic 

genre embodies popular, intertextual forms of social memory that are informally 

reproduced and circulated.  These indigenous memory accounts offer local perspectives 

that challenge and revise official versions of history produced by both European colonial 

and the postcolonial regimes of Morocco and the Polisario Front/SADR. 

Across the transnational communities studied, younger, middle-aged, and older 

generations emphasized the importance of reviving and maintaining social memories of 

Bedouin lifestyles and values, such as generosity, hospitality, trust, and honor.  This 

nostalgia entailed a deep attachment to the badiyya as an embodied geographic and social 

space with which those values are closely identified in poetry, song, and talk.  Concepts 

of tent dwelling, pastoralism, and maintenance of physical and ideological boundaries 

between genders and age groups comprise an important part of the Sahrawi habitus 

reflected in behavioral and discursive strategies observed in the field.  Interest in the 

badiyya among Sahrawi youth adopted a more overtly political tone as a place to seek 

respite from political pressure and renew contact with what they perceived as the 

expression of ‘authentic’ cultural values far from urban Moroccan environments.  For 

these youth, the desert represents a space of liberation akin to “forming one’s own state,” 

as a student from Smara emphatically declared.   

In Sahrawi communities in Morocco and Western Sahara, pro-Moroccan points of 

view are deployed by some poets as a strategy of political accommodation within the 
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current regime and an endorsement of their perceived inclusion in the Moroccan state.  In 

the northern Wad Nun area where Saharan tribes have had closer historical ties to the 

Moroccan state, many elder men, such as El Haj Lahcen Afaichil, who had participated in 

Morocco’s colonial resistance against France and the Green March to reclaim the Sahara 

and displayed fierce patriotism and solidarity with Moroccan nationalism that was 

conveyed through performances of national poetry (sh’ir al-waTan).  Often 

misrepresented or absent from discussions of Sahrawi nationalism, this critical viewpoint 

problematizes the notion among some Polisario supporters that Sahrawis in the 

Morocco/Western Sahara region represent a supra-tribal block advocating unequivocal 

separation from Morocco.  Disputes over authenticity and allegiance cause ruptures 

between sub-groups of Sahrawis whose political loyalties vary considerably within 

nations, regions, tribes, generations, families, and households and continue to complicate 

a peaceful resolution to the conflict. 

Poets living within the disputed territory displayed much greater ambiguity 

articulating a political stance on ‘the Sahrawi issue,’ especially in an environment in 

which national affiliation is fraught with contention.  While politics was never the overt 

focus of discussions, its influence on the contemporary production of poetry was 

unmistakable.  Many poets concentrate their attention on perceived apolitical issues of 

‘cultural heritage’ and retain a store of pro-Moroccan national poems for public occasions 

that require them.  Others, such as Sidati Essallami, eschew compromising performance 

venues altogether and refrain from public praise of political figures.  Anonymous poets, 
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such as Amira, who conveyed a critical view of the Moroccan regime and its effects on 

youth, and many young poets who share their work only with trusted confidants and 

Internet audiences, are aware that their words wield power and must be used carefully to 

avoid endangering their own security. 

Within the younger generation, Sahrawi university students raised in Western 

Saharan cities described the unequivocal effects of the tenuous political climate on their 

socialization and sense of self as children and young adults.  Their narratives revealed the 

effects of de facto social segregation that occurs between indigenous Sahrawis and 

Moroccan settlers in their home cities and the processes of exclusion they have faced in 

integrating Moroccan cities as minority students.  In the absence of their home 

communities, many of these students manifested new interest in Sahrawi cultural identity 

and political activism.  Involvement in non-violent forms of civil disobedience, both in 

the large-scale 1999 and 2005 intifada uprisings and everyday forms of resistance, and 

cultural revival movements, are axes through which youth have manifested support for 

Sahrawi nationalism and countered Moroccan state rhetoric of multiethnic inclusion.  

Cultural revivalism relies heavily on references to Bedouin traditions, including the 

composition, memorization, and performance of l-ghna verses, which can increase 

Sahrawi social capital in certain circles.  A key example mentioned in chapter four 

showed that by reciting the popular ‘draymiza’ poem composed by refugee Beibuh El 

Haj, a student in El-Ayoun instantly established a position of solidarity with Sahrawi 

youths who had recently returned from the camps. 
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In the camps in Algeria, poetry and song have played a central role in garnering 

support for the revolution, building the imagined community of the SADR state in exile, 

and inventing national traditions that serve to legitimize its historical presence.  As 

discussed in chapters two and five, the rise of the ethnic category ‘Sahrawi’ was itself a 

product of anti-colonial struggles against Spain that took on new meaning in opposition 

to Moroccan control of the area beginning in 1975.  The construction of the ethnicity has 

been supported by a set of invented traditions within the context of the SADR state that 

serve to legitimize its authority and enable the continued experiment in democratic 

governance of the camps under single-party rule.  Performances by contemporary poets 

in the camps since the early days of the revolution have popularized salient tropes that 

included effacing tribalism as a mode of identity, reifying ethnic differences between 

Sahrawis and Moroccans, and idealizing the role of Sahrawi women as symbolic and real 

mothers of the nation.  Beyond poetry, other forms of creative performance in the camps 

that include music, dance, youth operas, skits, political marches, and paintings have 

opened a burgeoning public space in which human rights discourse is performed, and 

thus enacted on both metaphoric and pragmatic levels for local and international 

audiences.   

Across the divide that separates refugees and their home communities in Western 

Sahara and within the greater Sahrawi diaspora that now spans several continents, a 

recent proliferation of new forms of contact, including cellular phone and Internet access, 

satellite television broadcasts, improved forms of transportation, and UN family 
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reunification visits has shrunk both physical and psychological distances in the diaspora.  

These transformations have increased the possibilities for direct communication that 

circumvents state mediation or censorship.  Through radio broadcasts and word of mouth 

transmission, poetry and song have served as a principal point of contact between 

diaspora communities since the 1970s and fostered a sense of unity in the transnational 

struggle for self-determination. 

Areas for Future Research 
 

Research on the Western Sahara and the social dimensions of the conflict 

continues to emerge in political science, history, geography, and anthropology.   With the 

increased rate of literacy and formal education in the region since the 1970s, a growing 

presence of Sahrawi scholars have offered insightful, insider perspectives to the literature 

(Es-Sweyih 2001b; Sayeh 1998).  Additional research is needed to address certain issues 

raised in this study.  First, across the transnational Sahrawi population, there is a lack of 

information on the changing roles of Sahrawi women and their use of language and 

expressive genres.  The differences that exist in regards to Sahrawi and Maure women’s 

status and sense of autonomy in domestic relationships relative to Moroccan Arab and 

Berber women also requires more rigorous inquiry.   

The historical importance of recording oral histories of members of the older 

generation, as well as their knowledge of oral poetry, folk tales and other verbal arts must 

also be emphasized.  The collective knowledge held by the older generation regarding 
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pastoral livelihoods and nomadic social organization is incomparable to that of middle-

aged and youth generations who have come of age during a historical period 

characterized by a massive shift toward urban livelihoods.  Due to the low rates of 

literacy among older generation members, especially women, and the primacy of oral 

modes of documenting and transmitting information, it is especially crucial to capture the 

voices of elder Sahrawis who retain a wealth of firsthand information on Saharan 

communities and lifestyles in the early to mid-twentieth century.  

In the refugee camps, future investigation would be useful in addressing the role 

of Sahrawi women and youth in the state-building process; refugee livelihood security in 

the context of persistent vulnerability; and linkages between refugees, the SADR state, 

and international civil society and human rights advocacy movements.  In Sahrawi 

communities in Morocco and the Western Sahara, more perspectives are needed from 

local inhabitants whose voices are highly underrepresented in accounts of the region.  

Other key areas of inquiry are the youth activism movement, protection of human rights, 

experiences of returnees from the refugee camps, patterns of child socialization within 

the stratified society in which Sahrawis and non-Sahrawi Moroccans remain socially 

segregated, and processes of language shift and code switching between Hassaniyya and 

Colloquial Moroccan Arabic.   

In the greater Sahrawi diaspora, areas of pertinent research encompass migrant 

labor and remittance flows back to home communities, effects of out-migration on 

political views and participation, and the maintenance of transnational socioeconomic 
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networks and forms of solidarity.  The rising popularity of free verse poetry in foreign 

languages, especially Spanish, is another area for further study on the evolution of the 

poetic genre and its hybrid forms.   

In conclusion, this work is intended to contribute to understandings of 

contemporary, transnational Sahrawi communities spanning Morocco, Western Sahara, 

Mauritania, Algeria and beyond and their uses of performance genres in shaping and 

circulating multivocal expressions of identity, memory, nationalism, and citizenship.  

Given the swift pace of change in the region, the need for more comprehensive 

documentation of these richly expressive genres is imperative for the conservation of oral 

expressive culture and the histories of the communities that produce it. 
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APPENDIX A: HASSANIYYA GLOSSARY  

‘abd – slave 
‘abidiyât – camel saddles (from the root for ‘abd) 
‘aish – traditional dish made of ground wheat 
ait arba’yin – council of forty men 
‘alayat - women 
ardin [pl. irdiwen] – traditional stringed instrument used for poetry performances 
‘ars – wedding  
asrâma – leather pouch carried by nomads 
aSababa – genre of love poetry 
âydîn – term used for returnees from refugee camps to Moroccan-administered Western 
Sahara 
azawan – a term for traditional Hassani musical performances in which the full range of 
poetic meters are performed 
azraygat  - style of poetry that combines the traditional Arabic qasida with Hassaniyya 
phrases and terms 
badiyya – unsettled desert territory 
bahr [pl. bhur] - poetic meter      
bay’ah – pledge of allegiance to tribal authority or political leader  
biad – white; type of musical mode in traditional azawan performance characterized by 
slower rhythms and associated with Arab musical styles 
bidan – white; term used for Hassaniyya speakers from noble [shorfa] class origins; also 
applied to haratine who achieve high recognition in musical and poetic performance 
bint [pl. bnat] – girl  
daira [pl. dawair] – circle; administrative unit within larger wilayât in refugee camps 
darija – Moroccan colloquial Arabic 
dekhami – traditional instrument made of a hollow wooden tube 
der’â [pl. drari’] – men’s traditional blue or white cotton robe with gold embroidery 
designs 
draymiza – Jeep used by Sahrawi resistance fighters 
emir – prince, tribal leader 
fakhdh – tribal fraction 
fitna – state of disorder or sedition 
frîg [pl. frîgân] – group of tents  
gâf [pl. gifân] – smallest unit of Hassani poetry  
gedHa – wooden bowl for drinking 
ghazal – love poetry 
ghazi – tribal raid 
ghna – traditional Hassani poetry 
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gSa’ l’oud – wooden bowl for serving meals 
gt’a – poetic duel 
guedra – popular dance performed at weddings, especially in Wad Nun region 
guetna – date harvesting season 
Halla – large group of more than 100 tents 
hammada – rocky desert terrain  
hammam – bath, bathhouse  
hawl – ambiance of music and poetry in a group setting  
haiy – neighborhood 
haratin(e) – freed slave class 
hikma – wisdom poetry 
horma - tribute tax 
hshuma – shame  
huwiyya – identity 
iggiw [pl. iggawn] 
intifada – uprising  
itît – a wooden tool used to whisk milk into butter and cream 
jahiliyya – historical period pre-dating the arrival of Islam (literally: ignorance) 
jak – a long walk at midday 
jam’â – tribal council 
jamal – camel  
jaysh – army 
kahl – black; musical mode in traditional azawan performance characterized by fast, 
vigorous rhythms and associated with sub-Saharan musical styles 
karam – hospitality, generosity 
khaima [pl. khiâm] – tent  
khutba – Friday sermon in Islamic tradition 
khazana – large tent used for public events 
klam – speech  
lthâm  – men’s long scarf worn around the neck or wrapped around the head by Sahrawi 
men; usually black, white or blue color 
madrasa  - school 
makhtub(a) – engaged 
makhzan – central political authority (state) in Morocco; (literally: storehouse) 
malik – king  
melhafa [pl. mlâhef] – cloth used for women’s dress  
mHsar – a large group of more than 100 tents in a single camp 
mihrajan – festival  
mint – girl (in Mauritanian Hassaniyya) 
mra – woman  
mrabit – traditional Qu’ranic teacher 
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mughani – singer or one who performs poetic lyrics 
mul khaima(t) – tent owner / head of household 
munasiba [pl. munasibât] - occasion  
muqawim – resistor/fighter against colonial regime 
mutakhaiam(a) – married  
mutakharrak - syllable 
naifra – flute 
nasib – genre of nostalgia poetry 
ngesha – traditional Sahrawi women’s dress consisting of a white skirt and black cloth 
shawl and head covering 
nila – women’s traditional cloth dyed with indigo 
nsîb – in-laws 
salam aleikum – Peace be upon you 
sahel – ‘shore’ in Arabic; edges of the Sahara Desert region  
shâ’ir [pl. shu’ara] – poet  
shaykh [pl. shuyukh] – elder tribal leader  
shi’r – classical Arabic (or other) poetry  
shi’r al-waTan – homeland poetry 
shleuh – term used to denote Berbers or Moroccans in general (by Sahrawis) 
shorfa – noble class in Hassani society 
sig – traditional game played with sticks 
sukun [pl: sakin] - pause 
qabila [pl. qbâ’il] – tribe 
qasida [pl. qasâ’id] – full-length poem in Classical Arabic 
qawmiyya – nationalism  
sig – traditional game played with sticks 
tabr’a – genre of women’s verse 
tafelwit [pl. tifelwitan] – hemistich of Hassani verse 
Tafla [pl. tafilat] – girl 
tahiyyah niDaliyyah – ‘greeting of the struggle’ used by Polisario supporters (holding up 
two fingers to make the victory symbol) 
tahrar – a strong, fast musical rhythm that accompanies poetry 
Tal’a – a poem composed of an even number of gifân [equivalent of a qasida] 
tbal - drum 
terka – children  
terzift – reciprocal gift-giving exchanges for social events 
THama – traditional game with grid and stones that is played in the sand 
thashm – to be modest or ashamed 
thaydin – epic poetry 
tidinit [pl. tidenaten] – traditional stringed instrument used in poetry performances 
trab l-biDan – geographic area in which Hassaniyya speaking people live 
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turâth – heritage  
ulama – religious scholars in the Islamic tradition 
umma – worldwide community of Muslims 
waTan – homeland, nation 
wilaya [pl. wilayât] – state; in refugee camps each camp is considered a wilaya. 
zawiya – class of religious scholars 
zenaga – Berber group in the Sahara pre-dating Arab migration and name of language  
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF ACRONYMS  
 
 
BCE – Before common era 
CE – Common era 
CMA – Colloquial Moroccan Arabic 
CORCAS – Conseil Royal Consultatif pour les Affaires du Sahara (Royal Advisory 
Council for Saharan Affairs) 
EU – European Union 
MAD – Moroccan dirham 
MINURSO – United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara 
MSA – Modern Standard Arabic 
OAU – Organization of African Unity 
POLISARIO Front – Frente Popular para la Liberacíon de Saguia al-Hamra y Rio de Oro 
(Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguia al-Hamra and Rio de Oro)  
SADR – Saharan Arab Democratic Republic (also Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic) 
UMA – L’Union du Maghreb Arabe (Arab Maghreb Union) 
UN – United Nations 
UNHCR – United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
US – United States (of America) 
USD – United States Dollars 
WFP – World Food Program 
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APPENDIX C: FIELDWORK SITES, 2006-2009 
 

Field site Country Total weeks of fieldwork and dates 

Akka  Morocco 3 weeks – January 2006 

Assa  Morocco 2 weeks – February 2006, March 
2007 
 

Guelmim  Morocco 8 weeks – February-March 2006, 
May 2006 
 

Tantan  Morocco 2 weeks – March 2006, December 
2006 
 

Fez and Tangier 
(intensive Arabic 
study) 

Morocco 8 weeks – June-August 2006 

El-Ayoun  Western Sahara/ 
Morocco 

3 weeks – September 2006, 
December 2006, April 2007 
 

Nouakchott, Atar, 
Chinguetti and 
Zouerate 

Mauritania 4 weeks – January-February 2007 

Algiers, refugee 
camps near Tindouf 
(27 February, 
Smara and El-
Ayoun camps), and 
Tifariti   

Algeria/ 
Sahrawi Arab 
Democratic 
Republic 

4 weeks – February-March 2007 

Agadir (data 
translation and 
preliminary write-
up) 

Morocco 12 weeks – April-July 2007 

Tangier, Agadir, 
Guelmim, El-
Ayoun 

Morocco 8 weeks – June – July 2009 
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APPENDIX D: SAHRAWI TRIBAL ORGANIZATION226 
 

TRIBE (qabila) FRACTION (ahel) SUB-FRACTION 
(fakhdh) 
 
Ahel Sidi Allal 
Ahel Belqacem ould 
Brahim 
Sellam 
Selalka 
Ahel Lahsen ould Hmad 
Lehmeidenet 
Oulad Sidi Hamad 

Ahel Brahim ould Daoud 

Jenha 
Ahel Daddah 
Ahel Qadi 
Ahel Haioun 
Ahel Sidi Ahmed Ben 
Yahya 
Lemrasguia 

Lebouihat 

Ahel Sidi Abdellah Ben 
Moussa 
Ahel Belal Laiaicha 
Ahel Beilal 
Ahel Ahmed Ben Lahsen 
Ahel Lemjed 
Ahel Taleb Hamad 
Rema 
Lemnasra 
Seddadgha 

Reguibat Esh-sharg or 
Lgouacem 

Foqra 

Oulad Sidi M’hamed 
Oulad el-Qadi 
Ahel Bellao 
Oulad Moueya 
Oulad Lahsen 

Oulad Moussa 

Oulad Hossein 
Ahel Brahim Ben Abdallah 

Reguibat es-Sahel 

Souâd 
Ahel Ba Brahim 

                                                
226 Source: Hodges 1982:342-345. 
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APPENDIX D: SAHRAWI TRIBAL ORGANIZATION—cont’d 
 

TRIBE (qabila) FRACTION (ahel) SUB-FRACTION 
(fakhdh) 
 
El-Gherraba 
Oulad Bou Said 

 

Ahel Khali Yahya 
Ahel Ahmadi Lemouedenin 
Sereirat 
Ahel Salem 
Ahel Tenakha 

Oulad Daoud 

Ahel Baba Ammi 
Oulad Borhim  

Ahel Delimi 
Ahel Baba Ali 
Lemouissat 
Lahouareth 
Lahseinat 

Oulad Cheikh 

Ahel el-Hadj 
Ahel Dekhil 
Ahel Meiara 

Thalât 

Ahel Rachid 
Oulad Ben Houssein 
Oulad Ba Brahim 
Oulad Ba Âissa 
Oulad Ba Moussa 

Reguibat es-Sahel, cont’d 

Oulad Taleb 

Ahel Dera 
Arosien Oulad Khalifa 

Oulad Sidi Bou Mehdi 
Ahel Sidi Brahim 
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APPENDIX D: SAHRAWI TRIBAL ORGANIZATION—cont’d 
 
TRIBE (qabila) FRACTION (ahel) SUB-FRACTION 

(fakhdh) 
 

Filala Oulad Sidi Ahmed Filali 
Ahel Ben Mehdi 
Ahel Faki Ben Salah 

 

Fouikat Ahel Cheheb 
Ahel Lagoueyed 
Ahel Abdahou 
Aila Ould Said 

 

Ait Lahsen (Tekna) Id Daoud ould Abdallah 
Injouren 
Ait Yahya 
Rouimiat 
Ait Bou Guezzaten 
Ait Hassein 
Ait Sâd 

 

Izarguien (Tekna) Echtouka 
El-Guerah 
Ait Said 

 

Oulad Delim Oulad Tegueddi 
Loudeikat 
Oulad Khaliga 
Serahenna 
Oulad Ba Amar 

 

Oulad Bou Sbâ Oulad el-Hadj Ben -
Demouiss 
Oulad Sidi Mohammed –
Ben Demouiss 
Oulad Brahim 

 

Skarna Ahel Bakar 
Adhahla 
Oulad Moumen 

 

Taoubalt Oulad Sidi Djemâ 
Ahel Brahim 
Ahel Ahmed 
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APPENDIX D: SAHRAWI TRIBAL ORGANIZATION—cont’d 
 
TRIBE (qabila) FRACTION (ahel) SUB-FRACTION (fakh) 

 
Mejat El-Grona 

El-Beyed 
Ahel Mohammed Ben – 
Brahim 
Ahel Ali Ben Salem 

 

Imeraguen ___  

Menasir Oulad Ali Serg 
Oulad Mohammed Aidi 

 

Chenagla ___  

Ahel Cheikh Ma el-Ainin ___  

Ahel Berikallah ___  
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APPENDIX E: STATES THAT HAVE RECOGNIZED THE SAHARAN ARAB 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC (SADR) 

 
 

1. Afghanistan (May 23, 1979) 
2. Albania (December 29, 1987) 
3. Algeria (March 6, 1976), embassy 
4. Angola (March 11, 1976), embassy 
5. Antigua and Barbuda (February 27,1987) 
6. Barbados (February 27, 1988) 
7. Belize (November 18, 1986), 
8. Bolivia (December 14, 1982) 
9. Botswana (May 14, 1980) 
10. Burundi (March 1,1976) 
11. Cambodia (April 10, 1979) 
12. Cape Verde (July 4, 1979, frozen July 2007) 
13. Colombia (February 27, 1985, frozen December 2000)  
14. Costa Rica (October 30, 1980, embassy May 25, 2000) 
15. Cuba (January 20, 1980, embassy) 
16. Dominica (September 1, 1979) 
17. Dominican Republic (June 24, 1986, frozen May 2002)  
18. Ecuador (November 14, 1983) 
19. East Timor (2002) 
20. Ethiopia (February 24, 1979), embassy 
21. Ghana (August 24, 1979, frozen May 2001)  
22. Grenada (August 20, 1979) 
23. Guatemala (April 10,1986, frozen April 1998)  
24. Guinea- Bissau (March 15, 1976, closed in 1997, re-opened embassy in 

September 29, 2000) 
25. Guyana (September 1, 1979) 
26. Haiti, November 22, 2006, embassy  
27. Honduras (November 8, 1989), frozen in January 2000 
28. Iran (February 27, 1980) 
29. Jamaica (September 4, 1979) 
30. Kenya (25 June 2005) embassy, temporarily frozen October 22, 2006  
31. Laos (May 9, 1979) 
32. Lesotho (October 9, 1979) 
33. Libya (April 15. 1980) 
34. Mali (July 4, 1980) 
35. Mauritania (February 27, 1984) 
36. Mauritius (July 1, 1982) 
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APPENDIX E: STATES THAT RECOGNIZE THE SAHARAN ARAB 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC (SADR)—cont’d 

 
37. Mexico (September 8,1979), embassy 
38. Mozambique (March 13, 1976), embassy 
39. Namibia (June 11, 1990) 
40. Nicaragua (September 6,1979) frozen July 21, 2000, reestablished January 12, 

2007 
41. Nigeria (November 12, 1984, embassy 11.09.00) 
42. North Korea (March 16, 1976) 
43. Panama (June 23, 1978), embassy 
44. Papua New Guinea (August 12, 1981) 
45. Paraguay (February 2000, frozen July 25, 2000, reestablished August 12, 2008) 
46. Rwanda (April 1, 1976) 
47. Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, February 14, 2002 
48. Seychelles (October 25, 1977) 
49. Sierra Leone (March 27, 1980) 
50. South Africa, (September 15, 2004) embassy  
51. St. Kitts and Nevis (February 25,1987) 
52. Surinam (August 11, 1982) 
53. Syria (April 15, 1980) 
54. Tanzania (November 9, 1978), embassy 
55. Trinidad and Tobago (November 1, 1986) 
56. Uganda (September 6, 1979) 
57. Uruguay (December 26, 2005)  
58. Vanuatu (November, 27, 1980) canceled November 2000, re-established embassy 

August 2008) 
59. Venezuela (August 3, 1982), embassy 
60. Vietnam (March 2, 1979) 
61. Yemen (February 2, 1977) 
62. Zambia (October 12, 1979) 
63. Zimbabwe (July 3,1980) 

 
(Source: Pazzanita 2006:376-78). 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
Figure 16: Map of North Africa 

 

Source: www.mytravelguide.com/g/maps/North-Africa-map.gif 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 17: Map of Morocco 
 

 

Source: http://www.geographicguide.com/pictures/maps/morocco-map.gif 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 18: Map of Western Sahara 

Source: www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/map/profile/wsahara.pdf 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 

 
Figure 19: Map of Mauritania 

 
Source: http://www.geographicguide.net/.../mauritania-map.gif 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 
Figure 20: Map of Algeria 
 

 
Source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/africa/algeria_pol01.jpg 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 21: Schematic map of refugee camps (Caratini 2003) 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 22: Women repairing tent after sandstorm in 27 February refugee camp, 2007  

 
 

Figure 23: Schoolchildren marching for national holiday, 27 February Camp, 2007 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 24: Poster and schoolchildren dressed in traditional clothes (der’â and ngesha) for 
Sahrawi cultural festival at local high school in El-Ayoun, September 2006 
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APPENDIX F: ILLUSTRATIONS—continued 
 

Figure 25: Staged displays for the annual moussem (festival) in Tantan, Morocco, 2006 
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APPENDIX G: HASSANIYYA POETRY227  
 
Contents: 
 
1. Sample of women’s tabr’a verses (Anonymous women in Tantan and Agadir) 
2. Poetry (Mohammed Jghagha, Assa) 
3. Neglect of heritage (Jghagha) 
4. History (Jghagha) 
5. The tent (Lahcen Afaichil, Guelmim) 
6. In praise of King Mohammed VI (Afaichil) 
7. Declaration of identity (Afaichil) 
8. The court (Sidati Essallami, El-Ayoun) 
9. Courtroom verse (Essallami) 
10. O Youth (Es-Sweyih Mohammed, El-Ayoun) 
11. Untitled (Amira, El-Ayoun) 
12. Untitled (Beibuh ould El Haj, Smara camp) 
13. Land Rover (ould El Haj) 
14. February 27th (Badi Mohammed Salem, Smara camp) 
15. May 20th (Alhassine ould Brahim, 27 February camp) 
 
Sample of women’s tabr’a verses  
-Anonymous 
 
The secrets of the heart, some can be said / and others cannot 
asrar delal shi yingal / u shi ma yingal 
 
O, my heart, calm down / it’s all up to God, not us 
yâ ilbal ithanna / al-amr lmulana mahu inna 
 
I didn’t expect / that my lover would betray me 
ma kunt nqaddar / ‘an habibi lahi yaghdar 

 
A handsome man is smiling / and he’s just as handsome when he frowns 
falah mtbesm / u mkashar falah ga’ aTam 
 
He took a long time without calling / and his call took a long time. 
                                                
227 This appendix provides the full text version and Hassaniya transliteration in Latin alphabet of 
all poems that are fully or partially quoted in the text.  The poems are listed by author in the order 
in which the authors appear in the dissertation. As mentioned in chapter one, transcription 
conventions are not completely standardized and may contain errors. 
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All that he has as an excuse / is that there is no network. 
ebTa mâ talfan / ebTa ittiSâlu 
lli ‘andu min la’THar / resoh wâlu 
 
It’s been awhile that he hasn’t called / and I heard his news 
My mobile phone hasn’t rung / what’s wrong with his network? 
 
lu shi mâ talfan / u sm’at akhbaru 
jawwali mâ run / resoh ammalu? 
 

Poetry  
Mohammed Jghagha (Assa) (2005:65) 
 
1- Poetry is not only rhyming, / senseless speech for people to recite 
2- Poetry is conviction and commitment / of a person to his principles [refrain] 
3- Poetry is not a site of hypocrisy / greed, or looking for profit 
4- Nor public broadcasts with loudspeakers / to be said by someone for greed 
5- Poetry is a way of thinking, values, and morals/ to be used by someone with 
reason  
6- As a relief for the ears, senses, / family, beloved and relatives 
7- Or someone with understanding who longs for/ something beautiful that moves 
his ears 
8- Or a group of close friends / who know poetry and understand its insights 
9- Anything apart from this would be unbearable/ if someone says that his poetry 
is property of  
10- Loss and it is out of the range / of its meter and not following it 
11- Uninhibited and compelled/ whether the reciting has been completed or just 
started 
12- He doesn’t know the context / in which to recite his poetry and blinded 
13- By God and blocked / not knowing by which road he will be taken 
14- Like someone who enters a race / with waves in a sea of loss 
15- Or someone who is not experienced in entering the depth / of the seas, flailing 
his hands 
16- It’s rather better if someone wakes up to understand, / feel, and see with his 
eyes 
17- Poetry is not only rhyming, / senseless speech for people to recite 
18- Poetry is conviction and commitment / of a person to his principles 
19- It’s necessary if somebody wants to recite his poetry / to others seriously  
20- To keep away from a lot of nonsense / and if his poetry makes him rich, 
21- He should aim for the truth and / the dimensions of fact, and keep reflecting it 
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22- Or reveal to the audience the glories / of the past if he had read about it 
23- And avoid poetry produced for material sake / it will be better for him to 
continue putting it aside 
24- Or to remain neutral / and not ask about something that he missed  
25- It’s not good to do only what he believes in / otherwise he will be criticized 
26- If he recited poetry whose gâf rhyme isn’t balanced / with its meanings  
27- And only lost and carried away by the valley / and only copying its rhymes  
28- From the others about something that derailed / from a subject he is reciting 
about 
29- Then he should make sure of the start of the poetic line228 which he is not able 
/ to follow or which he is adopting 
30- This is what I said but what I mean is / that one should fulfill his obligation 
31- To his brothers, sons and grandsons / and the one who loves poetry and are 
aware of 
32- That beauty, and if it’s not / good for someone to mention 
33- And the person who wants to benefit / shouldn’t forget his lessons of guidance 
34- He should know that there are critics after him / who can adore something or 
reject it 
35- I came to tell with full readiness / the valuable, fair deed 
36- Poetry is not only rhyming, / senseless speech for people to recite 
37- Poetry is conviction and commitment / of a person to his principles  
38- Poetry is not a sword on somebody / poetry is experiences and exchanges 
39- And effort and toil at the same time / or something given by God 
40- To the worshippers who are ready for it / poetry is a message  
41- That can only be understood by the one who could / take the mission in his 
hands 
42- And keep using it for the purpose / and not get distracted by a mirage 
43- That he recites and sings if he can / and it’s better to focus on  
44- The speech that is repeated / so that the purpose remains valuable 
45- And to sing to the audience at the level / of their happiness or miseries 
46- And to pay attention lest he would get away / from that which people are 
waiting for  
47- Something beautiful worth saying / poetry’s fame is from its listeners 
48- It’s not good for someone to keep imitating / or to steal others’ speech 
49- It’s better for one to unite / with his audience and please them 
50- If he wants to glorify / or to praise someone with a quality he has  
51- It’s best to take a path / if it can guide him 
52- To something valuable or beloved / if someone is insincere to another and 

                                                
228 l-magyam means the beginning of the poetic line or gâf from the root qâm in Arabic (to stand 
up). 
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harms him 
53- He must not forget to remember / what is beautiful in the warning judgment  
54- Poetry is not only rhyming,/ senseless speech for people to recite 
55- Poetry is conviction and commitment/ of a person to his principles  
 
 (Jghagha 2005:44) 
 
laghna 
 
1- laghna mâhu tûzan laklâm    lafâregh lannâs u taHkîh 
2- laghna qanâ’a u ltizâm    aragâj m’a mabâdîh 
3- laghna mâhu bald ennifâq    u Tam’a u lartizâq 
4- u lithâ’iyyât felbûq     Had igûlu yaTma’ bîh 
5- laghna fikr u qiyyam u akhlâq   Had b’aklu zayn iwasîh  
6- râHa lalwathnayn u lathwâq   u ahlu u aHbabu u ahalîh 
7- walla Had bfahmu machtâq   lshi zayn iwalwal wathnayh 
8- walla jmâ’a fiha rifâq    ta’raf laghna u tafham dakhlîh  
9- u lakhlâT tha mâhu muTaq   Had igûl ghnâh mlaggîh  
10- laDDayâ’ u mmârgu niTâq   baHru walla massayyaf bîh 
11- maTlûs ‘la gharTHu mansâq   wâfi gawlu walla bâdîh 
12- u lâhu ‘aref fasmen siyyâq   ‘âd igul ghnâh u ‘âmîh 
13- mulâna ilayn asbaH mu’âq   mâhu ‘âref tawras taddîh 
14- kîf amnâdem dakhel sibâq   m’a lamwâj fa baHr ettayh  
15- u lâhu khbâri fa dkhûl a’mâk   lbuHûr ichâTeb baydîh 
16- washbah yafham ba’d ila fâq   Had iHas wishawf b’aynîh  
17- laghna mâhu tûzan laklâm   lfâregh lannâs u taHkîh 
18- laghna qanâ’a wa ltizâm    aragâj m’a mabâdih 
19- u laghna lâzam Had ila ‘âd   lâhi igûlu lannâs u jâd  
20- yatrak ‘annu kathrat lardâd   wila ‘âd ghnâh yaghnîh 
21- irûm lHakîka u ab’âd    wâka’ witam iHâkîh 
22- walla yabraz lannâs amjâd   falmâDi l’âd lgârîh 
23- u yatrak ‘annu cha’r lmazâd   thâk akheer itam ammazrîh 
24- walla yaltazem blHiyyâd   u yatrak ‘annu shi matkhaTTîh 
25- walla yaltazem balHiyyâd   u yatrak ‘annû shi matkhaTTîh 
26- u lâhi zayna itam allâ Sâd   a‘la wajhû tanchâf ‘lîh 
27- ilâ ghanna mahu matgâd    wazn lgâf m’a ma’ânîh 
28- walla ghâdi maddîh lwâd   walla ijîb allâ mastarwîh  
29- man ‘and lghayr man shi Hâd   ‘an mauDû’ ghnâh ighannîh 
30- yazgi falmagyam mâhu gâd   irûmu walla matbannîh  
31- hâtha galtu falmagyam gheer lmurâd   lâzam Had l’ahd yawfîh 
32- lakhkhûtu wawlâdu waHfâdu    u lyabghi lhawl u lâ khâfîh  
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33- thâk ezzayn u thâk ila ‘âd   mâ zayn ‘la Had yasmîh 
34- wa mnâdam baghi yastafâd   lâ yansa durûs ettawjîh 
35- u ya’raf ‘annu fagfâh ennaqâd   shi yabghîh u shi mâ yabghîh 
36- jayt ngûl bkal asti’dâd    lfa’l lwajîh ennazîh 
37- laghna mahu tûzan laklâm   lfâragh lannâs u taHkîh 
38- laghna qanâ’a waltizâm    aragâj m’a mabâdîh 
39- u laghna mâhu sayf ‘la Had   laghna tajâreb u akhth u rad 
40- u ajtihâd m’a thâk u kad    wallâ shi mulâna ‘aTîh  
41- alla’bâd lalli masta’ad    laghna risâla gheer aheeh  
42- mâ yafhamha mâhu allâ elli gad   yagbaTH lamana bayn aydîh 
43- witam mwaTHfha falmaghSad   u ssarâb ashbah mâ yalhîh 
44- wi ghanni ilâ gad u yanshad   u akheer ehtimâmu yûlîh 
45- allaklâm lkûn iraddad    ayyâk itam lhadaf wajîh 
46- u ighanni laljamhûr fgad  afrâHu  walla mâasîh 
47- u yaHthar la’alla yabta’ad    ‘an thâk elli ennâs tHânîh 
48- man shi zayn u yaswa yartad   shî’at laghna man sâmi’îh 
49- u khâser Had itam iqallad   walla yasrag gawl lkhâTîh 
50- u akheer amnâdam yatwaHHad    m’a jamhûru u iHâkîh 
51- u ila ‘âd idûr imajjad    walla yashkar Had bchi fîh 
52- akheer alla yagbaTH majbad   ila ‘âd igad isahdîh 
53- lshi zany walla muHabbath   Had inafeq Had u yuthîh 
54- lâzem mâ yansa yatfaggad   thâk ezzayn fHikam ettanbîh 
55- laghna mâhu tûzan laklâm   lfâregh lannâs u taHkîih 
56- laghna qanâ’a u ltizâm    aragâj m’a mabâdîh 
 

Neglect of Heritage 
Mohammed Jghagha (2005:70) 
 
1- Neglect of heritage and forgetting/ its effect, O people, is worth remembering 
2- It quakes the soul/ and makes one weep and stay up at night [refrain] 
3- I don’t mean by that/ to cry over the ruins and the past  
4- Of the deserts where the tents used to stand/ and of the striking, dignified way 
of life 
5- Nor my memory of the camp229 where we used to live, / and of camels, gifts 
and gathering230  

                                                
229 l-mraH = space where a family had tent and animal pens; also place where people used to live 
in desert (in nostalgic sense) 
230 l-maHSar = gathering up animal herds or people (often at a ceremony at night in a camp when 
men and women get together) 
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6- And other kinds of animals/ that were lost and can no longer be found 
7- Like lambs, young camels/ and tents of white cloth231 and camel hair232 
8- Female camels and news of male camels233/ and women sauntering slowly 
9- Between the camps234 in a place/ where the grass is still green 
10- But, O my family and neighbors,/ what makes me sad has become greater 
11- Than the obligations of the world, time,/ life, death and grave 
12- Because now I see young men,/ women and others 
13- Our children who have neglected the tongue/ of our dialect and customs 
14- All this is due to imitating seductive types/ of heritage from others  
15- As it melts one’s existence/ and becomes enrooted in him  
16- Changing skin and pursuing the falsehood/ and expanding mirage  
17- Forgetting the past in a time/ in which it’s better for man to value 
18- His heritage and strengthen his ties to it/ and focus on it with both of his 
hands 
19- To impose his existence in believing/ in heritage and with it he proves 
20- His diligence to anyone else/ who disagrees and competes; and he justifies 
21- The power of his heritage/ to any other people in the domain 
22- Then what I insist on, / repeat firmly and warn about is that: 
23- Neglect of heritage and forgetting/ its effect, O people, is worth remembering 
24- It quakes the soul/ and makes one weep and stay up at night 
25- Any person whom God has given/ a strong heritage that enriches him 
26- And who neglects or even forgets it/ means, O people, that he lost his way 
27- From the history of his ancestors and forefathers/ and ruined, extinguished, 
and destroyed 
28- His existence with his hands for the others/ and stripped of the origin and 
became troubled 
29- And he lost his meaning and his status/and became inferior to his place and 
was late 
30- No one remembered his character/ no matter how backward or civilized it was 
31- What man cannot get past/ and should insist is that: 
32- Neglect of heritage and forgetting/ its effect, O people, is worth remembering 
33- It quakes the soul/ and makes one weep and stay up at night 
34- I don’t mean by asking that question/ to youth, men 
35- Elders, women and children/ to be a hypocrite or bully 
36- But what shakes me in this condition/ is our reality from which we can’t 
escape 
37- Like customs left behind/ by youth lured by  
                                                
231 jîf = a thick white cloth used in making tents 
232 lûbar = camel hair used in making tents  
233 ga’dân (sing. g’ûd) = a male camel ready for mating 
234 fargân (sing. frîg) = group of tents 
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38- Ideas and pursuit of the impossible/ from the West that has started 
proselytizing 
39- For immodesty, decay/ and corruption of morals that make a non-believer 
40- Inherited from the channels of humiliation/ both free and paid 
41- That wounded deeply/ with all the contents transmitted 
42- That is not good, contrary/ to religion and morals and it devastates 
43- But it would be said/ to those who want to boast is that 
44- Neglect of heritage and forgetting/ its effect, O people, is worth remembering 
45- It quakes the soul/ and makes one weep and stay up at night 
 
Ihmâl atturâth 

 
1- ihmâl atturath u nasyân   maf’ûlu yannâs ifakkar 
2- wi jaljal kiyyân linsân   wibakki Hatta wiSahhar 
3- mâ maghSûdi yaHragni kân  nabki ‘la laTlâl u zamân 
4- lbawâdi u nazl lfargân  u l’aysh lkarîm elli yabhar  
5- u lâ tafgâdi lalmraHân   u lbal u lma’Ta u lmaHsar  
6- u lbâgi man Sanf lHaywân   man shi mâhu majbûr u Mar 
7- kîf llaghu u kîf ljirân  u khyâm men jîf u lubar 
8- u lakhlef u akhbâr lga’dân  u lghayddat allâ tujarjar 
9- mbayn lfargân famkân  mazzâl rbî’u akhTHar 
10- gheer allâ yahli u ljirân  thâk lnaglâni ‘âd akbar  
11- man ham eddanya wa zzamân  wa lHayyat u lmawt u laghbar  
12- biyya ‘adt anshawf eshshubbân  wa shabibât u Had awkhar 
13- man tarkatna hamlu lsân lahjatna wa l’âda athar 
14- man tha kâmal taqlîd alwân man turâth lgayr altashfar 
15- ila ‘âd ithawwab kiyyan  aragâj u fîh yajjaddar 
16- lansilâkh u raw’ lbuhtân  wessarâb elli yuTawwar  
17- u nasyân lmâDi fawân  ashbah laragâj iqaddar  
18- turâthu u ymattan la’nân  baydîh iTawwal wigaSSar 
19- u yafraTH wujûdu b amân  batturâth u bih ySawwar 
20- ajtihâdu li ayyin kân   ikhâlaf u inâfes u ibarrar 
21- ghuwwat turâthu falmaydân lalli khâTîh amna lbashar 
22- wâna ba’d ngûl u nakadân u nkarrar Hatta u nHaththar  
23- ihmâl atturâth u nasyân  maf’ûlu yannâs ifakkar 
24- wijaljal kiyyân linsân  u ibakki Hatta u iSahhar 
25- wamnâdam fât ‘Tah Allâh turâth mtîn u bîh ghnâh 
26- u hamlu walla baT nsâh  ma’nâha ya nnâs twaddar 
27- ‘an târikh ajdâdu u abâh  u kharrab u bâd u dammar 
28- wujûdu baydîh lsiwâh  u nsâlakh ‘an lasl atwa’’ar 
29- u fghad ma’nâh u mustawâh nHdar ‘an baldu u takhkhar 
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30- u lâtla mufaggad mazâh  yatkhallaf walla yatHasSSar 
31- walli mâ yagdar yatkhaTTâh amnâdam wa’lîh isaTTar 
32- ihmâl atturâth u nasayân  maf’ûlu yannâs ifakkar 
33- wijaljal kiyyân linsân  wibakki Hatta wiSahhar 
34- u laghSdi man naTraH suâl lashshabâb u ba’D arrijâl 
35- washshiyyab walghîd u laTfâl  anâfaq walla najjabbar 
36- qeer allâ jallajni falHâl  waqe’na lmâ mannu mafar 
37- kîf l’âdât al’anha ‘âl  eshshabâb alli mugharrar 
38- bafkâr wiyrûgh lmuHâl  ‘and lgharb l’âd ibashshar 
39- lkashf l’arTH u lanHilâl  u sua lakhlâq altukaffar  
40- ‘abr qanawât ettathlâl  almarkhi walli mushaffar 
41- alli thîn linsân gbâl  balfîha man shi yumarrar  
42- mâhu zayn u marag majâl eddîn u lakhlâq u yaqhar 
43- yagher allâ lâhi yangâl  lalman bâghi yaftakhar  
44- ihmâl atturâth u nayân  maf’ûlu yannâs ifakkar  
45- wijaljal kiyyân linasân  wiybakki Hatta wiSahhar 
 

History  
Mohammed Jghagha 
 
1-  It’s better for someone / to be known in history with a good reputation 
2- And he must be careful not to behave badly, and what is intended / is that it’s better for 
a human to consider it  
3- A man would like his history / to remain clean and honest 
4- And his thinking to be good and sound / his honor and thought to be protected 
5- He should leave alone anything that doesn’t concern him / and keep behaving 
respectfully 
6- It’s not good for him to commit bad deeds / and better for him to leave shame 
7- As it is without value and it’s better to avoid / and if he did good and found it 
8- In something else it would be better for him / to stay aware of his own value 
9- I said this and I mean by it / myself before mentioning another one 
10- I just wanted to advise someone / whom time has broken and healed 
11- And who experienced the greediness of time / and anger damaged and troubled him 
12- But it will be better not to break the promise / and to keep it until he grows older 
13- With a belief in God and God will help him / and will say proudly: 
14- It’s better for someone / to be known in history with a good reputation 
15- And he must be careful not to behave badly, and what is intended / is that it’s better 
for a human to consider it 
16- And history, it’s better that someone pays / attention to it and doesn’t forget it 
17- And keeps one eye in the back of his head / and have concern and patience for history 
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18- Far-sighted and generous / respected among people with importance 
19- Ever-present, nobody else / can offend or belittle him 
20- And with promise which he keeps / and never breaks in any circumstance 
21- A man who has done all these things / and who didn’t make anyone angry or spoil his 
mood 
22- Should know that history considered him/ and he will be given what he needs 
23- May the one who has been given God’s pardon be removed/ if he doesn’t betray it 
24- It’s better for someone / to be known in history with a good reputation 
25- And he must be careful not to behave badly, and what is intended/ is that it’s better 
for a human to consider it 
26- It will be very good / that someone knows that history is not fiction 
27- But thoughts, relationships and deeds / and glory of someone and his age 
28- And a heritage that he leaves to generations / for their benefit and to learn from 
29- A beautiful example / which melds together 
30- The ambitions and hopes of the people / through this someone can  
31- Stand out in history in a status / that no one hated or dismissed 
32- Protecting his honor from gossip / from his youth to old age 
33- It’s been said that / if someone doesn’t measure his endurance 
34- It shortens when he meets the goal, and increases / when the hardest parts of history 
abbreviate it 
35- Overlooking it will also have no significance / even if a man denies it 
36- This can’t be possible / and the sun, we say with pride 
37- Has never been blocked by the sieve235 / nor by time and its people 
 
attârîkh 
 
1- attârîkh ashbah Had i’ûd    yasam’u fîh u zayn athru 
2- u yaHthar lâ isia u lamaghSud   akheer amnâdem ya’tabru 
3- âmnâdem târîkhu yabghîh    itam alla masgûl u nazîh 
4- u takhmâmu zayn u wajîh    u ‘arTHu musân u fakru 
5- yatrak ‘annu shi mâ ya’nîh   wiytam alla gâbaTH waqru 
6- walkhâsar mazayn iwâsîh    wal’âr akher ilâ hajru 
7- mahû shi u akheer ikhallîh    u ila dâr lkheyr u jbaru 
8- falkhâTîh allâ zayn ‘lîh    itam allâ ‘araf ‘athru 
9- hâtha galtu u lqâsad bîh    râsi sâbag Had nathkru 
10- walla Had khtart nwaSSih   kasru u fât eddahr u jbaru 
11- wajbar lazmân tmaHlîh    u khlâh attajlâj u ‘abru 
12- gheer l’ahd ashbah mâ yarkhîh   u Sabru ilayn dkhal qabru 
13- bimân fallâh u ‘ânîh    mulâna u igûl bfakhru 

                                                
235 ‘The sun cannot be blocked by a sieve’ is a Hassaniyya proverb. 
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14- attârîkh ashbah Had i’ûd    yasam’u fîh u zayn athru 
15- u yaHthar lâ isia u lamaghSud   akheer amnâdem ya’tabru 
16- wattârîkh ashbah Had m’âh   irad lbâl u lâ yansâh 
17- itam allâ ‘aynu fagfâh    hammu fattârîkh u Sabru 
18- u takhmâmu b’îd u ma’nâh   u bwaqru fannâs u bamru 
19- u HaTHar mâ yagdar siwâah   ihînu u lâ yaHtaqru 
20- u b’ahdu ya’ Tîh u waffâh   u lâ gaT ‘la Hâla kasru 
21- wamnâdam tha kâmal wasâh   walla jallaj Had walla ‘garu 
22- ya’raf ‘an târîkhu sagrâh   u lghâyât allâ yanjabru 
23- walla yangla’ Had ‘Tâh     mulâna ‘athru mâ ghadru 
24- attârîkh ashbah Had i’ûd    yasam’u fîh u zayn athru 
 
25- u yaHthar lâ isia u lamaghSud   akheer amnâdem ya’tabru 
26- wattârîkh azyan Had agbâl   ya’raf ‘annu mâhu khayâl 
27- afkâr u ‘alâqa u af’âl    u majd aragâj u ‘aSru 
28- u irthu ikhallîh lajyâl    yantaf’u bîh u yakhtabru  
29- nmuthaj jamîl u mithâl    yansajmu fîh u yanSahru 
30- TumûHât echcha’b u lamâl   hadha igad amnâdam ‘abru 
31- Yabraz fattârîkh ‘la Hâl    mâ karhu Had u lâ hagru 
32- Sayn ‘arDu ‘an qîl u qâl    man saghru ilayn alHag kabru 
33- Hadha Had iwâsîh u nâl    Hadhu fattârîkh u shahru 
34- gaT asma’na gâl lgawwâl   amnadam jahdu mâ ‘abru 
35- yagsâr ilâ Sâb u yaTwâl    gâsi târîkhu yakhtasru 
36- Hatta jaHdânu mâhu dâl    ila gâ’ amnâdam nakru 
37- Thâlika ammâl ‘ad lmuHâl   washshams ngûlu naftakhu 
38- Mâ raTaha gaT lgharbâl    u ddahr lkhayr u bashru 

 
Declaration of Identity 
El Haj Lahcen Afaichil (Guelmim)  
 
1- Our identity that the UN is asking about / is not a lie 
2- Our identity is that we are Moroccans / native people of the Sahara 
3- We have declared our identity / in the Sahara since ages past 
4- We pledged loyalty from sultan to sultan / our pledge is pure intention 
5- That’s why Morocco gained importance / and that was a complete truth 
6- Morocco knows that we’re allies / in every single matter 
7- This identity declaration / that becomes a current topic now 
8- We have already defined since ages past / and that was manifested in the Green 
March 
9- The day the (Green) March came / was our identity  
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10- The day that Moulay Hassan came / here in an official visit 
11- And we have defined the identity of faith / as a pledge to our king 
12- He was very happy / and that was historical 
13- He provided employment for all inhabitants236 / reaching Mauritania 
14- And to the East / in Algeria  
15- The Sahara is the land / of great people 
16- People inhabited river valleys / from the hammada to Saguia (River) 
17- From Bir Anzaran / to the southern Gouira237 
18- From Lifkah to Afamishargan / to Tirs and Aglab al Haoulia 
19- Boularia with Deraman / Khanguet Zoug and Tishia 
20- Tchla, Lgilta and Sigan / Gor of Ait Oussa and Ratmia238 
21- And with so many rivers in the Sahara / and small mountains and big ones  
22- Those were places where we used to live / and declared our identity 
23- Those people / from the Sahara and badiyya 
24- And in the city / speak Hassaniyya  
25- They are Moroccans without a doubt / this is our official identity 
26- And in every place / the United Nations should heed this 
27- That the Sahara is without question / we will never give even a small part of it 
28- It was liberated from Spain / by the Green March 
 
1- huwiytnâ mâhu kdhaybâ   tas’al ‘anhâ l’ûmâ mîyya 
2- uwayatnâ maghâribâ    sukân aSSaHara l’aSlîyya 
3- huwiytnâ falHag itbân   aHl aSSaHaraqabl lzamân 
4- bâya’nâ sulTân af sulTân    bay’at lkhlâS am’â a’hiyyâ 
5- dhâk lbih aTl’ak shân    lmaghrib u dhîk azgiyyâ 
6- bih lya’raf ‘annâ madgân   bainâ yâdih afkul lmziyyâ 
7- u tHdîd lhuwiyyâ dhalbân   yusawwal ‘anu falHayâm 
8- Haddadnâ a’qfblâ zamân   dhîk lqurûn lmaDiyyâ 
9- u yûm ljât lmasirbân   huwwa taHdîd lhuwiyyâ 
10- u yûm ljâ Moulay Hassân   hunâ ibziyâra rasmiyyâ 
11- Haddadna huwiyyat alimân  am’âh a’ala kul amziyyâ 
12- jâna bihâ hunâ u farHan   wâgaf tarîkhiyyâ 
13- wâ’Tâ ‘amal lissukân   atHâdâ abmûritaniyyâ 
14- wâtHada aHl sharg atabân  bil jazâ’ir yâ ‘ayniyyâ 
15- aSSaHra hiyya bal waTan  aHl l’umala alâSliyyâ 
16- suknuhâ u diyân afû diyân  min lHmad lilssâgiyyâ 
17- min fam lbirâ nzarân   ligûera dhik lgabliyyâ 

                                                
236 This may refer to jobs created when the Saharan cities were built up and expanded. 
237 Right near Mauritanian border and inhabited by Mauritanians. 
238 Gor is a place where people gather for religious meetings. 
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18- min lafTah li fam ashargân  tirs u glâb lhûliyyâ 
19- bûlariyyâ m’a darramân   khangat zawga am’a tishiyyâ 
20- tashla u lglthu u Sugân   guwâra tûwasî ur tmiyyâ 
21- u gad alfal aSSaHra min wadiyyân ulglâb itûgu ukdiyyâ 
22- huma mazilna bal firgân   Hdadnâ fîha lhuwiyyâ 
23- u gad li fîha min sukân   min aSSaHra u fâlbadiyyâ 
24- u fâl dshera min zamân   yatakalam bâl Hassaniyyâ 
25- maghribi mâ fîhâ jHdân   Haddad huwiyya arrasmiyyâ 
26- hadha galnâ fîkl âmkân   tasma’a bih âlûmâmiyyâ 
27- aSSaHara mâ fîha gûlân   mâ na’Tû minhâ fasmiyyâ 
28- muHarâ min yad alisbân   ibmasîra khar’aniyyâ 
 
The Court  
Sidati Essallami 

 
I didn’t like the court / I preferred not to go to it 
And if it came I avoided it / in the road and walked fast 
I don’t want anything to go near it / from the problems of this age 
I don’t want a discussion to be held in it / and I am not loosening its reins  
I’ve never gone to it / but today it appears that  
It solved a problem for a woman / whose sister is the daughter of some man239 
 
lma Hkama manbghiha   kant u lâ nakhtayr njîha 
u kant ilâ jât njawlîha   fattawras wa ngawTar ‘ajlân 
u lâ nabghi shi iH ̣ûz ‘lîha   man mashâkal tha zamân 
u lâ nabghi shad akhbâr hîha  u lâni râkhi shurû la’nân 
u lâ nanH ̣âz ‘lîha    ana sabag tha lyûm tbân 
ḥallat moshkîla laflâna   thîk elli akht-ha mant flân 
 
Courtroom verse (addressed to judge in El-Ayoun) 
Sidati Essallami 
 
I’m doing something I didn’t intend to do / and I didn’t wish for it 
Every day I come in the afternoon / and the morning 
As if someone is complaining against me / or if I am complaining about him 
 
‘adt lshi mâhu mna niya   u lâni matmannîh 
kal nhâr njîh ‘shiyyah   waSSabH ̣ njî fîh 
kîf lshâkî Had biya    walla lshâki bîh 

                                                
239 Quarrels of women are not viewed as important affairs. 
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O Youth 
Mohammed Es-Sweyih 

 
1- O youth, the foot of speed/ lifted you and made you disappear 
2- The foot of culture is a portion/and you are another; before you forget 
3- Guard your traditions/ your heritage and Arabism 
4- Heritage is yet an identification/ of the large and narrow past  
5- It also includes emotions/ and your customs and in it is your generosity 
6- Your generous ancestors who are like/ the generous ones and the source of generosity 
7- They were the shade and support of the weak/ and they were sought after and they 
were the house 
8- Of the homeless and the refuge of guests/ from ten sights and from one hundred 
9- Sights,240 they are givers of pregnant camels,/ sheep and goats to the people of the 
tidinit241 
10- And to the needy, and during storms/ they are proud and steadfast 
11- And the one who came to them in arrogance with a sword/ was scattered [because] he 
asked for it  
12- Their reputation is beautiful and virtuous/ sprinkled by the good reputation  
13- And classified at the very top,/ O youth, you have already learned  
14- That a people with heritage and an honorable father/ and making all the ones you met 
curious  
15- And people without heritage is just like/ acacia trees242 without bark 
16- O youth 
 
17- Of course you deserve to be in the spotlight/ on principle and you know judgments  
18- And you’re quick to answer and well-spoken/ in wisdom and kindness; you remained 
19- And you still dwell in peace and it is in Islam/ that you were created and grew up 
20- Your beliefs, I swear by the one who knows the unknowable/ and I swear by the 
Torah 
21- That you are truthful and not a gossip/ you’re protecting your honor, well done 
22- O youth, the ones who are wearing the cape/ of graciousness and you have in your 
hands the keys 
23- Of graciousness and from your brave ancestors/ graciousness came to you and of 
which you took care  
24- And preserved and donated to the penniless / for each place you scheduled a time  
25- And you are a rough sea not to swim in / unlike the Dead Sea  

                                                
240 from a long distance 
241 The tidinit is a traditional instrument used by iggawn singers. 
242 Acacia trees are found in savanna environments and used for shade and eaten by camels; its 
leaves are used for medicinal purposes among Sahrawi, especially to treat stomach ailments. 
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26- Your days are pleasant and in the days / of the tight belt243 you didn’t unbuckle  
27- Your belt; this is written with the pens / of those who envy you and when you became 
modernized 
28- And appeared in the media/ in that field you became known  
29- You integrated in the system/ of information and Internet 
30- You rode science and dreams/ making it dull and sharpening and you wrapped 
31- Your scarf and you wrapped in the films / both hands and you have been wrapped  
32- Also in the tent flaps244 of non-Arabs245/ you rode in the wheel of the cassette 
33- And you forgot about our tent flaps / which are the big tents for spending nights  
34- And the visited tents and interest / in being covered246 and what I couldn’t 
35- Forget is the generosity and self-reliance / and kindness and rope of tilît247 
36- Have I condemned him to death / and put him under the heel of a demon 
37- And forgot him and renounced material life? / This is good and what you did  
38- Is good in the same way and think again / and look again both ways if you are lost 
39- Glance as generous people do / over what you’ve said and you named 
40- In the poem with respect / and consideration and with greeting 
41- If one took care of you, your concern is important / and more important is if you 
turned back 
42- And if you do not return back, the refusal / will have to write separation 
43- O youth 
44- And you forgot the [aHâîk]248 and the scarf / and [large piece of] fabric and the 
maiyyâl249 
45- And hair braids,250 yarn necklace,251 ankle bracelets/ and indigo252 and the scarf of a-
ttubît253 
46- And the der’â of damask and the [utkhlâl]254 / of the beloved ladies; and near me  
47- An edge of the indigo and [jlâl]255 / when dressing up256 was still rare  

                                                
243 tahzâm = tightening belt, being ready to work hard. 
244 bnâig are the tent flaps 
245 ajami refers to people who are not Arabs. 
246 Meaning that the person won’t be criticized for not welcoming a guest well. 
247 Kind of rope used in Sahara; word derived from Berber dialect. 
248 Unknown meaning, possibly a traditional style of clothing. 
249 maiyyal (n.) is a yellow stone used in women’s necklaces, usually in a diamond-shaped stone 
in the center of the necklace. 
250 Usâna (or sânamana) (n.) is a decorative hair braid with beads that young girls attach to both 
sides of their head.  
251 Âgâda (n.) is a special necklace for women made of yarn. 
252 nila (n.) is a traditional fabric dyed with indigo plant. 
253 Tubbît (n.) is the finest quality black scarf for men. 
254 Glances? 
255 unknown 
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48- It’s enough, your eyes are enough257 / O, I have had my fill!  
49- Forgetting becomes shutting / his mouth, O youth you instigated  
50- You don’t need those loose hairs,258 / those that you attached259 
51- Made your thoughts walk on hot ashes,260 / made you transgress your limits and you 
committed an error 
52- Maybe riding an illusion / made you forget the ridden ones [camels], and you forgot 
53- Families, [rjni]261 and the cavalier, / saddles262 and taming camels 
54- And a long walk263 to the big group of tents264/ that is visited time and again and is 
the same if you come 
55- And the spending of money for needs / and for the protection of honor and keeping 
56- A reputation that won’t be changed by circumstances / and anger won’t reduce [?] 
57- Anything from it, and in balance / and in modesty of the prophet’s [family] line 
58- O youth, consider this, it is not thanks to / development that you were praised 
59- You valued development that is opening / its mouth like a whisk of itît 
60- You valued it and abandoned a reputation / that you were raised with but whose star 
burnt out in your sky  
61- And you were raised with kindness that fits / you and what you did does not fit [you] 
62- You replaced kindness with change / and you imposed kindness on it, what I didn’t 
tell 
63- You,265 you didn’t pay attention / O youth, that you made a mistake 
64- You put jeans on your heritage / and a pack of cigarettes  
65- You imposed on it what is not to be said266/ and what is to be said if only you weren’t 
gauche267 
66- O youth 
                                                
256 a-ttaHfâl (n.) is related to the word party (lHafl) and refers to dressing up for an occasion, 
wearing make-up and perfume, nice clothes, etc. 
257 Meaning that there is no need to see any more of the woman besides her clothes. 
258 lmshâl (n.) = Loose hair that remains after brushing it or the partline of the hair. Another use 
of the word is the materials (cords, ropes and threads) used by women to sew together the 
sections (lflîj; pl. faljân) of the tent.   
259 Shshal (n.) is the process of attaching the sections. During the process, women lay out the 
pieces of fabric with stakes and work in a collective group of neighbors, friends and relatives to 
sew them together during one day as a form of solidarity for the tent owner.  
260 There is a folk belief that walking over ashes can cause someone to go mad. 
261 Unknown meaning. 
262 l-’abidiyât (pl. noun, from the root for ‘abd or slave) are camel saddles. 
263 Jjak (n.) walking a long distance, especially at midday under the sun. 
264 mHsar (n.) is a large group of tents (more than 100) in a single camp. 
265 An expression used in Hassaniyya before telling someone bad news to ward off evil. 
266 The expression, mâ raddait ‘alik (“I didn’t tell it to you”) is used to ward off evil before 
saying something that has bad connotations, like speaking about misfortunes.  
267 ta’asra (v.) means to be left-handed or to do something unacceptable. 
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yâ shabâb krâ’ essar’a 
 
1- yâ shabâb krâ’ essar’a  shamrat bîk atbân udarayt 
2- krâ’ athaqâfa gar’a  u nta gar’a mafat nsayt  
3- ar’a taqalîdak u ar’a   turâthak u ar’a ta’arbît 
4- atturâth ammalu ta’rîf   belmâDi la’rîTH u lagsîf 
5- u ammalu fih l’awâTif   u ‘âdâtak fîh u tajawdît 
6- aslâfak lajwâd alli kîf   lajwâd u manba’ tajawdît 
7- kânu THal u sand aDDa’îf  u kânu bayt lqasîd u bayt 
8- libal bayt u malja laTHayf  amna a’shar shawfât u man mît 
9- shawfa ‘aTTayîn udarîf   u lmakhaTH lahl attidinît 
10- u lahl lfaSl u fal’awâsîf  a’la zanf u ‘la at’antît 
11- waljâhum bazzanfa u ssayf  ashshattat lawwad lattashtît 
12- u sma’hum jamîl u ‘afîf   marshush abzayn assama’ît 
13- u fa ttaSnîf ‘la râs allif   yashshabâb nta yâk grayt 
14- sha’b bturâthu buh shrîf  u mgabbaTH laghba lalli rayt 
15- u sha’b bla turâth alla kîf  TlayHât ablâ taballît 
16- yâ shabâb 

     
17- ‘andak shi Tab’an lattagdâm u ‘la sâs ta’raf lahkâm 
18- u sarî’ ljawâb u kallâm  belhkme wetta’dâl u bgayt 
19- u bâgi bessalâm u lidlâm  fîh tnashayt u fîh nshayt 
20- aymânek ‘allamni ‘allâm  lghuyub u hag tawrît 
21- alla sâdeg mânek nammâm u mdâri ‘an ‘ardak ghazayt 
22- ya shshabâb u labes selahâm alvadl u veydîk swarît 
23- lfadl mna slâvak u liqdâm  jâk lvadl u vîh tHaLayt 
24- u hfathto u kramt l’addâm u lkel blad Tareh tawqît 
25- u bhar metlâTem mâ ten’âm mânek kîf lbahr lmayît 
26- u eyyâmek mabsuTa u eyyâm ettehzâm asel mâ hallayt 
27- ehzâmak maktub naqlâm   hassâdek u mneyn t’asrayt 
28- enbayt v wasâyel li’lâm   u ‘la dhâk lmaydân enbayt 
29- u nbayt u ndrajt avnithâm  lma’lumât u linterneyt 
30- u rkab ‘la l’ilm u lahlâm  eddavra u tmaththi u lwayt 
31- lthâmak u lwayt f lavlâm  aydîk thentayn u ltwayt 
32- emmali febnayeg la’jâm   u rkabt ‘la ‘ajlet kasît 
33- u nsayt bnaegna lahkyâm  lakbarât akhyâm lmabît 
 
34- u khyâm dahke u lahtimâm  bassatra welli mâ gadayt 
35- nansâh ljud u la’tisâm  u etta’dâl u habl ettilît 
36- kâni hkamt ‘lîh bli’dâm  u trahto taht agdâm ‘akrît 
37- u nsayt u zhadt v larkâm  hadha zayn u dhâk lwasayt 
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38- kivo zayn u rad ettakhmâm  u rad ettalvât ila marrayt 
39- marr allâ murura lkirâm  ‘la dhâk lgalt u sammayt 
40- va eTTal’a m’a lahtirâm  u ettaqdîr um’a tahît 
41- had ervad hammak hammak hâm u ham emmalli lwallayt 
42- u lma wallayt ettabrâm   labaddâlo yakteb takhallit 
43- yâ shabâb 
 
44- wansayt ahâyk afarwâl   u lbîs athâfi u lmayyâl 
45- u asâna u agâda u khalkhâl  u ennîla u lthâm ettubît 
46- u darrâ’et bazân u takhlâl  ghaydât ettahjâl u fhachît 
47- a Trayv mna ennîla u jlâl   mazâl tahfâl ashwayît 
48- kâfi yakfi ‘aynîk lfâl   u yallâli madha zâd kfayt 
49- ‘lîh ennasyân sbah shâl   fammu yashshabâb t’addayt 
50- u dayb ‘an hâdha ma lmashâyl  hâdha ma lmashâyl aldhallayt 
51- waTTa takhmâmak v arokâl u khaTTâk lhodudak u khTayt 
52- ‘andi ‘an markub lkhayâl  nassâk mrâkibak u nsayt 
53- lahallil u rajni u lkhayyâl  u la’baydiyyât u tasadbît 
54- u jjak ‘la mahsar u’âl  lamjîlo yaswa lo lajayt 
55- u azaggâl lmâl ‘la lhâl   u ‘la sawn l’ard u tathbît 
56- asma’ mâ tatgallab lahwâl   u la tahshim timaghnît 
                                       
57- mannu shi u ‘la la’tidâl  u ‘la tawâdo’ âl lbayt 
58- qaddar dha yashshabâb lmâl lmalbîk taTawwur uhayayt 
59- u saddart taTawwur lhâl   fammu kivet baTTâT  itît 
60- qaddatu u trakt sma’ hâl   najmu va smâk ‘lîh rbayt 
61- u rbayt ‘la etta’dâl u dâl  ‘lîk u la dâl lwasayt 
62- dart ‘la ta’dâl ettabdâl  u dart ‘lîh elli mâ raddayt 
63- ‘lîk u lâ rdayt lbâl   ya shshabâb ennak mâ zelleyt 
64- dart ‘la tuâthak sarwâl  djîn u ‘albat sigarît 
65- u dart ‘lîh elli mâ yangâl  u shi yangâl alla la’asrayt 
66- ya shabâb 
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Untitled 
Amira268 (El-Ayoun) 

 
Ask the cafés about our youth 
Ask the chairs 
Ask the tables 
Ask the paths and alleys 
Ask the naked women 
Ask the police stations 
Ask the nightsticks 
Ask the courts  
Ask the places of detention  
You will be answered by the papers written by their blood 
Torn by moans 
O youth 
Noble morals have disappeared under the pressure of drugs 
You don’t sober from a coma that has lasted years and years 
 
sâli lkâhî ‘an shabâbinâ 
sâli lmaqâ’ida,  
sâli Tâwilât 
sâli durûba wa laziqata  
sâli l’âriyat 
sâl mkhâfira shorTati 
sâli lharâwât 
sâli lmaHâkima,  
sâli lmo’takalât 
tujibka saHâifuhum mudawwanatan bidimâihim 
mumazzakatan bilâhât 
âhin yâ shabâb 
qad talâshat makârimo lakhlâqi taHta waTati lmokhaddirât 
lâ tas-Hu min ghaybûbatin qad dâmat sanawâtin wa sanawât  

                                                
268 pseudonym 
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Untitled269  
Beibuh ould El Haj (Smara camp) 

 
1- We are separated from Morocco by creation, behavior and religion 
2- We are already separated by origin and they betrayed the religion 
3- Their lord is little Hassan and our lord is Allah  
4- We are separated in customs, traditions and in perseverance, in acceptance and 
characteristics 
5- In land, in climate and flora, in decoration, ethnicity and hairstyle 
6- And we are separated in food and many things, we are separated since our first 
creation. 
7- They are one type of creature and we are indeed another one 
8- Morocco never respects any conventions we make with her 
Refrain – first three lines 
9- I challenge and I will reward any Moroccan270 to recite in lboueir [meter] 
10- Or tell old stories or sing the way we sing 
11- Or that our features and generosity seem like theirs 
12- Or our preferences, check to make sure and you will find that 
Refrain 
13- I challenge and I will reward any Moroccan that is visited by guests and who 
will  
14- Unfurl the mat because of the duty to receive guests   
15- I will challenge him that his house remains full of people 
16- Who stay with him, and that he doesn’t frown upon and his spirit remains 
happy 
17- I will reward him for imitating us on the day of the war and in the day of 
protecting the weak,  
18- And making contributions for a stranger who addressed us 
19- It’s better for you to cut your nails, so far away we are from Morocco 
Refrain 
20- Watch the Moroccans and Sahrawis walking together in the market from afar 
21- Watch their way of walking and move up to their features, to their poise 
22- And feet, hands, and go from where they are until where I am [all Sahrawi 
people] 
23- You’ll find that, from bottom to top, Allah hasn’t made us equal… 
24- And Adam, who is talked about, if he had borne those kind of worshippers  

                                                
269 The transcription is missing the slashes to indicate separation of hemistichs. 
270 Moroccans are commonly referred to as “Shleuh” in Hassaniyya, which is a general term used to 
denote Berber (non-Arab) origins. 
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25- And if news spread between Moroccans that he had borne them, then Adam has not 
borne us. 
26- Each of us [Moroccan and Sahrawi] is far from the other in a [different] valley, so 
what would make us meet with Moroccans? 
 
1- naHna u lmaghrab maftaSlîn  khalq u khuluq u diyyâna 
2- lasl gbayl fsalna wa addin   massathum fîh lKhiyyâna 
3- huma mulahum laHwaysîn  waHna mulâna mulâna 
4- maftaslîn a’râf u ‘adât   fthabât u qobul u mizât 
5- arD u munâkh u nabât   Hfûl u malla wa Hsâna 
6- wa lbâs u makul u shiyât   wa fSalna man manshâna 
7- huma jans âkhar mna lmakhluqat  wa Hna jans âkhar yakhlâna 
8- u lâ nuHajaw f’alâqat   m’ah f shi ma khallâna 
[Refrain] 
9- nakri shalH igul agilâl   f labayr bsifat naHlâl  
10- walla yaHki shi fât ngâl  walla yatranna barnâna 
11- walla THalâlatna tanHâl   ‘lihum walla ma’nâna 
12- walla hawâna rad lbâl   ga’ lhawâna watrâna 
[Refrain] 
13- nakri shalH ijuh lkhaTTar  laddar u yanshar bîh l’âr 
14- lalkhaTTar frashât addar  wa THal mna nnâs mlâna 
15- wa tbat u wajhu ma yashgâr fihum wa khalâgu farHâna 
16- nakrîh iHamarna nhâr  lakrîha wa nhâr li’âna 
17- laDDa’if u lawHa tandâr  lgharîb awTân a’nâna 
18- akher aSSa kassar lathfâr  lmaghrab mannu ra’âna 
[Refrain] 
19- kharraS shalH u ‘arbi fassug  tfâg man lheh alla tug 
20- kharraS Hal lmashya wa lfawg  lmalamaH wa razâna 
21- wa lkar’ayn u laydîn u sug thak man fam ila lâna 
22- yathhar lak man taHt u fawg  ‘an mulâna masawâna 
[Refrain] 
23- wa dâma elli igulu ila ‘âd   khalla tha lwaSf man la’bâd 
24- wamsha fa lmaghrab mahu rdâd  ‘annu khallahum yakhlâna 
25- Had atla yasmîna bawlâd   adâma Hna mâ khallâna 
26- Ba’îdan tha kullin fî wâd   aHna walmaghrab shalgâna 
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Draymiza 
Beibuh ould El Haj 
 
1- My praise to you and intention are there / and the world is wondering about that 
2- I’m very sure that this / will be a condemnation for the gathering of people  
3- If 30 Mandarti [type of car] came / and 50 followed by 4  
4- And the Quatre-feux [type of car] and among the 210s / I will choose her! 
5- She didn’t leave a reputation for the invaders / and annihilated them  
6- In battles she loomed and grew bigger / until she occupied a position 
7- That no other women / I knew could occupy 
[Refrain—first two lines] 
8- Your wisdom and diligence/ fierce and determined eye  
9- And your enthusiasm for your coming and going / with echoing tunes 
10- You’re quick and a touch makes you shake / even if you’re not warm yet 
11- A fighting patrol is waiting for you / and the enemy are quaking from your harm 
12- That quality keeps you dear to us / be proud and not ashamed 
[Refrain] 
13- Your shortness and small space to carry / big cannons with bulging veins  
14- And the lessening of difficulty and humiliation / your movement at night and early 
morning and in the heat of midday without being lazy 
15- The gray dew and dust on you / without cover, bare and dust-covered 
16- These are not vices / by those who slander  
17- And they are not a vice nor mark of dishonor / nor betrayal for you 
18- With them you brought so many cannons / with fat necks and bellies 
19- With your shortness you destroyed the rapid jaguar / speeding high in the sky271 
[Refrain] 
20- Be thankful to God for not being / among lowly spies  
21- Who humiliate you and use you as collateral / for credit and petty caravan affairs  
22- Confined and having your hands tied / from one humiliation to another 
23- You’ve never separated two men / you’re sold from one broker to the next 
24- You’re in the hands of the fighters / who are the ones who offer help 
25- With you they brought back the buried glory / that was in the coffin of the 
gravediggers 
[Refrain] 
26- A help to the weak who came to you / in great need and poverty   
27- Sons of Adam are running towards you / the response to the demand is swift 
28- O dear one, I say it to your face and behind your back / you never asked for alimony 
29- You preserve your honor that hasn’t abandoned you / you are preservation yourself 

                                                
271 Referring to airplanes. 
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[Refrain] 
30- I wish for you goodness in the future / victory and happy days 
31- You whose character is one of commitment / you’ve never woken up complaining 
32- You’re polite with no bad words / since the day the battlefield met us 
33- You shook the thrones of the unjust / in a way that made them humble and 
submissive  
[Refrain] 
34- You’re great when one of them is injured / and his blood is spurting 
35- Having no hope to arrive at the hospital alive / you brought him in an hour of time 
36- Gentle and merciful on the soul / and you are entrusted in the hour of need 
37- You realized ambition after ambition / since the day you pursued our endeavor 
[Refrain] 

 
1- madHi lak u lmaqsad maujûd    u danya mannu Hayrâna 
2- fâlesh Hatta man thâk i’ûd   idâna lalmudawâna [refrain] 
3- trant mandarti ila jât    u sikânt u tlab thak lkât 
4- u kâtarfa umbayn dussat    dîs ammali galt flâna 
5- mâkhlât sam’ lalghuzât    tarkathum kashayin kâna 
6- u shamkhat falma’arek u nmât   ilayn Htallat makâna 
7- mâ gaT Htallûha waHdât    ‘allamni bihum mulâna 
Refrain 
8- ba’dak fashawfa u tgharshîk   ja’râna u l’ayn mlâna 
9- u tgâdîk lba’dak u mjîk    bannaghamât rannâna  
10- ‘ajlâna u lmas ishaykîk    mazalti manek Hamyâna  
11- dawriyat qitâl tHanîk    la’du man bâsak rajfâna 
12- thâk nnau’ itam maghallîk   u ftakhri manak Hashmâna 
Refrain 
13- gasrak thâk u saghr lmaqdâr   farfûd lamdâfa’ lakbâr ‘rûgak gatrâna 
14- u tagsâr lmashaqqa u lamhâna   u sriyat la’sha u tabkâr u lwaqra mânak 
razHâna 
15- wa lâma lashhab u lghubâr   u mdayrmza u ‘rayâna  
16- u ma’âd azannar     t’îbak bih shayâna 
17- u lahum ‘ayb u lâ washmat ‘âr    ‘lîk u lâhum khiyâna 
18- jabti bihum kam mna ishâr   bu’alba bukarsh mlâna 
19- u bgasrak HaTTamti jagwâr  faljaw l’âli sar’âna 
Refrain 
20- Hamdi mulâna manek mbayn   lawbash shakkâma 
21- lli t-hînak kal nauba marhuna  fadayn   u shghayla man karabâna 
22- masru’a maktufat laydîn     man ‘and ihâna lihâna 
23- magat fSalti mbayn athnayn  tatbay’ fîk zagnâna 
24-‘adti fayd lmoqâtilîn    nnas lli tarfa’ lm’âna 
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25- Raddu bîk lmajd ddafîn    kân ‘la na’sh ddaffâna 
Refrain 
26- i’âna laDDa’if ila jâk    marhun m’a jahdu matHâk 
27- u awlâd âdam shurak tajâk    talbiya lmaTlab ‘ajlâna  
28- yawgi bîk fwajhak u gfâk    mâgaT Tlabti lisâna 
29- u tsûni ‘arDak mâ khallâk    nti man rûHak Siyyâna 
Refrain 
30- ilaggîk lkhayr lgadâm    u nnaSr u sa’âdat layâm 
31- yalli Tab’ak Tab’ ltizâm    magaT SbaHti nakdâna 
32- u adîba blâ sû klâm    man lyum lmaudân lgâna 
33- za’za’ti ‘urush THallâm    mathallatan wa ith’âna 
Refrain 
34- yawgi bîk fHâlat majruH    fihum u ddam mârag ifuH 
35- mâhu Tama’ laTTab irûh    jabtîh fsâ’at magâna 
36- labîga shafîqa barrûH    u amîna sâ’at lamâna 
37- Haqaqti TumuH f TumuH   man lyûm lli s’ayti mas’âna 
Refrain 
 

Untitled 
Badi Mohammed Salem (Smara camp) 

1- Our honor is not to be sold / and our ears have never been hungry272 
2- And never a guest who had to stay / for the night or the day  
3- Didn’t seen something that made him extend his stay / at night and have shade in the 
day273 
4- And never has our unmarried son waited for / a mouthful to remain for him as his 
dinner274 
5- And never has a shameless person come to us / without becoming ashamed of his own 
shadow 
 
1- ‘araTHna mâ yanba’     u lâgaT wathnayna jâ’u 
2- u lâ gaT THaîf lna sâ’u    lambât walla famthallu  
3- mâ shâf alli iwassa’ bâ’u    fambât u fa mTHal iTHallu 
4- u lâ gaT ‘azrina Hâna    ba’shâh lagma tafTHal lu 
5- u lâ gaT massaffah jâna    mâ‘âd yaHsham man THallu  

                                                
272 Meaning we are always hearing praise. 
273 The guest was so pleased by his reception that he extended his stay. 
274 In the evening men generally eat less food and give priority to women and female children for 
eating dinner. 
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February 27th  
Recited by Badi Mohammed Salem; original author unknown 
 
1- We are celebrating the 27th / of February by us 
2- Because it is a valuable gain / from now to eternity 
3- We’ve become an army, a people and an organization / with our large camp and well 
4- Before this we were always letters without dots / and we were not dotted 
5- Because we were few we were targeted / and everyone has become our enemy   
6- And tribalism, our greatest gathering, / was making us weak 
7- And homeless in all directions / and making handcrafts few in our hands 
8- And making us sour in the mouth of praise / and making us sweet in the mouth of 
insult  
9- But after we came together / and announced a revolution, here we are 
10- Celebrating the 27th day275 / of February  
11- Because it is a valuable gain / from now to eternity 
 
1- naHtaflu bûm gaTTaya276 f jîm   madrub bmnangaTba277 bina 
2- bih ‘la mksab qayyîm    man haun ila khalidîna 
3- u’adna jaysh u sha’b u tanTHîm   u bHallatna278 u bHassîna 
4- sabeg tha mâ gaT ngaTna279   felHayât u lâ ntgaTna 
5- u bîna gallatna ntgaTna     u ‘âd alli gâm i’adîna 
6- u lghabaliyya malgaTna    lakbîr alli kân amrabîna 
7- u ‘la lashwâr amsaggaTna   u mgallal lHarva faydîna  
8- u vavvâm ashkr mgargaTna   u vavvam l’ayb mHallina  
9- yaqèr mnayn tlaggaTna     u ‘lanna thawra ra’ina 
10- naHtaflu bum gaTTaya f jîm   madruba bmnangaTba bina 
11- bih ‘la mksab qayyîm    man haun ila khalidîna 
 
 
 
 

                                                
275 The letter ‘jîm’ is considered the third letter in the abajadiyya order of the alphabet. 
276 Meaning unknown. 
277 Meaning here is unclear but the poet explained that nanGaTba represents the month of 
February, thus nine multiplied by three equals twenty-seven, which is the date of the holiday. 
278 l-Halla is a large group of tents (more than 100). 
279 naggaT means to put dots on letters. Meaning that before the Front people were separate and 
had not unified identity. 
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May 20th280    
Alhassine ould Brahim (27 February camp) 
 
1- The 20th when laughing is beautiful / her laugh is like her anniversary 
2- There she is coming to us now / advancing and laughing her laugh  
3- Her laugh like rubies / for the people today who are standing up as brothers 
4- And all their victory is proven / Her teeth are white and her shape black 
5- And if her eyes pass only / once her glance  
6- Kills before natural death / the arrows of death in her eye  
7- the 20th 
8- She laughed at her enemies until they were destroyed / on the land of the Sahara and 
disappeared 
9- She laughed wildly at their misery / as they wanted her torch to burn out 
10- She digs her heels in deep laughter / and tears of laughter fell for the sake of her love 
11- the 20th 
12- The 20 year old has / been sauntering in minds and thoughts  
13- The way she sits and her calves are beautiful / the way she sits is more beautiful  
14- It looks like her hair is braided every day / so that she would get dressed up  
15- Before she gets loses her attraction in the celebration / so that people will see her hair 
braids  
16- Are beautiful artistry / and her beads add to her victory  
17- In her necklace, which is not a lie / O people, look at her necklace  
18- Since 1976 until now / still just sparkling on her neck  
19- She and the devil are joking281 / and the beauty spot is on her lip  
20- I love her beauty spot / surely I am not betraying it  
21- the 20th 
 
1- ‘ashrîn ilâ THaHkat zayna  THaHkat-ha kîfat THakrat-ha 
2- wara’iha THark tjîna   tatgaddam taTHHak THaHkat-ha 
3- THaHkat THaHka kifet lyaqqut  lasha’b lyum uguf akhut 
4- u antisâru kamel mathbut   sannayha biTH u shaklat-ha sud 
5- u ‘ayniha kan tfut    marra waHda taKHrisat-ha 
6- taktal sabeg lmaut    sihâm lmaut fmaqlat-ha 
7- ‘ashrîn  
8- THaHkat fa’duha ilayn khlaw  fawg trâb Sahra wathraw  
                                                
280 Line breaks are approximated in the transcription and translation here because the poem was 
transcribed from an oral recording.  
281 When a woman is described as mblûsa/mbailisa (diminutive) or fîha blîs/fîha shaiTan (the 
devil is in her), it means that she is very attractive and seductive and could be a danger to men by 
luring them to do things forbidden by religion. Having a mole on the woman’s face, especially the 
cheeks or chin, is a sign of beauty…pay on homonyms with sham. 
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9- u gabaTHha muTas yum shgaw  iduro taTfa shu’lat-ha 
10- u baTTat layd mHadda umshaw  dmu’ THaHk f’azzatha 
11-‘ashrîn  
12- um l’ashrîn mna l’imân   tatwâTa fa lbâl u lathhân 
13- tafnat-ha zayna wassigân  azian Hatta tafnat-ha 
14- tufattal kal nhar tbân   iyak tu’addal Halat-ha  
15- sâbeg tabrad, lmaHfal   kân annas tKharras Thafrat-ha  
16- THafrat-ha zayna fattafnân  u khrazha ya’raj naSrat-ha 
17- fagladat-ha mahi buhtân   shufu yannas gladat-ha 
18- man 76 ila lâna    alla talma’ fazrâdat-ha  
19- tat’ayr hiya u shaytân   shâmatha fawg kmamat-ha  
20- u nabqi shâmatha   u asl mani shamat-ha  
21- ‘ashrîn 
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APPENDIX H: TRANSCRIPTS 
 
Transcripts partially quoted in Chapter Five from ‘Beat of Distant Hearts: The Art of 
Revolution in Western Sahara’ (Smith 2000): 
 
Umm Dalaila (singer and poet):  
 
I began to sing in 1974. 
bdait hath l’hawl kan yani fi… arb’a u sab’ain. 
We received cassettes from the Front, with awareness-raising songs. 
jau shmin labnad yani min ‘and ljebha 
I was a young girl then. 
u ana kuntfi thak tarikh saghira. 
My friends and I would listen to these songs in secret and we would learn them. 
kana yasir yani min jili n’ishma’ u kuna nsma’hatha lghani bsifa mstura hatta 
But people would say we shouldn’t sing these songs. 
lakin kanu yualimuna lakin ngalna alinhum ma yingalu terka sghairin yingalu alin hatha 
ma yingal gdam an-nas  
They were afraid of informers, that the Spanish authorities would find out. 
khuf min shatana u min an-nas li telihag lnitham isbani 
Despite that, we sang anyway. 
raqm hatha kulu nghanu. 
 
Mariam mint El Hassan (singer and poet):  
 
You couldn’t sing in any public event or place. 
itha kunti tged tghani fi kil hafla. 
You could only sing at weddings. 
yakun hafla zifaf ji u tghani fih. 
That was the only way to sing under the Spanish rulers. 
u kant hatha hiya l-wasila u l-wahida li tged that yaghani biha that dhut l-isti’amar thik 
sa’a. 
Everyone came to the weddings, even those who weren’t in the struggle. 
li’an mathalan hafla zifaf ji nas kamala li munadal u li ma hum munadal u li sm’a ‘an 
nidal  
But when they heard the songs, they became very moved. 
ya ghair alin yasm’uhu hath laghani atharu aleihum gbala. 
They would leave everything…their work, their families and join the struggle. 
wit tfaiskha lwahed min kil shi mon shakltu u min yani ‘ailtu u min kil shi u gayem. 
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Bachir ould Ali ould Abdurahman (poet): 
 
Song and poetry played an essential role in the revolution, of raising the awareness of 
people in every home. 
ul’ât lshi’r u l-urghniya dur hsas hata f thawra, dur mumtaz f taw’ayt sha’b fi kil dar  
We listened to taped revolutionary songs and poems at home. 
yadkhl cassettes min sh’ir u lghani  
Every vehicle was playing these cassettes. 
fî kul sayara u taxiat u mul taxi tjabru dayir min lghani thawri min sh’ir thawri 
That played a huge role in quickly raising revolutionary fervor among the people, indeed.  
u hatha la’b dur hsas fi nshira wa’i thawri fi sha’b b’ajla, b’sur’a, hag b’ad. 
Prior to the revolution, the Saharawis were over 90 percent illiterate. 
‘arafu sha’b saharawi fthil isti’amar esbani sabig l-thawra ‘anu kant umiyâ fiha 
mathalan darba tis’ain fi lmi’a. 
Songs and poems expressed the deep feelings of the people. 
l’urghniya u lqasida ytaklamu blisan sha’b. 
You didn’t need to know how to read. 
ma yhtaj lhad ygra, ma yhtaj lhad y’ud ygra ula ‘umiya. 
Everyone could understand. 
masawi fihum lagari u ‘umi. 
In the past poetry served only narrow personal interests. 
fî lmadi kant lqasida tkhus mulaha shakhsian. 
It spoke of beautiful women, insulted someone, or described landscapes. 
shakl biha mra ula ma’yeb biha wahd ula shakl biha mantiqa 
Under normal circumstances, poetry only had a limited role. 
fî lhalat l’adiya, shi’r ‘ala tarfih. 
Poems or verses would be sung. 
Tal’a yughana biha u shuhur yughanu bih. 
Someone would begin singing a verse, while making tea… then someone would add 
another verse and so on. 
shi yrtgus bih shi jma’a teyi hatha yaki Tal’a ula gâf 
Whereas now, since the struggle… the role of poetry has evolved to educate, express and 
motivate. 
bainma durha g’a fi thawra dur ta’alim u t’abiya u tawji u dur kabir ma yged had 
yhasbu. 
This is one of those old romantic songs… [laughing] 
hatha lazir min l-hawl… 
There are Saharawis living in occupied cities [in Western Sahara] who closely follow the 
struggle just through poems. 
halig an-nas li mudun muhtala li tata’lim u tl’a thawra u t’arif shinhu twaju tistnar ‘ala 
bi lqasida 
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They wait for the radio program on poetry. 
yhanu li ith’a kanu ysem’u qasida 
They don’t listen to the speeches or news. They wait for the poetry. 
erahum ma ysantu khitab u la ysemtu lmsmu’a. la ysemtu lmb’a yahanu ysemu lqasida. 
When they hear a nice poem they get affected and are moved to act. 
ybatu fathin radio m’asin yak ismuhu qasida zain itfalumha. 
But if it isn’t a poem, then it may not be enough to motivate them. 
ila ysemu shi mahu qasida yumkin ma ya’tu inaya kafiya li yala. 
 
Mariam mint El Hassan (singer):  
 
I began to think about doing this song about my three brothers, who died in the war as 
martyrs. 
u hatha urghniya bdait infakr bash ‘adlha ‘ala khuti shuhada thalatha sktu ‘ala saha 
waTaniya 
They sacrificed their blood and souls for the national struggle. So we could all return to 
our homeland, one day. 
iskhau damhum brwahum min ajl ‘udat lkamalin yani.  
They didn’t just die for me or my mother. [pause] They died for all of us. 
la min ajl ‘audit yana ula umi. min ajl ‘auditna kamalin. min ajl ‘auditna lwaTan. 
I thought of this song as a dialogue between me and my brothers. 
hatha urghniya bdait khiwar baini ana u khuti thalatha. 
I met this poet who composes in Arabic and asked him to write it for me. 
jabart sha’ir u yashhar bi l’arabiya u gultlu y’adli yani qasida ‘ala khuti. 
These brothers had families in our occupied homeland. 
hatha khuti ‘andhum ‘ailat bagiyat fi lmantiqa 
One of them left behind his wife and children. 
wahed min hum min khali zawjtu u bnatu thantain u wuldu 
I did the song when I was sending them a letter. I called it ‘The Message.’ 
u ‘adlt thi lband munasbat ‘alani lahi nrsrulhum u rsiltuhum taba’an drtlu ‘anwan ngalu  
band lrisala baini ana u humu. 
And now you will listen to a verse about one of my brothers [starts to play tape]… 
u thrik durt tismi ism wahed min hum… 
This verse is about one of my brothers, Mohammed Salem. 
wahed minhum ngalu Mohammed Salem 
And I am saying to him as if I were speaking to him, 
ngulu ana mathalan kif li nkhatbu huwa, 
“I am bearing this pain for you, Oh Mohammed Salem. 
usbur yâ Mohammed Salem 
I swear on your eyes it is very hard. 
maksa hatha surat ‘ainik 
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If you are safe and well, tell me, where can I find you?” 
u nta li ‘ut salam sawultik fi ayi trab njik?  
I keep asking him, “Where are you? Where can I come and see you?” 
hatha mathalan kif li huwa, irasadni ula ytakalam maya fi lkhatif u nsawlu, “nta minain 
la ijik?”  
 [speaking directly to her mother]: Don’t cry mother, don’t cry. 
la tbki, umi, la tbki. 
We are all with you and God willing, He will repay you your loss, 
nahnu ma’k ‘ala kuli hâl kamalin u nsh’allah, yakun fina lik nti u nkhalsulik ‘awladik, 
And fill the void they left behind. Don’t cry. 
u yani naql gulik belhum kamalin. la tbki. 
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